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Abstract

The concept of an object�oriented database programming language �OODBPL� is appealing because
it has the potential of combining the advantages of object orientation and database programming
to yield a powerful and universal programming language design�
A uniform and consistent combination of object orientation and database programming� how�

ever� is not straightforward� Since one of the main components of an object�oriented programming
language is its type system� one of the �rst problems that arise during an OODBPL design is related
to the development of a uniform� consistent� and theoretically sound type system that is su�ciently
expressive to satisfy the combined needs of object orientation and database programming�
This dissertation presents the design of a type system suitable for object�oriented database

programming� The type system has a unique combination of uniformity� expressibility� veri�ability�
and theoretically proven soundness� It also possesses features that make it suitable for database
programming� such as seamless integration of imperative types and features� precise query typing
via union and intersection types� separation among three abstraction layers providing a high degree
of code reuse� parametric polymorphism� extensibility� and dynamic type analysis capabilities�
In the process of type system development� a theoretical framework for dealing with type systems

that combine parametric and inclusion polymorphism is established� Due to its modular construc�
tion� this framework can be easily extended and used beyond the scope of this dissertation� Another
contribution of this work is an extensive analysis of existing and proposed type systems from the
point of view of the set of requirements related to object orientation and database programming�
This research leads to the development of a uniform and theoretically sound OODBPL that

can successfully utilize the power inherent in both object orientation and database programming
paradigms� This will eventually lead to the development and implementation of a uniform object�
oriented database system that will use the OODBPL as its main programming and query engine�
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Chapter �

Introduction

��� Overview

From its early days� object orientation �OO� was considered one of the most in�uential and useful
programming paradigms� Its impact on research in virtually all areas of computing science can
only be compared to that of relational algebra� or that of the functional and logic programming
paradigms�
Much of the power of object orientation lies in the fact that it provides conceptual and modeling

capabilities that allow it to express real�world entities with relative simplicity� Another source of
the appeal of object orientation is its support for incremental software construction� provided in the
form of code reuse�
All these advantages were �rst realized and exploited by the programming language �PL� research

community� Starting with Simula�� and Smalltalk� the development of object�oriented languages
has become a landmark of programming language research in the last two decades�
Another major research area that experienced the impact of the object�oriented paradigm is the

area of database management systems �DBMS�� The high modeling power of object orientation along
with its abstraction capabilities can make it one of the preferred paradigms in the development of
DBMSs designed to deal with complex data�intensive applications� such as CAD�CAM� multimedia�
and o�ce information systems�
As both programming language and database system research areas experienced the impact of

the object�oriented paradigm� so did their child � the area of database programming languages�
This relatively young research area is still a source of proli�c research and development activity�
much of this activity being concentrated on object�oriented database programming languages or
database programming languages with object�oriented features�
Object�oriented database programming languages �OODBPLs� have the potential to combine the

modeling and software construction power of the object�oriented paradigm� extensive and e�cient
data storage and retrieval techniques of the modern database systems� and the e�ciency and power
of today�s programming languages in a single uniform framework�
However� OODBPLs have yet to live up to their potential� Most of the modern OODBPLs are

simply object�oriented programming languages with the concept of persistence added to them� They
do not provide the full power of database systems either in their data access mechanisms or in their
query capabilities� Therefore� the problems related to the design of an OODBPL that can combine
the power of its three constituent parts �OO� DB� and PL� are nowadays the topics of extensive
research activity�
Both the modeling and software construction powers of object�oriented languages are rooted in

their type and inheritance systems� A properly designed� rich� and theoretically sound type system
can greatly increase the power of a language� while a poor� in�exible type system can render almost
all power inherent in the object�oriented paradigm useless�
While the type system of an object�oriented language greatly a�ects its characteristics� the type

system of an OODBPL a�ects its characteristics even more� The reason for that is the presence
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of di�erent and sometimes contradictory requirements that are imposed on the type system by an
OODBPL�s database and programming language components�
The presence of two sets of requirements makes the development of a type system for an OODBPL

a challenging task� It� therefore� comes as no surprise that no existing type system satis�es the
requirements that are imposed on OODBPLs�
While the task of developing such a type system is di�cult� it is also quite rewarding� Apart

from the proof of the validity of the very concept of OODBPL� the solution to this problem will
provide the designers of OODBPLs with a consistent and uniform framework that would greatly
facilitate the development of such languages in the future�

��� Scope and contributions

In this dissertation� a type system for an object�oriented programming language is developed� This
type system satis�es a set of requirements that are placed on the type system by both database and
object�oriented language components� These requirements are compiled from several sources and
reviewed in terms of their relevance and necessity�
An extensive review of existing type systems is conducted in order to �nd out which of them

satisfy the requirements� It is concluded that none of the reviewed type systems completely satis�es
all the requirements and therefore the task of designing such a system is relevant and important�
The discussion of the type system presented in this dissertation is broken down into three com�

ponents� the design principles� the typechecking and veri�cation algorithms� and the theoretical
framework that consists of the proofs of correctness of the presented techniques�
One of the design principles used in the construction of the presented type system is the novel

principle of three�layered language design� The three layers are the interface layer� the implemen�
tation �code� layer� and the representation �data� layer� This design principle provides additional
�exibility in speci�cation and use of types� and facilitates better code reuse� A major motivation
for the layered design is understandability of the type system by programmers� The system can
be used at all the three layers� the deeper the layer� the more power it provides� and the greater
complexity it involves� Other major design principles are substitutability� parametricity� veri�abil�
ity� and soundness� The source language showing the use of this design and the type system is also
presented� This language can serve as a core for the development of a full��edged OODBPL�
Typechecking and veri�cation algorithms are based on a notion of type constraint entailment�

A program to be veri�ed is transformed into a set of subtyping constraints� and the task of the
type checker is to verify that these constraints admit a solution under certain assumptions� Another
important aspect of program veri�cation is the validity of the dispatch mechanism� Dispatch is the
process of dynamically choosing the function to execute at a call�site depending on the types of actual
arguments� The validity of dispatch is also tested by verifying entailment relationships between sets
of subtyping constraints� Development of a correct and decidable typechecking algorithm for a type
system as complex as the one described here is one of the major contributions of this work�
In order to formally prove the properties of the presented algorithms� a theory of subtyping and

the natural semantics of a simpli�ed version of the language �the target language� are developed�
Equipped with this theory� proofs of decidability and correctness of the presented algorithms are
given�
Thus� properties of the presented type system include veri�ability� soundness� and expressibility�

Veri�ability is understood as a provable termination of all the algorithms involved in the program
veri�cation process� Soundness stands for the guarantee that a successfully typechecked program
does not generate type errors at run�time� Expressibility is the ability of the type system to express
various program and type structures� The result of this research is applicable to the development of
persistent object�oriented type systems and languages and their theoretical underpinnings�
Other research areas relevant to the development of an OODBPL but not discussed in this

dissertation include built�in object�oriented query language and its optimization� the persistence
model� and the implementation of the language�






��� Organization

The remainder of this dissertation is organized into �ve chapters� Chapter 
 presents the set of
requirements placed on the type system� The requirements are discussed and a test suite of programs
designed to test the conformance of the type system to the expressibility and re�exivity requirements
is developed� An extensive review of existing and proposed type systems is conducted� The chapter
concludes with an evaluation of these type systems relative to the requirements� Chapter � is devoted
to the description of the design principles and decisions made during development of the presented
type system� It highlights various design choices and explains the ones that were made� The language
and the typechecking and veri�cation algorithms are presented in Chapter �� Chapter � deals with
the formal aspects of the presented type system� The proofs of the decidability and correctness
results as well as the natural semantics of the simpli�ed target language used for typechecking are
presented in this chapter� Finally� Chapter � concludes with a summary of contributions and outlines
directions for future research�
Appendix A presents an example of usage of the concepts developed in this dissertation for

an OODBPL based on a uniform� behavioral object model �Pet���� Appendix B provides a set of
implementation notes and design decisions made during a preliminary implementation of a compiler
and the run�time system for the TIGUKAT persistent programming language� Appendix C presents
a module system design for the language� While not directly related to the type system itself� the
module system provides support for additional information hiding and sharing�
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Chapter �

Requirements and Type System

Survey

The purpose of this chapter is to answer two questions� �What are the requirements that a modern
type system for an object�oriented database programming language should satisfy�� and �Are there
any type systems developed to�date that satisfy these requirements���
In order to answer the �rst question� the set of requirements put forth in the literature for

type systems �Section 
�
�� modern object�oriented programming languages �Section 
���� database
programming languages �Section 
���� and object�oriented database systems �Section 
��� by the
leading researchers in these areas will be considered� Then� the set of required type system features
will be extracted� The resulting combination of requirements is presented in Section 
��� Also
presented is the test suite that is used later to evaluate the existing type systems reviewed in this
chapter�
Section 
� presents an extensive review of more than �� languages and type systems� These type

systems are evaluated with respect to the requirements and the test suite presented in Section 
���
The result of this extensive analysis shows that while each of the requirements is satis�ed by at
least one type system� no type system satis�es all of them� It also enables the identi�cation of the
mechanisms that lie behind the strengths and weaknesses of the current type systems� The knowledge
obtained this way will be used in subsequent sections to aid in the design and development of the
type system that satis�es all of the above requirements� which is the primary goal of this work�

��� Terminology

Let us start by establishing some terminology to be used throughout the rest of this chapter� This
is necessary as many of the terms used in the object�oriented language research area have no clear
de�nition and are used di�erently by di�erent authors� Most of the terminology below� comes from
�Car��� BP����

Object
 A primitive term for a data item used to model a concept or a real�world entity�

Message
 A part f of an invocation x�f � an identi�cation for a related set of methods�

Function name
 A part f of invocation f�x�� also can be termed as a message not associated with
any type� Sometimes called a free��oating function�

Method
 A procedure to be executed when an object is sent an appropriate message�

Function
 A procedure to be executed when a function invocation is requested� Function relates
to a function name the same way a method relates to a message�

�These de�nitions are not necessarily universally accepted� but they are used consistently throughout this disser�
tation�
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Interface type
 A description of messages applicable to an object�

Implementation �representation� type
 A description of an object�s structure�

Type
 A shorthand for interface or implementation type or both� depending on the context�

Mutable object type
 A type of an object that is capable of changing its state at run�time� For
example� variables and arrays are mutable objects� These types are sometimes called imperative
types�

Parametric �parameterized� type �message function�
 A type �message� function� that de�
scribes a family of types �messages� functions� by using �an� explicit parameter�s�� For exam�
ple�

type T�List�X� �

getAt�T�Integer�� X�

��

Constrained type
 A parametric type that places a constraint on its parameter�s�� The mecha�
nism that allows a programmer to specify such a type is called bounded quanti�cation� For
example

type T�PersonList�X� where X subtype of T�Person�

speci�es a constrained type T PersonList�

Intersection �greatest lower bound� types
 An intersection of a set of types is a type that
represents the greatest lower bound of the set in the type lattice� Intersection types are useful
for typing of set�theoretic operations and queries�

Inheritance
 A mechanism for making one �interface or implementation� type from another� A
single inheritance requires that a type has at most one immediate ancestor �parent� in the
inheritance chain� multiple inheritance lifts this restriction�

Interface subtyping
 A partial order on interface types� An interface type A is a subtype of
another interface type B when an object of the interface type B can be thought of as an object
of the interface type A �e�g�� a type T Student is a subtype of T Person since every student
can be thought of as a person��

Implementation subtyping �code reuse�
 A partial order on implementation types� An imple�
mentation type A is a subtype of another implementation type B if it is possible to use code
written for A to manipulate objects that have the implementation type B�

First�class object
 An object that is capable of receiving messages�

Non��rst�class object �value�
 An immutable object that lacks the ability to receive messages�
Traditionally� it is assumed that values have no interface� just a set of operations de�ned on
them� In this dissertation� such a set of operations will be considered an interface of a value�

Primitive �atomic� type
 A primitive type is a type of basic �primitive� system�de�ned objects
or values �such as integers� reals� characters� etc��� Primitive types usually have a special status
in non�uniform systems and languages�

Soundness of a type system
 Inability of a successfully typechecked program to produce run�
time type errors� Sometimes divided into static and dynamic soundness� The latter makes
sense for languages with dynamic type checking and assures that run�time type errors will be
caught�
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Veri�ability of a type system �decidable typechecking�
 The ability to verify that a pro�
gram does not contain type errors with respect to a particular type system� equivalently�
the presence of a decidable typechecking algorithm� Note that veri�ability does not imply
soundness� For example� the language Ei�el �Mey��� has a decidable typechecking algorithm�
but a successfully typechecked program can produce run�time type errors�

Substitutability
 A property of a type system �language� that guarantees that an object of a
subtype can be used everywhere the object of its supertype can �e�g� if a type T Person is a
supertype of T Student� then a student can be legally used wherever a person can be��

Dispatch
 A process of �nding out at run�time which method of a particular message to execute�
Single dispatch bases its decision on the type of the �rst argument �receiver� only� whilemultiple
dispatch takes into account types of other arguments as well� The term static dispatch will be
used to refer to a compile�time process of method determination�

Static�dynamic typing �typechecking�
 Static typechecking is done at compile�time� while dy�
namic typechecking is done at run�time�

Implicit�explicit typing
 Languages with explicit typing require the programmer to insert type
annotations in the program� Languages with implicit typing infer the types of expressions
without any help from the programmer� Intermediate approaches are also possible�

Inclusion polymorphism
 This term refers to a combination of subtyping and substitutability�

Parametric polymorphism
 Parametric polymorphism is present when parametric speci�cations
�e�g�� parametric types� are supported�

Covariance �contravariance novariance�
 Covariance means that changes in a particular type
are parallel to the direction of the type hierarchy� In the following example the result type of
the method getAt changes covariantly� as it is T Person in de�nition � �which occurs in the
type T PersonList� and T Student �a subtype of T Person� in de�nition 
 �which occurs in
the type T StudentList� a subtype of T PersonList��

type T�Student subtype of T�Person�

type T�PersonList �

getAt�T�Integer�� T�Person� �� �

��

type T�StudentList subtype of T�PersonList �

getAt�T�Integer�� T�Student� �� 	

��

The reverse direction is termed as contravariant� Novariance forbids any type changes along
the type hierarchy� In this example� the argument type int changes novariantly� i�e� does not
change at all�

The terms class and subclassing are deliberately avoided in this chapter as they are too overloaded�
In object�oriented literature� the term class is used to denote a mechanism for object construction�
an equivalent of an implementation type� an equivalent of an interface type� a set of objects satisfying
a particular condition� or some combination of the above four notions� The de�nition of subclassing
is equally overloaded�
Also� the term type is quali�ed as being either interface type or implementation type� This will

prove useful when considering type systems where the two type notions are distinct�
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��� Essential features of a type system

The major goals of a type system in today�s programming languages and database systems include
�Car��� Car�� BP����

�� Provide a programmer with an e�cient way of catching programming errors before a program
�or a part of it� is actually executed� This is often considered to be the major objective of a
type system in the programming language community�


� Serve as a data structuring tool for design and modeling purposes� Many design technologies
that have emerged through the past decade rely partially or fully on type systems to provide
a convenient design and documentation framework for a system development process� This is
especially true of object�oriented design technologies� This is often considered to be the major
goal of a type system in the database community�

�� Provide a convenient framework for program maintenance� This includes documentation at
the production stage of program evolution as well as the ability of a programmer to understand
the functionality and interfaces of a completed product�

�� Provide su�cient information for optimization purposes� The information provided by the type
system can be used by an optimizing compiler� interpreter� or a query optimizer �in persistent
systems� to improve the e�ciency of a program�

In order for a compiler �or interpreter� to be able to typecheck a program �or a part of it�� there
must exist a typechecking algorithm�� Existence of such an algorithm for a given type system is
termed as veri�ability of the type system� Thus� a type system should be veri�able� It is preferred
that a type system be decidably veri�able� however� one may have to put up with an undecidable
type system just as one puts up with undecidable programs if enough expressive power is desired
�BP���� The veri�ability property also implies that a type system should be provably sound� i�e�
there should exist a formal proof that a successfully type�checked program does not generate any
type errors at run�time�
If a compiler �nds a type error and reports it to a programmer� the latter should have su�cient

information to be able to understand the reason for the type error in order to correct it� Thus� the
type system should be transparent�
A type system should also be enforceable in order to prevent an execution of type�incorrect

programs� This implies that programs have to be written with as much type information as possible
to prevent �false alarms��
Finally� a type system should be extensible� This requirement stems from the fact that none of

the existing type systems were found to be satisfactory for all possible applications� Therefore the
chance that any new type system will satisfy all application domains is remote� If a type system
can not be extended� it will sooner or later be abandoned for a type system that can adapt to new
application requirements� Switching from one type system to another is extremely costly both in
terms of people resources �that have to be reeducated� and in terms of data conversion costs�

��� Object�oriented programming language requirements

Pure object�oriented programming languages pose some speci�c requirements on their type systems�
These requirements will be constructed by considering features essential for pure object�oriented
languages and reformulating them in terms of type system features�
To be called a pure object�oriented language� a language should possess at least the following

properties� �most of the following is borrowed from �TNG�
���

�Much of the discussion below is borrowed from �Car����
�Some of the features listed here are advocated in �TNG��� as absolutely necessary for future object�oriented

languages�





�� Encapsulation� This property is usually considered as one of the characteristic features of
object�oriented languages and greatly facilitates code reuse� It refers to the ability of a language
to shield internals of an object implementation from outside access�


� Inheritance� This is a characteristic property of object�oriented languages as well� The inher�
itance mechanism promotes and facilitates well�structured software design and reusability of
the code� Multiple inheritance is highly desirable� as its absence leads to clumsy or limited
type speci�cation in some important cases�

�� Uniformity� Primitive values �integers etc��� types� and messages �methods� should be �rst�
class objects� If this requirement is not satis�ed� the language will have to handle the
non�object entities in some non�object�oriented way� and will therefore not be purely object�
oriented� Note that the existence of methods that are able to operate on types and other
methods is a consequence of this property� This is also advocated in �Hau����

�� Object access and manipulation uniformity� An object can only be manipulated by methods
de�ned for it� Together with uniformity� this property provides for purely object�oriented
programming�

�� Method uniformity� This refers to the absence of distinction between stored and computed
methods or� equivalently� the absence of public instance variables� This requirement is impor�
tant as its violation breaks encapsulation and may e�ectively hinder the usefulness of the code
reusability provided by inheritance�

�� Separation between interface and implementation inheritance �sometimes termed as separation
between type and class hierarchies�� This is actually a consequence of encapsulation� inheri�
tance� and object manipulation uniformity� Additional arguments in favor of such separation
can be found in �LP��� Cas��� Tai��� BLR��� L	OS����

� Multi�methods �multiple dispatch�� This refers to the ability of a language to use types of all
arguments during dispatch� Traditionally� only the type of the �rst argument �the receiver� is
used� This property of the language is essential to adequately model binary methods �BCC����
Cas��� LM��� FM��� and certain object�oriented design patterns �BLR����

Using these requirements for pure object�oriented languages� it is now possible to formulate desirable
features of type systems for such languages� These requirements are�

�� Inheritance mechanisms for both interface and implementation inheritance� This requirement
is a direct consequence of the language requirements 
 and � above�


� Type system re�exivity� This is necessary to ensure uniformity of the language �requirement ���
since types �classes� have to be objects� Since every object has a type� types and classes need
to have types as well� Thus� the type system needs to be re�exive�

�� Method types� This is also a consequence of uniformity� Indeed� since methods have to be
objects to ensure uniformity� they will have types� Moreover� when methods are manipulated
as objects �e�g�� passed as arguments to other methods�� their types should be descriptive
enough to ensure the validity of type�checking�

�� Method uniformity at the type level �no distinction between types of stored and computed
methods�� This is a direct consequence of the language requirement ��

�� Support for multi�methods �multiple dispatch�� This is a consequence of the language require�
ment �

Another desirable feature of an object�oriented type system is substitutability �at least for interface
inheritance�� This property is essential to achieve one of the primary goals of the object�oriented
paradigm� code reuse�

�



��� Database programming language requirements

Database programming languages �DBPLs� possess their own set of distinguishing features that
poses additional requirements on type systems� The approach of the previous subsection will be
used to derive the type system features from the following list of necessary features of a persistent
language that is taken� from �AB�� AM����

�� Persistence independence �the form of the program is independent of the longevity of data
the program operates upon�� This is necessary to provide seamless integration between the
database and the language and to signi�cantly reduce the amount of code necessary to deal
with persistent data�


� Orthogonality of type and persistence �data of all types can be persistent as well as transient��
This is an aid to data modeling as it ensures that the model can be independent of the longevity
of data� It also eliminates the need of explicit persistent�to�transient data conversions�

�� User�de�ned type constructors� This requirement is due to the necessity of modeling new�
potentially complex data structures in a uniform and consistent manner�

�� Information hiding �also known as encapsulation�� Encapsulation allows for data modeling at
a higher �more abstract� level as it hides the implementation details and gives the programmer
an ability to deal with abstract interfaces rather than concrete data structures� It greatly
facilitates modeling� code reuse� and component integration�

�� Polymorphism�parametric� inclusion� or both�� Parametric and inclusion polymorphismsmake
the speci�cations more succinct and precise� They also allow for a signi�cant reduction in the
amount of code that needs to be written to specify and implement a particular data model�
as a signi�cant portion of the speci�cations are reused via genericity achieved by the use of
polymorphic constructs�

�� Static and strong typing with provisions for partial type speci�cation �which necessitates the
presence of a type mechanism similar to one formed by type constructor dynamic and operator
typecase�� This is necessary in order to deal with data that come from a persistent store whose
structure is only partially known at the time the program is written� An example of a program
that requires such capabilities is a generic database browser that is supposed to work on any
database independently of its structure�

� Incremental program construction and modularity� This principle ensures that most of the
program modi�cations can be done locally� without a�ecting the rest of the code� While this
property is very important for programming languages in general� it is even more important
for database programming� since databases tend to exist and evolve for extensive periods of
time� As a database evolves� the programs designed to operate on it have to evolve as well�
Modularity is one of the major features that signi�cantly reduce the overhead of such an
evolution�

�� Query facilities� One of the main reasons behind the success of the relational data model was
its ability to support declarative� simple� yet powerful data access�query languages� In order
for object systems to be successful� they must provide querying capabilities equal or exceeding
those of the relational systems�

�� Ability of a program to deal with state change� This requirement is necessary as persistent
data outlive the program and if a program is not able to change data� the state of persistent
data will never change�

From this list of requirements� the following properties of the type system can be derived�

�Features not related to type system are dropped from the list�

�



�� Types �classes� in the type system should not be speci�ed as either persistent or transient�
This is the DBPL requirement 
 reformulated in terms of type system terminology�


� User�de�ned type constructors� This is the same as the DBPL requirement ��

�� Encapsulation� This follows from the DBPL requirement ��

�� The presence of parametric types� This follows from the DBPL requirements � �parametric
polymorphism� and �� It is also desirable to handle bounded �constrained� parametric types
as it increases the modeling power of the type system�

�� Possibility of partial type speci�cation and dynamic type checking� This follows from the
DBPL requirement ��

�� Veri�able and sound type system �as a consequence of the DBPL requirement ���

� Incremental type checking �as a consequence of the DBPL modularity requirement��

�� The ability of the type system to correctly type declarative queries� This stems from the
DBPL requirement �� According to �BP���� this requires that the type system can support
union �least upper bound� types�

�� The ability of the type system to deal with types of mutable objects �later referred to as mutable
object types� and assignment� This is a direct consequence of the DBPL requirement ��

In addition to the above� �KCMS��� advocates the use of re�ection in persistent object systems�
The combination of object�orientedness and persistence poses some additional requirements de�

scribed in the next subsection�

��� Object�oriented database system requirements

A list of features needed or desirable in object�oriented database management systems �OODBMS�
and the rationale behind it are given in �ABD��
�� This is the most comprehensive of such lists
published so far�
The following list� is the part of it that is related to type system issues� It contains the additional

requirements to those already listed in the previous subsections�

�� Complex objects �orthogonal type constructors should include at least sets� tuples� and lists��
This is necessary to ensure that the modeling power of the system is su�cient to deal with
modern applications� such as CAD�CAM� medical and geographical information systems�


� Extensibility� user�de�ned and system types should have the same status and the user should
be able to add new �primitive� types to the system� This is also due to the necessity of dealing
with new demanding application areas� It is impossible to anticipate all the data types that will
be required to model the data structures in those areas since some of them are yet to emerge�
By providing the same status to system and user�de�ned types� the system guarantees that its
capabilities are not decreased when it is applied to a new application domain� Also advocated
in �MS����

�� Views� A view is� in a sense� an ability to transparently change the appearance of data for
di�erent users �clients�� The importance of this concept as well as its usefulness and power
have been convincingly demonstrated by years of experience obtained by the research and
industrial communities in dealings with relational databases�

�Some issues often considered as de�ciencies of object�oriented systems 	for example� in �Kim�
�� but deemed
optional in �ABD���� are listed here as mandatory� The reason for that is the understanding that if object�oriented
databases are to be the next step in the database development� they should utilize the advances already made in
relational databases�

��



�� Dynamic schema evolution� This requirement is based on the necessity to maintain �and
change� the database structure over extensive periods of time� While it is sometimes possible
to create a completely new database with a new schema and migrate data to it� this approach
is usually quite expensive and results in a substantial down time� This is often not acceptable
in large distributed applications such as air tra�c control systems� Dynamic schema evolution
makes it possible to change a database structure transparently to its users�

These additional requirements have to be taken into account when designing a type system for a
pure object�oriented database programming language� Next� these requirements will be summarized
and a short overview will be given�

��� Summary of requirements

The following is the compilation of all type system requirements presented so far� The categorization
of the requirements presented here is subjective� but it does provide a useful structure to the extensive
set of requirements compiled so far� Each requirement listed below contains a reference to the section
where it has been introduced and explained�

�� Theoretical requirements

�a� Veri�ability �preferably decidable� and provable soundness of the type system� These
features are necessary for the type system to be useful for program veri�cation �see
Section 
�
 and Section 
����


� Inheritance requirements

�a� Inheritance mechanisms for both interface and implementation inheritance �Section 
����

�b� Substitutability property �at least for interface inheritance� �Section 
����

�� Expressibility requirements

�a� Method types �Section 
����

�b� Parametric types �Section 
����

�c� Orthogonal type constructors �at least sets� tuples� and lists� �Section 
����

�d� Encapsulation �Section 
�� and Section 
����

�e� The ability of the type system to deal with mutable object types and assignment �Sec�
tion 
����

�f� The ability of the type system to correctly type multi�methods �Section 
����

�g� The ability of the type system to correctly type SQL�like queries �Section 
����

�� Uniformity requirements

�a� Extensibility �user�de�ned and system types should have the same status� �Section 
����

�b� Types �classes� in the type system should not be speci�ed as either persistent or transient
�Section 
����

�c� Method uniformity at the type level �no distinction between types of stored and computed
methods� �Section 
����

�� Re�exivity requirements

�a� Type system re�exivity �Section 
����

�� Dynamic requirements
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�a� Possibility of partial type speci�cation and dynamic type checking �Section 
����

�b� Provisions for schema evolution �Section 
����

� Other requirements

�a� Transparency of the type system for a programmer �Section 
�
��

�b� Incremental type checking �Section 
����

�c� The ability to de�ne views in a type�safe fashion �Section 
����

Some of the above requirements are complimentary� while others are contradictory� Most notably�
decidable veri�cation con�icts with re�ection �as shown� for example� in �Car��b��� Also� enforce�
ability con�icts �to a degree� with partial type speci�cation� Another con�ict can be seen in that the
complexity of the type system that satis�es the expressibility requirements above will most probably
make the resulting type system much less transparent for a programmer than one would like it to be�
�CMM��� also identi�ed a con�ict between substitutability� mutable types� and static type safety�
The presence of such contradictory requirements makes the task of designing a type system that
satis�es them particularly di�cult�
The following is a set of test programs that a type system should be able to type correctly��

These tests are primarily designed to test type systems for their expressibility as this is the most
di�cult set of requirements to check� however� the last test is the test for re�exivity and uniformity�
The programs are written in an object�oriented pseudo�language��
These programs are designed to test known problem areas of object�oriented type systems� They

are also used to verify the ability of the type system to consistently and orthogonally combine
parametric and inclusion polymorphism with mutable types and assignment� This has to be done
because soundness� veri�ability� parametricity� substitutability� and mutable types are all among the
requirements for an OODBPL type system�
Many of the expressibility tests are adapted from �BP��� which presented a benchmark for testing

type system expressibility� However� their benchmark was designed to measure the expressibility of
a type system for an object�oriented programming language and not for an object�oriented database
programming language� Thus� some tests related to the additional expressibility requirements pre�
sented above were added�
The requirement related to mutable object types and assignment is tested by each of the tests

below� This is done in order to verify that a type system can deal with mutable types in combination
with parametric and inclusion polymorphisms� This is a well�known problem area in object�oriented
type systems �CMM����

�� Types T Person and T Child with method getAge that returns T Integer when applied to a
person and T SmallInteger when applied to a child� �PERSON�

type T�Integer�

type SmallInteger subtype of Integer�

type T�Person �

getAge��� T�Integer�

��

type T�Child subtype of T�Person �

getAge��� T�SmallInteger�

��

T�Person p �
 new T�Person ������

T�Child c �
 new T�Child ������

�Note that the terms �test and �test program are not used here in the traditional software engineering sense�
�The programming language examples are used to illustrate the tests and not to suggest the necessary language

constructs�

�




T�Integer i�

T�SmallInteger si�

i �
 p�getAge��� �� should be Ok

i �
 c�getAge��� �� should be Ok

si �
 p�getAge��� �� should cause compile�time error

si �
 c�getAge��� �� should be Ok

This test is designed to verify that subtyping does not necessitate the absence of changes�
Surprisingly� there is a considerable number of languages that do not allow any changes while
inheriting� only additions� This signi�cantly limits the power of the type system and forces
the designer to use less speci�c type information�


� Types T Point and T ColorPoint� with equality on both� The equality between color points
should take color into account� while the equality between two points or between a point and
a color point should ignore it� �POINT�

type T�Point �

equal�T�Point p��T�Bool implementation ��� � �� equal�

��

type T�ColorPoint subtype of T�Point �

equal�T�ColorPoint p��T�Bool implementation ��� � �� equal	

��

T�Point p� �
 new T�Point ������

T�ColorPoint p	 �
 new T�ColorPoint ������

p��equal�p��� �� should call equal�

p��equal�p	�� �� should call equal�

p	�equal�p	�� �� should call equal	

p	�equal�p��� �� should call equal�

p� �
 new T�ColorPoint ������

p��equal�p��� �� should call equal	

p��equal�p	�� �� should call equal	

p	�equal�p	�� �� should call equal	

p	�equal�p��� �� should call equal	

This test is adapted from �BP���� It tests the type system�s ability to deal with binary methods�
a well�known problem area in object�oriented type systems �BCC���� FM����

�� Types T Number �with unrelated subtypes T Real and T Radix� and T Date with comparison
methods such that comparing two numbers or two dates is legal� while their cross�comparison
is not� All method code below� except for the code for the method less� should be reused�

�COMPARABLE�

interface I�Comparable �

less�selftype c��T�Bool�

greater�selftype c��T�Bool implementation � return c�less�this�� ��

��

type T�Number implements I�Comparable �

less�T�Number n��T�Bool implementation ��� � �� less�

��

type T�Real subtype of T�Number � ��� ��

��



type T�Radix subtype of T�Number � ��� ��

type T�Date implements I�Comparable �

less�T�Date d��T�Bool implementation ��� � �� less	

��

T�Date d� d	�

T�Number n� n	�

T�Radix radixVar �
 �xF�

T�Real realVar �
 ����

d� �
 �	������� d	 �
 ���������

n� �
 realVar�

n	 �
 radixVar�

n��less�n	�� �� should call less�

n	�greater�n��� �� should eventually call less�

n��less�realVar�� �� should call less�

n	�greater�radixVar�� �� should eventually call less�

d��less�d	�� �� should call less	

d��greater�d	�� �� should eventually call less	

d��less�n��� �� should cause compile�time error

n��less�d��� �� should cause compile�time error

This is an additional test for binary method handling� It tests whether the subsumption
property can be maintained in the presence of binary methods� This test is necessary due
to the fact that some approaches to the binary method problem �most notably� matching
�BSG��� BFP���� abandon substitutability� and substitutability is one of the requirements for
an OODBPL type system�

�� Parametric input�output�IOstream type hierarchy such that the three types are parameterized
by the type of objects readable�writable to�from a particular stream� with T IOstream being
a subtype of both input and output stream types� �STREAMS�

type T�InputStream�covar X� �

get���X�

isEmpty���T�Bool�

��

type T�OutputStream�contravar X� �

put�X arg��

��

type T�IOStream�novar X� subtype of T�InputStream�X� T�OutputStream�X��

type T�Point � ��� ��

type T�ColorPoint subtype of T�Point � ��� ��

T�Point p �
 new T�Point ������

T�ColorPoint cp �
 new T�ColorPoint ������

T�InputStream�T�Point� isp�

T�OutputStream�T�Point� osp�

T�IOStream�T�Point� iosp�

��



T�InputStream�T�ColorPoint� iscp�

T�OutputStream�T�ColorPoint� oscp�

T�IOStream�T�ColorPoint� ioscp�

��� �� Initialization of the above streams

p �
 isp�get��� �� should be Ok

p �
 iscp�get��� �� should be Ok

cp �
 isp�get��� �� should cause compile�time error

cp �
 iscp�get��� �� should be Ok

osp�put�p�� �� should be Ok

oscp�put�p�� �� should cause compile�time error

osp�put�cp�� �� should be Ok

oscp�put�cp�� �� should be Ok

isp �
 iosp� �� should be Ok

isp �
 ioscp� �� should be Ok

iscp �
 iosp� �� should cause compile�time error

iscp �
 ioscp� �� should be Ok

osp �
 iosp� �� should be Ok

osp �
 ioscp� �� should cause compile�time error

oscp �
 iosp� �� should be Ok

oscp �
 ioscp� �� should be Ok

This test is designed to verify that a combination of parametric and inclusion polymorphism
in the type system does not adversely a�ect either of them� In other words� it tests the
orthogonality of the two polymorphisms� The presence of both parametricity and inclusion
polymorphism �subtyping � substitutability� in the type system is among the requirements
compiled earlier� The unrestricted combination of the two polymorphisms is known to be
di�cult �DGLM��� BOSW��c��

�� Sorting of arbitrary objects under the constraint that all the objects have a comparisonmethod�
�SORT�

interface I�Comparable �

less�selftype c��T�Bool�

��

type T�Number implements I�Comparable � ��� ��

type T�Person � ��� ��

type T�List�novar X� � ��� ��

sort�T�List�X� list�� T�List�X� where �X implements I�Comparable�

implementation ��� �

T�List�T�Number� ln�

T�List�T�Person� lp�

��� �� Initialization of list variables

ln �
 sort�ln�� �� should be Ok

lp �
 sort�lp�� �� should cause compile�time error

lp �
 sort�ln�� �� should cause compile�time error

��



ln �
 sort�lp�� �� should cause compile�time error

This test is due to �BP���� It is designed to verify the ability of the type system to deal with
bounded quanti�cation of the form �for all types satisfying a given condition�� This is yet
another aspect of the binary method problem� It also tests the ability of the type system to
provide a link between parametricity and subtyping�

�� Generic sort with a comparison method ��� as a parameter� The generic sort can be applied to
a set of any objects provided that an appropriate comparison method is supplied� �GENSORT�

type T�List�X� � ��� ��

type T�Number �

less�T�Number arg��T�Bool�

��

type T�Date �

compare�T�Date arg��T�Bool�

��

sort�T�List�X� list �XX��T�Bool comparison�� T�List�X�

implementation ��� �

T�List�Number� ln�

T�List�Date� ld�

��� �� Initialization of list variables

ln �
 sort�lnless�� �� should be Ok

ld �
 sort�ldcompare�� �� should be Ok

ln �
 sort�ldcompare�� �� should cause compile�time error

ln �
 sort�lncompare�� �� should cause compile�time error

This test is also from �BP���� It is designed to verify that the type system is capable of
combining parametricity� method typing� and substitutability�

� A single�linked list node type and a double�linked list node type� where the second type inherits
from the �rst one� A single�linked list node type is a recursively de�ned type with a mutable
attribute that represents the list node linked to the given one� A double�linked list node type
has an additional mutable attribute to represent the second link� The type system should not
allow links between di�erent node types�

Note that in this example the double�linked node type is not a subtype of a single�linked node
type� however� the type system should be �exible enough to allow code reuse between them�
The code sample uses the keyword extends in order to describe this relationship between
types� �LIST�

type T�LinkedListNode �

selftype next�

getNext���selftype implementation � return next� ��

attach�T�LinkedListNode node�

implementation ��� � �� attach�

��

type T�DoubleLinkedListNode extends T�LinkedListNode �

selftype prev�

getPrev���selftype implementation � return prev� ��

attach�T�DoubleLinkedListNode node�

implementation ��� � �� attach	

��

��



T�LinkedListNode lln� lln	�

T�DoubleLinkedListNode dlln� dlln	�

��� �� Initialization of list node variables

lln� �
 dlln�� �� should cause compile�time error

lln� �
 lln	� �� should be Ok

lln��attach�lln	�� �� should call attach�

dlln��attach�dlln	�� �� should call attach	

lln��attach�dlln��� �� should cause compile�time error

dlln��attach�lln��� �� should cause compile�time error

This test is also adopted from �BP���� It checks whether the type system supports code reuse
beyond that provided by subtyping� In other words� it checks if code reuse is possible between
types that are not in a subtyping relationship with each other� Situations analogous to the
one described in this test occur frequently when dealing with mutable types�

�� Set union and intersection for immutable sets� �SET�

type T�Set�X� �

union�T�Set�Y� summand�� T�Set�lub�XY���

intersection�T�Set�Y� summand�� T�Set�glb�XY���

��

type T�Person � ��� ��

type T�Student subtype of T�Person � ��� ��

T�Set�T�Person� sp� sp	�

T�Set�T�Student� ss� ss	�

��� �� Initialization of set variables

sp� �
 sp��union�sp	�� �� should be Ok

sp� �
 sp��union�ss��� �� should be Ok

sp� �
 ss��union�sp��� �� should be Ok

sp� �
 ss��union�ss	�� �� should be Ok

ss� �
 sp��union�sp	�� �� should cause compile�time error

ss� �
 sp��union�ss��� �� should cause compile�time error

ss� �
 ss��union�sp��� �� should cause compile�time error

ss� �
 ss��union�ss	�� �� should be Ok

sp� �
 sp��intersection�sp	�� �� should be Ok

sp� �
 sp��intersection�ss��� �� should be Ok

sp� �
 ss��intersection�sp��� �� should be Ok

sp� �
 ss��intersection�ss	�� �� should be Ok

ss� �
 sp��intersection�sp	�� �� should cause compile�time error

ss� �
 sp��intersection�ss��� �� should be Ok

ss� �
 ss��intersection�sp��� �� should be Ok

ss� �
 ss��intersection�ss	�� �� should be Ok

This test is designed to verify that set operations used in SQL�like declarative queries can
be successfully and precisely typed� This is necessary to ensure seamless integration of such
queries into the language�

�



�� Function apply� �APPLY�

apply��X��Y msg X obj��Y implementation ��� �

type T�Integer � ��� ��

type T�SmallInteger subtype of T�Integer � ��� ��

type T�Person �

getAge���T�Integer�

��

type T�Child subtype of T�Person �

getAge���T�SmallInteger�

��

T�Person p �
 new T�Person ������

T�Child c �
 new T�Child ������

T�Integer i �
 �����

T�SmallInteger si �
 ��

i �
 apply�getAgep�� �� should be Ok

i �
 apply�getAgec�� �� should be Ok

si �
 apply�getAgep�� �� should cause compile�time error

si �
 apply�getAgec�� �� should be Ok

This test is analogous to the ���calculus� test presented in �BP��� �it di�ers in that this test
also includes assignment�� It is designed to verify the ability of the type system to deal with
method types and uniformly treat methods as objects in the system�

��� General database browser� The browser should be able to deal with databases that have an
unknown schema�� �BROWSER�

printNumber�T�Number num� implementation ��� �

type T�Person �

getAge���T�Integer�

��

T�Object root�

T�Database db�

db�open���

root �
 db�getRoot���

typecase root�typeOf�� �

subtype of T�Number� �

printNumber�root�� ��� �� �� should be Ok

subtype of T�Person� �

printNumber�root�getAge���� ��� �� �� should be Ok

otherwise� �

print��Something else��� ��

��

root�getAge��� �� should cause compile�time error

printNumber�root�getAge���� �� should cause compile�time error

�The given code only tests the ability of the type system to deal with dynamic type information in a type�safe
manner� A complete browser would also require the ability to examine type structure of previously unknown types�

��



This test checks the ability of a type system to handle partial type speci�cations and dynamic
type checking� Both are on the list of requirements for an OODBPL type system�

This set of requirements and tests will be used in the next section to evaluate existing languages
and type systems�

��� Related work

In this section� type systems of many current languages	 as well as theoretical developments in the
area will be reviewed� These type systems and languages are listed in Table 
��� The table gives
references and pages in this dissertation where a given system is reviewed�
The comparison between the type systems is presented in Table 
�
� Table 
��� and Table 
���

Not all of the languages and systems listed in Table 
�� are present in these tables� Type systems
that are superseded by other type systems reviewed in this section� languages that have no static
type systems� and incomplete type systems are excluded from the review tables�
Table 
�
 lists features of the reviewed type systems that correspond to the requirements listed

in Section 
��� Veri�ability is understood as the presence of a decidable type checking algorithm�
Static soundness means that a successfully typechecked program does not produce errors at run�time�
while dynamic soundness means that the program reports all possible type errors at run�time in a
well�de�ned and predictable manner� Static soundness is strictly stronger then dynamic soundness�
The column uniformity�atomics means that objects of primitive �atomic� types have the same rights
as objects of user�de�ned types� The column uniformity�methods refers to the ability of a language
to treat methods �or messages� or both� as objects� Re�ection�typecase indicates the ability of a
language to deal with dynamic type checking in a type�safe manner� Finally� re�ection�evolution
shows whether a given language supports incremental type system evolution�
Table 
�� compares various aspects of type system expressibility� The �rst two columns indicate

whether a given type system has a notion of subtyping� shows what kind of subtyping �structural
�implicit� or user�de�ned �explicit�� it supports� and what kind of inheritance �single or multiple�
the type system has� The third column shows whether the type system supports method �function�
types� The fourth column addresses the issue of dispatch �single or multiple� in the given type
system� Columns � through � deal with parametricity and its relationship with subtyping� Column �
indicates whether a given type system supports parametric types� Column � shows if a type system
can deal with constrained parametric types� Positive indication in column  means that a type
system makes it possible for di�erent parametric types formed using the same type constructor
to have a subtyping relationship with each other �for example� T Set�T Person� is a subtype of
T Set�T Student��� Column � indicates whether the type system is capable of specifying subtyping
relationships between parametric types with di�erent type constructors �e�g� T List�T Person� is
a subtype of T Set�T Person��� Column � is an indication of the ability of a type system to deal
with mutable types� This indication is negative for type systems of purely functional languages�
Column �� shows whether a type system supports intersection �greatest lower bound� types�
Finally� Table 
�� demonstrates the performance of the reviewed type systems on the test suite�
From the analysis of the results presented in Table 
�� it can be concluded that languages Mini�

Cecil and Transframe rate the best on the test suite� However� none of them has provably sound
typechecking� in fact� typechecking Mini�Cecil is likely to be undecidable �Lit���� Of the systems
with sound and veri�able type checking� the most impressive is Sather� however� its type system
lacks multiple dispatch and union types� Soundness of Sather type system has not been formally
proven� Almost all �theoretical� type systems show similar performance on the test suite�
Sound type checking� substitutability� parametricity� method types� and multi�methods appear

together in only one type system� that of ML�� However� ML� �as well as most ML clones� severely
restricts usage of mutable types and does not deal well with certain aspects of binary methods and
parametricity �failed tests COMPARABLE and STREAMS��

	Due to the enormous number of languages constantly being developed by the scienti�c community� this review
has to be incomplete� However� every e�ort has been made to include known languages with interesting type system
features 	or their analogs�� Thus I hope that none of the essential type systems are left out�
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Table 
��� Type system index

References Reviewed on page
C�� �Str��� ��
E �RCS��� ��
O�� �AG��� ��
O� �LRV��� ��
Java �	� �AG�
� DE��� Sar��� ��
Generic Java GJ� �BOSW��c� BOSW��a� BOSW��b� ��
Java parametric extension JPE� �MBL��� ��
Pizza �OW��� AFM��� ��
Virtual types in Java JVT� �Tho��� BOW��� ��
ODMG�OQL �	� �CBB���� ��
Modula�� �Wir��� ��
DBPL �SM��� ��
Modula��� �LML���� ��
Modula�� �Har��� �

Oberon�� �MW��� RS��� �

Lagoona �Fra��� �

Theta �DGLM��� �

Ada �� �Ada��� ��
Ei�el �Mey��� ��
Sather �SO�
� ��
Emerald �RTL���� ��
BETA �MMPN��� ��
VML �KT��� ��
Napier�� �MBC��
� ��
Smalltalk �GR��� ��
Strongtalk �BG��� ��
Cecil �Cha��� Cha��b� ��
BeCecil �CL�
� CL��� ��
Mini�Cecil �Lit��� ��
Transframe �Sha��� ��
CLOS �BDG���� ��
Dylan �App��� ��
TM �BBdB���� ��
ML �MTH��� Wri��� ��
Machiavelli �OBBT��� BO�
� ��
Fibonacci �AGO��� ��
ML� �BM�
b� BM�
a� ��
Constrained types in ML �AWL��� AW��� Pot��� Reh��� ��
Constrained types in Erlang �MW��� ��
���calculus �CGL��� ��
PolyTOIL �BSG��� BSG��� ��
Loop �ESTZ��� EST��b� EST��a� ��
TL �MS��� MMS��� ��
TooL �GM�
� ��
TOFL �QKB�
� ��
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Table 
�
� Type system features

Soundness Separation between Uniformity Reflection
Type system Verifiability Static Dynamic interface and Substitutability Atomics Methods Typecase Evolution

implementation

C�� � � � � �� � � � �

E � � � � �� � � � �

O�� � � � � �� � � ���� �

O� � Unknown Unknown � � � � � ����

Java ��� � � Core only � ��� � � � �
GJ � � Unknown � � � � � �
JPE � � Unknown � � � � � �

Pizza � �� � � � � � � �
JVT � � Unknown � � � � � �
ODMG ��	 � Unknown Unknown � � � � � �

DBPL � Unknown Unknown �� n�a n�a � � �

Modula
�	 � Unknown Unknown �� �� � � � �

Modula
� � Unknown Unknown �� � � � � �

Oberon
� � Unknown Unknown �� � � � � �
Theta � Unknown Unknown � Unknown � � � �

Ada �� � Unknown Unknown �� � � � � �
Sather � � � � � � � � �

Emerald � Unknown Unknown � � � � � ����

BETA � � Unknown �� � � � � ����

Napier � � � ��� n�a n�a � � �

Strongtalk � Unknown Unknown � � � � � ����

Cecil � � Unknown � � � � ���� �
BeCecil � Unknown Unknown � Unknown � � � �
Mini
Cecil Unknown Unknown Unknown � Unknown � � � �
Transframe � � Unknown � Unknown � � � �
TM � Unknown n�a � � � � � �

ML � � n�a �� n�a � � � �
Machiavelli � � n�a � � � � � �
Fibonacci � � n�a ��� � � � � �
ML� � � n�a � � � � � �

PolyTOIL � � n�a � � � � � �
Loop � � n�a � � � � � �
TL � Unknown Unknown � Unknown � � � �
TooL Unknown Unknown n�a � Unknown � � � �
TOFL � � n�a � � � � � �
� Except for covariant arrays which have been kept in Pizza only for backward compatibility with Java
� These features are based on modules�packages� fragments� rather than on types
� Substitutability works for pointers and references only
� For object types only
� Even though a type can be examined dynamically in O��� typechecking does not take this into account
� Classes �implementation types� only
� Evolution is type
unsafe

The test STREAMS proved to be the most di�cult one� This is surprising as the test outlines
the situation that occurs in almost every language dealing with I�O operations on a relatively high
level� Only the type systems of Emerald and Mini�Cecil where able to pass this test� however� none
of these type systems has a proof of soundness�
Overall� type systems with nice theoretical properties show only moderate performance on the

test suite� while type systems that perform well on tests lack a theoretical basis�
The rest of this section presents a detailed review of various type systems� The index of these

type systems is found in Table 
���

����� Type systems review

C�� �Str��� is currently one of the most widely used object�oriented programming languages� C��
types combine the characteristics of interface and implementation types in that they de�ne both the
interface and the structure of their objects� Classes in C�� are special cases of types� classes specify
properties of �rst�class objects� while types specify properties of non��rst�class objects� C�� inher�
itance rules are novariant� however� C�� allows polymorphic function and method speci�cations by
using a method �function� signature instead of a name for identi�cation purposes� In the presence
of static type checking this is equivalent to a restricted form of static multiple dispatch� Non��rst�
class objects in C�� are operated upon by free functions� only objects �instances of classes� have
methods� C�� also provides parametric types �templates� that can take an arbitrary number of
parameters� parametric types can be subtyped�
The C�� type system is not veri�able in general due mostly to its unrestricted use of pointer

conversions� however� partial veri�cation is possible and is performed at compilation time� The C��
type system combines interface and implementation inheritance and thus violates the �rst inheritance
requirement� It is not completely uniform as it distinguishes between �data� and �objects� and treats
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Table 
��� Type system expressibility

Subtyping Method Dispatch Parametric types Mutable Intersection
Type system Inheritance types Bounded Intra Inter types types

C�� User
defined Multiple � Single� � � � � � �

E User
defined Multiple � Single� � � � � � �

O�� User
defined Multiple � Single� � n�a n�a n�a � �
O� User
defined � � Single � n�a n�a n�a � �

Java ��� User
defined Multiple� � Single � n�a n�a n�a � �

GJ User
defined Multiple� � Single � � � � � �

JPE User
defined Multiple� � Single � � � � � �

Pizza User
defined Multiple� � Single � � � � � �

JVT User
defined Multiple� � Single � � ����� � � �

ODMG ��	 User
defined Multiple� � Single ��� n�a ����� � � �
DBPL User
defined n�a � n�a � n�a n�a n�a � �
Modula
�	 User
defined Single � Single � n�a n�a n�a � �

Modula
� User
defined Single � Single �� � n�a n�a � �
Oberon
� Structural n�a � Single � n�a n�a n�a � �

Theta User
defined Multiple� � Single � � � � � �

Ada �� User
defined Single � Single� � � � � � �
Sather User
defined Multiple � Single � � � � � �
Emerald Structural n�a � Single � � n�a n�a � Unknown
BETA Structural Single � Single � � n�a n�a � �
Napier � n�a � n�a � � n�a n�a � �

Strongtalk Structural� Single �� Single � � � � � �
Cecil User
defined Multiple � Multiple � � � � � �
BeCecil User
defined Multiple � Multiple � n�a n�a n�a � �
Mini
Cecil User
defined Multiple � Multiple � � � � � �

Transframe User
defined Multiple � Multiple � � ����� � � �

TM Both Multiple � Single � � ����� � � �
ML Structural n�a � n�a � � n�a � ��� �
Machiavelli Structural n�a � n�a � n�a n�a n�a ��� �

Fibonacci User
defined� Single Unknown n�a � � n�a n�a ��� Implicit
ML� Both Multiple � Multiple � � � ��� ��� Implicit

PolyTOIL Structural n�a � Single� � � n�a n�a � �

Loop Structural n�a � Single� � n�a n�a n�a � Implicit

TL Structural n�a � n�a � � ����� � � �

TooL Structural Multiple � Single� � � � � � �

TOFL User
defined� Multiple� � Multiple � ���	 ����� � � Implicit
� Structural subtyping is the default� however� user can explicitly turn it off when needed
� User
defined for classes� structural for algebraic data types
� Only for interfaces� classes have single inheritance
� Block types only
� Only virtual functions are dispatched
� Only tagged types are dispatched
� Dispatch modeled as record field extension�execution
 Only system
defined� parameters can only be used for specification of properties
� These features are based on modules rather than on types
�	 The language provides mechanism more expressive then bounded quantification
�� Always covariant
�� Only covariant and novariant parameters are allowed







Table 
��� Type system tests

Type system PERSON POINT COMPARABLE STREAMS SORT GENSORT LIST SET APPLY BROWSER

C�� � � � � � � � � � ����

E � � � � � � � � � �

O�� � � � � � � � �� � ���

O� � � � � � � � � � ��
Java ��� � � � � � � � � � �
GJ � � � � � � � union � �
JPE � � � � � � � union � �
Pizza � � � � � � � union � �

JVT ���� � ���� ���� � � ���� ���� � �

ODMG ��	 � � � � � � � union� � �
DBPL � � � � � � � � � �
Modula
�	 � � � � � � � � � �
Modula
� � � � � � � � � � �
Oberon
� � � � � � � � � � �
Theta � � � � � � � � � �
Ada �� � � � � � � � � � �
Sather � � � � � � � � � �
Emerald � � � � � � � � � �

BETA ���� � ���� ���� � � ���� ���� ���� ����

Napier � � ���� � ���� ���� � � ���� �

Strongtalk � � � � ���� � � union ���� �

Cecil ���� ���� � � ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

BeCecil � � � � � � � � � �
Mini
Cecil � � � � � � � � � �
Transframe � � � � � � � union � �

TM � � � � � � � �� � �
ML � � � � � � � � � �

Machiavelli � � � � � � � ���� � �

Fibonacci � � � � � � � ���� � �
ML� � � � � � � � union � �

PolyTOIL ���� � � � � � � � � �

Loop ���� � � � � � � � � �

TooL ���� � � � � � � � � �

TOFL � � ���� � � � � union � �
� Relies on dynamic type checking
� Only suggestive type
checking
� While the subtyping relationship required by the test holds� one type can not be derived from the other
� If type parameters are explicitly instantiated
� This test can be only programmed with blocks rather than messages
� Built
in operators for dealing with sets are provided� however� their typing is special �non
user
definable�
� If RTTI is present
 Even though a type can be examined dynamically� typechecking does not take this into account

attributes in a special way� C�� provides a limited substitutability for object pointers �not for
objects�� In terms of expressibility� the C�� type system is quite powerful as it has function types�
parametric types� orthogonal type constructors� and deals with mutable object types� However�
when used on the test suite� the C�� type system fails all tests except for GENSORT� Other
tests can be programmed� but only with signi�cant type�checking lapses� The reason for this is
the fact that C�� does not handle the typing of binary methods since it lacks multiple dispatch�
Parametric types in C�� can only be used when fully instantiated� thus limiting a programmer�s
ability to de�ne polymorphic functions �methods�� Type parameters are always unrestricted and
novariant� The variant of C�� that includes run�time type information �RTTI� allows for dynamic
type checking �allowing it to tentatively pass the BROWSER test�� Intersection and union types
can not be represented by the C�� type system� The C�� type system is also quite complicated�
E �RCS��� is derived from C�� and borrows much of the type and class system from it� Dif�

ferences between E and C�� lie in the speci�cation of parametric types and in the fact that E is
a persistent language� In E �as opposed to C��� parametric types �called generic classes� can be
speci�ed using a general type parameter restriction mechanism� however� subtyping for parametric
classes can not be de�ned in E� This mechanism allows a programmer to specify restrictions on
methods of a parameter type� For example� it is possible to require a certain function �method�
parameter type to have a compare method with a given speci�cation� thus making the test SORT
succeed� As a persistent language� E is not completely uniform as its persistence is type�dependent�
E also fails the BROWSER test�
O�� �AG��� is another persistent language derived from C��� It is similar to C�� in all

respects except for provisions for persistence� queries� and a limited form of type�re�ection� Persis�
tence in O�� is not type�based� thus its type system is uniform in this respect�
 � Type re�ection
in O�� is provided by the means of the is operator that checks whether a given object has a given

�
O�� still does not have orthogonal persistence� as its persistence is declaration�based� also� persistent object
creation is di�erent from transient object creation�


�



type� However� the BROWSER test in O�� still fails with respect to type checking even though it
can potentially be programmed� The SETS test also fails as O�� queries do not provide the full
power of SQL even though the typing for forall and suchthat is present in O�� at the operator
�non�user�de�nable� level�

O� �LRV�
� provides a family of languages� but its type system is the same in all of them� so
here the discussion is based upon the CO� language� which is based on C� The type system of
O� makes a distinction between �rst�class and non��rst�class objects �called values in O�� however�
values in O� are mutable�� O� uses the term type to refer to implementation types of non��rst�
class objects� and the term class to refer to types of �rst�class objects� which combine properties of
interface and implementation types� Thus� the type system of O� is not completely uniform in that
only �rst�class objects are manipulated by methods� much like in C��� Inheritance in O� is based
on implementation subtyping� with an additional ability to add or modify methods� O� adopts a
covariant signature re�nement rule� thus providing for more natural data modeling� However� in the
absence of multiple dispatch� this covariant rule results in the loss of static type safety� and thus the
type system of O� is unsound� O� does not provide any kind of parametricity� methods� messages�
and types are not objects in O�� O� is uniform in terms of persistence �it is orthogonal to the type��
O� also makes provisions for dynamic schema evolution� however� this evolution is not type�safe�
O��s type system essentially fails all tests for type system expressiveness� since even the tests that
could be programmed would pass type checking and fail at run�time� In �BC���� multimethods are
used to provide type safety for covariant speci�cations in the O� programming language� With the
addition of the mechanisms described in the article� test POINT would succeed� while the others
would still fail�
Java �AG��� has recently become a popular language in both academic and industrial commu�

nities� Its type system shares many features with that of C��� therefore the discussion will focus
primarily on its di�erences from the latter� The advantages of the Java type system include sep�
aration between interface and implementation� better handling of run�time type information� and
simpli�cation of the overall type system design resulting in a much more transparent type system�
A non�re�exive Java fragment has been shown to be type�safe �DE��� while the full language has
certain type de�ciencies �Sar��� On the other hand� the Java type system lacks method types �all
methods when considered as objects have the same type in Java ����� parametric types �except for
statically unsafe parametric arrays� which are built�in�� and inherits some of the problematic fea�
tures of the C�� type system discussed above� Java fails all tests except for SORT� the latter being
successful due to the presence of interfaces� Java fails the GENSORT test as its method types are
not su�ciently expressive for this test�
Recently� several parametric extensions to the Java type system have been proposed� Generic

Java �GJ� �BOSW��c� BOSW��a� BOSW��b� adds parametric types to the static type system�
while using the same run�time model �type parameters are erased and do not exist at run�time��
Parametric types in GJ are novariant and parameters can only be of reference �class� types� There
are also several restrictions on the usage of parametric types and methods� related to the particular
type inferencing algorithm used in GJ� GJ passes the test COMPARABLE and the union part of
the SET test in addition to the SORT test passed by Java ����
Another parametric type extension of Java is proposed in �MBL�� �JPE�� It allows usage of non�

reference types as type parameters and also uses where�clauses to express requirements on parameter
types� In this extension� parametric types are also novariant� The type�checking algorithm is not
presented in �MBL��� This extension has test suite performance identical to that of Generic Java�
but provides a more uniform system� These two approaches are informal in that they do not have
a theoretical proof of their soundness�
Yet another Java extension is Pizza �OW�� which extends Java with parametric and function

types� The approach taken in �OW�� is similar to that of �MBL��� but is much better formalized�
In fact� Pizza would have been statically type�safe if not for covariant arrays which were left in Pizza
for Java compatibility� It is shown that the resulting type system does not have the subsumption
property� However� the same is true of all Java extensions considered so far as well as of Java itself�
Pizza passes tests GENSORT and APPLY in addition to COMPARABLE and SORT due to the
presence of method types� A similar set of extensions is proposed in �AFM��� but without method
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types and a supporting theory� The latter approach� however� does lift several restrictions placed on
the usage of type parameters in Pizza�
A di�erent approach is taken by Thorup �Tho��� where Java is extended with virtual types

�JVT�� Here the choice is made in favor of convenience� and both static typing and �dynamic�
substitutability are sacri�ced� Because of this� tests PERSON� COMPARABLE� and LIST could
be programmed� but would give run�time rather than compile�time errors in incorrect cases� A
modi�cation of this approach is presented in �BOW���� which also compares parametric and virtual
type approaches�
�BC�� extends Java with multi�methods that are introduced via the so�called parasitic methods�

The goal of this extension is to add support for multi�methods to the existing language providing
full compatibility with Java� �BC�� contains proof of soundness for the resulting system�
The Object Database Management Group has developed a set of standards for object database

management systems �CBB���� Two of these standards specify an object model �ODMG Object
Model� and an object query language �OQL�� The object model includes types that specify abstract
properties and abstract behavior of their objects� Types are categorized as interfaces �abstract
behavior only�� classes� and literals �abstract state only�� Types are implemented by language�
speci�c representations� a single type can have several representations� but only one of them can be
used in a single program� Interfaces support multiple inheritance� while classes only support single
inheritance �class extension�� Thus� ODMG Object Model provides separation between interface and
implementation� Interfaces in this model can not be instantiated� Abstract properties in ODMG
Object Model include abstract state and abstract relationships �two�way mappings�� Relationships
can only be de�ned between classes� Abstract behavior is speci�ed as a set of operations� Behavior
speci�cations are novariant in both their argument and return types� ODMG Object Model supports
single dispatch� Several system�de�ned parametric container classes are present in the object model�
but the user is not allowed to de�ne new ones� Type parameters can only be used in property
speci�cations� operation speci�cations can not be parameterized� OQL is a strongly typed query
language that provides a possibility of explicit dynamically checked type conversions� Set operations
in OQL can only be performed on �compatible types� �types that have the least upper bound��
Since the notion of the greatest lower bound is not available in OQL� all set operations use the
least upper bound for typing purposes� For example� intersecting a set of students with a set of
persons would return a result of type �set of persons� even in the case when the type of students is
a subtype of the person type� ODMG�OQL fails all tests except for BROWSER and the union part
of the SET test� It should be noted� however� that ODMG�OQL is not a general�purpose database
programming language� and therefore its performance on the test suite is not fully indicative of the
merits of the ODMG Object Model�
The following group of languages is based� directly or indirectly� on Modula�
 �Wir���� Modula�


is neither object�oriented nor a persistent language� Its type checking is veri�able� Modula�
 has a
construct for separating interface and implementation in the form of interface and implementation
modules� and the languages based on Modula�
 also use this approach� This mechanism has proven
to be very convenient and robust for procedural languages� However� its advantages and disadvan�
tages for object�oriented languages with their primarily type�based approach to both interface and
implementation speci�cation are yet to be evaluated�
DBPL �SM��� is one of the persistent languages based on Modula�
� In DBPL� modularity

is achieved by using the native language �Modula�
� modularization mechanisms with a special
DATABASE MODULE construct� In the absence of module persistence� it does not cause problems
with orthogonality� Transactions are supported as special procedures� Partial SQL compatibility
is provided by the use of a RELATION OF type constructor with the appropriate set of operations
and �rst�order constructs ALL IN� SOME IN� and FOR EACH� DBPL also allows updatable and non�
updatable views �via SELECTOR and CONSTRUCTOR procedural speci�cations�� DBPL is not object�
oriented� however� it does o�er implementation types �with no methods�� The DBPL type system is
static and non�re�exive� The tests described in Section 
�� are not applicable to DBPL directly as
it is not object�oriented� DBPL would tentatively pass only the test GENSORT� The DBPL type
system is uniform in that system and user�de�ned types have the same rights�
Another persistent language based on Modula�
 is Modula��� �LML����� Modula��� has some
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rudimentary object�oriented capabilities �single inheritance� and is similar to C�� in that method
signatures are novariant� object types are di�erent from other types� implementation and interface
hierarchies coincide� and there is only a limited support for function types� Thus� the Modula��� type
system is not uniform� An interesting property of Modula��� is the presence of type DYNAMIC� Data
of this type are pairs of values and their types expressed as values of a compound type DATATYPE�
Type DATATYPE is the type of the representations of all data types in the system� it can be used
independently of DYNAMIC type to store� retrieve� and operate upon various data types� Any value
can be coerced to the type DYNAMIC� Modula��� provides a special operator TYPECASE that provides a
type�safe interface to the values of type DYNAMIC� The language also provides a set of prede�ned type
operators that can be used to operate on values of type DATATYPE� Thus� Modula��� provides type�
safe immutable type re�ection� The Modula��� type system is static and non�parametric� however�
it does provide orthogonal persistence� The only expressibility tests that would succeed in Modula�
�� are GENSORT and BROWSER� Modula��� provides incremental type checking� including its
dynamic variety�
Modula�� �Har�
� is another language with object�oriented extensions based on Modula�
�

Modula�� is not a persistent programming language and its object extensions are similar to those of
Modula���� it also has TYPECASE statement that gives a programmer the ability to request dynamic
type checking in a type�safe manner� Modula�� has parameterized modules� however� parameter�
ized types are not allowed� Modula�� passes the tests COMPARABLE� SORT� GENSORT� and
BROWSER�
Another descendant of Modula�
 is Oberon�
 �MW���� Subtyping in Oberon�
 is based on record

extension� also known as structural subtyping� The subtyping relationship is prede�ned for atomic
types� Thus� Oberon�
 has multiple subtyping� Oberon�
 supports single dispatch� Subtyping of
procedure �method� types is based on novariance of argument and result types� only the receiver
type is covariant� Parametricity is not supported by Oberon�
� Separation between interface and
implementation is supported at the level of modules in the same manner as in all Modula�
 based
languages� Oberon�
 also has an extended WITH statement that allows a programmer to dynamically
inspect the type of an object and act according to it� This statement is similar to the TYPECASE

statement in Modula�� and Modula��� discussed earlier� The type system of Oberon�
 would pass
the tests SORT� GENSORT� and BROWSER�
There has been a proposal for adding parametric types and methods to Oberon �RS��� In

this proposal� parametric types are novariant� and the type checker ensures that a parameter type
substitution exists that satis�es the rules for matching arguments of a particular call� Unfortunately�
neither the typechecking algorithm nor the proof of its soundness are present in �RS���
Lagoona �Fra�� is another descendant of Oberon� It focuses on messages� objects� and message

passing� In contrast to most object�oriented languages� a message in Lagoona is an independent
entity� An interface �category in Lagoona� is a set of messages� Each message has a type speci��
cation� There can be several methods implementing a message� each for a di�erent receiver type�
Implementation in Lagoona is speci�ed by a class �usually a record type�� when a category meets a
class� a type �combination of interface and implementation� is born� No code inheritance is possible
in Lagoona� only structure inheritance is possible� Variables in Lagoona can be speci�ed using either
category or class� Lagoona thus provides a complete separation between interface� implementation
�representation�� and code �methods�� When a message is sent to an object� an object can forward
�resend� it to another object� Other features of the Lagoona type system include single dispatch
and single inheritance� Unfortunately� the article �Fra�� provides insu�cient information to test
the performance of Lagoona on the test suite�
The language Theta �DGLM��� combines the expressive power of parametric and inclusion poly�

morphisms� It also provides where�clauses that give its type system a �exibility similar to that
provided by matching� Theta has single dispatch� multiple inheritance for types �interfaces�� and
single inheritance for classes �implementations�� Theta only allows novariant parametric types�
Method types can be speci�ed in Theta and methods �functions� can be used as �rst�class values�
Theta also has re�exive capabilities in the form of the typecase operator� Theta�s type system is
veri�able� uniform� and static� It is also quite expressive� However� the its soundness has not been
proven� Theta passes the tests COMPARABLE� SORT� GENSORT� LIST� and BROWSER�
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The language Ada �� �Ada��� is a procedural language with some object�oriented features� Ada ��
has a remarkably strong support for parametricity� generic packages �parametric modules� and
generic subprograms �parametric functions� can not only be instantiated� but also used as parameters
of other generic entities� thus providing for great �exibility� Parameter types can be constrained by
a with clause requiring the type to have a method with a particular signature� which can also be
parameterized� However� Ada generics have to be fully and explicitly instantiated before they can
be used� Another interesting and powerful feature of Ada is the notion of an access type which
generalizes such notions as �pointer� and �reference�� allowing also for user�de�ned access types�
Ada also has function types� and function arguments can be speci�ed as in� out� or inout according
to the role they play� Ada uses its package mechanism �similar to the module mechanism of Modula�

� to provide separation between interface and implementation� On the other hand� object�oriented
Ada �� features appear to be relatively weak� in order to be used for dynamic dispatch� a type has
to be explicitly declared as tagged� In order to be able to use subtyping �inclusion� polymorphism�
a programmer has to use a special form of parameter speci�cation� Ada provides single dispatch and
single inheritance with novariant methods� Subclassing in Ada is limited to record extension� In
Ada� types can be examined dynamically� data of a type can be converted to any other type� and such
a conversion is dynamically type�checked� The Ada type system is very complicated and it places
emphasis on static rather than dynamic polymorphism� Ada will pass the tests COMPARABLE�
SORT� GENSORT� LIST� and BROWSER� provided generic packages rather than types are used�
Next� the object�oriented language Sather �SO��� will be considered� Sather is based on the much

better known Ei�el �Mey���� however� Ei�el is not discussed here as one of the primary goals behind
the design of Sather was to remedy typing problems present in Ei�el�
Sather has multiple interface and implementation inheritance hierarchies almost independent of

each other �concrete implementation types called classes in Sather must have leaf interface types��
Implementation subtyping in Sather corresponds to textual inclusion with replacements� Sather
uses single dispatch and is strongly and statically typed� Therefore its methods are covariant on the
receiver and contravariant on other arguments� Sather also provides partial closures of its methods
and iterators as �rst�class values� It has parametric implementation types that can use a form of
bounded polymorphism to constrain type parameters� These parametric types are novariant and
they can not be used until fully instantiated� Method arguments in Sather can be speci�ed as
in� out� or inout� according to the role they play� The Sather type system correctly handles all
these cases� Argument types and local variables can be speci�ed by using either Sather types or
Sather classes� In the former case� the parameter class has to be a subtype of the given type� in the
latter case� the parameter class has to match the speci�cation exactly� The language also provides a
novel notion of iters �iterators� that are an object�oriented generalization of loop control structures�
Sather also provides a special compound type TYPE and operators typeof and typecase� Thus� it
has type�safe immutable type re�ection� The type system of Sather therefore possesses veri�ability
�even though it has not been formally proven� and satis�es inheritance and �partially� uniformity and
expressibility requirements� It passes tests PERSON� COMPARABLE� SORT� GENSORT� LIST�
and BROWSER and fails on tests POINT� STREAMS� SET� and APPLY� Note that APPLY fails
because parametric types in Sather require full instantiation before they can be used�
Emerald �RTL���� is a non�traditional object�oriented language that combines features of class�

based and delegation�based object�oriented languages� Objects are created in Emerald by a special
syntactic form called an object constructor� The object constructor plays a triple role� �rst� it
de�nes the object�s implementation� second� it de�nes a publicly visible object interface �type in
Emerald�� third� it denotes the process of object creation itself� Subtyping in Emerald is structural�
as a type is understood as a set of signatures� Types are also objects that can be created by object
constructors� thus� a user can de�ne new types� including parametric ones� The type checker uses
user�de�ned types along with system�supplied ones to typecheck a program statically� Since types
are objects� dynamic type checking is also possible� The Emerald type system is therefore veri�able�
uniform� re�exive� satis�es inheritance requirements� and is quite expressive� However� its soundness
is unknown� Emerald passes the tests PERSON� STREAMS� SORT� and BROWSER�
BETA �MMPN��� is a unique object�oriented language that uni�es the notions of class� object�

and procedure �method� via its notion of a pattern� Patterns can contain other patterns �such as






member objects� code fragments� and types�� BETA also has fragments that play the role of modules
and can also be used to separate interface from implementation� BETA fragments can be regarded
as high�level restricted patterns since they operate on the same basic principles� Patterns can be
virtual� a virtual pattern can be extended by adding code fragments in places speci�ed by the inner
placeholder �a�k�a� method extension as in Simula�� �BDMN���� by extending a virtual pattern
with additional members �a�k�a� record extension�� or by supplying a class pattern in place of a
virtual one �a�k�a� parametric instantiation�� Virtual patterns have to be explicitly declared as
such� Uni�cation of all language concepts using the notion of pattern makes it possible to design a
very powerful language based on only a couple of orthogonal principles� While the language design
simplicity is very impressive� the resulting language is quite unconventional� Structural subtyping in
conjunction with a class substitution mechanismmakes the type system of BETA statically unsound�
dynamic type checks are inserted to ensure type safety� Due to the uniformity of BETA� all tests
except for POINT can be coded in it� but only SORT and GENSORT have static type safety� Illegal
usage in other tests would cause run�time type errors�
In the persistent object�oriented language VML �KT�
�� all objects that are instances of object

types �called classes� are persistent while all �non��rst�class� objects of non�object types �called data
types� are transient� However� a value of a non�object type can become persistent if it is referenced
from a persistent object� Thus� VML does not have orthogonal persistence� VML object types are
�rst�class objects and as such belong to their respective metaclasses� Metaclasses de�ne some of the
essential class methods� for example the methods for the inheritanceBehavior message that is used
when a method for a message is not found in the receiver class� Thus� VML allows user�de�ned
method inheritance due to its �classes are objects� concept� However� VML data types are not �rst�
class objects and thus VML only partially satis�es the type re�exivity requirement� Inheritance in
VML can be tailored to speci�c application needs by using the user�de�nable inheritanceBehavior
message found in an appropriate metaclass� VML does not have a veri�able type system� therefore
the tests are not applicable to it�
The persistent programming language Napier�� �version 
� �MBC���� is not an object�oriented

programming language� however� its type system is quite powerful� In Napier��� parametric types
can be built freely from the basic types� type constructors� and type variables� Parametric procedures
�procedures with parametric types� can also be de�ned and are �rst�class objects� Napier�� types
are purely implementation types� however� Napier�� provides the type constructor abstract that
may be considered as an interface type as it provides existential quanti�cation over witness type�s��
Thus� the type system of Napier�� satis�es all expressibility requirements not related to the notions
of subtyping and inheritance� However� since Napier�� does not have the notions of subtyping and
inheritance� it fails the requirements related to those notions� In Napier��� parametric types can not
be used until fully instantiated� Napier�� provides support for a limited form of linguistic re�ection
via dynamic environments� Environments are dynamically typed structures that provide bindings
of names to Napier�� entities� Environments can be dynamically modi�ed� inspected and used in
expressions� Environments can be persistent�
Napier�� has a special type any that is a union type of all types in the system� A special project

operator can be used to deal with values of type any in a type�safe manner� This operator is similar
to TYPECASE of Modula���� Since any value can be injected into type any� the above mechanism
makes run�time data type inspection possible� Thus� the type system of Napier�� has type�safe type
re�exive capabilities�
The persistent store of Napier�� is an object of type any that holds a typed collection of objects�

The objects from the persistent store can be projected from any and operated upon transparently
after that� Napier�� uses a persistence model based on reachability from the root �persistent store�
object� Thus� the persistence in Napier�� is orthogonal to type�
In spite of the power of its type system� Napier�� would only unconditionally pass the test LIST�

It would� however� tentatively pass the tests COMPARABLE� SORT� GENSORT� and APPLY if
usage of explicit type parameters in parametric calls were allowed� In other words� the burden of
inferring correct parametric instantiation from the code in Napier�� is placed on a programmer
rather than on the type checker�
Next� purely object�oriented programming languages� type systems will be reviewed� The �rst
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language to be considered in this group is Strongtalk �BG��� which is a statically typed version of
Smalltalk �GR���� Smalltalk is widely regarded as the �rst purely object�oriented language� however�
it has no static type checking�
In Strongtalk� everything �including types� called classes in Strongtalk� methods� and messages� is

a �rst�class object� Thus� Strongtalk is uniform��� All Strongtalk objects can be operated upon and
modi�ed at run�time and therefore Strongtalk is re�exive �the re�exivity is type�unsafe�� Strongtalk
separates interfaces �protocols� from implementations �classes�� provides subtyping and matching� It
also has parametric �novariant� types and messages� block types� and union types� However� the user
has to explicitly specify a mechanism to guide parametric type inferencing� resulting in the loss of
substitutability� It is also unclear from �BG��� whether Strongtalk allows bounded parametric types�
Strongtalk provides single inheritance and single dispatch� Subtyping is structural� but the user can
use brands to restrict it� Even though Strongtalk was not designed to be a persistent language� it does
provide uniform persistence of its objects in a so�called image� Overall� the Strongtalk type system
is quite expressive� uniform� and re�ective� It passes the tests COMPARABLE� LIST� BROWSER�
and� possibly� GENSORT �if parametric type bounds are allowed�� The union part of the SET test
is also passed� Strongtalk would fail the tests PERSON� POINT� STREAMS� as well as APPLY
and SORT �the latter two could be programmed� but only with blocks rather than messages��
Cecil �Cha��� Cha�
b� is a delegation�based language that has both implementation and interface

types �the former are called representations while the latter are called types�� Types in Cecil are used
for suggestive type�checking only as Cecil�s multiple dispatch is done according to representations�
Cecil�s type checking is suggestive because it might report false errors or miss real ones� therefore
its type discipline is not enforceable� Cecil�s does not support incremental type checking� Cecil
uses multiple dispatch and provides covariant speci�cation of specialized arguments together with
contravariant speci�cation of unspecialized ones� Closures and methods are �rst�class objects in
Cecil� they are contravariantly typed� Cecil also provides novariant parametric types and methods
as well as type parameter bounds� Parametric types in Cecil can be instantiated either explicitly or
implicitly� in the latter case� the user has to provide a hint to the type inferencing algorithm� This
behavior results in loss of substitutability� Cecil has multiple inheritance� union and intersection
types� Overall� the Cecil type system is quite expressive and uniform� while being non�re�exive�� and
static� It also satis�es the inheritance requirements� Since Cecil type checking is only suggestive�
it is di�cult to apply the tests to it� However� tests that Cecil would tentatively pass include
PERSON� POINT� SORT� GENSORT� LIST� SET� APPLY� and BROWSER� It would fail the tests
COMPARABLE �due to the restrictions on parametric type bounds� and STREAMS �due to the
novariance of parametric types��
There are several extensions�modi�cations to the original Cecil language� One of these extensions

is BeCecil �CL��� CL��� BeCecil is a statically typechecked version of Cecil� It supports block and
modular structure� has extensible objects and an extensible type system� and its type system has
been formalized� However� soundness and substitutability properties have yet to be proven� BeCecil
also has a novel notion of acceptors which can be considered as an object�oriented generalization of
the assignment operator� However� BeCecil does not have parametric types while sharing most of the
other features with Cecil� The absence of parametricity contributes to the decreased expressibility of
the BeCecil type system as compared to that of Cecil� BeCecil passes the tests PERSON� POINT�
SORT� GENSORT� and LIST� and fails the rest�
Another modi�cation �Mini�Cecil� is described in �Lit���� Mini�Cecil strives to achieve a com�

bination of static typing and a very general form of parametric polymorphism� Mini�Cecil also has
frameworks which are basically interfaces with what appears to be an analog of selftype� The
frameworks can be used to separate interface and implementation� as well as to achieve the e�ect of
matching� Methods in Mini�Cecil are �rst�class objects� multimethods and multiple inheritance are
supported� Subtype clauses can have a form of forall � C� isa C�� C� isa C�� where � is a
set of free type variables and Ci are type speci�cations� The resulting type system is very expressive�

��Except for a possible uniformity breach in the form of direct attribute access�
��Being a delegation�based language� Cecil has language re�ection� however� the type system of Cecil is not re�exive

as Cecil types are not objects and can not be manipulated by the language� More precisely� representations of Cecil
are re�exive while types are not�
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it can even be argued that it is the most expressive type system possible� However� the typechecking
seems to be undecidable� The algorithm proposed is a conservative approximation� and its soundness
is yet to be proven� It is also unknown if the resulting type system has substitutability� Mini�Cecil
would pass all tests except for BROWSER as it does not have re�exive capabilities�
Transframe �Sha�� allows the user to specify whether a parameter of a parametric type is to

be covariant or novariant �type�exact� and to constrain it by giving it an upper bound� Subtyping
and subclassing �interface and implementation inheritance� are di�erent concepts in Transframe�
There is a distinct name selfclass that allows classes to support matching� The language uni�es
the notions of class and function �like BETA�� Transframe also supports multiple dispatch� There
are provisions for dynamic type checking and dynamic schema evolution� Transframe implicitly
instantiates parameter types in expressions� unfortunately� there is no formal proof of type safety�
In fact� it can be shown that the type system presented in �Sha�� is not type�safe� Overall� the
Transframe type system is veri�able� very expressive� almost uniform� and dynamically re�ective�
However� it is unsound� Transframe would pass all expressibility tests except for the test STREAMS
�due to its inability to represent contravariant type parameters� and the intersection part of the test
SET �due to the absence of intersection types��
CLOS �Common LISP Object System� �BDG���� is a re�exive language� with all the power

of Common LISP re�ection� CLOS has types and object types �called classes�� the latter being
a subset of the former� CLOS types are implementation types� they do not specify any interface�
However� CLOS classes combine implementation and interface de�nitions� Since CLOS makes a
distinction between object and non�object types �where only object types de�ne interfaces and are
subject to inheritance�� the CLOS type system is not completely uniform� CLOS classes are objects
that belong to metaclasses� which are also objects� CLOS messages� methods� and functions are also
CLOS objects that can be operated upon and changed at run�time� so CLOS is fully re�exive and
dynamic� Subclassing in CLOS is slot collection extension with slot types changed covariantly �a
type of a slot is the intersection of the types speci�ed for this slot in all of the class� superclasses��
Messages �called generic functions� are also covariant� CLOS is not statically typed� A CLOS
message can be dispatched to yield an appropriate method �or a combination of methods� according
to the class or value of all arguments �multiple dispatch�� Methods are covariant on all arguments��

since CLOS has multiple dispatch� If more than one method is appropriate for the given arguments�
a user�de�nable way of constructing the function to be executed out of all appropriate methods is
employed� In the body of a method� a special function call�next�method can be called to invoke the
next applicable method� This capability is analogous to the inner construct of Simula�� �BDMN��
and is much more powerful� Overall� the dispatch mechanism of CLOS is the most powerful of all
known mechanisms� if the consideration is limited to classes and values� CLOS can not dispatch on
types� Updates in CLOS are invoked on slots directly or by using an appropriate message� CLOS is
not statically type checked� therefore a run�time error is signalled if a value assigned to a slot does
not conform to the slot�s type speci�cation� Since CLOS is not statically typed� the tests are in
general not applicable to it� however� CLOS would pass POINT� APPLY� and BROWSER tests if
its type discipline were enforceable�
Dylan �App��� is an imperative programming language similar to CLOS� While there are certain

di�erences between the two� they are almost identical in terms of their type systems� Dylan has
more control over the de�ned classes� as Dylan classes can be sealed �only subclassable by the library
where they belong� or open� primary �there is only single inheritance of primary classes� or free�
abstract �all superclasses of an abstract class must be abstract� or concrete� There is also support
for singleton types� but not singleton classes� Multiple dispatch in Dylan is also di�erent from that
in CLOS in that in Dylan all arguments are equal� and the method speci�city is de�ned by a class
precedence list� Dylan also has modules with import and export lists and module libraries�
TM �BBdB���� is an object�oriented persistent language with many functional features� TM has

a veri�able type system based on �Car���� However� the soundness proof seems to be missing� TM�s
type hierarchy includes user�de�nable sorts �atomic� immutable types� and classes� Sorts and classes
have representation �implementation� types that are almost hidden inside of them� Methods and

��More precisely� methods are covariant on those arguments that are constrained by class speci�cations�
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types are not �rst�class values in TM� TM method speci�cation uses selftype to achieve the e�ect
of matching� Since this is the only polymorphic mechanism in TM� speci�cations are covariant and
substitutability does not hold� as functional updates are present� No method rede�nition mechanisms
are provided in TM� The TM type system extends the type system of Cardelli �Car��� with a powerset
type constructor� Since TM is stateless� powerset types are covariant� TM allows enumerated as
well as predicative sets as primitive language expressions� Enumerated sets in TM can only be
homogeneous� while predicative sets can be heterogeneous up to subtyping� Predicative sets in
the presence of the record�based type system of �Car��� and the absence of updates play a role of
embedded queries that are highly integrated with the rest of the language� TM provides several levels
of constraint speci�cation mechanisms which are also set�based and resemble relational constraint
systems� TM also provides �rst�order set operations� However� the set operations require special
treatment and are not messages in the usual object�oriented sense� It is also unclear how well di�erent
type constraints for di�erent kinds of sets interact with each other� TM has modules that de�ne their
persistent components by names� and everything those objects refer to is also implicitly persistent�
Thus� TM provides a combination of static name�based and dynamic reachability�based persistence�
completely orthogonal to the type� Overall� the TM type system is veri�able� sound� supports
both interface and implementation inheritance �though they are not completely independent of
each other�� is almost uniform� partially expressive� and provides support for declarative queries�
However� it does not support substitutability and is non�re�exive and static� It would unconditionally
pass tests SORT and LIST� Test SET also succeeds because of built�in support for set operations�
However� it would not be possible to construct user�de�ned types with the same functionality�
Most of the following languages borrow much of their expressiveness from ML �MTH���� ML is

a language with both functional and imperative �avors� it also has some object�oriented features�
This can be said about almost all the languages discussed below�
Standard ML �MTH��� is a functional language with some imperative features� It is strongly

typed and provides provably decidable and sound type checking� In the ML type system� all type
information is inferred by the type checker� Addition of explicit type annotations and declarations
is considered in �OL���� Standard ML also provides a very sophisticated module system� where
each module �structure� has its type �signature�� However� ML�s structures are more like abstract
�implementation� types than modules� as they are designed to shield their internals from the rest of
the program and not to handle separate compilation or similar tasks� There is no notion of subtyping
in Standard ML� except for signature matching� which can be considered as restricted structural
subtyping for abstract �interface� types� Highly parametric types are supported in Standard ML�
They can arbitrarily include type variables and can be user�de�ned� Thus� the type system of
Standard ML is uniform� For interface types �signatures� there are also functions that map signatures
to signatures �functors�� Function types in ML can also be polymorphic� Polymorphism in Standard
ML function types is expressed via type expressions that have to be �pattern�matched�� For example�
the type of the identity function in Standard ML is �a � �a� where �a is a type variable� This kind
of polymorphism is uniform in that it allows user�de�ned parametric types� Standard ML� being in
essence functional� allows updates on so�called ref types� These types are reference types somewhat
similar to pointer types in C or C��� ref types have a restricted parametricity� as an argument
of a ref type must always be a monotype �e�g� see discussion in �Wri����� Types are not objects
in Standard ML even though they can be operated upon by functions similar to those that operate
on ordinary values� Overall� the type system of Standard ML is theoretically sound� very expressive
and uniform� while lacking inheritance and being only partially re�exive� This type system would
tentatively�� pass tests PERSON� and SORT� GENSORT� and APPLY �for the test SORT use of
modules rather than types is required��
Another language from this family is Machiavelli �OBBT��� BO��� which is a persistent language

that extends ML by adding more polymorphism as well as query and view support� Machiavelli has
a veri�able and provably sound type system� It adds record inclusion polymorphism to ML by
using type variables of the form �a���� that correspond to an arbitrary record extension� Thus
Machiavelli allows �more polymorphic� types than ML� Machiavelli is also able to automatically

��Provided that the notion of subtyping is substituted by the notion of code reuse�
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maintain more sophisticated �even non�covariant� type constraints on description types��� It is
therefore possible for Machiavelli�s type checker to statically infer an error in case a join of two sets
of records whose types do not have a greatest lower bound is attempted� Machiavelli�s type system
treats description and other types di�erently� Thus� it is not completely uniform� In Machiavelli�
a special set type constructor �� is introduced and query operations are de�ned for objects of set
types� Machiavelli extends the type system of ML to be able to deal consistently with type inference
of generalized relational operations� Machiavelli also provides views similar to those in relational
databases� Namely� a Machiavelli view is de�ned as a function that returns a projection of a given
set over some appropriate type��� Overall� the type system of Machiavelli is veri�able� sound�
very expressive� re�exive� partially uniform� partially dynamic� and capable of supporting views�
However� it lacks interface inheritance� It passes the same tests as ML with the addition of the SET
test due to the special support of sets by the language and the type system�
Fibonacci �AGO��� is a persistent object�oriented language that is a descendant of Galileo

�ACO��� which is� in turn� based on ML� It has some functional and imperative features and pos�
sesses a veri�able� provably sound type system� it also has multiple inheritance and single dispatch�
In Fibonacci� object types are independent from each other in terms of subtyping� however� role types
form independent directed acyclic graph �DAG� subhierarchies for each object type� For example� an
object of type PersonObject can play roles Person� Employee� Student� and TeachingAssistant

�that is both Employee and Student�� Fibonacci roles can be dynamically created and Fibonacci
objects can dynamically acquire new roles� Fibonacci types are not objects in the language� Method
arguments in Fibonacci are contravariant� while their results are covariant� Fibonacci supports a dis�
tinction between methods and functions� methods are attached to role types and are not Fibonacci
objects� while functions are independent and are �rst�class values� Fibonacci also has non�object
and non�role types� such as basic types� class types� function types� and association types� These
types form a hierarchy independent of that of object and role types� Fibonacci de�nes some built�in
parametric types �Class� Sequence� and Association�� However� it is unclear from �AGO��� if
the user can create new parametric types� In Fibonacci� objects of the same object type can have
di�erent implementations� These implementations are de�ned at the time of object creation� Thus�
an implementation in Fibonacci is not a part of an object or role type speci�cation� Updates in
Fibonacci are allowed on special novariant Var types� In Fibonacci� the syntax of message sends
determines the strategy of the method lookup� There are two strategies� upward lookup� that corre�
sponds to the standard lookup procedure in the presence of multiple inheritance� and double lookup�
that �rst tries to �nd an appropriate method in the subroles of the role it has started from� Fibonacci
o�ers declarative query operators on parametric Sequence types� These are types of immutable se�
quences that are supertypes of their respective mutable Class and Association types� Thus� the
query facilities of Fibonacci are also applicable to Fibonacci classes and associations� Fibonacci
has a reachability�based orthogonal persistence model� Everything accessible from the top�level
environment automatically persists between sessions� Thus� Fibonacci persistence is orthogonal to
both interface and implementation types� Overall� the Fibonacci type system is veri�able� prov�
ably sound� provides di�erent inheritance for interface and implementation types� and has inclusion
polymorphism �substitutability�� It is also expressive� almost uniform� and is capable of supporting
query typing� However� it is non�re�exive and static� The type system of Fibonacci would pass the
same tests as that of Machiavelli�
The language ML� �BM��b� BM��a� is an extension of ML with subtyping and higher�order

polymorphic multi�methods� It has type inference� strong static type checking� and substitutability�
ML�like type constructors provide parametric polymorphism� Type constructors in ML� can be
speci�ed as covariant� novariant� or contravariant� The formalism used is based on the systems of
type constraints� In this theoretical language� no separation between interface and implementation
is provided� Handling of imperative �mutable� types is borrowed from ML and is quite restrictive
w�r�t� polymorphism� Another restriction placed on ML��s type system is the requirement that all
types that have a subtyping relationship should have the same number of arguments as well as the
same variance speci�cation for them� Thus� this type system fails the test STREAMS as it requires

��Description types are ML types that do not include� outside of ref�
��It is unclear whether Machiavelli handles view updates�
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a subtyping relationship to be established between parametric types of di�erent variances� Overall�
the ML� type system is expressive� veri�able� sound� and static� It passes the tests PERSON�
POINT� SORT� GENSORT� APPLY� and the union part of the SET test� However� the inability
of the system presented in �BM��b� to deal with recursive constraints makes generalization of the
system to unrestricted subtyping of parametric types quite di�cult�
There are several other approaches to adding subtyping to ML� but none of them deals with

multi�methods� Aiken and Wimmers �AWL��� AW��� proposed a system that �nds a solution for
a system of subtyping constraints� this system can deal with recursive constraints� Pottier �Pot���
also proposed a system in which recursive constraints are allowed� instead of solving the constraints�
his system proves their consistency �like that of ML��� �Seq��� also adds subtyping and user�de�ned
type constructors� as well as constrained types� to an ML�style type system� The resulting system
appears to be similar to that of ML�� but lacks its ability to deal with multi�methods� Complexity
results related to solving subtyping systems appear in �Reh����
�MW�� proposes a type system for a core subset of the purely functional language Er�

lang �AVWW���� The type system is similar to the one proposed by Aiken and Wimmers �AWL���
AW��� and uses constrained type entailment for type veri�cation� The main di�erence is the absence
of function types� general unions� and intersections� The system is provably sound and presumably
complete� Addition of function types to the system makes it incomplete� and the proof of sound�
ness in this case is absent� �MW�� includes decidable algorithms for type inferencing� signature
veri�cation� and constraint simpli�cation�
Castagna� Ghelli� and Longo �CGL��� proposed a variant of ��calculus ����calculus� dealing

speci�cally with multi�methods� Several important results �generalized subject reduction� Church�
Rosser etc� are proven� It is also shown how the calculus can be used to model inheritance� matching�
and multiple dispatch�
�CO��� presents a type system where a full��edged support for mutable types is added to an

ML�style type system� The approach taken by the authors separates mutable and immutable types
by creating a parallel language syntax� In essence� every functional language construct has its imper�
ative counterpart� Interaction between mutable �imperative� and immutable �functional� language
components is restricted by a set of type validity rules that restrict polymorphism of data types
for the data passed between the two language components� The approach of �CO��� appears to be
sound� but soundness seems to be achieved at the expense of language simplicity and type system
transparency�
Next� theoretical programming languages and systems that are designed speci�cally for object�

oriented programming will be reviewed�
PolyTOIL �BSG��� BSG��� has a veri�able and sound type system and single subtyping� Poly�

TOIL identi�es subtyping with substitutability� while providing a concept of matching �subtyping
up to MyType�� The latter is introduced to allow for covariant method speci�cation� Subtyping
in PolyTOIL is structural� as is matching� The language allows for both subtyping and matching
constraints� Matching is used as a mechanism of specifying constraints that are weaker than sub�
stitutability and is therefore useful for updatable types� In �Bru��� it is suggested that subtyping
should be dropped altogether as matching is more intuitive and more �exible� In �BSG���� there
are distinct notions of object types and class types� The former are interface types� while the latter
are implementation types� Namely� object types specify signatures �type information� for methods
applicable to the objects of this object type� while class types specify instance variables and code
for methods applicable to objects that belong to the class� Classes are used to create new objects�
They are produced by applying functions whose arguments are values used to initialize the produced
objects as well as the argument types for parametric classes to their arguments� Classes can use
inheritance with rede�nitions� Parametric types in PolyTOIL are pattern functions of their param�
eter types� A notion of a function type is also present in PolyTOIL� However� it is only used in
speci�cations and during type�checking and is inherently di�erent from either class or object type�
Overall� the type system of PolyTOIL is veri�able� sound� expressive� almost uniform� and satis�es
inheritance requirements� However� it is static and non�re�exive� It passes tests COMPARABLE�
SORT� GENSORT� LIST� and APPLY and fails the rest� The PERSON test fails� because while
record subtyping allows method type rede�nition� record extension does not�
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Loop �ESTZ��� EST��b� EST��a� is a theoretical language similar to PolyTOIL� There are no
explicit type annotations in Loop and the typing is inferred automatically� Loop has a concept of
subclassing where one class inherits from several other classes� Subtyping and subclassing in Loop
are di�erent concepts� Loop enjoys provably sound type�checking and a state semantics given by
its translation to Soop� Function types are present in Loop� however� in the absence of explicit
type annotations� they are only used internally for type checking purposes� Loop classes are mech�
anisms for creating objects� Subclasses do not necessarily correspond to subtypes and class and
type inheritance hierarchies are di�erent� The type hierarchy in Loop is implicit� while the class
hierarchy is explicitly speci�ed by the programmer� Subclassing can be multiple and both methods
and instance variables can be added� inherited� or modi�ed� Since Loop is a �theoretical� language�
it does not have any syntactic sugar for subclassing which makes Loop inheritance rather di�cult
to use� Updates in Loop are allowed for instance variables only� The semantics of these updates is
given by their translation to Soop� Loop does not have parametric types� Subtyping in a similar
system has been shown to be decidable in �TS���� The type system of Loop is veri�able� sound�
partially expressive� almost uniform� partially re�exive� static� and satis�es the inheritance require�
ments� It passes the same tests as PolyTOIL� The type checking mechanism uses constrained types�
The system does not attempt to �nd a solution to the system of constraints it generates� rather� it
veri�es that such a system is non�contradictory� The theory guarantees that in this case the system
has a solution and the program is considered to be type�correct�
TL �Tycoon Language� �MS�
� MMS��� is based on the F�� system �CMMS��� Car���� From

F�� it borrows constrained �bounded� parametric types and type operators� as well as polymorphic
functions and partial type inference� It is also uniform in its treatment of functions �including
higher�order ones� and atomic values� In addition to these features� TL has mutable types� modules�
and typecase statement� Even though TL is designed on the basis of a formal system �F���� its
type system features have not been mathematically proven� Thus� the questions of soundness and
decidability remain open for the TL type system� TL is an orthogonally persistent programming
language� Since TL is not an object�oriented language� the tests are not applicable to it�
In the TooL language �GM���� an attempt is made to combine the notions of subtyping� matching�

and bounded universal quanti�cation� The resulting language is quite powerful in terms of supporting
di�erent kinds of relationships between types� However� it has signi�cant complexity and requires
good anticipation by type speci�ers to correctly choose the kind of type relationship that is needed
before any subclasses of the class in question are created� The theoretical aspects of the language
do not seem to be fully developed� as neither soundness nor decidability of type checking has been
proven� TooL supports single dispatch� Interface and implementation subtyping �termed respectively
as subtyping and subclassing� are di�erent in TooL� Parametric types can be speci�ed� and the type
parameters can be bounded� Information presented in �GM��� is insu�cient to judge the uniformity
and re�exivity of the type system� however� it seems to be static and very expressive� �GM��� also
states that TooL is a persistent language� however� nothing else is said about its persistence� The
performance of this type system with respect to the test suite is identical to that of the type systems
of PolyTOIL and Loop�
The language TOFL �QKB��� is a theoretical object�oriented functional language� It has multiple

dispatch� novariant argument rede�nition� function types� and parametric types� TOFL allows
subtype speci�cations of the form �if x is a subtype of Eq� then list�x� is a subtype of Eq for any
type x�� All parametric types in TOFL are covariant� except for functionals which are novariant
in their �rst argument �function argument position�� This is justi�ed since TOFL is a functional
�stateless� language� TOFL has a veri�able and provably sound type system� The TOFL type
system is also quite expressive as it passes the tests PERSON� POINT� SORT� GENSORT� APPLY�
and the union part of the test SET�

��	 Conclusions

In this chapter� the set of requirements for a type system of an object�oriented database programming
language was formulated� In order to be able to assess expressibility of various type systems� a set
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of tests was developed� A large number of existing type systems and languages was reviewed and
assessed according to their ability to satisfy the requirements and handle the test cases�
Of the languages reviewed� none was found to completely satisfy the requirements laid down in

Section 
��� None of the provably sound type systems has passed the majority of the tests� However�
every test was passed by at least one type system thus showing that the necessary mechanisms have
already been developed� It is their consistent and theoretically sound combination that remains
elusive so far�
The type system presented in the next chapters is the result of my attempt to produce such a

combination� It was a challenging task� and its solution will allow us to the develop a theoretically
sound� re�exive� uniform� and dynamic persistent object�oriented programming language�
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Chapter �

The Type System Design

This chapter gives an informal description of the type system� It illustrates the main ideas behind
the developed type system� gives examples of its use� and discusses design decisions� The formal
treatment of the type system is given in Chapter ��

Functions

Implementation
functions

Implementation
types

Behaviors

Types

Classes

Structure

Functionality

Figure ���� Type system layers

The type system consists of three speci�cation layers� Each layer consists of two components�
one deals with functionality �dynamic component�� and the other with structure �static component��
This taxonomy is depicted in Figure ����
The most abstract layer consists of types �abstract data� and behaviors �abstract functionality��

This is the interface layer that has no concrete description of object structure and functionality�
This layer de�nes the object interface only and is primarily used for typechecking purposes� It is
described in Section ����
The intermediate layer consists of classes �high�level structure� and functions �high�level code��

It is this layer that de�nes most of the code to be executed when a program runs� Classes are also
used for object creation and extent maintenance� This layer is described in Section ��
�
The lowest layer allows the programmer to use a low�level language to specify data and func�

tionality� This is the layer at which many system primitives are de�ned� An ordinary programmer
usually does not need to know or care about the existence of this layer unless heavy optimization or
interoperability issues are involved� This layer consists of implementation types and implementation
functions that will be considered in Section ����
The three�layer design is useful in shielding the user from the internal complexity of the system�

Namely� an ordinary user posing queries against a database would only have to be familiar with the
outermost layer �types and behaviors�� An application programmer needs to know about the second
abstraction layer �functions and classes� in addition to the �rst one� Only a database administrator�
implementor and designer should operate at all the three layers� using the implementation layer for
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low�level optimization and integration tasks� The advantages of the three�layer design are described
in more detail in Section ����
In order to support type system evolution� most of the typechecking presented here is designed

to be invariant with respect to the covariant transformations described in Section ������ One of the
consequences of this feature is the localization of function code typing� A change in a function code
does not a�ect the typing or validity of the program code outside of the association that uses the
modi�ed function� This is in contrast with ML�style type inference systems where a local change in
a function code can potentially a�ect the typing of the code outside the function� The di�erence lies
in the presence of explicit type annotations of behavior de�nitions� While type inferencing is still
possible in the presented system� its scope is restricted to a single association�
The application of the principles and constructs described in this chapter is given in Section ����

where an example of a basic type system designed for the TIGUKAT object model �Pet��� is dis�
cussed�

��� Types and behaviors

The notion of a type plays a central role in any type system� This section is devoted to types� their
�avors� and the type speci�cation issues� Special attention is given to the issues related to subtyping
and type safety�
Types are introduced in Section ������ Then� in Section ����
� the notion of subtyping is discussed�

Section ����� o�ers a detailed discussion of behavior speci�cations� rede�nition� and inheritance� Sec�
tions ����� through ����� discuss various type �avors present in the type system� Additional �exibility
of constrained type speci�cations is discussed in Section ������� Interaction between subtyping and
inheritance is considered in Section ������� Section �����
 concludes the discussion of this layer of
the type system�

����� The notion of a type

In the type system presented here� type denotes a concept� The concept might originate from the
real world �such as �person� or �student��� mathematics ��integer number� or �set��� computer
science ��output stream� or �character��� or any other domain� For instance� a statement �� is an
integer number� can be rephrased as �� has type T Integer��� In the same way� it is possible to
say �john has type T Person� meaning that �John is a person��
Each object in a program has a type� The type not only characterizes the conceptual properties

of an object� it also de�nes its programmatic interface� The presented type system is based on a
uniform behavioral object model �Pet���� In this model� everything is an object� and the only way to
manipulate an object is via behavior applications �message sends� function applications�� Therefore
the statement that the type de�nes a programmatic interface for its objects is equivalent to the
statement that the type de�nes a set of behaviors applicable to a particular object� The type can
also de�ne implementations �methods� for one or more of its behaviors�
Consider� for example� type T Person� Objects of this type have an age� which is represented as

a natural number� a name �represented as a string�� and possibly a spouse �another person�� The
de�nition of a person type will have the following format�

type T�Person �

age�� � T�Natural�

name�� � T�String�

spouse�� � T�Person�

��

�In the rest of the dissertation� types will be pre�xed by T � classes by C � and implementation types by IT � Also�
a typewriter font will be used to denote objects that occur in the program� while normal font will be used to denote
the real�world objects and concepts they are designed to model� This convention will be followed through the rest of
the dissertation� unless otherwise speci�ed�
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Given this de�nition� the following behavior application is legal provided the type of john is
T Person� john�age��� It will return an object of type T Natural�
While simple� this notion of a type has certain non�trivial implications� Some of them manifest

themselves when subtyping is considered� they are discussed later� An implication that is immediate
is the absence of object structure de�nition in a type� Unlike many other type systems� the type
system discussed here totally separates object interface from the object structure� An object of type
T Person might be implemented as a list of three slots� holding age� name� and a spouse� it might
also be implemented as a list of �ve slots holding date of birth� �rst� second� and middle names� and
a spouse� Both objects can legally and simultaneously belong to the type T Person as long as they
provide the interface de�ned in it� The advantages of such separation� as well as a more detailed
description of the mechanisms that achieve it� will be given in Section ��
�
Another implication of the notion of a type adopted here is the fact that a type is more than

just an interface� In other words� two types can have identical interfaces� and still be considered un�
related to each other� Such an arrangement is termed as name equivalence� as opposed to structural
equivalence� The structural equivalence principle states that two types are equivalent and indis�
tinguishable from each other if they have identical interfaces� In order to illustrate the di�erence
between the two approaches� let us consider the following example�

type T�Person �

age�� � T�Natural�

name�� � T�String�

��

type T�Wine �

age�� � T�Natural�

name�� � T�String�

��

Here� types T Person and T Wine have identical interfaces� Under the rules of name equivalence�
these two types are distinct and unrelated� an attempt to bind a variable declared to be of type
T Person to an object of type T Wine will be considered a compile�time error� On the other hand�
if structural equivalence rules were in force� such an assignment would be considered legal� since
in this case both T Person and T Wine would be regarded as two di�erent aliases for the same
entity �the interface�� The choice between name equivalence and structural equivalence is a design
decision� Structural equivalence is more permissive as it allows code sharing between semantically
unrelated types� On the other hand� sometimes structural equivalence is �too permissive�� as in the
above example� Most of the �real� languages today adopt name equivalence as the safer and more
transparent alternative �Table 
���� Name equivalence and structural equivalence are two opposite
ends of a spectrum of possible design decisions� some intermediate approaches are also possible� An
example of such an intermediate approach is the notion of semantical� or behavioral� equivalence
�NP��� LW��� LW���� In this approach� equivalence is de�ned in terms of �observable behavior��
While quite intuitive and appealing� this approach su�ers from a major drawback� the notion of
behavioral equivalence is undecidable in general�

����� Subtyping

The power of a type system comes in part from its ability to adequately model an application
domain� In the real world� concepts are not independent of each other� For example� each student
is also a person� an integer number can also be considered as a special case of a real number� In
order to model this relationship� the type system provides a notion of subtyping� If a type T Person

models the concept of a person� a type T Student models the concept of a student� and each
student is also a person� then the type T Student is called a subtype of the type T Person �denoted
T Student � T Person or type T�Student subtype of T�Person��
What does it mean for a type to be a subtype of another one at a programming language level�

Since every object that belongs to the �rst type also belongs to the second �subsumption property� a
student is a person�� it is natural to assume that an object of a subtype can be legally used everywhere
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an object of its supertype can� This is termed the substitutability property and considered to be one
of the most powerful mechanisms for code reuse in object�oriented programming�
In the following example� a type T Student is de�ned as a subtype of the type T Person� An

additional behavior studentId is de�ned for this type�

type T�Person �

age�� � T�Natural�

name�� � T�String�

spouse�� � T�Person�

��

type T�Student subtype of T�Person �

studentId�� � T�Natural�

��

In the presence of these declarations� the behavior applications aStudent�age and
aStudent�studentId are valid�� while aPerson�studentId is not �every student is also a person�
but not every person is a student��
The term subtyping is sometimes used to denote inheritance� Yet there is a considerable di�erence

between these two notions� Inheritance is the ability to reuse properties of a type �interface� code�
structure� or any combination of the above� in another type� Inheritance does not imply subtyping�
but subtyping implies interface inheritance� An inheriting type may or may not be a subtype
of the type it inherits from� Thus� inheritance is more general than subtyping� On the other
hand� subtyping guarantees substitutability� inheritance does not� This is discussed further in
Section �������
The subtyping relationship between types de�nes a partial order on the domain of types� If

there are two types T A and T B such that T A � T B� T B � T A� then T A  T B� Since subtyping is
user�de�ned� the system has to verify that this condition is satis�ed� The presence of parametricity
makes such checking a non�trivial task� as discussed further in Section �����
A type can subtype several types �multiple subtyping�� This feature improves the expressibility

of the type system and allows straightforward de�nitions of complicated type hierarchies� Consider�
for example� the following type hierarchy�

type T�Person �

age�� � T�Natural�

name�� � T�String�

spouse�� � T�Person�

��

type T�Student subtype of T�Person �

studentId�� � T�Natural�

��

type T�Teacher subtype of T�Person �

coursesTaught � T�Set�T�Course��

��

type T�TeachingAssistant subtype of T�Student T�Teacher�

Here� a teaching assistant is both a student and a teacher� A teaching assistant is also a person� so
age� name� and spouse apply� Being also a student� there is a student id� being a teacher� there is a
set of courses taught�
While the situation described here is not uncommon in practice� many type systems do not

allow multiple subtyping �Table 
���� The major reason for this restriction is the fact that multiple
subtyping incurs signi�cant complications for systems and languages where subtyping is coupled
with inheritance of code and structure� Multiple subtyping also makes type system theory and
dispatch signi�cantly more complicated�

�It is assumed that aStudent evaluates to an object of type T Student� while aPerson evaluates to an object of
type T Person�
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The type system presented in this dissertation has multiple subtyping� as it increases the modeling
power of the system� Its theoretical treatment will be discussed in Chapter ��
When a type system is used to design an application� it is often necessary to add new super�

types� subtypes� or behaviors to existing types� It is often desirable� and sometimes required� to do
these modi�cations without changing the original type speci�cations� Most of today�s object�oriented
languages allow addition of subtypes without touching the existing code� However� addition of new
behaviors and�or supertypes� can not be done without changing the original speci�cations�
The presented type system is designed for database programming languages where the problem

of evolution is even more important then in traditional languages� The ability to reuse legacy code
while providing new types and behaviors is therefore crucial for the type system�
The method that is used in the presented type system is based on speci�cation combination� there

can be more then one speci�cation of a single type� and they are all glued together automatically
during compilation� The same is true of all other speci�cations used in the presented type system�
Consider the situation when a type T Employee has been de�ned in a university payroll� Later

on� new types T Student and T TeachingAssistant have to be introduced into the system because
it is being expanded to handle student payments as well� The integrated application will have to
produce sets where both employees and students are present� moreover� some behaviors previously
de�ned for employees �such as salary� have to handle students as well� The following is the existing
speci�cation�

type T�Employee �

salary�� � T�Amount implementation ���

���

��

Using the speci�cation combination method� the following code has to be added�

type T�Person �

name�� � T�String�

salary�� � T�Amount�

printSalary�� implementation � name�print� salary�print� ��

��

type T�Employee subtype of T�Person�

type T�Student subtype of T�Person �

salary�� � T�Amount implementation ���

���

��

type T�TeachingAssistant subtype of T�Student T�Employee�

The addition of this code to the code above will make T Person a common supertype of the old
type T Employee and the new type T Student �Figure ��
� making it possible to operate on sets of
persons� for example� the following code would print salary information for all people in the database�
provided that allStudents evaluates to the set of all students and allEmployees evaluates to the
set of all employees�

T�Set�T�Person� allPeople �
 allStudents�union�allEmployees��

allPeople�foreach�printSalary��

If this mechanism was not available� the common supertype T Person could not be created� Then�
the code to print all names and salaries would not be able to use union to automatically �lter out the
duplicated teaching assistants� and extra code would have to be written to support this operation�

�The importance of the ability to create new supertypes of existing types has been discussed in �H�ol�
b� in the
context of interoperability�
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� Person type hierarchy

����� Interface speci	cation and product types

The speci�cation of the programmatic interface is the main component of a type speci�cation� In
the previous sections� some examples of interface speci�cation have already been considered� In
the type system presented� the interface consists of a set of behavior speci�cations� Each behavior
speci�cation lists behavior argument types and speci�es the return type� For example� the following
speci�es the type T Real and its interface that consists of six behavior speci�cations�

type T�Real �

add�T�Real� � T�Real�

subtract�T�Real� � T�Real�

multiply�T�Real� � T�Real�

divide�T�Real� � T�Real�

negate�� � T�Real�

��

The above speci�cation de�nes the standard arithmetic operations�
Consider the following example where the type T ChequingAccount is de�ned� A customer can

deposit or withdraw cash or cheques to�from a chequing account and receive a transaction record�

type T�ChequingAccount �

deposit�T�Cheque� � T�TransactionRecord�

deposit�T�Cash� � T�TransactionRecord�

withdraw�T�Cheque� � T�TransactionRecord�

withdraw�T�Cash� � T�TransactionRecord�

��

Here� the behavior deposit has two di�erent interface speci�cations� Multiple interface speci�cations
are allowed as long as they di�er in their argument types� A distinction in return types only is
disallowed� for example� the following speci�cation is invalid�

type T�Account �

deposit�T�Cheque� � T�TransactionRecord�

deposit�T�Cheque��

��

In the second case the return type is implicitly assumed to be a special prede�ned type T Unit�
which is analogous to type void in C�� �Str��� and Java �AG����
In order to see why return type di�erences are insu�cient� consider the following example�

type T�A �

beh�� � T�C�

beh�� � T�D�
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��

type T�C subtype of T�B�

type T�D subtype of T�B�

���

T�A a�

T�B b�

���

b �
 a�beh���

Since at run�time the object b may have dynamic type T C or T D� it is unclear which behavior
speci�cation to use� Both are legal� and none is more speci�c then the other� In order to avoid this
kind of ambiguity� it is required that behavior speci�cations be di�erent in their argument types�
When a subtype is de�ned� the interface speci�cation inherited from its parent can be modi�ed�

These modi�cations should follow the return type covariance rule in order for the newly de�ned type
to be a subtype of its parent� The rule states� that the return type in a behavior speci�cation for
a subtype should be a subtype of the return type in the speci�cation of the same behavior in its
parent type� For example� the speci�cation�

type T�Real�

type T�Integer subtype of T�Real �

succ�� � T�Integer�

��

type T�SmallInteger subtype of T�Integer�

type T�Person �

age�� � T�Integer�

��

type T�Child subtype of T�Person �

age�� � T�SmallInteger�

��

is allowed� while the speci�cation

type T�Person �

age�� � T�Integer�

��

type T�Child subtype of T�Person �

age�� � T�Real�

��

is not� In order to see why this last speci�cation is considered illegal� consider the following code
fragment�

T�Person p�

T�Integer i�

���

p �
 aChild� �� � �the type of aChild is T�Child�

���

i �
 p�age� �� 	

���

i �
 i�succ� �� �

This code is type�correct� the �rst assignment is type�correct� since the static type of p is T Person

and the static type of aChild is T Child which is declared to be a subtype of T Person� The second

�A more precise formulation of this rule will be considered later in this section
�Note that this speci�cation is equivalent to an implementation of the test 	PERSON� from the test suite given

in Section ����
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assignment is type�correct since the return type of age de�ned on the type T Person is T Integer�
The third assignment is also type�correct as the return type of succ is T Integer� On the other
hand� at run�time the second assignment will put a real number �of type T Real� into the variable
i since the behavior speci�cation of age on the type T Child has return type T Real� The call to
succ in the third assignment will then fail with a run�time error� since the behavior succ is not
de�ned on T Real�
Note that no restrictions are placed on the argument types� In other words� the following de�ni�

tion is legal�

type T�Real �

add�T�Real� � T�Real�

��

type T�Integer subtype of T�Real �

add�T�Integer� � T�Integer�

succ�� � T�Integer�

��

While this de�nition seems to be natural� its legality requires some explanation�
A signi�cant number of object�oriented languages today use single dispatch� in which the method

to execute is chosen according to the type of the receiver �Table 
���� In such languages� the above
speci�cation �with covariant arguments� would not be type�safe� In order to see why� consider the
following code fragment�

type T�Point �

getX�� � T�Real�

getY�� � T�Real�

compare�T�Point x� � T�Boolean implementation �

return x�getX 

 getX

and x�getY 

 getY � ��

��

type T�ColorPoint subtype of T�Point �

getColor�� � T�Color

compare�T�ColorPoint x� � T�Boolean implementation �

return x�getX 

 getX

and x�getY 

 getY

and x�getColor 

 getColor � ��

��

���

T�Point p� p	�

���

p� �
 aPoint�

p	 �
 aColorPoint�

���

p	�compare�p���

If this type speci�cation was considered to be legal� then the code following it would be type�correct�
assignments are type�correct since T ColorPoint is declared to be a subtype of T Point� and the
application of compare is type�correct since it compares two points� The methods that implement
comparison are also type�correct since they only rely on behaviors that are de�ned on their argument
types� However� at run�time the application of compare will be dispatched to the method de�ned
for color points �according to the type of the receiver� which is T ColorPoint� and it will fail at
run�time� since its argument is of type T Point which does not de�ne the behavior getColor�
Therefore� in all type�safe single�dispatched languages covariant speci�cation of argument types is

disallowed� However� such speci�cation is natural and desirable� In order to use covariant argument
type speci�cation safely� multiple dispatch is required�
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In languages with multiple dispatch� the method to invoke is determined according to the run�
time types of all arguments� not just the receiver� In such languages� the above example with points
and color points would not fail at run�time� because the behavior application in question would be
dispatched to the method de�ned for points�
The main idea behind multiple dispatch is the uniform treatment of all arguments� While in

single�dispatching languages the receiver has a special status� multiply�dispatching languages treat
all arguments as a single uni�ed receiver� This concept can be neatly described by using the notion
of a product type� A product type is a tuple of the form hT�� � � � � Tni� where Ti are simple �non�
product� types� Subtyping between product types is induced by the subtyping between simple types
and is de�ned as

hT�� � � � � Tni � hQ�� � � � � Qmi
def
�� �m  n � Ti � Qi for all i  �� � � � � n� �����

Now� every behavior can be considered as having a single argument � the tuple of all arguments
de�ned for it� the �rst being the original receiver� Since every behavior is always applied to a
product� angle brackets are unnecessary and can usually be omitted�
It is possible to translate the standard object�oriented notation for behavior speci�cation and

application into the product�type notation� The product�type notation is mainly used for theoretical
purposes� but it is also useful for the description of multiple dispatch� The following code fragment
is a product�type translation of the point example above��

type T�Point�

getX�T�Point� � T�Real�

getY�T�Point� � T�Real�

compare�T�Point r T�Point x� � T�Boolean implementation �

return getX�x� 

 getX�r�

and getY�x� 

 getY�r� � ��

type T�ColorPoint subtype of T�Point�

getColor�T�ColorPoint� � T�Color�

compare�T�ColorPoint r T�ColorPoint x� � T�Boolean implementation �

return getX�x� 

 getX�r�

and getY�x� 

 getY�r�

and getColor�x� 

 getColor�r� � ��

���

T�Point p� p	�

���

p� �
 aPoint�

p	 �
 aColorPoint�

���

compare�p	 p���

Product�type notation resembles a procedural notation� however� this is only a super�cial sim�
ilarity� Here� the behavior compare has methods on two product types� hT Point� T Pointi
and hT ColorPoint� T ColorPointi� The run�time argument type for the behavior application
compare�p	 p�� is hT ColorPoint� T Pointi� which is a subtype of hT Point� T Pointi� but not
a subtype of hT ColorPoint� T ColorPointi� according to Equation ���� Therefore� the method to
execute is the one de�ned for points�
Another illustrative example of product type dispatch is the dispatch of the behavior application

p	�compare�p	� which will be translated to product�type notation as compare�p	p	�� Here�
the run�time type of the argument is hT ColorPoint� T ColorPointi� which is a subtype of both
hT ColorPoint� T ColorPointi ��� and hT Point� T Pointi �
�� However� since the product type

�This is an implementation of the test 	POINT� from the test suite given in Section ����
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��� is a subtype of the product type �
�� the method associated with the product type ��� is chosen
as the more speci�c one� Thus� the behavior application p	�compare�p	� will execute the code
written for color point comparison� as expected�
Having reviewed product type notation and dispatch� we will now return to the speci�cation of

real and integer numbers� Rewritten in a product�type notation� the example speci�cation is�

type T�Real�

add�T�Real T�Real� � T�Real�

subtract�T�Real T�Real� � T�Real�

multiply�T�Real T�Real� � T�Real�

divide�T�Real T�Real� � T�Real�

negate�T�Real� � T�Real�

type T�Integer subtype of T�Real�

add�T�Integer T�Integer� � T�Integer�

subtract�T�Integer T�Integer� � T�Integer�

multiply�T�Integer T�Integer� � T�Integer�

negate�T�Integer� � T�Integer�

succ�T�Integer� � T�Integer�

Here� there is no code� However� in a product type world� not only the code to execute� but also
the speci�cation to use for typechecking is chosen according to the product type of the receiver�
Consider the following code�

T�Integer i� i	�

���

i��add�i	��succ�

In the product notation� the behavior application above will be succ�add�i� i	��� Since
the static type of the tuple �i� i	� is hT Integer� T Integeri� both of the speci�cations
add�T�Real T�Real� � T�Real and add�T�Integer T�Integer� � T�Integer are applicable
to it� However� the second one is more speci�c than the �rst and is therefore chosen for type�
checking� The result type of the second speci�cation is T Integer� and since the behavior succ is
de�ned on this type� the whole expression is considered to be type�correct�
On the other hand� the following code will produce a type�checking error�

T�Integer i�

T�Real r�

���

i�add�r��succ�

In this case� the call in question will translate to succ�add�i r��� and the static type of �i r�

is hT Integer� T Reali� Therefore� of the two speci�cations for the behavior add� only the �rst one
will do� the second requires that the receiver type be a subtype of hT Integer� T Integeri� and the
type of �i r� is not� The �rst speci�cation has a return type T Real� but the behavior succ is not
de�ned on T Real� and the typechecking reports an error� This is the expected result as adding an
integer to a real yields a real number� and the successor function is not de�ned on reals�
The above speci�cation of types T Integer and T Real can be signi�cantly simpli�ed by the

use of selftype�� which is a reference to the de�ning type that changes covariantly along the type
hierarchy� The following is a �non�product� speci�cation that uses selftype�

type T�Real �

add�selftype� � selftype�

�A more formal treatment of selftype will be given in Section 
�����
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subtract�selftype� � selftype�

multiply�selftype� � selftype�

divide�selftype� � T�Real�

negate�� � selftype�

��

type T�Integer subtype of T�Real �

succ�� � T�Integer�

��

Note that the result type of the behavior divide is speci�ed as T Real� not as selftype� If it was
speci�ed a selftype� the inherited de�nition in T Integer would be

type T�Integer subtype of T�Real �

divide�selftype� � selftype�

��

which means that an integer divided by an integer is always an integer� which is not the case�
Therefore� the result type of divide has not been changed to selftype�
Usage of selftype in argument types is known to be statically type�unsafe in languages with

single dispatch �Cas��a� BG���� However� it is so convenient that some language designers chose to
drop static type safety in favor of it �e�g�� Ei�el �Mey����� while others chose to drop substitutability
�e�g�� LOOM �BFP����� However� in a multiply�dispatching language covariant speci�cation is type
safe� so it is possible to have it all� use of selftype� type safety� and substitutability �Cas��a� BG����
With the introduction of product type notation� it is now possible to give a precise formulation

for the return type covariance rule discussed at the beginning of this section� The rule is as follows�
for any two speci�cations of the same behavior� if the product receiver type of the �rst behavior
speci�cation is a subtype of the product receiver type of the second speci�cation� then the return
type of the �rst speci�cation should be a subtype of the return type of the second� Thus� the
following is allowed�

type T�Cash�

type T�SmallAmountOfCash subtype of T�Cash�

type T�TransactionRecord�

type T�SimplifiedTransactionRecord subtype of T�TransactionRecord�

type T�Account �

deposit�T�Cash� � T�TransactionRecord�

deposit�T�SmallAmountOfCash� � T�SimplifiedTransactionRecord�

��

This would not be allowed if T SimplifiedTransactionRecordwas not declared to be a subtype of
T TransactionRecord� since in product notation the two behavior speci�cations would read

deposit�T�Account T�Cash� � T�TransactionRecord�

deposit�T�Account T�SmallAmountOfCash� � T�SimplifiedTransactionRecord�

Since hT Account� T SmallAmountOfCashi � hT Account� T Cashi� it should also be true that
T SimplifiedTransactionRecord � T TransactionRecord �otherwise the rule would be violated��
In this section� the interface speci�cations were discussed� The problem of behavior rede�nitions

was considered and its solution was outlined� The notions of multiple dispatch and product type
notation were introduced and used to illustrate the mechanisms behind the behavior rede�nition
semantics adopted in the presented type system�

����
 Behavior types

Before the introduction of the object�oriented programming paradigm� data types were considered
as object structure de�nitions� This point of view is present in procedural programming languages
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such as Pascal �JW��� as well as in database programming where the set of data structure de��
nitions for a database is called its schema� As the object�oriented programming paradigm gained
popularity� the focus of data �object� speci�cations has been slowly shifting from object structure
to object functionality� In the object�oriented programming model� the functionality is the major
characteristic� while the object structure plays a secondary role�
An object structure speci�cation describes the logical interpretation of the physical storage the

object occupies� On the other hand� speci�cation of object functionality focuses on the things one
can do with a particular object� i�e� the set of actions �behaviors� messages� functions� that can be
performed �applied� on a particular object�
A unit of structure speci�cation is therefore a �eld de�nition� A �eld de�nition describes both the

amount of physical memory allocated for a �eld and its logical treatment� At the same time� a unit
of functionality speci�cation is an action �behavior� message�� Here� the action declaration �behavior
speci�cation� can be viewed as being parallel to the logical �eld type �abstract interpretation�� while
the action de�nition �method� function code� can be considered parallel to the physical layout of a
particular �eld �concrete interpretation�� Thus� the relationship between an action declaration and
an action de�nition is parallel to the relationship between �eld type and its physical layout�
It is therefore natural to consider the behavior speci�cation as a type of the behavior for which

such a speci�cation is given� In other words� when a behavior b is speci�ed as being applicable to a
certain type T t� such speci�cation contains information about both the type T t and the behavior
b� Note that the parallel between actions and �elds goes even further� the simplest possible concrete
interpretation of �elds �binary bits� is capable of representing any information via binary numbers�
while the simplest possible concrete interpretation of actions ���terms� is capable of representing
any computation via ��calculus �Tur���
When behavior speci�cations are considered as types� behaviors themselves become objects�

Such an arrangement leads to a truly uniform model� in which all entities� including actions� are
objects� This allows one to extend the notions of subtyping and substitutability to behavior types
and behaviors� The standard notation for behavior types is T a�T r� where T a is an argument
type� while T r is the result type of a behavior� For example� the type T Real�T Real is the type of
functions that produce a real result when applied to a real number� In the example syntax adopted
here� the same behavior type can also be written as �T�Real��T�Real� which is parallel to the
syntax of behavior speci�cations�
Consider the following speci�cation�

type T�Real �

negate��� T�Real�

�

���

const T�Real r�

which is equivalent to

type T�Real�

negate�T�Real�� T�Real�

���

const T�Real r�

in product�type notation� This can be considered as an abbreviation for

type T�Real�

const �T�Real��T�Real negate�

���

const T�Real r�

that de�nes two typed constants� negate of type �T�Real��T�Real and r of type T Real� This last
speci�cation is in turn equivalent to

�



type T�Real�

const �T�Real �� T�Real� negate�

���

const T�Real r�

Behavior types are not atomic� they are composed from other types using the behavior type
constructor � �or� equivalently� ����� much the same way as product types are composed of other
types using the type constructor hi� Therefore� it is relevant to de�ne the subtyping rules for
the behavior types based on the subtyping relationship between their components� The general
subtyping rule for behavior types is as follows�

�A��R� � A��R��
def
�� �A� � A� �R� � R�� ���
�

Note that the relationship between argument types is reversed�� In order to see why this is the case
consider the following example�

type T�Real �

truncate�� � T�Integer�

��

type T�Integer subtype of T�Real �

succ�� � T�Integer�

��

���

�T�Real��T�Integer rifunc�

�T�Integer��T�Integer iifunc�

���

iifunc �
 truncate�

��iifunc�

���

rifunc �
 succ� �� Compile�time type error

������rifunc�

Here� two variables rifunc and iifunc are de�ned� The �rst one is declared to be of
type T Real�T Integer� while the second one is de�ned to be of type T Integer�T Integer�
Constants �behaviors� truncate and succ are de�ned to be of types T Real�T Integer and
T Integer�T Integer� respectively� The �rst assignment in the above code is statically type�
correct since

type of truncate  T Real�T Integer � T Integer�T Integer  type of iifunc

according to the Equation ��
� The subsequent application of the behavior stored in the variable
iifunc to the integer constant � is also statically type�correct� since the argument type of iifunc
is declared to be T Integer� When this behavior application is executed� truncate is applied to an
integer� This is type�correct because truncate is declared to operate on any real number� and an
integer is a real�
On the other hand� the assignment of succ to the variable rifunc is not statically type�correct�

since it is not true that

type of succ  T Integer�T Integer � T Real�T Integer  type of rifunc

If this assignment was allowed� the subsequent application of rifunc to the real number ��� would
fail at run�time� as the behavior succ is not designed to work on real numbers�
So far a single behavior speci�cation was used in the examples to specify a type of a behavior�

However� a behavior can have several speci�cations �Section ������� In this case� the type of a
behavior is de�ned as the greatest lower bound �glb� of the types given by these speci�cations�
Consider the following speci�cation�

�This fact is usually formulated as follows� The type constructor� is contravariant in its �rst position�
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type T�Real �

add�T�Real� � T�Real�

��

type T�Integer subtype of T�Real �

add�T�Integer� � T�Integer�

��

or� in product type notation with behavior types�

type T�Real�

const �T�Real T�Real���T�Real add�

type T�Integer subtype of T�Real�

const �T�Integer T�Integer���T�Integer add�

The two speci�cations of the behavior constant add are combined� and the resulting speci�cation is

type T�Real�

type T�Integer subtype of T�Real�

const glb��T�Real T�Real���T�Real �T�Integer T�Integer���T�Integer� add�

Thus� the resulting type of add is

glb�hT Real� T Reali�T Real� hT Integer� T Integeri�T Integer�

This expression can be understood as follows� the behavior add produces a real result when applied
to a pair of real numbers� and an integer result when applied to a pair of integer numbers� A
behavior application ��add��� produces an integer result� while behavior applications ��add������
������add���� and ������add����� produce real results� This is so because only the product�type
of the argument of the �rst behavior application is a subtype of hT Integer�T Integeri� while all
four of the product�types of the arguments of these applications are subtypes of hT Real�T Reali�
Therefore� the results of all four applications are known to be subtypes of T Real� while the result
of the �rst behavior application is additionally known to be a subtype of T Integer�
Consider the following piece of code �provided that the above speci�cation of the behavior add

is in e�ect��

�T�Real T�Real��T�Real rrfunc�

�T�Integer T�Integer��T�Integer iifunc�

���

rrfunc �
 add�

������rrfunc������

���

iifunc �
 add�

��iifunc����

When the assignment of the behavior constant add to the variables rrfunc and iifunc is type�
checked� the combined type of the behavior add is taken into account� Therefore� both assignments
type�check�

Let T RR � hT Real� T Reali�T Real and T II � hT Integer� T Integeri�T Integer� Then

type of add  glb�T RR� T II� � T RR  type of rrfunc

type of add  glb�T RR� T II� � T II  type of iifunc

Note that in the absence of greatest lower bounds the above code would not type�check� if the type
T RR was assigned to the behavior add� then the assignment iifunc �
 add would not typecheck�
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on the other hand� using the type T II for the type of add would not allow us to type�check the
assignment rrfunc �
 add� Only the combination of these two types in the form of the greatest
lower bound enables successful typechecking of both assignments�
In this section� the notion of a behavior type has been introduced� Properties of behavior types and

their usage were discussed� and the principle of combining behavior types from di�erent speci�cations
using the greatest lower bound was considered� All these notions will be given a formal treatment
in Chapter ��

����� Mutable types

The ability to de�ne any computation in the applicative �functional� stateless� paradigm has led to
the development of a number of programming languages� These languages share several important
properties� strict and rigorously de�ned semantics� simplicity of the main programming paradigm�
and well�established theoretical mechanisms for reasoning about programs� On the other hand� the
biggest disadvantage of these languages from a practical perspective is exactly the same feature that
makes them so attractive from the theoretical viewpoint� the inability to deal with state�
While there are certain applications that can be programmed without using the concept of state�

most real�world applications rely on the ability of a program to store and retrieve data� This is
especially true of database applications� as database data have a life span beyond the execution time
of a program� Therefore if a program is unable to deal with state change� the data in a database
can never be updated�
The ability of a type system to deal with mutable data is essential for database programming�

However� many languages with well�developed and theoretically sound type systems either do not
consider mutable data at all or severely restrict their use �Section 
���
The ML language �MTH��� is a representative example of the languages in the last category� It is

based on the functional programming paradigm� but provides some imperative features in the form
of its reference type constructor ref� However� due to the problems related to typing of imperative
features in a functional environment� the use of the reference cells in ML is much more restricted
than the use of all other type constructors� An excellent review of this problem is given in �App�
��
In imperative object�oriented programming languages� the concept of state is usually captured

by two separate but related notions� the notion of an attribute and the notion of a variable� An
attribute is a slot inside an object that is capable of holding an object �or an object reference� of
a particular type� An object can be put into an attribute �assigned to it� or extracted from it� A
variable is similar to an attribute in its ability to hold an object� On the other hand� while an
attribute is a part of an object� a variable is not�
Here� only the issues related to typing of behaviors that are used to access or set attributes will

be discussed� The discussion of the other aspects of state �such as typing of local variables� de�nition
of object structure using a set of attributes and its relationship to the behavioral interface� et cetera�
appears in Section ��
�
In the proposed type system� setting an attribute �or a variable� is an ordinary behavior

application� The assignment syntax aPerson�age �
 �� is considered as an abbreviation for
aPerson�set�age����which is� in turn� an abbreviation for set�age�aPerson ���� The attribute
speci�cation in this system belongs to a class� not a type� the type only speci�es the interface for
getting and setting the attributes� This corresponds to the absence of public instance variables�
The advantages of this approach will be discussed later in Section ��
� Here a familiar notation for
specifying an attribute interface as a part of a type will be introduced and the typing implications
of this mechanism will be discussed�
The following speci�cation

type T�Person �

age�� �
� T�Natural�

name�� �
� T�String�

��

��



speci�es a type T Person that has two assignable �attributes�� a name and an age� Note here the
sign �
� that is used to separate the behavior arguments from its result type� It is a combination
of the sign � used to specify the return type for immutable behaviors and the sign �
 used for
assignment� The speci�cation age�� �
 T�Natural is also possible� it means that a person�s age
can not be read� but it can be assigned to�
The above speci�cation makes the following behavior applications legal�

T�Person p�

p�age �
 p�age�add����

p�name �
 �John��

The type speci�cation for T Person given above is equivalent to

type T�Person�

age�T�Person� � T�Natural�

set�age�T�Person T�Natural��

name�T�Person� � T�String�

set�name�T�Person T�String��

and the behavior applications are translated into

T�Person p�

set�age�p add�age�p� ����

set�name�p �John���

Thus� the standard product�type typing rules described in Section ����� apply to assignment as well�
A more complicated example of user�de�ned assignment is the de�nition of the behavior at that

is capable of getting the n�th element of a list� It is also possible to assign to an element� as in the
following code	�

type T�MutableList �

at�T�Natural� �
� T�Object�

��

���

T�MutableList mlist�

���

mlist�at����print�

mlist�at��� �
 object�

The translation of this code fragment is

type T�MutableList�

at�T�MutableList T�Natural� � T�Object�

set�at�T�MutableList T�Natural T�Object��

���

T�MutableList mlist�

���

print�at�mlist ����

set�at�mlist � object��

The �rst behavior application prints the fourth element of an array� while the second behavior appli�
cation sets it to object� Thus� the treatment of assignment proposed here allows the programmer

	It is more precise to de�ne T MutableList as a parametric type parameterized by the type of its elements� Such
a speci�cation will be considered in Section 
�����
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to specify custom versions of the assignment operation� including the possibility of using additional
arguments�
The standard subtyping rule for updatable attributes requires their typing to be novariant� The

following examples illustrate the reasons behind this requirement� while the subsequent discussion
demonstrates how the attribute novariance requirements are relaxed in the proposed type system�
Consider the following speci�cation�

type T�SmallNatural subtype of T�Natural�

type T�Person �

age�� �
� T�Natural�

��

type T�Child subtype of T�Person �

age�� �
� T�SmallNatural�

��

Two types are speci�ed� T Person and T Child� with an updatable attribute age� A person�s age
is a natural number� while a child�s age is a small natural number �a subtype of natural�� If the
attribute age was immutable� such an arrangement would be perfectly legal� However� the mutable
nature of this attribute causes a problem that manifests itself in the typing of the following code�

T�Person aPerson�

T�Child aChild�

T�Natural n�

aPerson �
 aChild�

aPerson�age �
 n�

The above code is type�correct� However� after its execution the age attribute of aChild will contain
a natural number rather than a small natural one� which contradicts the speci�cation of the attribute
age� Situations like the one presented in this example are the primary reason for the novariance
requirement for mutable attributes in current object�oriented type systems�
On the other hand� there are situations in which the novariance requirement is too strict� Con�

sider the following speci�cation�

type T�CharacterList �

substring�T�Natural start T�Natural end� �
� T�CharacterList�

��

type T�String subtype of T�CharacterList �

substring�T�Natural start T�Natural end� �
� T�String�

translateFromFrench�� � T�String�

��

It allows for the following code�
 to be successfully typechecked�

T�String string�

T�CharacterList list�

string �
 �pteit mluot��

string�substring���� �
 �ul�� �� The resulting string

�� will contain �pteit mulot�

list �
 ��e� �t���

string�substring�	�� �
 list� �� The resulting string

�� will contain �petit mulot�

string�substring�����translateFromFrench� �� The result will be the

�� translation of �petit�  i�e� �small�

�
It is assumed that numbering of arrays and strings starts from �� not from ��

�




If the novariance requirement was in force� the rede�nition of substring in the type T String would
be disallowed� Then� the last behavior application that performs the translation would not type�
check� as the result type of substring would be considered to be T CharacterList which does not
have behavior translateFromFrench de�ned on it�
The code above is legal and does not cause any run�time errors� In order to see why the covariant

rede�nition in the �rst example causes problems while the one in the second example does not� details
of product�type speci�cations have to be taken into account� In the �rst example� the translation
will give the behavior set age the type

glb��T Person� T Natural��T Unit� �T Child� T SmallNatural��T Unit�

which implies that the behavior application set�age�aChildn� �where the type of aChild is
T Child and a type of n is T Natural� is type�correct� This is so because the product�type of
the argument is hT Child� T Naturali� which is a subtype of hT Person� T Naturali� However�
which code should be executed when such a behavior application is encountered� Apparently� the
code that just stores n in the appropriate slot of the object aChild would be type�incorrect� On
the other hand� if code was provided that caps the natural argument to make it a small natural
before storing it into the slot� the above behavior application would not cause the run�time error�
In the presented type system� such an alternative code can be provided by using keyword �
 in the
association� Therefore� it is not the behavior speci�cation that is incorrect� rather it is the implicit
assumption that the corresponding code directly stores the value into the slot� Such an implicit
assumption is never made in the second example because it does not resemble structure de�nition
as much as the �rst one does� In other words� it is not the type speci�cation that fails here ! it is
our intuition�
Based on the above discussion� it is concluded that this problem can not and should not be

dealt with at the type and behavior speci�cation level� but only at the code and structure de�nition
level� If the two levels �interface and structure de�nitions� were coupled as they are in many of
today�s programming languages� the novariance constraint would have to be enforced� However�
in a type system that provides a clean separation between these two levels of abstraction �like the
one presented here� the novariance restriction can be lifted at the higher level of behavior and type
speci�cation� This will be discussed further in Section ��
�
In this section� mutable type speci�cations were discussed� A powerful user�de�ned assignment

speci�cation mechanism was introduced and its usage as well as its translation to product�type
speci�cations were considered� The novariance condition usually placed on mutable types was also
discussed� it was concluded that such a restriction is unnecessary at the type level for a type system
that provides a clean separation between interface and structure de�nitions�

����� Parametric types and behaviors speci	cation

Parametricity is one of the most powerful mechanisms used for precise type speci�cation� Parametric
polymorphism that is present in type systems that support parametricity is comparable in power to
inclusion polymorphism which is due to subtyping and interface inheritance�
The distinction between the two kinds of polymorphism is blurred in type systems with structural

subtyping �BETA �MMPN���� Strongtalk �BG���� TM �BBdB����� ML �MTH��� and its clones�� On
the other hand� the designers of type�systems with user�de�ned �non�structural� subtyping usually
focus on only one of the two forms of polymorphism� supporting the other one only minimally� For
example� the type systems of Ada �Ada��� and Napier�� �MMPN��� focus primarily on parametric
polymorphism� while the type systems of more traditional object�oriented languages �C�� �Str���
and clones� Java �AG���� focus on inclusion polymorphism� Attempts to combine the full power
of parametric and inclusion polymorphisms result in loss of substitutability� safety� or decidable
typechecking �Java clones� Transframe �Sha��� Cecil �Cha��� and clones�� The only type system
that combines safety� substitutability� decidable typechecking� expressive parametric and inclusion
polymorphism� and user�de�ned subtyping is ML� �BM��a�� However� ML� restricts user�de�ned
subtyping to types within the same type class �a set of types with the same number of type arguments
and the same kind of subtyping relationships between them�� has a limited ability to deal with
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mutable types �like other ML clones�� and does not provide separation between di�erent speci�cation
levels �interface and implementation��
The type system presented in this dissertation is unique in that it combines all of the above

properties� The parametricity interacts with all the components of the type system� making its
consistent design a non�trivial task� Such interactions will be considered in this section along with
examples showing the potential problems stemming from these interactions�
Consider the example of the speci�cation of the type T List�

type T�List �

at�T�Natural� � T�����

cat�T�List� � T�List�

��

Here at extracts the n�th element from the list� while cat concatenates two lists� In type systems
that do not support parametricity the type T ��� is usually speci�ed to be T Object �a supertype
of all types�� However� this leads to the container problem exempli�ed by the following code�

type T�Person �

age�� � T�Natural�

��

���

T�List list�

T�Person person� person	 person��

���

list �
 �person� person	 person���

list�at����age�print�

Here the last behavior application is considered to be illegal because the type�checker only has
enough information to conclude that the result of list�at��� will be T Object� and the behavior
age is not applicable to just objects� it is only applicable to persons� Thus� in this case the above
type speci�cation is too restrictive�
On the other hand� consider the code fragment

type T�Person �

age�� � T�Natural�

��

type T�Wine �

age�� � T�Natural�

��

���

T�List aWineList�

T�List aPersonList�

T�Person person� person	 person��

T�Wine wine� wine	 wine��

���

aPersonList �
 �person� person	 person���

aWineList �
 �wine� wine	 wine���

aPersonList �
 aPersonList�cat�aWineList��

The last assignment will store a mix of persons and wines in the variable aPersonList ! a semanti�
cally incorrect action� However� the typechecker can not detect this incorrectness as its knowledge of
the type of the variables aPersonList and aWineList is limited to the generic list type T List� One
can attempt to make the speci�cation more strict by specifying types T PersonList and T WineList

as unrelated subtypes of T List�

type T�List �

at�T�Natural� � T�Object�

��



cat�T�List� � T�List�

��

type T�PersonList subtype of T�List �

at�T�Natural� � T�Person�

cat�T�PersonList� � T�PersonList�

��

type T�WineList subtype of T�List �

at�T�Natural� � T�Wine�

cat�T�WineList� � T�WineList�

��

���

T�PersonList aPersonList�

T�WineList aWineList�

T�Person person� person	 person��

T�Wine wine� wine	 wine��

���

aPersonList �
 �person� person	 person���

aWineList �
 �wine� wine	 wine���

aPersonList �
 aPersonList�cat�aWineList��

Then� the assignment in question will become type�incorrect� as the result of concatenation of a list of
persons and a list of wines will have type T List� which is not a subtype of T PersonList� However�
this approach requires a programmer to explicitly de�ne list types for every possible element type !
an activity which is both tedious and error�prone�
In order to provide static type safety in a clear and concise manner� the following parametric

type speci�cation can be utilized�

type T�List�X� �

at�T�Natural� � X�

cat�T�List�X�� � T�List�X��

��

The speci�cation of the type T List now has a type parameter X� The code in question will be

T�List�T�Person� aPersonList�

T�List�T�Wine� aWineList�

T�Person person� person	 person��

T�Wine wine� wine	 wine��

���

aPersonList �
 �person� person	 person���

aWineList �
 �wine� wine	 wine���

aPersonList �
 aPersonList�cat�aWineList��

and the last assignment will not type�check� Coming back to the container problem example� now
the code

type T�Person �

age�� � T�Natural�

��

���

T�List�T�Person� list�

T�Person person� person	 person��

���

list �
 �person� person	 person���

list�at����age�print�

��



will typecheck� as the typechecker knows that the result type of list�at��� is T Person rather than
just T Object�
The number of parameters is not limited to one� for example� it is possible to specify a dictionary

type as follows�

type T�MutableDictionary�KeyTypeValueType� �

at�KeyType� �
� ValueType�

allKeys�� � T�List�KeyType��

allValues�� � T�List�ValueType��

���

��

and use it in code like the following�

T�MutableDictionary�T�StringT�Person� mdict�

T�Person p� p	�

���

p� �
 mdict�at��John���

���

mdict�at��Peter�� �
 p	�

Parameters do not necessarily have to be types ! they are only required to come from some
lattice �a partially�ordered domain with lower and upper bounds�� As an example� consider an array
type that has a number of elements as one of its parameters�

type T�Array�ElementType T�Natural UpperBound� �

at�T�Natural� �
� ElementType�

�

This de�nes a parametric type T Array with two parameters� The �rst parameter is called
ElementType� it represents the type of array elements� The second one is called UpperBound� it
represents the number of elements in the array� Since the second parameter is a natural number
rather than a type� its speci�cation includes the type speci�er T Natural�
In this section� the parametric type speci�cations were described� The next question related to

parametric types is related to the speci�cation of subtyping rules between them� Is the type of a
list of students a subtype of the type of a list of persons� Can a parametric type be a subtype of a
non�parametric one or vice�versa� The answers to these questions are given in the next section�

����� Parametricity and subtyping

Each parametric type speci�cation de�nes a family of parametric types that di�er only in their
parameters� Therefore� the issue of subtyping parametric types can be divided into two� the issue
of intra�family subtyping and that of inter�family subtyping�

Intra�family relationships

Intra�family subtyping is a subtyping relationship between types that belong to the same parametric
type family� Consider an immutable list type speci�ed as

type T�List�X� �

at�T�Natural� � X�

cat�T�List�X�� � T�List�X��

��

Let a type T Student be a subtype of T Person� Then� every student is also a person� therefore� a
list of students can also be considered as a list of persons since each element of the former can be
considered a person� In general� it is desirable to have a rule that speci�es an intra�family subtyping
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relationship in terms of the relationships between parameter types� the same way it was speci�ed
for product �Equation ���� and behavior �Equation ��
� types� In particular� for the immutable list
types it is desirable to have the following rule�

�T List�X� � T List�Y��
def
�� �X � Y�

I�e�� the immutable list types are covariant in their �rst and only argument� This is speci�ed as

type T�List�covar X� �

at�T�Natural� � X�

cat�T�List�X�� � T�List�X��

��

where the keyword covar is used to denote the covariance of the type parameter X�
Consider the following code�

T�List�T�Person� aPersonList�

T�List�T�Student� aStudentList�

aPersonList �
 aStudentList�cat�aPersonList�� �� � Ok

aStudentList �
 aStudentList�cat�aPersonList�� �� 	 Type error

aStudentList �
 aStudentList�cat�aStudentList�� �� � Ok

aPersonList �
 aStudentList�cat�aStudentList�� �� � Ok

All these assignments are type�correct except for the second one� This is the expected result since a
mix of students and persons can also be considered as a list of persons �every student is a person��
while it cannot be considered a list of students �not every person is a student�� On the other hand�
a list of students can be considered to be a list of persons�
In order to see how the type�checker arrives at this conclusion� the behavior�product type trans�

lation of the above speci�cation has to be considered�

type T�List�covar X��

const ��T�List�X� T�Natural� �� X� at�

const ��T�List�X� T�List�X�� �� T�List�X�� cat�

Thus� for a behavior application cat�l� l	� to be valid� there should exist a type X such that

htype of l�� type of l	i � hT List�X�� T List�X�i �����

and the result of this behavior application will then have type T List�X�� Since the above statement
is true for all types X that satisfy the above condition� the actual result type T R has to be less than
T List�X� for all such X� This is equivalent to the statement that

T R  glbfX j X satis�es Equation ���g

Getting back to our example� the �rst behavior application aStudentList�cat�aPersonList�

�or cat�aStudentList aPersonList� in product notation� has argument product�type
hT List�T Student�� T List�T Person�i� Therefore the set of types X that satisfy Equation ���
is fT Persong� The above is due to covariance of T List� T List�T Student� � T List�T Person�
because T Student � T Person� The greatest lower bound of this set is T Person� and therefore
the result type of this behavior application is T List�T Person�� which can be safely assigned
to the variable of type T List�T Person� �the �rst assignment�� but not to the variable of type
T List�T Student� �the second assignment��
On the other hand� the set of types X that satisfy Equation ��� for the second behavior appli�

cation aStudentList�cat�aStudentList�will be fT Person� T Studentg� its greatest lower bound
is T Student� therefore the result type of this behavior application is T List�T Student� that can
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safely be assigned to a variable of type T List�T Person� �the third assignment� as well as to a
variable of type T List�T Student� �the fourth assignment��
The above example dealt with a covariant type speci�cation and an immutable list type� What

happens when a mutable list type is considered� Such a type can no longer be covariant� since the
resulting type speci�cation would be unsound� If it was allowed� the following code would typecheck�

type T�Person�

type T�Student subtype of T�Person �

studentId�� � T�Natural�

��

type T�MutableList�covar X� �

at�T�Natural� �
� X�

��

T�MutableList�T�Student� aStudentList�

T�Person aPerson�

aStudentList�at��� �
 aPerson� �� Should be a type error�

aStudentList�at����studentId�

This code� however� will fail at run�time since the behavior studentId is not de�ned on persons�
The following is the reason why type�checking of the assignment succeeds� In product�behavior

type notation� the above would read as

const ��T�MutableList�X� T�Natural� �� X� at�

const ��T�MutableList�X� T�Natural X� �� T�Unit� set�at�

T�MutableList�T�Student� aStudentList�

T�Person aPerson�

set�at�aStudentList � aPerson�� �� Should be a type error�

The set of types X such that

argument type  hT MutableList�T Student�� T Natural� T Personi

� hT MutableList�X�� T Natural� Xi  arguments for which set at is de�ned

will be fT Persong� Indeed�

hT MutableList�T Student�� T Natural� T Personi

� hT MutableList�T Person�� T Natural� T Personi

according to the subtyping rule for product types �Equation ���� and due to the covariance of list
speci�cation that gives

T MutableList�T Student� � T MutableList�T Person� �����

This is the same situation as the one considered in Section ������ if the code that is written to
implement set at is just storing its argument into the array� it is not type�correct� In order to be
able to write such code in a type�safe manner� the de�nition of the parametric type T MutableList

should be novariant�

type T�Person�

type T�Student subtype of T�Person �

studentId�� � T�Natural�

��
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type T�MutableList�novar X� �

at�T�Natural� �
� X�

��

T�MutableList�T�Student� aStudentList�

T�Person aPerson�

aStudentList�at��� �
 aPerson� �� Type error

aStudentList�at����studentId

The parametric type T MutableList is now de�ned as novariant �keyword novar�� which means
that none of the mutable list types is a subtype of the other� no matter which relationship exists
between the type parameters of these list types�
The typechecking of this code fails because Equation ��� that led to successful typechecking of

the above code in covariant mutable list speci�cation is no longer true for novariant speci�cation�
Why should a mutable list type be novariant� Informally� the type T MutableList�T Student�

can not be a subtype of T MutableList�T Person� since the second one can accept into it any
person� while the �rst one can not� On the other hand� the type T MutableList�T Person� can
not be a subtype of T MutableList�T Student� because student�s behaviors can be applied to an
object extracted from the list of the second type while such behaviors can not be applied to an
object extracted from the list of the �rst type�
So far� covariant and novariant speci�cations have been considered� The third possibility� a

contravariant speci�cation �keyword contravar�� also exists� The following type speci�cation uses
contravariance to correctly type output streams�

type T�OutputStream�contravar X� �

put�� �
 X�

��

Note usage of the speci�er �
 in the speci�cation of behavior put� it means that this behavior can
not be accessed� but only assigned to� Contravariance means that

�T OutputStream�X�� T OutputStream�Y��
def
�� �Y � X�

�note the reversed direction of subtyping"��
Informally� both a student and a person can be put into an output stream of persons �a student

is a person�� however� only students can be put into an output stream of students� Therefore� an
output stream of persons can do the same as an output stream of students �accept students� plus
more �accept persons�� Thus� the type of output streams of persons should be a subtype of the type
of output streams of students�
Therefore� in the following code fragment

type T�Person�

type T�Student subtype of T�Person�

T�OutputStream�T�Student� aStudentOS�

T�OutputStream�T�Person� aPersonOS�

T�Person aPerson�

T�Student aStudent�

aPersonOS�put �
 aPerson� �� � Ok

aPersonOS�put �
 aStudent� �� 	 Ok

aStudentOS�put �
 aPerson� �� � Type error

aStudentOS�put �
 aStudent� �� � Ok

all assignments are type�correct except for the third one� as it attempts to output a person to a
stream designed for students�
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In general� read�only entities �like immutable lists� are covariant� write�only entities �like output
streams� are contravariant� and read�and�write entities �like mutable lists� are novariant�
Behavior types are examples of a parametric type family with two type parameters� The �rst of

these parameters �argument� or input type� is contravariant� while the second one �result� or output
type� is covariant �Equation ��
�� Thus� the behavior type discussed earlier in Section ����� can be
speci�ed as��

type ���contravar ArgType covar ResType� �

apply�ArgType� � ResType�

��

This speci�cation allows a programmer to use the behavior apply to apply behaviors to their ar�
guments� This is type�safe behavioral re�ection� It also shows how higher�order behaviors can be
speci�ed�
Product types considered in Section ����� can also be speci�ed as parametric types in which all

parameters are covariant �Equation �����
Parametric types are also used for local variable type speci�cation� The type implicitly used for

local variables is a novariant type T Var de�ned as follows�

type T�Var�novar X� �

val�� �
� X�

��

Whenever a local variable de�nition of the form T�aType aName� is encountered� it is trans�
lated into const T�Var�T�aType� aName�� Every assignment to this local variable of the form
aName �
 anExpression is translated into aName�val �
 anExpression� Every other access to
a local variable aName is translated into aName�val� The result is of course subject to normal
product�type processing and expansion�
For example� the following code

type T�Person �

age � T�Natural�

��

type T�Student subtype of T�Person�

���

T�Person aPerson�

T�Student aStudent�

���

aPerson �
 aStudent�

aPerson�age�print�

in fully expanded form becomes�

type T�Person�

const ���T�Person T�Natural� age�

type T�Student subtype of T�Person�

���

const T�Var�T�Person� aPerson�

const T�Var�T�Student� aStudent�

���

set�val�aPersonaStudent��

print�age�val�aPerson����

The typechecking algorithm is therefore free from any special treatment of local variables ! they
are simply regarded as objects of one of the T Var types� The syntactic transformations described

��This is an implementation of �APPLY� test�
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above do not allow the variables to �escape� from their scope� as there is no syntactic way to refer
to a variable as an object� It is straightforward to verify that these transformations indeed give the
intended meaning to the notion and typing of local variables� This will be formalized in Chapter ��
In this section intra�family subtyping was considered� Concepts of covariance� contravariance�

and novariance were discussed and examples of their use were presented� It has also been shown
that intra�family subtyping is su�cient for de�nition of the fundamental types of the proposed type
system� as well as for handling of local variables� This property demonstrates the power and re�exive
capabilities of the presented type system�

Inter�family relationships

Another aspect of subtyping related to parametric types is inter�family subtyping� It occurs when
a subtyping relationship is established between parametric types from di�erent families�
Consider the following speci�cation�

type T�Set�covar X� �

isMember�X� � T�Boolean�

union�T�Set�X�� � T�Set�X��

��

type T�List�covar X� subtype of T�Set�X� �

at�T�Natural� � X�

��

It declares the type T List�X� to be a subtype of T Set�X� for every type X� For example� the
following code is type�correct�

T�List�T�Student� aStudentList�

T�Set�T�Person� aPersonSet�

aPersonSet �
 aPersonSet�union�aStudentList��

The product�type argument type of the behavior application above is of type hT Set�T Person��
T List�T Student�i� The minimal type X such that

hT Set�T Person�� T List�T Student�i � hT Set�X�� T Set�X�i

�as required by the speci�cation of the behavior union� is X  T Person� since

T List�T Student� � T Set�T Student� � T Set�T Person�  X

Therefore� the result type of the behavior application above is T Set�T Person�� which is assignable
to a variable of the same type�
In the above example� both types participating in inter�family subtyping relationship had the

same number of type parameters with the same variance speci�cation �covar�� None of the above
is required by the type system� For example� all of the following speci�cations are allowed�

type T�Set�covar X��

type T�EmptySet subtype of T�Set�X��

type T�List�covar X��

type T�String subtype of T�List�T�Character��

type T�UpdatableList�novar X� subtype of T�List�X��

type T�InputStream�covar X� �

get � X�

��

type T�OutputStream�contravar X� �

��



put �
 X�

��

type T�IOStream�novar X� subtype of T�InputStream�X� T�OutputStream�X��

These speci�cations de�ne an empty set type that is a common subtype of all set types� a string
type which is a subtype of the type of character lists� and an input�output stream type which is a
subtype of appropriate input and output stream types�
An example streams type hierarchy for parameter types T Person and its subtype T Student is

depicted in Figure ���� Note that this is an implementation of the test �STREAMS� from the test
suite given in Section 
���

T_IOStream(T_Student) T_IOStream(T_Person)

T_InputStream(T_Person)

T_InputStream(T_Student)

T_OutputStream(T_Student)

T_OutputStream(T_Person)

Figure ���� Stream types�

Not every set of �possibly parametric� subtype declarations results in a valid type system� For
example� the type speci�cation

type T�MutableList�novar X� subtype of T�Strange�

type T�Strange subtype of T�MutableList�T�Person��

is incorrect� since there exists a cycle

T Strange � T MutableList�T Person� � T Strange

In order to avoid situations like these� the following restriction is enforced� Let the user type graph
G be de�ned as follows� for every parametric type family with constructor�� T X� there is a vertex
T X in G� For every subtype speci�cation of the form T�X����� �
 T�Y����� there is a directed
edge from T X to T Y in G�

Rule ��� �Acyclicity�� The user type graph G is acyclic� �

For example� the user type graph for the above type hierarchy will look as follows�
T Strange� T MutableList� This graph clearly contains a cycle� and therefore this type hierarchy
is rejected�
One of the applications of inter�family parametric type speci�cations is F�bounded quanti�cation

�CCH���� which can be e�ectively used for speci�cation of binary methods� Binary methods are
behaviors with two arguments with identical types� their speci�cation has always been a challenge
for object�oriented type systems �BCC�����
Consider the following situation �COMPARABLE test from the test suite given in Section 
����

Assume it is necessary to specify types T Number �with unrelated subtypes T Real and T Radix�
and T Date with comparison methods such that comparing two numbers or two dates between each
other is legal� while their cross�comparison is not� A standard way of de�ning a type T Comparable

does not work because it is too permissive� For example� in the following code

��Simple types like T Person are considered ��ary constructors�
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type T�Comparable �

less�selftype� � T�Boolean�

��

type T�Number subtype of T�Comparable�

type T�Date subtype of T�Comparable�

T�Number n�

T�Date d�

n�less�d�� �� Should have been a type error

the behavior application n�less�d� is type�correct� This is the case because the product argument
type for this behavior application is hT Number� T Datei which is a subtype of hT Comparable�
T Comparablei that speci�es one of the argument product types where the behavior less is de�ned�
The problem can be solved by using F�bounded polymorphism �CCH���� and parametricity� The

following type speci�cation

type T�Comparable�contravar X� �

less�selftype� � T�Boolean�

��

type T�Number subtype of T�Comparable�T�Number��

type T�Real subtype of T�Number�

type T�Radix subtype of T�Number�

type T�Date subtype of T�Comparable�T�Date��

describes the necessary type hierarchy which is depicted in Figure ����

T_Comparable(T_Number)

T_Number

T_Comparable(T_Date)

T_Date

T_Real T_Radix

T_Comparable(T_Real) T_Comparable(T_Radix)

Figure ���� Comparable types�

Note that the type T Comparable is contravariant in its only parameter� The following is the
argument in favor of contravariance in this case� If an object of a type T can be compared to an
object of type X� then it can also be compared to an object of any subtype Y of X� For example�
since a real number �T  T Real� can be compared to any number �X  T Number�� it can also be
compared to a radix number �Y  T Radix�� Thus� for all types T� X� and Y

�T � T Comparable�X�� Y � X�� T � T Comparable�Y�

Let�s put T  T Comparable�X�� Then�

�X� Y � Y � X� T Comparable�X�� T Comparable�Y�

��



which is the de�nition of contravariance�
With the comparable type speci�cation given above� the code

T�Number n�

T�Real re�

T�Radix ra�

T�Date d� d	�

n�less�re��

re�less�ra��

ra�less�n��

d��less�d	��

will be successfully typechecked� while the code

T�Number n�

T�Date d�

d�less�n��

will be rejected�
In this section� the interactions between parametricity and subtyping were considered� Both

intra�family and inter�family relationships were discussed� and their power was illustrated by a
number of examples� It was shown that the mechanisms described in this section are powerful enough
to de�ne behavior typing� variable typing� and F�bounded quanti�cation� In the next section� the
extension of the return type covariance rule discussed in Section ����� for the case of parametric
types will be considered�

����� Parametricity and interface speci	cation

In the presented type system� there are several rules that are imposed upon the user type speci��
cations� One of them is the requirement of acyclicity of the user type graph G �Section ������� the
other is the return type covariance rule �Section �������
The return type covariance rule was formulated only for simple �non�parametric� types� A

re�nement of this rule for parametric types is required� Parametric speci�cations can introduce new
problems related to return type covariance� as can be seen in the following code�

type T�Var�novar X� �

val�� �
� X�

��

type T�Object �

makeRef�� � T�Var�selftype��

��

type T�Person subtype of T�Object�

T�Object object�

�� It is assumed that the dynamic type of aPerson is T�Person

�� and the dynamic type of anObject is T�Object

object �
 aPerson� �� �

object�makeRef���val �
 anObject� �� 	 Dynamic type error

Here� both assignments are statically type�correct� However� the second assignment is dynamically
incorrect since it tries to put anObject inside of a person reference created by the behavior applica�
tion object�makeRef��� The latter creates a person reference rather than an object reference since
the dynamic type of object is T Person�
The problem here is related to the speci�cation of the behavior makeRef� The expanded product�

type de�nition of this behavior for types T Object and T Person yields

��



const �T�Object �� T�Var�T�Object�� makeRef�

const �T�Person �� T�Var�T�Person�� makeRef�

which contradicts the return type covariance rule��� The direct expansion used here is only done for
illustrative purposes� since full expansion is in most cases in�nite�
Therefore� the return type covariance rule has to be reformulated to deal with parametric speci�

�cations directly� The following is the desired formulation�

Rule ��� �Return type covariance�� If fAi���� � � � � �ni��Bi���� � � � � �ni�g
n
i�� are the speci��

cations for a behavior b� then

�i ���� � � � � �ni� �
�
�� � � � � �

�
ni �

Ai���� � � � � �ni� � Ai��
�
�� � � � � �

�
ni
�� Bi���� � � � � �ni� � Bi��

�
�� � � � � �

�
ni
�

�i� j �i � j� ���� � � � � �ni� �
�
�� � � � � �

�
nj �

Ai���� � � � � �ni� � Aj��
�
�� � � � � �

�
nj�� Bi���� � � � � �ni� � Bj��

�
�� � � � � �

�
nj�

where A���� � � � � �ni� denotes a parametric type with parameters ��� � � � � �ni� �

This rule will be further re�ned in Chapter � �De�nitions ��� and ����� to deal with constrained
types�
The de�nition of the behavior makeRef does not satisfy Rule ��
 since its product�type speci��

cation is ��T Var���� and for �  T Person� ��  T Object the �rst condition is violated�

A���  �  T Person � T Object  ��  A����

B���  T Var���  T Var�T Person� � T Var�T Object�  T Var����  B����

In ML �MTH���� the type constructor ref is de�ned similarly to the de�nition of makeRef and
T Var above �in ML� a type constructor plays a dual role� it is used for both type speci�cation and
run�time object creation�� Therefore its usage causes problems� The ML solution to this problem is
to treat this type constructor specially� severely restricting its polymorphism� In the presented type
system� no special treatment is required for any type constructor and the e�ect of ref as a type
constructor is accomplished using the mutable types considered in Section ������
In this section� the extension of the return type covariance rule for the case of parametric spec�

i�cations has been presented� Several examples illustrating the necessity and use of the extended
rule have been considered�

����� Union and intersection types

One of the unique features of database programming languages is the incorporation of query facilities�
Queries are declarative �side�e�ect free��� computations that are usually based on a variant of SQL�
Queries require precise and adequate typing of set�theoretic and applicative operations� such as
union� intersection� map etc�
With the help of parametric types� it is possible to de�ne the behavior union on the type of

immutable sets T Set in such a way that it indeed has the desired properties�

type T�Set�covar X� �

union�T�Set�X��� T�Set�X��

��

What happens if a union of a set of students and a set of persons is attempted� Such behavior
application will have a product�type argument type hT Set�T Student�� T Set�Person�i� a product

��Indeed� T Var�T Person� is not a subtype of T Var�T Object� as T Var is novariant�
��In object query models� a query may not necessarily be side�e�ect free� however� this does not a�ect query typing�

��



type in the speci�cation of union is hT Set�X�� T Set�X�i� and the greatest lower bound of types X
such that

hT Set�T Student�� T Set�Person�i � hT Set�X�� T Set�X�i

is X  T Person� Therefore� the result type of the application will be T Set�T Person�� It is easy
to show that the result type of an application of the behavior union to two sets with element types
A and B will always be T Set�lub�A� B�� � precise typing for the set�theoretic union operation�
The speci�cation of behavior map is also possible using parametric and behavior types�

type T�Set�covar X� �

map� �X��Y �� T�Set�Y��

��

The behavior map takes an argument which is a behavior applicable to the elements of the set and
returns the set of results of applying this behavior� element�wise� to the elements of the source set�
For example�

type T�Real �

negate�� � T�Real�

��

T�Set�T�Real� s�

s �
 ���� ��	 �����

s �
 s�map�negate�� �� After the assignment s will be ����� ���	 �����

Only the speci�cation of the behavior intersect causes problems� The result type of this
behavior should be the greatest lower bound of the argument types because the resulting set contains
only those objects that belong to the two argument sets at once� The presented type system provides
a programmer with an ability to use type operators glb and lub explicitly in type speci�cations� Using
these additional capabilities� the immutable set type can be speci�ed as follows�

type T�Set�covar X� �

union�T�Set�Y�� � T�Set�lub�XY���

intersection�T�Set�Y�� � T�Set�glb�XY���

map� �X��Y � � T�Set�Y��

��

Note that the speci�cation of union given here is equivalent to the speci�cation given above� How�
ever� it describes the programmer�s intentions more explicitly and is therefore preferable�
Using type speci�ers glb and lub together with parametric and behavior types makes it possible

to specify set�theoretic operations with an adequate precision� The mechanisms used here are not
designed just for sets� they can be used for all types� including user�de�ned ones� This is in contrast
to the approach taken in Machiavelli �BO��� and Fibonacci �AGO���� where precise typing of set�
theoretic operations is also possible� but the treatment of sets is special and the programmer can
not de�ne new types with analogous typing precision�

������ Constrained speci	cations

The parametric type speci�cations considered so far were unconstrained in that any type could be
used as their parameter� However� sometimes a parametric type only makes sense for some parameter
types and not for all of them� In order to specify such conditions� type constraints are utilized�
The following is a speci�cation of a type T OrderedSet that requires that its elements be com�

parable with each other�

��



type T�OrderedSet�covar X�

where �X subtype of T�Comparable�X��

subtype of T�Set�X� �

maximals�� � T�Set�X��

minimals�� � T�Set�X��

��

This speci�cation requires the type parameter X to be comparable� It also speci�es that ordered sets
are subtypes of sets� The behaviors maximals and minimals are de�ned to return sets of maximal
and minimal elements of the set� Ordered sets are sets� and therefore all operations de�ned for sets
are also applicable to them�
Type constraints can also be used to specify behaviors� For example� if the type of ordered sets is

introduced just to de�ne behaviors maximals and minimals� then it is possible to do without it and
de�ne the above behaviors on sets by adding the appropriate type constraints to their de�nitions�

type T�Set�covar X� �

���

maximals�� � T�Set�X� where X subtype of T�Comparable�X��

minimals�� � T�Set�X� where X subtype of T�Comparable�X��

��

This speci�cation� however� does not allow one to declare variables of ordered set types� while the
previous one did�
Constraints that can be used for type or behavior speci�cation should not contain variables that

are not used in the rest of the speci�cation� They must also be monotonic� Monotonicity here
means that type constraints must be constructed in a way that does not violate substitutability�
The following is an example of how a non�monotonic constraint can result in a loss of type safety�

type T�Employed�

type T�CEO subtype of T�Employed�

type T�Company �

fire�X� where �T�Employed subtype of X X subtype of T�Employed�� �� �

��

���

T�Company c�

T�Employed e�

T�CEO ceo�

���

e �
 ceo� �� � Ok

c�fire�e�� �� 	 Run�time error

The behavior fire is only applicable to employed persons that are not CEOs �the speci�cation �

says that the argument of this behavior must have type T Employed� and T CEO is not equal to
T Employed�� The code above is statically type�correct �e is just an employed person� and so can
be �red�� but fails at run�time when an attempt is made to �re ceo� The reason for this failure is
non�monotonicity of the constraint placed on the speci�cation of the behavior fire� an employed
person satis�es it� but a CEO does not� even though a CEO is an employed person�
In order to specify monotonicity requirements� a new translation step �besides the product�type

translation� is introduced� The purpose of this step is to add any constraints implicitly speci�ed for
selftype to the constraint set� Every behavior speci�cation that has an occurrence of selftype is
translated as follows�

�� All occurrences of selftype are replaced by a fresh type variable S


� A constraint S subtype of T����� where T����� is a type where the behavior is de�ned is
added to the list of type constraints for that behavior

�



For every type T that de�nes a constraint that constraint is added to all behavior speci�cations
where type T T occurs�
For example� the full translation of the speci�cation of the type of ordered sets �given above�

will be�

type T�OrderedSet�covar X�

where �X subtype of T�Comparable�X��

subtype of T�Set�X��

const �T�OrderedSet�X� �� T�Set�X�

where X subtype of T�Comparable�X�� maximals�

const �T�OrderedSet�X� �� T�Set�X�

where X subtype of T�Comparable�X�� minimals�

while the translation of the type speci�cation of real numbers� type

type T�Real �

add�selftype� � selftype�

subtract�selftype� � selftype�

multiply�selftype� � selftype�

divide�selftype� � T�Real�

negate�� � selftype�

��

will be

type T�Real�

const ��S S� �� S where S subtype of T�Real� add�

const ��S S� �� S where S subtype of T�Real� subtract�

const ��S S� �� S where S subtype of T�Real� multiply�

const ��S S� �� T�Real where S subtype of T�Real� divide�

const �S �� S where S subtype of T�Real� negate�

Now the monotonicity requirement can be de�ned� It has two parts� one deals with type spec�
i�cation constraints� and the other with constraints placed on behaviors� If a set of constraints
C���� � � � � �n� is placed on a type speci�cation of a type T ���� � � � � �n�� then monotonicity requires
that

���� � � � � �n� �
�
�� � � � � �

�
n � C��

�
�� � � � � �

�
n� � �T ���� � � � � �n� � T ����� � � � � �

�
n��� C���� � � � � �n�

Thus� the constraint placed on the speci�cation of T OrderedSet is monotonic� as

��� �� � �� � T Comparable���� � T OrderedSet��� � T OrderedSet����

� � � �� � T Comparable���� � T Comparable���

� � � T Comparable���

due to covariance of T OrderedSet and contravariance of T Comparable�
If a set of constraints C���� � � � � �n� is placed on a behavior speci�cation

A���� � � � � �n��R���� � � � � �n�

then monotonicity requires that

���� � � � � �n� �
�
�� � � � � �

�
n � C��

�
�� � � � � �

�
n� �A���� � � � � �n� � A����� � � � � �

�
n�� C���� � � � � �n�

Thus� the constraint placed on the behavior speci�cation of maximals is monotonic �the same proof
as for the previous example�� while the one placed on fire is not�
These monotonicity conditions will be given a more formal treatment in Chapter ��
In this section� constraints and constrained speci�cations were considered� The monotonicity

conditions that the constraints must satisfy have been formulated and illustrated�

��



������ Subtyping and inheritance

While subtyping is a very powerful concept� sometimes it is too restrictive� There are cases when
it is necessary to reuse an interface without creating a subtype� An example of such situation is
demonstrated by the LIST test from Section 
��� where a single linked list node type and a double
linked list node type have to be speci�ed�
The straightforward approach to this problem

type T�LinkedListNode �

getNext�� � selftype�

attach�selftype��

��

type T�DoubleLinkedListNode subtype of T�LinkedListNode �

getPrev�� � selftype�

attachLeft�selftype��

��

is unsatisfactory because it allows nodes of di�erent types to be mixed in a single list� This is so be�
cause T DoubleLinkedListNode is speci�ed as a subtype of T LinkedListNode and can therefore be
used everywhere a linked list node can be used� including a single linked list� If a programmer does
not want to allow this behavior� the above speci�cation will not do� In this case� F�bounded poly�
morphism �CCH���� can be used� This solution is analogous to the solution of the COMPARABLE
problem presented in Section �����

type T�LinkedListNodeInterface�novar X� �

getNext�� � X�

attach�X��

��

type T�LinkedListNode subtype of T�LinkedListNodeInterface�T�LinkedListNode��

type T�DoubleLinkedListNode

subtype of T�LinkedListNodeInterface�T�DoubleLinkedListNode� �

getPrev�� � T�DoubleLinkedListNode�

attachLeft�T�DoubleLinkedListNode��

��

This solution is type�correct and gives the intended type semantics to both node types� However� it
is not nearly as elegant as the solution based on matching �BFP���� Another way of representing this
situation will be given in Section ��
�
� where class extension rather than subtyping will be utilized�

������ Conclusions

In this section� the type and behavior speci�cations were described� The use of subtyping� product
types� behavior types� parametric types� and constrained types was illustrated and discussed� Sev�
eral transformation techniques used to translate the user�de�ned speci�cations into a more basic�
primitive notation were introduced� Examples considered in this section show that the presented
type system is capable of typing all tests�� from Section 
�� without sacri�cing substitutability� static
type safety� and decidable typechecking �as will be shown in Chapter ���
Type and behavior speci�cations form the most abstract layer of the proposed type system�

since they deal only with interfaces� ignoring object structure� the code implementing behaviors�
and underlying physical memory layout� The middle layer of the presented type system consists of
classes that describe object structure and functions that implement behaviors� This layer will be
considered in the next section�

��Except for the 	BROWSER� test that will be discussed in the next section�

��



��� Classes and functions

Interfaces play an important role in object�oriented programming� Yet� an interface speci�cation is
insu�cient for programming since both object structure and code implementing the interfaces for a
particular structure has to be speci�ed before a program can be successfully translated �compiled or
interpreted�� The intermediate layer of abstraction which consists of classes �structure� and function
�code� speci�cations is designed for this purpose�
In this section� classes and functions will be described� Issues related to dispatch will also be

discussed� Connections between the intermediate layer of abstraction and the higher �interface�
layer� such as correspondence between classes and types� behaviors and functions� and typechecking
issues will also be elaborated�

����� Classes

While types denote concepts at a very abstract level� classes give a more concrete structural view of
objects used in a program� Every object belongs to a class� as no material object can exist without
a structure� A type may be implemented by a single class� or by several di�erent classes� or it may
not be implemented at all �an abstract type�� Classes specify object structure at an intermediate
level� they are not as abstract as types� yet they are abstract enough not to specify a particular
physical memory layout for the objects that belong to the class� The following is an example class
speci�cation�

type T�Person �

age �
� T�Natural�

name �
� T�String�

��

class C�Person implements T�Person �

T�Natural �age�

T�String �name�

age implementation �age�

name implementation �name�

��

The class C Person implements the type T Person� the behavior age is implemented by the attribute
age�� and the behavior name is implemented by the attribute name� This implementation of the
type T Person is rather trivial� while the next example shows a non�trivial implementation of the
same type�

class C�Person�Names implements T�Person �

T�Natural �age�

T�String �firstName�

T�String �secondName�

T�String �middleName�

age implementation �age�

name � T�String implementation fun�� �

return �firstName � � � � �middleName � � � � �secondName�

��

name �
 T�String implementation fun�arg� �

�firstName �
 arg�columnSeparatedBySpaces����

�middleName �
 arg�columnSeparatedBySpaces�	��

�secondName �
 arg�columnSeparatedBySpaces����

��

��

��The notation attr will be used for attributes to distinguish them from behaviors�

�



Here� a person is implemented by a class with four attributes� The �rst one corresponds to a person�s
age� while the other three represent di�erent components of a person�s name� Therefore� the behavior
name can no longer be implemented as a simple attribute access� instead� it is implemented as a pair
of anonymous functions whose bodies are written in curly braces� Two functions are necessary
because the behavior name was speci�ed as assignable �token �
��� One function is used to �access�
the name� and the other is used to �set� it�
It is perfectly legal for a program to have both C Person and C Person�Names implementing the

same type T Person� Objects of both classes can exist simultaneously in the program� Only the
programmer of the person classes needs to know about them� Users only need to see the type� For
example� the following code

T�Person person�

���

person�name �
 �John A Smith��

���

person�age�print�

person�name�print�

will work for objects of both person classes� Moreover� it will also work for any class that implements
the type T Person�
The ability of the code above to work correctly for all possible implementations of T Person is a

consequence of using just types and not classes for variable and argument type speci�cations� Since
the code never refers to an actual object structure �class�� only the interface speci�ed by a type is
used for typechecking� Successfully typechecked code therefore relies on interface only and does not
need to be changed if the object structure changes�
This property is very important for code reuse in evolving systems� such as database applications

where the legacy code constitutes a signi�cant portion of overall application code� When data
structure evolves� the legacy code is still valid and does not have to be rewritten�
The only place where classes are implicitly used for argument speci�cation is the code of functions

written for a particular class� The functions implementing behaviors in a class need to access
attributes of that class� Therefore� the implicit �rst argument of those functions �the receiver� is
implicitly typed by the enclosing class� For the purposes of typechecking� a class translates to a
special kind of type� while an attribute translates into a pair of behaviors� one for getting and the
other for setting the value of the attribute being translated�
For example� the speci�cation of the class C Person�Names given above will be translated into

type T�Person �

age � T�Natural�

set�age�T�Natural��

name � T�String�

set�name�T�String��

��

type C�Person�Names subtype of T�Person �

�� translation of the attribute �age

�age � T�Natural implementation fun�� 	system
defined code��

set��age�T�Natural� implementation fun�arg� 	system
defined code��

�� translation of the attribute �firstName

�firstName � T�String implementation fun�� 	system
defined code��

set��firstName�T�String� implementation fun�arg� 	system
defined code��

�� translation of the attribute �secondName

�secondName � T�String implementation fun�� 	system
defined code��

set��secondName�T�String� implementation fun�arg� 	system
defined code��

�� translation of the attribute �middleName

�middleName � T�String implementation fun�� 	system
defined code��

set��middleName�T�String� implementation fun�arg� 	system
defined code��

age implementation fun�� � return �age� ��

set�age�T�Natural� implementation fun�x� � �age �� x� ��

�



name implementation fun�� �

return �firstName  � �  �middleName  � �  �secondName�

��

set�name�T�Natural� implementation fun�arg� �

�firstName �� �arg�columnSeparatedBySpaces�����

�middleName �� �arg�columnSeparatedBySpaces�����

�secondName �� �arg�columnSeparatedBySpaces�����

��

��

after class and assignment expansion� The implementation clauses are the association speci�cations�
they specify the code �function� that is associated to a particular behavior on arguments of a
particular type� Functions� associations� and issues related to their consistency will be discussed in
Section ��
���
In the above example it has been shown how the class speci�cations can be translated into

type speci�cations for type checking purposes� It also shows that classes �C Person�Names� are
translated into subtypes of the types they implement �T Person�� so an object of such a class can
be used everywhere its type is required�
While a type can be implemented by several classes� a class always implements a single type� A

family of parametric types can be implemented by a family of parametric classes� For example� the
following speci�es the family of classes C Set�X� that implements the family of parametric types
T Set�X��

type T�Set�covar X� �

isElement�X� � T�Boolean�

union�T�Set�X�� � T�Set�X��

��

class C�Set�X� implements T�Set�X� �

const T�List�X� �list�

���

��

The set is implemented as a list� Since sets are immutable� the attribute list was speci�ed as
constant �speci�er const� thus disallowing assignment to the attribute� This speci�cation allows for
extensive reuse since the attribute list is speci�ed to have a type T List�X� and will thus work
with any possible implementation of a list�
The parametric class speci�cation is not as elaborate as the parametric type speci�cation� as

each class has to correspond to a single type� Thus� the following class speci�cation is illegal�

class C�Set implements T�Set�X��

���

since it would make C Set correspond to all types T Set�X�� The above restriction is important since
classes are responsible for object creation� If a class could correspond to several types� the type of
an object created via that class would be ambiguous�
Another way of parameterizing a class is by explicit use of selftype� For example� the following

is a speci�cation of a linked list node class�

type T�LinkedListNode �

getNext�� � selftype�

attach�selftype��

��

class C�LinkedListNode implements T�LinkedListNode �

selftype �next�

getNext�� � selftype implementation �next�

attach�selftype� implementation ���

���

��






The resulting class C LinkedListNode has a mutable attribute next that is typed by selftype�
The reason for the use of selftype instead of plain T LinkedListNode will be apparent when the
notions of subclassing and class extension are introduced in the next section�

����� Subclassing and class extension

Just as subtyping is used to achieve inclusion polymorphism when types are concerned� subclassing
can be used to achieve the same e�ect for classes� Subclassing as well as subtyping implies substi�
tutability� and the subclassing semantics is the semantics of subtyping given by the translation of
classes to types introduced in the previous section� For example� the following is a speci�cation of
the class C Student as a subclass of C Person�

type T�Person �

age �
� T�Natural�

name �
� T�String�

��

class C�Person implements T�Person �

T�Natural �age�

T�String �name�

age implementation �age�

name implementation �name�

��

type T�Student subtype of T�Person �

studentId �
� T�Natural�

��

class C�Student subclass of C�Person implements T�Student �

T�Natural �studentId�

studentId implementation �studentId�

��

The class C Student has the same attributes as the person class C Person as well as the additional
attribute studentId� In this case� the type T Student which is a subtype of T Person is imple�
mented by a subclass C Student of the class C Person� This relationship is neither necessary nor
required� For example� the following speci�es unrelated classes for the same two types�

type T�Person �

age �
� T�Natural�

name �
� T�String�

��

class C�Person implements T�Person �

T�Natural �age�

T�String �name�

age implementation �age�

name implementation �name�

��

type T�Student subtype of T�Person �

studentId �
� T�Natural�

��

class C�Student�Names implements T�Student �

T�Natural �age�

T�String �firstName�

T�String �secondName�

T�String �middleName�

T�Natural �studentId�

age implementation �age�

�



name � T�Natural implementation fun�� �

return �firstName � � � � �middleName � � � � �secondName�

��

name �
 T�Natural implementation fun�arg� �

�firstName �
 arg�columnSeparatedBySpaces����

�middleName �
 arg�columnSeparatedBySpaces�	��

�secondName �
 arg�columnSeparatedBySpaces����

��

studentId implementation �studentId�

��

Thus� subtyping does not imply subclassing� but subclassing does imply subtyping�
This de�nition of subclassing is parallel to the de�nition of subtyping� Traditionally� however�

the term subclassing denotes the notion of class extension� in which only the structure is inherited
and no subtyping or substitutability is required� In the presented type system class extension is a
mechanism for such structure reuse� It does not imply substitutability or subtyping� The need for a
relationship that is weaker than subtyping stems from the fact that mutable attributes are novariant
�Section ������� For example� the following speci�cation is incorrect�

type T�Person �

age �
� T�Natural�

name �
� T�String�

��

class C�Person implements T�Person �

T�Natural �age�

T�String �name�

���

��

type T�Child �

age �
� T�SmallNatural�

name �
� T�String�

favoriteToys � T�Set�T�Toy��

��

class C�Child subclass of C�Person implements T�Child �

T�SmallNatural �age�

T�Set�T�Toy� �ftoys�

���

��

since the class C Child rede�nes mutable attribute age and therefore can not be used everywhere
the class C Person is used�
However� the following speci�cation is allowed�

type T�Person �

age �
� T�Natural�

name �
� T�String�

��

class C�Person implements T�Person �

T�Natural �age�

T�String �name�

���

��

type T�Child �

age �
� T�SmallNatural�

name �
� T�String�

favoriteToys � T�Set�T�Toy��

�



��

class C�Child extends C�Person implements T�Child �

T�SmallNatural �age�

T�Set�T�Toy� �ftoys�

���

��

In this speci�cation� the class C Child extends the class C Person rather than subclasses it� Therefore
it is possible to rede�ne the attribute age while inheriting the attribute name with no modi�cation�
In the presented type system� class extension is understood as textual rewriting of the class with

automatic substitution of explicit and implicit occurrences of selftype in the style of �PS���� The
de�nitions given in the extending class override the de�nitions of the class being extended �just like
the de�nition of the attribute age in the above example�� A class can extend several classes� and
the con�icts have to be explicitly resolved by the programmer� Since class extension does not imply
subtyping� the code inherited from the class being extended needs to be retypechecked in the context
of the extending class�
The following is the example of usage of class extension along with the selftype mechanism�

type T�LinkedListNode �

getNext�� � selftype�

attach�selftype��

��

class C�LinkedListNode implements T�LinkedListNode �

selftype �next�

getNext�� � selftype implementation �next�

attach�selftype� implementation ���

��

type T�DoubleLinkedListNode �

getNext�� � selftype�

getPrev�� � selftype�

attach�selftype��

attachLeft�selftype��

��

class C�DoubleLinkedListNode

extends C�LinkedListNode

implements T�DoubleLinkedListNode �

selftype �prev�

getPrev�� implementation �prev�

attachLeft�selftype� implementation ���

��

Even though the type T DoubleLinkedListNode is not a subtype of T LinkedListNode and the
class C DoubleLinkedListNode is not a subclass of C LinkedListNode� it is still possible to reuse
the code and speci�cation of the former in the speci�cation of the latter� The programmer does
not need to rewrite the code if a subtype can not be produced� since class extension can be used
to avoid code duplication �the implementations of behaviors attach and next and the attribute
next are inherited from C LinkedNodeType�� Note that this is another solution of the �LIST� test
�Section 
���� which is in many ways more elegant and concise than the one given in Section �������
Class extension need not be parallel to subtyping� in fact� they can legally go in opposite direc�

tions� Consider the speci�cation of circles and ellipses� A circle is�a ellipse� and therefore its type
should be a subtype of that of an ellipse� From the structural point of view� however� a circle can
be represented by center and radius �major axis�� while for an ellipse center� major axis� and minor
axis are needed��� Therefore� the structure of an ellipse is an extension of the structure of a circle�

��We assume that the major axis is always parallel to X�axis� Otherwise� an additional attribute would be required�

�



This situation is extremely di�cult to model in most of the today�s type systems and languages���
Yet� it can be elegantly represented in the type system described here�

type T�Ellipse �

center�� �
� T�Point�

majorAxis�� �
� T�Length�

minorAxis�� �
� T�Length�

��

type T�Circle subtype of T�Ellipse�

class C�Circle implements T�Circle �

T�Point �center�

T�Length �majorAxis�

center implementation �center�

majorAxis implementation �majorAxis�

minorAxis implementation �majorAxis�

��

class C�Ellipse extends C�Circle implements T�Ellipse �

T�Length �minorAxis�

minorAxis implementation �minorAxis�

��

Note how the same attribute majorAxis is used in the class C Circle to implement both majorAxis
and minorAxis behaviors and how the implementation of minorAxis is overridden in C Ellipse to
refer to the new attribute minorAxis instead� This speci�cation allows circles to be used everywhere
ellipses can be used� yet it allows the structure of circles to be reused for ellipses�
In this section� both subclassing and class extension have been described� Their use was illus�

trated by several examples� It has also been shown how class speci�cations are transformed into
type de�nitions for typechecking purposes�

����� Object creation and extent maintenance

Classes not only de�ne the object structure� they are also used to create objects� In fact� objects
can only be created via classes� Since classes themselves are objects� the object creation is done by
applying the creation behavior new to the class object� There are two di�erences between object
creation and regular behavior application� First� the creation behavior is prede�ned and does not
have any arguments� Second� when a class is explicitly used� the constructor expression can be
used to initialize its attributes� both mutable and immutable� This is important as only construc�
tor expressions can put values into immutable attributes� Consider the following example where
immutable circles and ellipses are de�ned�

type T�Ellipse �

center�� � T�Point�

majorAxis�� � T�Length�

minorAxis�� � T�Length�

��

type T�Circle subtype of T�Ellipse�

class C�Circle implements T�Circle �

const T�Point �center�

const T�Length �majorAxis�

center implementation �center�

majorAxis implementation �majorAxis�

��As a C�� programmer� the author has encountered numerous situations of this kind� Every time� either type
safety or code reuse had to be compromised�

�



minorAxis implementation �majorAxis�

��

class C�Ellipse extends C�Circle implements T�Ellipse �

const T�Length �minorAxis�

minorAxis implementation �minorAxis�

��

Then� the following would create a circle with a unit radius�

T�Circle aCircle �
 new C�Circle�

�center 
 new C�Point �����

�majorAxis 
 ���

��

The inability to rede�ne behavior new is not nearly as serious a restriction as it seems to be� Consider
the following speci�cation of a person type and class�

type T�Person �

age �
� T�Natural�

name �
� T�String�

��

class C�Person implements T�Person �

T�Natural �age�

T�String �name�

name implementation �name�

age implementation �age�

initialize�T�Natural initAge T�String initName� implementation �

if �initName�isEmpty or initAge�isEmpty� then �

raise incorrectInit�

��

�age �
 initAge�

�name �
 initName�

��

���

��

�� Create a new person

T�Person aPerson �
 �new C�Person��initialize�	� �John Smith���

Note that the behavior initialize is de�ned in the class C Person rather than in its type� This
means that the behavior initialize can only be legally used on objects whose class is statically
known to be C Person� Since classes can not be explicitly used for any speci�cation� the only time
the class is statically known is when the object has just been created� as in the example above�
Classes are also used for extent maintenance� Most of the classes maintain a collection of all their

objects �the extent� automatically� The extent can be used to query over all objects of a speci�ed
class� The behavior extent is de�ned on classes to return a set of their objects� It can be used as
follows�

�� Print all persons created so far

C�Person�extent�foreach�print��

Not all classes allow object creation or support object maintenance� In fact� there is a taxonomy
of classes� Regular classes support object creation and maintain their extents� Finite classes support
extents� but do not allow object creation �classes of characters and booleans are examples of �nite
classes�� Manual classes allow object creation� but do not automatically support their extents �e�g�
classes of lists and sets�� Finally� in�nite classes support neither extent nor object creation �such as
classes of real and integer numbers��
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Figure ���� Class type hierarchy

Since classes are objects� the above taxonomy can be neatly expressed in terms of the type
hierarchy of classes�

type T�InfiniteClass�covar X��

type T�FiniteClass�covar X� subtype of T�InfiniteClass�X� �

extent�� � T�Set�X��

��

type T�ManualClass�covar X� subtype of T�InfiniteClass�X� �

new�� � X�

��

type T�Class�covar X� subtype of T�ManualClass�X� T�FiniteClass�X��

When a class is speci�ed� an appropriate object of one of the above types is created� The class type
hierarchy is depicted in Figure ����
Classes represent an intermediate layer of structure speci�cation� Their functional counterparts

at the intermediate layer are functions considered in the next section�

����
 Functions and associations

Behaviors are abstract entities� They describe functionality at the highest level� via signatures� For
the actual computation� however� signatures can not be used and therefore more concrete function�
ality speci�cation has to be provided� In the presented type system� functions play this role� A
function de�nes functionality via a code fragment that is executed when the function is invoked�
The code that is used in functions is composed of a sequence of behavior applications� Inside

the code� local variable declarations and certain control statements are allowed� For the purposes
of typechecking� only assignment� return and typeif �discussed later� statements are of interest�
The following is an example function�

fun�x� �

T�Integer result�

result �
 x�age � age�

return result�

��

This function can not be typechecked since it speci�es neither its argument nor return type� However�
functions do not exist by themselves�	� Before a function can be used� it has to be associated with
a particular behavior on a set of argument types� This is an example association�

type T�Person �

age �
� T�Natural�

�	Except for closures discussed later�

�



ageDifference�T�Person x� � T�Integer implementation

fun�x� �� �� This line can be omitted as it can be

�� inferred from the behavior signature

�

T�Integer result�

result �
 x�age � age�

return result�

��

��

This association can be typechecked to determine whether the function conforms to the signature
of the behavior it is associated with� The issues of typechecking are discussed in Chapter �� and
its formal underpinnings in Chapter �� An informal overview of typechecking and type system
capabilities was already given in Section ���� therefore in this section only issues speci�c to function
associations� dispatch� and special statements will be discussed�
A function can also be associated with a behavior on a class instead of a type� Such a function

has access to class attributes� as in the following example�

type T�Person �

age �
� T�Natural�

name �
� T�String�

��

class C�Person�Names implements T�Person �

T�Natural �age�

T�String �firstName�

T�String �secondName�

T�String �middleName�

age implementation �age�

name � T�String implementation fun�� �

return �firstName � � � � �middleName � � � � �secondName�

��

name �
 T�String implementation fun�arg� �

�firstName �
 arg�columnSeparatedBySpaces����

�middleName �
 arg�columnSeparatedBySpaces�	��

�secondName �
 arg�columnSeparatedBySpaces����

��

��

Here the functions that implement the two �set and get� branches of the behavior name are associated
with these branches on the class C Person�Names�
Note that the ability to associate functions with both types and classes is an extension of a

standard object�oriented model� For example� Java �AG��� supports separation between types �in�
terfaces� and classes� However� it only allows class associations to be made� while providing single
subclassing� This is too restrictive for many practical purposes� Consider the speci�cation of a
printer� a fax machine� a copier� and an all�in�one machine� The �rst three devices know how to
print� fax� or copy a document� while the last device combines the properties of the three� Since
the methods for printing� copying� and faxing are the same for the corresponding devices and the
all�in�one machine� it is desirable to reuse the functions written for the type of the latter� The
following is the required speci�cation�

type T�Printer �

print�T�Document� implementation ���

��

type T�Copier �

copy�T�Document� implementation ���

��

�



type T�Fax �

fax�T�Document� implementation ���

��

type T�AllInOne subtype of T�Printer T�Copier T�Fax�

In this example� the type T AllInOne inherits both the behavior speci�cations and their implemen�
tations from its three parent types� Such an arrangement would be impossible in Java� and all the
code would have to be repeated twice�
What does it mean for a function to be inherited� It means that the function code can not

only be used in the type it is speci�ed on� but also in subtypes that do not override the behavior
association for that function� The following example illustrates this point �another example of code
inheritance was given in Section �������

type T�Account �

withdraw�T�Amount amount� implementation ��� �� a

type T�ChequingAccount subtype of T�Account�

type T�RRSPAccount subtype of T�Account �

withdraw�T�Amount amount� implementation ��� �� b

��

���

T�Account anAccount�

T�ChequingAccount aChequingAccount�

T�RRSPAccount anRRSPAccount�

���

anAccount�withdraw������ �� �

aChequingAccount�withdraw������ �� 	

anRRSPAccount�withdraw������ �� �

A generic account allows a person to withdraw money and provides an implementation �function a�
for the behavior withdraw� The same implementation can be used for chequing accounts� since
the withdrawal procedure is the same� However� registered retirement savings plan accounts have
a totally di�erent withdrawal procedure implemented by the function b� Therefore� the behavior
applications � and 
 will dispatch to function a� while the behavior application � will dispatch to
function b� The same code is used for types T Account and T ChequingAccount�

����� Dispatch

The process of choosing the function to execute according to the receiver type is called dispatch� In
the presented type system� multiple dispatch �Section ������ is adopted�
Multiple dispatch is a complicated process� The description of dispatch algorithms used for

multiple dispatch is outside the scope of this dissertation� Some of the proposed algorithms can be
found in �DCG���� �DGC���� �CTK���� �CT���� and �DAS���� However� in a typechecked program�
dispatch should never end with a �method not understood� or �message ambiguous� error� The
conditions that the speci�cations are required to meet in order to provide such an assurance are
outlined below�
Some terminology �rst� The association of the form

�behavior���product�type�� implementation �function�

de�nes that a function �function� is associated with the behavior �behavior� on types that par�
ticipate in the �product�type�� For example� the following

compare�T�Point T�Point� implementation fun�point� point	� �

return point��x 

 point	�x and point��y 

 point	�y �

��

��



denotes association between the behavior compare and the function given on the product type
hT Point� T Pointi� In other words� it is assumed that if two points are arguments to the behavior
application of compare� the above function should execute�
A behavior can have several associations� for di�erent argument types� In the presented system it

is required that the product�types that participate in the associations be di�erent up to parametric
type families� In other words� the following associations can coexist�

isEmpty�T�List�X�� implementation �function���

isEmpty�T�Set�X�� implementation �function	��

while the following ones can not�

isEmpty�T�List�Person�� implementation �function���

isEmpty�T�List�String�� implementation �function	��

since in the second case the argument types are from the same parametric family �T List� and are
not �distinct enough��
The reason for the above restriction is the multi�fold increase in dispatch complexity in case the

restriction is lifted�
� This is due to the necessity to dispatch di�erently on types from the same
parametric family in the absence of the above restriction� Multi�method dispatch itself is quite
complicated� and complicating it even further does not seem to provide any additional modeling
power� For example� the above situation can be resolved in the following manner�

type T�SpecialPersonList subtype of T�List�T�Person� �

isEmpty�� � T�Boolean implementation �function���

��

type T�SpecialStringList subtype of T�List�T�String� �

isEmpty�� � T�Boolean implementation �function	��

��

or by using classes�

class C�PersonList implements T�List�T�Person� �

isEmpty�� implementation �function���

��

class C�StringList implements T�List�T�Person� �

isEmpty�� implementation �function	��

��

If P is a product type of a behavior argument in a behavior application behavior�args�� then
only certain associations will be relevant� An association

behavior��product�type�� implementation �function�

is called applicable to an argument product type P i� P � �product�type�� Of the two associations
� and 
 applicable to P � � is called more speci�c than � for an argument type P i� the product type
speci�ed in the association � is a subtype of the product type of the behavior association 
�
A behavior is always dispatched according to the most speci�c association for a given argument

product type P � Therefore� the type system has to verify that for every type�correct behavior
application behavior�args�� for every P such that P � �static type of args� and all types in P
are class types� the set of the most speci�c applicable associations has exactly one element�
If the set is empty� it means that there are no functions that the system should execute during

behavior application ! the situation usually referred to as a �message not understood� error� On
the other hand� several most speci�c elements mean that the system can not choose which function
to execute � �message ambiguous� error�
The requirement that all types in P must be class types is due to the fact that objects can only

exist inside classes� Therefore� any set of arguments that appears during dynamic execution of the
program has a type P such that all types in P are class types�
The following example illustrates the discussion above�

�
The type system of ML� �BM��a� which is in many ways similar to the one presented here has a similar restriction�

��
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Figure ���� Shape type hierarchy

type T�Shape �

center �
� T�Point�

intersects�T�Shape� � T�Boolean�

��

type T�Rectangle subtype of T�Shape �

height �
� T�Real�

width �
� T�Real�

intersects�T�Rectangle� � T�Boolean implementation �functionRR�� �� RR

intersects�T�Circle� � T�Boolean implementation �functionRC�� �� RC

��

class C�Rectangle extends C�Point implements T�Rectangle � ��� ��

type T�Circle subtype of T�Shape �

radius �
� T�Real�

intersects�T�Circle� � T�Boolean implementation �functionCC�� �� CC

intersects�T�Rectangle� � T�Boolean implementation �functionCR�� �� CR

��

class C�Circle extends C�Point implements T�Circle � ��� ��

type T�Point subtype of T�Circle T�Rectangle �

intersects�T�Point� � T�Boolean implementation �functionPP�� �� PP

��

class C�Point implements T�Point � ��� ��

The speci�cation de�nes a hierarchy of shape types and implements a set of intersection functions�
The type T Shape is an abstract type �there is no class implementing shapes�� Types T Rectangle�
T Circle� and T Point are concrete types� The type structure for this example is depicted in
Figure ����
Consider the following behavior application� intersects�aPoint aPoint�� The set of ap�

plicable associations include the associations RR� CC� and PP� of which the third one is the most

�




speci�c�

arguments  hC Point� C Pointi � hT Rectangle� T Rectanglei  RR

arguments  hC Point� C Pointi � hT Circle� T Circlei  CC

arguments  hC Point� C Pointi � hT Point� T Pointi  PP

PP  hT Point� T Pointi � hT Rectangle� T Rectanglei  RR

PP  hT Point� T Pointi � hT Circle� T Circlei  CC

Therefore� the function �functionPP� will be executed� If the association PP was removed� the set
of applicable associations would consist of RR and CC� none of which is more speci�c than the other�
and the behavior application would be ambiguous�
Assume that the association CR is removed� Then� the application intersects�aCircle�

aRectangle� would not have any applicable associations even though the application is statically
type correct�
Note� however� that the absence of applicable associations for the argument type hT Shape�

T Shapei does not cause problems since the type T Shape is abstract and therefore the argument
typed hT Shape� T Shapei can never be an actual argument type for a behavior application�
The algorithms for verifying the restrictions described above will be introduced in Chapter ��

and their formal treatment is in Chapter ��
In this section� the dispatch process and the requirements related to its consistency have been

discussed� Next� higher�order functional constructs and their typing will be considered�

����� Closures and typeif

Behavior application is a powerful construct that allows a programmer to conveniently express most
of the necessary computations� Sometimes� however� a function needs to be introduced for a single
computation only� In such cases� creation of a behavior and binding it to the necessary function
is too expensive to be tolerated� Another� more concise construct called a closure provides the
capability to construct such one�use�only functions on the �y�
Consider the following speci�cation of a behavior map that applies the given argument behavior

to all elements of the receiver set and produces a set of answers�

type T�Set�X� �

map��X��Y� � T�Set�Y��

��

Assume the programmer wants to use this behavior to produce a set that consists of all elements of
the receiver set of numbers increased by �� The following code is supposed to perform the task�

T�Set�T�Number� aSourceSet aDestSet�

���

aDestSet �
 aSourceSet�map������

but which behavior should be put in the place of ���� The behavior should take a number and
produce that number increased by �� While it is possible to de�ne a new behavior for that purpose�

type T�Number �

add��� � T�Number implementation � return add���� ��

��

���

aDestSet �
 aSourceSet�map�add���

such a de�nition is unnecessary since it is only used once�
With closures� the above example can be coded as

aDestSet �
 aSourceSet�map�fun�x� � return x�add���� ���

��



where the anonymous function was introduced on�the��y� This style of programming is common
in functional languages� however� it is rarely used in statically typed object�oriented programming
languages� The presented type system not only allows the above example to be programmed� it also
infers the type of the function from the code of the function� In the example above� the type inferred
will be�� T Number�T Number provided that the type of the behavior add is T Number�T Number�
Closures allow simpli�ed speci�cation of functions that work the same way on objects of all types

they are applicable to� What happens if a behavior that is used only once has to behave di�erently
on di�erent types of arguments� In this case� a special construct typeif can be utilized�
Consider the following situation� there is a set of persons� and the task is to print out the names

of the persons in the set� However� if a person from the set happens to be a student� the student id
number has to be printed as well�
It is possible to de�ne a new behavior extendedName and implement it di�erently for persons

and students�

type T�Set�X� �

foreach��X��T�Unit��

��

type T�Person �

name �
� T�String�

extendedName�� � T�String implementation �

return name�

��

��

type T�Student subtype of T�Person �

studentId �
� T�Natural�

extendedName � T�String implementation �

return name � � student ID�� � studentId�convertToString�

��

��

���

T�Set�T�Person� aSet�

���

let f 
 fun�x� � x�extendedName�print � in aSet�foreach�f��

However� this approach su�ers from the same drawback as the �rst approach used to implement the
previous example� Namely� the introduction of a new behavior that is only going to be used once is
unwarranted�
Using the typeif construct� the above example can be rewritten as

T�Set�T�Person� aSet�

���

let f 
 fun�x� �

x�name�print�

typeif �x is T�Student� then �

� studentID���print�

x�studentId�print�

��

�

in aSet�foreach�f��

The typeif construct checks if the run�time type of the given expression is a subtype of the given
type and executes the code given if it is� The code is typechecked with the assumption that the
expression is of the type given� This special behavior of the typeif construct with respect to type
checking is crucial for static type safety� The example above would not typecheck if the typechecker

��After certain simpli�cations�

��



did not take the given type T Student into account� as otherwise the type of x would be considered
to be T Person and the behavior application x�studentId would be considered illegal�
The same construct can be used to code the �BROWSER� test from Section 
���

T�Object root�

���

typeif �root is T�Number� then �

root�print�

� elseif �root is T�Person� then �

root�age�print�

� else �

�Something else��print�

��

Note the usage of else and elseif in the above example�
In this section� closures and the typeif constructs have been considered� Their use was illustrated

by several examples� and the issues of their typing were discussed�
This concludes the overview of the intermediate abstraction layer consisting of types and func�

tions� In the next section� the lowest speci�cation layer will be described�

��� Implementation types

Implementation types and functions represent the lowest layer of the presented type system� They
are designed to provide support for interoperability and low�level optimizations�

Implementation functions represent what is sometimes referred to as foreign or primitive func�
tions� i�e� functions that are speci�ed outside of the system� Implementation types� on the other
hand� serve dual purpose� they provide a low�level structure speci�cation and they allow for a limited
form of typechecking of the foreign function interfaces�
The way implementation types and functions are described is implementation�dependent� For ex�

ample� if the target language is C��� implementation functions are C�� functions� while implemen�
tation types are C�� classes� If a target language provides a notion of subtyping� implementation
types may have a subtyping relationship between each other� otherwise� they are unrelated�
Implementation types can be used to implement the structure de�ned by classes� For example�

the following is the speci�cation of integers and reals under the assumption that the target language
is C���

type T�Real �

add�T�Real� � T�Real�

��

infinite class C�Real implements T�Real �

implementation type short atomic float�

add�C�Real� � C�Real implementation function

float addRR�float self float arg� � return self � arg� ��

add�C�Integer� � C�Real implementation function

float addRI�float self int arg� � return self � arg� ��

��

type T�Integer �

add�T�Integer� � T�Integer�

��

infinite class C�Integer implements T�Integer �

implementation type short atomic int�

add�C�Integer� � C�Integer implementation function

int addII�int self int arg� � return self � arg� ��

add�C�Real� � C�Real implementation function

��



float addIR�int self float arg� � return self � arg� ��

��

Note that the speci�cation above�� requires classes rather than types in argument speci�cations�
The reason for that is the fact that the system has to know how to convert objects into low�level
data� and that information is only provided by classes�
The system veri�es that all possible behavior applications can be dispatched to an appropriate

function or implementation function� In the above speci�cation� all four combinations had to be
explicitly speci�ed since C�� can not dispatch on the data of type int� The system also makes
sure that substitutability for subclasses is not violated in case the subclass uses an implementation
type that is di�erent from the one used in the superclass�
The usage of implementation types allows seamless integration of foreign data into the existing

system� Once an implementation type and a class that describe the foreign objects are speci�ed� those
objects can be manipulated by behaviors and functions in exactly the same manner as the objects
native to the system� All code previously written will work on foreign data with no modi�cations�
Another use of implementation types and functions is related to the speci�cation of so�called

primitive types� Unlike other systems� the system described here is extensible in that new primitive
types can be easily introduced� The above example can be seen as a de�nition of integer and real
primitive types that is done by a programmer rather than by the programming language designer�
The interoperability and extensibility provided by this system are extremely important for

database applications that tend to evolve over long periods of time and incorporate data from dif�
ferent sources� some of which are beyond the database designer�s control� Other arguments in favor
of implementation types and functions� as well as in favor of the three�layer type system structure
in general� can be found in �L	OS����
An ordinary user may never see or use implementation types and functions� This low�level

mechanism is provided for administrative purposes and is not supposed to be used by the ordinary
users�
While implementation types and functions are important for interoperability� their role in type�

checking� which is the major topic of the presented research� is marginal� Implementation types
and functions described here will not be considered in any detail in the following chapters that are
devoted primarily to typechecking�
The next section describes the advantages of the three�layer design and its possible applications

in a database system�

��� Three�layer design
 Advantages and applications

The three�layer design described in this chapter not only allows for a high degree of code reuse� but
also makes the system more transparent for the user by making it possible to use the system at
di�erent abstraction layers� depending on the user�s needs and level of expertise�
An ordinary user posing queries against the database using a query language only needs to know

about the highest abstraction layer � that of behaviors and types� A query may contain behavior
applications �a�k�a� path expressions�� and the knowledge of the types and behaviors de�ned in the
system is su�cient for the purpose of constructing such behavior applications� Thus� an ordinary user
is completely shielded from any implementation details� such as the layout of the objects involved in
the query and the way behaviors are implemented� This has two major advantages� �rst� the user is
presented with a signi�cantly simpli�ed� yet consistent view of the object model� Second� the user is
provided with a uniform view of objects and behaviors that is independent of their implementation�
For example� if a point type is implemented via two di�erent classes �polar and rectangular points��
the path expression

aPoint�x

will produce the x�coordinate for both polar and rectangular points� even though the code that is
executed in both cases is completely di�erent�

��The meaning of the speci�er short atomic is explained in Section B���
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An application programmer should be given access to the second abstraction layer consisting of
functions and classes� This arrangement would make it possible to implement a new functionality
by writing function code and new data structures by de�ning new classes� Thus� an application
programmer is given the opportunity to develop the system� However� an application programmer
is shielded from the di�erences in the operating system functionality and bit�level data structures
that may exist between di�erent systems� as this functionality is provided by implementation types
and functions that are not visible at the second abstraction layer� The code developed at this
abstraction layer is therefore system�independent and portable� In addition to this� if a piece of
code in an existing system is modi�ed �e�g�� a more e�cient implementation of a particular behavior
is produced�� such modi�cation does not a�ect the validity of the user code written at the �rst
abstraction layer� as the interfaces are not a�ected�
Finally� a database designer would have access to the third abstraction layer �implementation

types and functions�� Using this layer involves dealing with native code� which makes it possible
to handle tasks involving low�level system access� access to foreign data� and introduction of new
optimized primitive types �e�g�� multimedia types such as audio and video�� It should be noted that
any development done at this layer does not a�ect the validity of the code written earlier by either
ordinary users or application programmers�

��� The basic type system

This section describes an application of the principles and constructs described in this chapter� The
basic type system for the TIGUKAT object model �Pet��� has been developed as a proof of concept
and the basis for the development of the TIGUKAT programming language�
Only object types� atomic types� and container types will be described here� The complete speci�

�cation of the basic TIGUKAT type system including re�exive metaclass and metatype speci�cations
can be found in Appendix A�

����� Object types

In the presented type system� all types can be separated into three basic categories� object types�
function types� and product types� The types from di�erent categories do not have any subtyping
relationships with each other� This structure is depicted in Figure ��� The types � and 	 are
purely theoretical concepts� they can not be used by the user in any way� In fact� the type � can be
understood as a type of all type errors that are guaranteed not to occur in a successfully typechecked
program�

T_Unit Object type hierarchy Behavior type hierarchy Product type hierarchies

�

	

Figure ��� TIGUKAT types�

Object types are the types of all objects in the system except for functions �behaviors� and
products� This is the type category that includes almost all user� and system�de�ned types in the
system� This category will be discussed in detail later�

Product types are types of products that are ordered tuples of values� Subtyping between product
types is induced by the subtyping between their component types� n�ary product types are de�ned
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for all n greater than �� Product types of di�erent arity do not have any subtyping relationship
with each other� Thus� there are several unrelated product type hierarchies� one for each n � �� A
special type T Unit plays the role of a ��ary product� it has no subtypes or supertypes� It is used
primarily for specifying return types of behaviors that are not supposed to return a result� n�ary
products are assumed to have the following de�nitions�

type T�ProductN�covar X� covar X	 ��� covar XN� �

project���� X��

project	��� X	�

���

projectN��� XN�

��

for each N greater than ��
Function and behavior types are de�ned as follows�

type T�Function�contravar A covar R��

type T�Behavior�contravar A covar R� subtype of T�Function�AR��

These are the only functional types in the system�
In the object type hierarchy� there are two types that play a special role� They are T Object and

T Null�
The type T Object is a common supertype of all object types� It does not de�ne any behaviors�

but they can be added to T Object by the user�
The type T Null is a common subtype of all object types� Therefore� values of type T Null can

be used everywhere in the program� The values of type T Null denote uninitialized� missing� or
otherwise absent �null� values� Thus� T Null is a concrete type�
Figure ��� depicts the relative placement of various object types in the object type hierarchy�

Container type hierarchy

T_Null

T_Object

Class type hierarchy Metatype hierarchy Atomic type hierarchy

Figure ���� TIGUKAT object types�

Even though there is no common supertype of all types in the system �T Object is a common
supertype of object types� but not all types�� the parametric nature of the type system allows for spec�
i�cation of behaviors that are uniformly applicable to all objects� including products and behaviors�
The following is the speci�cation of these behaviors�

behavior OIDequal�XX� � T�Boolean� �� Object identity equality

behavior equal�XX� � T�Boolean �� Equality

�� Shortcut� operator binary �

�

implementation fun�xy� � return x�OIDequal�y�� ��

notEqual�XX� � T�Boolean �� Inequality

�� Shortcut� operator binary ��
�

implementation fun�xy� � return not �x 

 y�� ��

print�XOutputStream�X��� �� Print to an output stream

apply��X��Y� � Y� �� Behavior application

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

��



Due to the fact that in the presented system the notations f�ab� and a�f�b� are equivalent and
interchangeable� the above code for equality and inequality is type�correct and behaves as expected�
The following is the speci�cation of the two special object types�

type T�Object�

type T�Null subtype of �all object types��

class C�Null implements T�Null � ��� ��

����� Atomic types

Atomic types include the standard set of real� integer� and natural numbers� characters� and booleans�
Abstract types T Numeric� T PartiallyOrdered� T Ordered� and T Discrete abstract out several
common properties that are likely to be reused for future extensions�

T_PartiallyOrdered(T_Character)

T_Ordered(T_Character)

T_Character

T_Boolean

T_Discrete

T_Integer

T_Natural

T_PartiallyOrdered(T_Numeric)

T_Ordered(T_Numeric)

T_Numeric

T_Real

Figure ���� TIGUKAT atomic types�

type T�Discrete subtype of T�Object �

pred � selftype� �� Return the previous element

succ � selftype� �� Return the next element

��

type T�PartiallyOrdered�contravar X� subtype of T�Object �

less�selftype� � T�Boolean� �� Antisymmetric comparison�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

greater�selftype� � T�Boolean �� Antisymmetric comparison�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

implementation fun�x� � return x � self� ��

lessOrEqual�selftype� � T�Boolean �� Symmetric comparison�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ��
�

implementation fun�x� � return x � self or x 

 self� ��

greaterOrEqual�selftype� � T�Boolean �� Symmetric comparison�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ��
�

implementation fun�x� � return x �
 self� ��

��

��



type T�Ordered�contravar X� subtype of T�PartiallyOrdered�X� �

max�selftype� � selftype �� Maximum of the two

implementation fun�x� �

return if x � self then self� else x� endif ��

min�selftype� � selftype �� Minimum of the two

implementation fun�x� �

return if x � self then x� else self� endif ��

��

type T�Numeric subtype of T�Ordered�T�Numeric� �

abs � T�Numeric� �� Absolute value

negate � T�Numeric� �� Negation�

�� Shortcut� operator unary ���

add�T�Numeric� � T�Numeric� �� Addition�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

subtract�T�Numeric� � T�Numeric� �� Subtraction�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

multiply�T�Numeric� � T�Numeric� �� Multiplication�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

divide�T�Numeric� � T�Numeric� �� Division�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

��

So far� only abstract types have been speci�ed� Note how F�bounded quanti�cation ��CCH�����
Section ����� is used in ordered type speci�cations to disallow unwanted cross�comparisons� such
as comparisons between characters and numbers� The speci�cation of ordered types also provides a
default implementation for all behaviors except for less� Once the implementation of that behavior
is provided� all the other comparison behaviors are automatically available�

type T�Boolean �

not � T�Boolean� �� Negation�

or�T�Boolean� � T�Boolean� �� Logical OR�

�� Shortcut� operator binary �or�

and�T�Boolean� � T�Boolean� �� Logical AND�

�� Shortcut� operator binary �and�

xor�T�Boolean� � T�Boolean� �� Logical XOR�

�� Shortcut� operator binary �xor�

if�X X� � X� �� If�expression� Shortcut�

�� �if ��� then ��� else ��� endif�

��

finite class C�Boolean implements T�Boolean �

implementation type short atomic int�

not implementation function

not�int self� � return  self� ��

or�C�Boolean� implementation function

and�int self int x� � return self !! x� ��

���

��

type T�Character subtype of T�Discrete T�Ordered�T�Character� �

ord � T�Natural� �� Returns the ordinal value

��

��



finite class C�ASCIICharacter implements T�Character �

implementation type short atomic char�

���

��

finite class C�UnicodeCharacter implements T�Character �

implementation type short atomic Unichar�

���

��

The above types are concrete� All of the described classes are finite since they do not allow object
creation� yet maintain their ��nite� extents� The parameterized behavior if de�ned on booleans
is typed in such a way as to provide the most static type information possible �it is equivalent
to if�X Y� � lub�X Y��� There are two separate classes implementing characters� a standard
ASCII character and a Unicode character� Since these are classes rather than types� any program
written will be able to work seamlessly with both types of characters or any mix of them�

type T�Real subtype of T�Numeric �

truncate � T�Integer� �� Truncate throwing away

�� the fractional part

round � T�Integer� �� Round to the nearest

sign � T�Integer� �� Sign� � if positive �� if

�� negative � otherwise

�� Refined from T�Numeric

abs � T�Real�

negate � T�Real�

add�T�Real� � T�Real�

subtract�T�Real� � T�Real�

multiply�T�Real� � T�Real�

divide�T�Real� � T�Real�

��

infinite class C�Real implements T�Real �

implementation type short atomic float�

���

��

infinite class C�LongReal implements T�Real �

implementation type long atomic double�

���

��

type T�Integer subtype of T�Real T�Discrete �

div�T�Integer� � T�Integer� �� Integer division

�� Refined from T�Real

abs � T�Natural�

negate � T�Integer�

add�T�Integer� � T�Integer�

subtract�T�Integer� � T�Integer�

multiply�T�Integer� � T�Integer�

��

infinite class C�Integer implements T�Integer �

implementation type short atomic int�

��



���

��

infinite class C�LongInteger implements T�Integer �

implementation type long atomic long int�

���

��

type T�Natural subtype of T�Integer �

mod�T�Natural� � T�Natural� �� Remainder

�� Refined from T�Integer

truncate � T�Natural�

round � T�Natural�

sign � T�Natural�

div�T�Natural� � T�Natural�

add�T�Natural� � T�Natural�

multiply�T�Natural� � T�Natural�

��

infinite class C�Natural implements T�Natural �

implementation type short atomic unsigned�

���

��

infinite class C�LongNatural implements T�Natural �

implementation type long atomic long unsigned�

���

��

The above is the speci�cation of numeric types� Each of the types is implemented by several classes�
all classes are infinite as they have in�nite extents and do not allow object creation� Careful
rede�nition of binary methods along the type hierarchy allows for a very precise typing� For example�
the system will deduce that � � � has the type T Natural� while � � ��� has the type T Real�
Any two numerics can be compared using comparison operations� including possible min and max

operations� since all numeric types are subtypes of T Numeric and therefore T Ordered�T Numeric��
Integers are also discrete �subtype of T Discrete�� and therefore the behaviors pred and succ can
be applied to them�

����� Collection types

The collection type hierarchy is represented here only partially� Its full description can be found in
Appendix A� The hierarchy described here is depicted in Figure �����

type T�Collection�covar X� �

hasElement�X� � T�Boolean� �� Checks if the element

�� is in the collection

cardinality � T�Natural� �� Cardinality of the collection

pick � X� �� Pick an element

map��X��Y� � T�Collection�Y�� �� Apply the given function to all

�� elements and return the

�� collection of results

filter��X��T�Boolean� � T�Collection�X�� �� Filters the receiver

�� collection using the

�� argument function as a filter
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T_Collection(X)

T_Set(X) T_List(X)

T_EmptySet

all X

T_Array(X) T_EmptyList

all X

T_String

X=T_Character

Figure ����� TIGUKAT collection types�

sort�� where �X subtype of T�Ordered�X��� T�List�X�� �� Sorts the

�� elements of the collection�

�� Only applicable to

�� collections of ordered elements

sort��XX� � T�Boolean� � T�List�X�� �� Sorts the collection using

�� the supplied sorting function

��

type T�Set�covar X� subtype of T�Collection�X� �

subset�T�Set�Y�� � T�Boolean� �� Is the receiver

�� a subset of the argument�

union�T�Set�Y�� � T�Set�lub�XY��� �� Set union

intersect�T�Set�Y�� � T�Set�glb�XY��� �� Set intersection

difference�T�Set�Y��� T�Set�X�� �� Set difference

addElement�Y� � T�Set�lub�XY��� �� Add an element

removeElement�Y� � T�Set�X�� �� Remove an element

�� Refined from T�Collection

map��X��Y� � T�Set�Y��

filter��X��T�Boolean� � T�Set�X��

��

infinite class C�Set�X� implements T�Set�X� �

const T�List�X� �list�

���

��

type T�EmptySet subtype of T�Set�X��

finite class C�EmptySet implements T�EmptySet � ��� ��

type T�List�covar X� subtype of T�Collection�X� �

at�T�Natural� � X� �� Get at arg�s position

cat�T�List�Y�� � T�List�lub�X Y��� �� Concatenation

slice�T�Natural T�Natural� � T�List�X�� �� Slice from i�th

�� to j�th element

�� Refined from T�Collection

map��X��Y� � T�List�Y��

filter��X��T�Boolean� � T�List�X��

��



��

infinite class C�List�X� implements T�List�X� � ��� ��

type T�EmptyList subtype of T�List�X��

finite class C�EmptyList implements T�EmptyList � ��� ��

type T�Array�novar X� subtype of T�List�X� �

at�T�Natural� �
 X� �� Set at arg�s position

slice�T�Natural T�Natural� �
 T�List�X�� �� Slice set

��

manual class C�Array�X� implements T�Array�X� � ��� ��

type T�String subtype of T�List�T�Character� �

�� Refined from T�List

cat�T�String� � T�String�

slice�T�Natural T�Natural� � T�String�

filter��T�Character��T�Boolean� � T�String�

��

infinite class C�String implements T�String � ��� ��

infinite class C�UnicodeString implements T�String � ��� ��

This speci�cation de�nes several immutable parameterized collection types and a mutable type
T Array� The type of empty sets �lists� is a subtype of all set �list� types� so that a single empty
set �list� can be used in all set �list� operations� The type T String is de�ned as a subtype of the
character list type that has some additional properties�
The set�theoretic and higher�order �map� �lter� sort� behaviors de�ned on collections have precise

typings� This property can be used to de�ne a statically typechecked version of a query language
over immutable sets�
The slice assignment de�ned on arrays allows one to write the following code�

T�Array�T�Number� arr�

arr�slice���� �
 ��	��� �� Assign to elements �� and �

Note that the class that implements arrays is speci�ed as manual� It allows creation of new arrays�
but does not maintain the set of all arrays created so far� as that would be very expensive�
Note also that the class of sets uses T List for implementation of sets� The ability to specify

relationships like this is a consequence of the separation between interface and implementation in
the presented type system�
This concludes the overview of the basic TIGUKAT type system that was presented as an

example of the application of the presented type system to an object�oriented object model� The
resulting basic type system provides precise typing for many traditionally problematic areas of object�
oriented speci�cation� covariant arguments� query typing� parametricity� and binary methods� Yet�
the resulting system is statically type�safe and has the substitutability property�

��� Conclusions

In this chapter� an overview of the proposed type system has been presented� Three layers of
speci�cation �types and behaviors� classes and functions� implementation types and functions� have
been considered� Their use was exempli�ed with a number of examples� In the process� it has been

��



shown that the presented type system can successfully deal with all the tests described in Section 
���
Finally� an example application of the developed principles to the TIGUKAT object model has been
described�
In the next chapter� the typechecking algorithm will be described� The theorems and proofs of

its correctness and termination will be considered in Chapter ��

��



Chapter �

The Language and Typechecking

One of the most important constituent parts of any type system is its typechecking algorithm� The
typechecking algorithm allows a translator to verify that the program conforms to the given spec�
i�cations and issue an error message if it does not� A veri�able type system has a typechecking
algorithm that is guaranteed to terminate even if a program being checked contains type errors�
On the other hand� a sound type system has the property that once a program successfully passes
through a typechecker� it is guaranteed not to produce any type errors at run�time�
The type system presented here is both veri�able and sound� These properties will be proven in

Chapter � on the basis of the typechecking algorithm presented in this chapter�
This chapter serves to describe two important parts of the type system� the typechecking al�

gorithm �Section ��
� that works on a simpli�ed version of the language �the target language !
Section ������� and the �de�sugaring� translation process �Section ����
� that produces a program in
the target language from a given source language program�
The heart of the typechecking algorithm is the algorithm that decides entailment �Section �����

This algorithm is language�independent and is part of the type system core�
In the next section� both source and target languages will be considered and the translation

process will be described�

��� Syntax and translation

Since the beginning of the computer era� there has been a gap between an �e�cient� and �human�
readable� presentation of information� The �rst form of information presentation is easily processed
by the computers� on the other hand� the second form is advantageous to human beings� The use
of computers to automate the transformation between the two forms of information representation
has been a cornerstone of the computer revolution�
In this section� the source and target �Section ������ languages will be described� The source

language has a traditional syntax which is familiar to people who deal with procedural and object�
oriented programming� The target language�s syntax is less standard� however� it is much more
concise and signi�cantly more convenient to use in automatic typechecking�
Note that this chapter does not present a complete source language design� Rather� it is a proof�

of�concept design that shows how the presented type system can be used to model various features
existing in today�s programming languages�
Finally� in Section ����
 the process of automatic translation from source to target language will

be described� The translation process is sometimes called de�sugaring since it removes �syntactic
sugar� from the program� making it more suitable for further automatic processing�


���� The target language

The target language is a �de�sugared�� simpli�ed object�oriented language that will be used for type�
checking� It consists of type and subtype de�nitions� behavior declarations� and function associa�
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tions� Class speci�cations are translated to type de�nitions by the process described in Section ����
�

A program in the target language consists of type de�nitions� subtype de�nitions� behavior de��
nitions� associations� and an expression�

�program� ��
 " �defs� " ��� # # �expr�

�defs� ��
 �def� ���� �def���

�def� ��
 �type�def� ! �subtype�def� ! �constant�def�

! �behavior�def� ! �association�

Type de�nitions describe types� variance of their parameters� and validity conditions� They also
specify whether a type is concrete or abstract�

�type�def� ��
 " �concrete�spec� # �type� " ��� �constraints� ��� #

�name� " ��� �type�par�specs� ��� # ���

�concrete�spec� ��
 �concrete�

�type�par�specs� ��
 �type�par�spec� ��� �type�par�spec���

�type�par�spec� ��
 �variance� �name�

�variance� ��
 �covar� ! �contravar� ! �novar�

�constraints� ��
 �constraint� ��� �constraint���

�constraint� ��
 �type� ��
� �type�

The following are examples of type speci�cations�

type T�Number�

concrete type T�Behavior�contravar Arg covar Result��

concrete type T�Product	�covar X� covar X	��

concrete type T�Set �covar X��

concrete type �X �
 T�Ordered�X�� T�OrderedSet �covar X��

A type can be de�ned only once� It is illegal to have two de�nitions of the same type �type
with the same name��

Types that are used in speci�cations are de�ned as follows�

�type� ��
 �name� " ��� �types� ��� #

! �glb� ��� �types� ���

! �lub� ��� �types� ���

�types� ��
 �type� ��� �type���

�type�proper� ��
 �name� " ��� �names� ��� #

�names� ��
 �name� ��� �name���

Examples of types are

T�Number

T�Behavior�T�Product	�T�Set�X� T�Set�Y�� T�Set�lub�XY���

T�Dictionary�XT�Dictionary�T�NumberX��

The shortcut �typeA� �� �typeR� will be used for T�Function��typeA� �typeR��

�functional types�� and the shortcut ��type������typeN�� will be used for
T�ProductN��type������typeN�� �product types�� It will also be assumed that
��type�� � �type� �unary products and types are indistinguishable��

In the following presentation� the concept of free type variables will be extensively used� The
set of free type variables in a type expression is de�ned as a set of �name�s in that expression
minus the set of all �name�s de�ned in type de�nitions and is denoted as FTV�t�� For example�
the set of free type variables of the expression �T�Set�X� T�Set�Y�� �� T�Set�lub�XY��

is fX� Yg� A type expression that has an empty set of free type variables will be called a closed
type �e�g� T Number��

�



Subtype de�nitions de�ne subtyping relationships between types� A subtype de�nition has the
form

�subtype�def� ��


" ��� �constraints� ��� # �simple�type� ��
� �simple�type�

�simple�type� ��
 �name� " ��� �types� ��� #

�simple�types� ��
 �simple�type� ��� �simple�type���

The requirement that only simple types can occur in subtype de�nitions is designed to protect
against user�de�ned subtyping of upper and lower bound types� It is also assumed that no
subtype de�nitions involve T Function� T Behavior� and T Product at the outermost level�
i�e� that the user is not allowed to de�ne any additional subtyping relationships for these types�
Syntactically valid examples of subtype de�nitions are

T�Real �
 T�Number�

�X �
 T�Ordered�X�� T�Set�X� �
 T�Ordered�T�Set�X���

Constant de�nitions are used to declare constants and their types�

�constant�def� ��
 �const� �type� �name� ���

Examples of constant de�nitions are

const T�Class�T�Person� C�Person�

const T�Integer nargs�

A constant can be de�ned only once� It is illegal to have two de�nitions of the same constant�
The �type� of a constant should be a closed one�

Behavior de�nitions are used to declare behaviors to be used in the program� They specify
argument and result types of a behavior as well as validity conditions�

�behavior�def� ��
 �behavior�def�proper� ���

�behavior�def�proper� ��


�behavior� " ��� �constraints� ��� # �type� ���� �type� �name�

The type on the left�hand side of �� should not contain type operators lub and glb� Examples
of behavior de�nitions are

behavior T�Number �� T�Number add�

behavior �X �
 T�PartiallyOrdered�X�� T�Set�X� �� T�Set�X� maximals�

There can be several de�nitions of the same behavior� For example� the following de�nitions
can appear in the same program�

behavior �T�Number T�Number� �� T�Number add�

behavior �T�Real T�Real� �� T�Real add�

behavior �T�Integer T�Integer� �� T�Integer add�

behavior �T�Natural T�Natural� �� T�Natural add�

This last property is the reason why behavior and constant de�nitions are separated from each
other� While duplicate constant de�nitions are disallowed� duplicate behavior de�nitions are
possible� and the system is responsible for checking their consistency and �nding out the most
speci�c type for each behavior�

Associations are used to associate an expression to a behavior on a set of types� The associations
thus provide a link between a behavior speci�cation and its implementation�

�association� ��
 �behavior�def�proper� �abstraction�expr� ���

! �behavior�def�proper� �primitive� �name� ���

��



The di�erence between associations and behavior de�nitions is analogous to the di�erence
between abstract and concrete types� However� the former is much more relevant to the
typechecking than the latter� The primitive associations are provided as a tool that enables the
language designer to provide the primitive� low�level function de�nitions to base the language
upon� These functions correspond to implementation functions of the source language� The
conditions that the primitives must satisfy for the type system to be sound are outlined in
Section ����
�

Expressions constitute the action part of a program� There are several kinds of expressions�
described below�

�expr� ��
 �name�

! �product�expr�

! �projection�expr�

! �let�expr�

! �compound�expr�

! �application�expr�

! �abstraction�expr�

Product expressions are used to group several objects into one� Product expressions are
primarily used to bypass the single�argument restriction for behaviors and abstractions�

�product�expr� ��
 ��� �expr� ��� �expr��� ���

! ��� �expr� ��� �expr��� ���

A product expression with a single component is equivalent to that component� For
example� �a b� is a binary product expression� while �a� is a unary product expression
equivalent to a�

Projection expressions are used to extract components from product expressions� These
expressions are not primitive� rather� they are understood as a shortcut for projection
behavior applications�

�projection�expr� ��
 �expr� ��� �number�

�number� ��
 ��!�!	!�!�!�!�!�!�!���

For example� �a b��	 � b� while �a b��� is illegal� An expression �expr���number� is
treated as project�number���expr��� where projection behaviors are de�ned as follows�

behavior project� �X����Xn� � X� �� For all n � �

behavior project	 �X����Xn� � X	 �� For all n � 	

���

behavior projectN �X����Xn� � XN �� For all n � N

���

Let expressions make it possible to introduce a new name in the environment� Both typed
and untyped variants are allowed� if a variable is untyped� its type is inferred from the
context�

�let�expr� ��
 �let� "�type�# �name� �
� �expr� �in� �expr�

�type� must be a closed type� An abbreviation with multiple bindings will be used to
denote a sequence of nested let expressions� For example�

let a 
 f�x� b 
 g�x� in a�b�

is equivalent to

let a 
 f�x� in let b 
 g�x� in a�b�

Compound expressions are used to compute expressions in sequence� discarding the results
of all but the last one�
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�compound�expr� ��
 �expr� ���� �expr���

For example� the result of a� b� c is c�

Abstractions are anonymous functions ���abstractions�� They construct closures that can
be executed immediately or later on�

�abstraction�expr� ��
 �fun� ��� " �names� # ���

��� " �expr� # " �return� �expr� ��� # ���

For example�

fun�x� � return add�x��� �

is an abstraction that creates a closure that will be able to add � to its argument and
return the result� Note that there is always a single argument� which may or may not be
a product� The keyword return is used to specify the fact that something is returned
from the function� If it is absent� the function is presumed to implicitly return a special
object unit of type T Unit�

Applications are behavior and abstraction applications to a given argument� They are de�
noted by juxtaposition and associate to the left�

�application�expr� ��
 �expr� �expr�

For example� f a b is equivalent to �f �a�� �b�� Note that the last expression makes use
of unary products of the form �x�� Multi�argument function and behavior applications
can be similarly expressed via n�ary product expressions� add�a b��

In this section� the target language has been described� The target language is designed to be
an intermediate language that has a form convenient for type�checking� In the next section� the
translations of various features of the source language into the target language will be described�


���� The translation

The source language has been informally introduced in Chapter �� This section describes a transla�
tion of the source language into the target language described in the previous section�

Type speci�cations in the source language de�ne types� their subtyping relationships� behaviors
applicable to the objects of these types� and behavior�to�function associations� The following
is the description of the translation process for the type speci�cations of the source language�
whose syntax is given below�

�type�def� ��
 �type� �type�def�proper� " ���

"�where� �constraints�#

"�subtype of� �type�spec�list�#

" �behavior�def�list� # ��� # ���

�type�def�proper� ��


�type�name� "��� �type�par�spec� ��� �type�par�spec��� ���#

�type�par�spec� ��
 ��covar� ! �contravar� ! �novar�� �name�

Explicit receiver
 Every behavior speci�cation for the type is transformed into a stand�
alone behavior de�nition by adding the receiver as an explicit �rst argument� The added
argument is given the type being de�ned if selftype is not used anywhere in the be�
havior speci�cation� Otherwise� selftype is replaced by a fresh type variable S� and the
constraint S subtype of �type�being�defined� is added to the where clause of the
behavior speci�cation� Example�

type T�Set�covar X� �

union�selftype�� selftype�

pick��� X�

��
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is transformed into

type T�Set�covar X��

union�SS�� S where S subtype of T�Set�X��

pick�T�Set�X�� � X�

Note how the explicit �rst argument typing depends on the presence or absence of
selftype�

Assignment elimination
 For all behavior de�nitions that use the symbol �
�� the behavior
de�nition is split into two� one identical to the original� but with symbol � in place of �
��
and the other with the name obtained from the original one by appending the pre�x set��
the additional argument of the return type� and the new return type T Unit� Behavior
de�nitions that use the symbol �
 get transformed into the second alternative outlined
above� For example�

age�T�Person� �
� T�Natural�

put�T�OutputStream�X�� �
 X�

substr�T�String T�Natural T�Natural� �
� T�String�

gets transformed into

age�T�Person� � T�Natural�

set�age�T�Person T�Natural� � T�Unit�

set�put�T�OutputStream�X� X� � T�Unit�

substr�T�String T�Natural T�Natural� � T�String�

set�substr�T�String T�Natural T�Natural T�String� � T�Unit�

Subtype separation
 Each type description is split into the type speci�cation proper and
zero or more subtype speci�cations� where�clauses related to the type being de�ned stay
with the type� while where�clauses related to a type in the appropriate subtype of�clause
are kept with the subtype speci�cation that is produced from the clause� For example�

type T�OrderedPersonSet�covar X� where �X subtype of T�Person�

subtype of T�Set�X�

where �X subtype of T�Ordered�X� T�SpecialSet�X���

gets transformed into

type T�OrderedPersonSet�covar X� where X subtype of T�Person�

T�OrderedPersonSet�X� subtype of T�Set�X�

where X subtype of T�Ordered�X��

T�OrderedPersonSet�X� subtype of T�SpecialSet�X��

Re�exive constants
 Since types are objects �of type T Type� they are not only used for
speci�cation purposes� but can also be queried at run�time� Therefore� for each type
speci�cation� the constant declaration

const T�Type �name��

is added to the program� where �name� is the name of the type being speci�ed� For
example� the type speci�cation

type T�Number�

results in the addition of the declaration

const T�Type T�Number�

to the program�

Syntactic transformations
 Finally� the syntax of the declarations is modi�ed to �t the
syntax of the target language� Namely�
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�� where�clauses are transformed into lists of �constraints��


� the behavior speci�cations get transformed from

�name���arg�types�� � �res�type��

into

behavior ��arg�types�� �� �res�type� �name��

�� behaviors with implementation�clauses get transformed into associations�

For example�

type T�OrderedPersonSet�covar X� where X subtype of T�Person�

T�OrderedPersonSet�X� subtype of T�Set�X�

where X subtype of T�Ordered�X��

T�OrderedPersonSet�X� subtype of T�SpecialSet�X��

union�T�OrderedPersonSet�X�

T�OrderedPersonSet�X�� � T�OrderedPersonSet�X��

add�T�Integer r T�Integer a� � T�Integer implementation � ��� ��

is transformed into

type �X �
 T�Person� T�OrderedPersonSet�covar X��

�X �
 T�Ordered�X�� T�OrderedPersonSet�X� �
 T�Set�X��

T�OrderedPersonSet�X� �
 T�SpecialSet�X��

behavior �T�OrderedPersonSet�X�

T�OrderedPersonSet�X�� �� T�OrderedPersonSet�X� union�

association �T�Integer T�Integer� �� T�Integer add

fun�r a� � ��� ��

This concludes the description of the type de�nition translation�

Class speci�cations in the source language de�ne classes� their abstract structure ��elds�� the
class type �in�nite� �nite� manual� or regular�� subclassing and class extension� behaviors
de�ned on classes� and possibly their low�level structure� Syntax of the source language class
de�nition is given below�

�class�def� ��
 " �class�specifier� # �class� �class�proper� " ���

"�implements� �type�proper�#

"�subclass of� �classes�#

"�extends� �class�ext�list�#

" �field�def�list� #

" �behavior�def�list� # ��� # ���

�class�specifier� ��
 �infinite� ! �finite� ! �manual� ! �regular�

�class�proper� ��
 �class�name�"��� �name� ��� �name������#

�class�ext�list� ��
 �class�ext� ��� �class�ext���

�class�ext� ��
 �class�spec� " �removing� �name�list� #

�class�spec� ��
 �class�name� "��� �class�spec� ��� �class�spec������#

�class�name� ��
 �name� ! �selfclass�

�classes� ��
 �class�proper� � �� �class�proper� ��

Class extension
 A class extension is a mechanism for textual substitution� Therefore� cyclic
extension dependencies between classes are not allowed� If such a dependency is detected�
it is an error and the translation stops� Otherwise� classes form a directed acyclic graph
�DAG� with respect to the relationship extends� Starting with the roots of the DAG
and following the graph edges in the direction opposite to the one given by the extends
relationship in such a way that a node is visited only when all its parents are visited
�width��rst traversal�� the following operation is performed� A class that extends an�
other class is expanded by copying all �eld and behavior de�nitions from the class being
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extended except for the ones whose names are speci�ed in the appropriate removing

clause� marking the copied de�nitions in the process� Thus� inherited de�nitions are
marked while native ones are unmarked� After the traversal is �nished� every class that
contains marked de�nitions is examined� If there are identical de�nitions� extra copies
are removed� if there are con�icting de�nitions and at least one of them is unmarked�
the marked de�nitions are removed� if there are con�icting de�nitions and none of them
is unmarked� it is an error and the translation stops� The de�nitions are con�icting if
they de�ne a behavior or �eld with the same name� If there are con�icting unmarked
de�nitions for a �eld� it is also considered an error� Finally� extends clauses are removed
from all classes�

As an example� consider the following class speci�cations�

class C�Circle implements T�Circle �

T�Point �center�

T�Length �majorAxis�

center implementation �center�

majorAxis implementation �majorAxis�

minorAxis implementation �majorAxis�

��

class C�Ellipse extends C�Circle implements T�Ellipse �

T�Length �minorAxis�

minorAxis implementation �minorAxis�

��

At the �rst stage� it is determined that there is no cyclic dependency and C Circle is the
root of the DAG� The edge from C Ellipse to C Circle is then traversed� and the class
C Ellipse is extended� After copying� it will take the form�

class C�Ellipse extends C�Circle implements T�Ellipse �

�T�Point �center�

�T�Length �majorAxis�

�center implementation �center�

�majorAxis implementation �majorAxis�

�minorAxis implementation �majorAxis�

T�Length �minorAxis�

minorAxis implementation �minorAxis�

��

Then� since there are two distinct de�nitions of the behavior minorAxis� the marked
�inherited� one is discarded� Finally� the extends clause is removed and the resulting
class takes the form

class C�Ellipse implements T�Ellipse �

T�Point �center�

T�Length �majorAxis�

center implementation �center�

majorAxis implementation �majorAxis�

T�Length �minorAxis�

minorAxis implementation �minorAxis�

��

Note that unmarked �native� de�nitions take precedence over marked �inherited� de�ni�
tions� Note also that identical de�nitions never cause errors� even if there are no native
ones� additional copies are simply discarded� This makes it possible to have diamond�
shaped extensions� its behavior is similar to that of the mechanism of virtual classes in
C�� �Str����

�Marked 	inherited� de�nitions are identi�ed by ��
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Field elimination
 Field de�nitions in classes are translated to behavior de�nitions� Before
it is done� the check for subclass conformance is performed� if subclass dependencies
are cyclic� it is an error� Otherwise� classes form a DAG with respect to the relationship
subclass of and for every class� there are �nitely many superclasses in the graph� Then�
for each class and each superclass� it is veri�ed that if a �eld is de�ned in a superclass� its
de�nition is either absent from the subclass� or has the same type� or the �eld is constant
in the superclass and its de�nition in the subclass speci�es a type �class� that is a subtype
�subclass� of the one speci�ed in the superclass� This rule is based on the observation
that constant �non�updatable� �elds are covariant� while updatable �elds are novariant�
For example� the following speci�cation is legal

type T�SmallNatural subtype of T�Natural�

class C�Person �

const T�Natural �age�

��

class C�Child subclass of C�Person �

T�SmallNatural �age�

��

while the one below is not�

type T�SmallNatural subtype of T�Natural�

class C�Person �

T�Natural �age�

��

class C�Child subclass of C�Person �

T�SmallNatural �age�

��

After the check above has been successfully performed� constant �eld de�nitions of the
form

const �type� �name�

are translated into

�name��� � �type� implementation fun�x� �system�defined�code�

Each non�constant �eld de�nition is translated into two behavior de�nitions�

�name��� � �type� implementation fun�x� �system�defined�code�

set��name���type�� � T�Unit

implementation fun�xy� �system�defined�code�

The implementation clauses that refer to �elds are translated as follows�

�name� implementation �field�name�

is translated into

�name���� �field�type� implementation fun�� � return �field�name�� �

if �field�name� denotes a constant �eld and into

�name���� �field�type� implementation fun�� � return �field�name�� �

set��name���field�type�� � T�Unit

implementation fun�x� � set��field�name��x�� �

if it denotes a non�constant �eld� For example� the �expanded� speci�cation of C Ellipse

given above will be translated into

class C�Ellipse implements T�Ellipse �

�center�� � T�Point implementation �system�defined��

set��center�T�Point� � T�Unit implementation �system�defined��

�majorAxis�� � T�Length implementation �system�defined��

set��majorAxis�T�Length� � T�Unit implementation �system�defined��
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center�� � T�Point implementation fun�� � return �center��� ��

set�center�T�Point� � T�Unit

implementation fun�x� � set��center�x�� ��

majorAxis�� � T�Length

implementation fun�� � return �majorAxis��� ��

set�majorAxis�T�Length� � T�Unit

implementation fun�x� � set��majorAxis�x�� ��

�minorAxis�� � T�Length implementation �system�defined��

set��minorAxis�T�Length� � T�Unit implementation �system�defined��

minorAxis�� � T�Length

implementation fun�� � return �minorAxis��� ��

set�minorAxis�T�Length� � T�Unit

implementation fun�x� � set��minorAxis�x�� ��

��

Translation to types
 Upon completion of the class expansion and �eld elimination dis�
cussed earlier� classes are translated into types� This translation proceeds by changing
the keyword selfclass into selftype� changing subclass of and implements clauses
into subtype of clauses� and changing each class speci�er into a type speci�er� Then�
the standard type speci�cation translation is performed with the following changes�

�� Instead of a type speci�cation� an concrete type speci�cation is produced�


� The generation of re�exive constants is done according to the rules below� rather
than according to the rules speci�ed for type translation�

Note that there are no classes in the target language� only abstract and concrete types�
Types in the target language that correspond to the classes in the source language have
names of the form C X in order to keep names consistent across the two languages� This is
done to simplify typechecking� it does not have any e�ect on the semantics of the notions
of type and class� For example� the class C Ellipse de�ned above will be translated into

concrete type C�Ellipse�

C�Ellipse �
 T�Ellipse�

association �C�Ellipse �� T�Point� �center �system�defined��

association ��C�Ellipse T�Point� �� T�Unit�

set��center �system�defined��

���

At this point� the classes have been translated into types� The only di�erence between
types and classes remaining at this point is the di�erence between concrete type and
type type speci�ers and between T X and C X names�

Re�exive constants
 Since classes� as well as types� can be used in expressions as objects�
this translation step adds appropriate constant de�nitions for every class de�ned in the
program� There are four cases�

In�nite classes If a class C T implementing a type T T has been speci�ed as infinite�
the following constant de�nition is added to the program�

const T�InfiniteClass�T�T� C�T�

An in�nite class does not have an extent and can not create objects�

Finite classes If a class C T implementing a type T T has been speci�ed as finite� the
translation adds

const T�FiniteClass�T�T� C�T�

A �nite class can not create objects� but it has an extent� The type T FiniteClass�X�

de�nes behavior extent���T Set�X� that returns a set of objects �the extent� of the
class�
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Manual classes Classes speci�ed as manual can create objects and do not maintain
extent� For each manual class C T implementing a type T T� the following de�nitions
are generated�

const T�ManualClass�T�T� C�T�

association �T�ManualClass�T�T�

const�field���type���const�field�n�type� �� C�T

new�C�T �system�defined��

where each const�field�k�type is a type assigned in the class speci�cation to the
k�th constant �eld �including inherited �elds�� The behavior de�ned here creates a
new object of class C T� For example� the class speci�cations

manual class C�Person implements T�Person �

const T�Natural �age�

��

manual class C�Child subclass of C�Person implements T�Child �

const T�Set�T�Toy� �favoriteToys�

��

will eventually generate the de�nitions

const T�ManualClass�T�Person� C�Person�

association �T�ManualClass�T�Person� T�Natural� �� C�Person

new�C�Person �system�defined��

const T�ManualClass�T�Child� C�Child�

association �T�ManualClass�T�Child�

T�Natural T�Set�T�Toy�� �� C�Child

new�C�Child �system�defined��

Regular classes If a class is speci�ed as a regular class or without an explicit speci�er�
the de�nitions being generated are the same as for the manual class� The only change
is in the name of the parametric type being assigned to the class constant� namely
T Class�T T� instead of T ManualClass�T T�� Regular classes maintain extents and
are capable of object creation� therefore the type T Class�X� is a subtype of both
T FiniteClass�X� and T ManualClass�X�� The class type hierarchy is depicted in
Figure ����

Function code translation In addition to the translation of type� behavior� and class speci�ca�
tions� the translation of function code also has to be performed� Translation of all interesting
features will be presented here� translation of standard language operators is trivial and is
therefore omitted�

Return elimination
 If the function code has the form

�expr�� return �expr	�

it is translated into

�expr��� �expr	�

Otherwise �no explicit return� it has the form hexpri and is translated into

�expr�� unit

where unit is a prede�ned object of type T Unit

Operator elimination
 All operators present in the code are translated into their equivalent
behavioral form with an explicit receiver� For example� the code

a � b � c
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will be translated into

a�plus�b�divide�c��

Local variables
 Every local variable declaration

�type� �name��

is transformed into

let T�Var��type�� �name� 
 new C�Var��type�� in

� ��the rest of the function code up to the closing ��� �

Also� every occurrence of a local variable name x in the simple assignment context
x �
 �expr� is translated into x�set��expr��� while every occurrence outside of the
simple assignment context is translated into x�get��� Thus� the code

T�Integer k l�

k �
 k�add�l��

will be translated into

let T�Var�T�Integer� k 
 new C�Var�T�Integer� in

� k�set� �k�get����add�l�get��� �� �

Assignment elimination
 Simple assignments of the form

�name� �
 �expr�

are transformed into the equivalent behavioral form

set��name���expr��

All the other assignments have the form

�expr����name�"�args�# �
 �expr	�

and are transformed into the equivalent behavioral form

�expr���set��name���args� �expr	��

Since all local variable assignments have already been eliminated� all the simple assign�
ments left are assignments to settable behaviors of the implicit receiver� The implicit
receiver will be made explicit later on in the translation process�

If there are any assignments left at this stage� the program is invalid and is rejected� For
example� during assignment elimination the following code

aString�substr�kl� �
 aString	�

age �
 k�add�l��

is translated into

aString�set�substr�klaString	��

set�age�k�add�l���

Explicit receiver
 Every function that participates in an association is transformed to take
its explicit receiver as the �rst argument� The identi�er self is used to represent the
receiver� In the function code� all behavior names �name� that are neither preceded
by a dot nor appear in the construct protect��name�� are replaced by self��name��
Names that appear as protect��name�� are replaced by �name�� The protect construct
is designed to protect behaviors from being interpreted as behavior applications to the
implicit receiver� For example� function

fun�x� � return fun�r� � return age�minus�r��minus�x� � �� �

will be transformed into

fun�self x� �

return fun�r� � return self�age�minus�r��minus�x�� �� �

provided it is a part of an association� On the other hand� the function

��



fun�� � return map�protect�negate��� �

will be transformed into

fun�self� � return self�map�negate�� �

rather than into

fun�self� � return self�map�self�negate�� �

because of the presence of protect�

Multiple argument elimination
 Functions are made to accept a single argument of a prod�
uct type rather than multiple arguments� This transformation is done to simplify type�
checking� It is possible because both the source and the target language have multiple
dispatch� The code is transformed in the following manner� all de�nitions

fun�a���aN� � �expr� �

where N � � are translated into

fun�$x� � let a� 
 $x�� in let a	 
 ��� let aN 
 $x�N in �expr� �

where $x is a fresh variable� For example� the code

fun�self x� �

return fun�r� � return self�age�minus�r��minus�x�� �� �

is translated into

fun�$x� � let self 
 $x�� in let x 
 $x�	 in

return fun�r� � return self�age�minus�r��minus�x�� �� �

Object creation
 Object creation in the source language is done by using operator new on
classes� The translation process transforms the operator new� whose syntax is given below�

�new�operator� ��
 �new� �class�name� "��� "�initializers�# ���#

�initializers� ��
 �initializer� ��� �initializer���

�initializer� ��
 �name� �
� �expr�

into a series of behavior applications in the following manner� First� the template for the
code is generated�

�let $n 
 �class�name��new��class�name���args�� in ��tail�� $n��

where $n is a fresh variable� and the meaning of �args� and �tail� is de�ned below� For
each initializer �name� 
 �expr� used in a given new operator� two cases are considered�

�� There is a constant �immutable� �eld �name� de�ned on or inherited by the class
�class�name�� Then� the expression �expr� is added to �args� in the position
corresponding to the number assigned to the �eld by the class translation process
described earlier�


� Otherwise� the expression $n�set��name���expr��� is added to the �tail��

Consider the speci�cation

class C�Circle implements T�Circle

T�Point �center�

const T�Length �majorAxis�

class C�Ellipse implements T�Ellipse extends C�Circle

const T�Length �minorAxis�

and the code

new C�Ellipse��center 
 aPoint

�majorAxis 
 axis� �minorAxis 
 axis	�

It will be translated into

�let $n 
 C�Ellipse�new�C�Ellipse�axis�axis	� in

�$n�set��center�aPoint�� $n��
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since the �eld �center is updatable� while the other �elds are not�

typeif expressions
 These expressions are designed for type�safe re�ection and have a �sim�
pli�ed� syntax�

�typeif�expr� ��


�typeif� ��� �name� �is� �type� ��� �then� �expr� ���

They check if the run�time of �name� is a subtype of �type� and execute the expression
�expr� only if it is� In the expression �expr� it can therefore be assumed that the type
of �name� is at least �type�� This last feature makes the typeif expressions special in
terms of their typing�

During the translation� for each typeif expression� the behavior association

association T�Object �� �type� $as��type� fun�x� �system�defined�

is added to the target language program� and the expression itself is transformed into

let �name� 
 �name��$as�type� in �

if �name��notEqual�UNDEFINED� then � �expr� � �

The behavior $as��type� has the following semantics� it returns an object UNDEFINED
�of type T Null� if its receiver has a type that is a subtype of �type�� and returns the
receiver otherwise� Therefore� its result type is always at least �type��

For example� as a result of the translation of expression

typeif � anObject is T�Person � then � anObject�age� ��

the association

association T�Object �� T�Person $as�T�Person fun�x� �system�defined�

will be added to the program� while the expression itself will be translated into

let anObject 
 anObject�$as�T�Person in �

if �anObject�notEqual�UNDEFINED�� then � anObject�age� �� ��

Dot elimination
 Finally� the dot notation used in the code so far is dropped in favor of
functional notation� The behavior application expressions of the form

�expr�� ��� �exprB� " ��� �expr�� �� ��� �� �exprN� ��� #

are transformed into

�exprB� ��� �expr�� �� �expr�� �� ��� �� �exprN� ���

For example� the expressions

aString�substring�� ��

aPerson�age

are transformed into

substring�aString � ��

age�aPerson�

Final touch
 The �nal step of the translation from the source to the target language consists of
adjustment of the global program structure� First� type� subtype� behavior� and constant
de�nitions of the basic system are added� Second� all de�nitions are grouped together in the
target program sections� types� subtypes� constants� behaviors� and associations� Third� dupli�
cate de�nitions are discarded �two de�nitions are duplicates of each other if they are identical
up to whitespace elimination and free variable renaming�� Finally� the named de�nitions are
analyzed� If there are two di�erent de�nitions for the same name� it is an error unless both
con�icting de�nitions are behavior de�nitions�

In this section� the target language has been described� The target language presented is a simpli�
�ed version of the full language that is speci�cally tailored for typechecking purposes� Then� the
translation from the source language into the target language was described and illustrated� In the
next section� typechecking algorithms for the target language will be presented�
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��� Consistency

Typechecking a program in the target language� though signi�cantly simpler compared to a source
language program� is still a complicated task� There are several aspects to the issue of correctness
of a target language program that will be considered in this section� Some of those aspects are
local in that they can be veri�ed by considering a single de�nition� others are global and deal with
interactions between various de�nitions given in the program�
The entailment algorithm described in Section ��� forms the basis of the algorithms presented

here� in a sense� target language program typing is simpli�ed even further before this core algorithm
is used� This section will provide the description of this simpli�cation process�
This section is organized as follows� First� a formal notation for reasoning about types and certain

basic notions �such as types� constrained types� entailment� and variance annotations� are introduced
in Section ��
��� The remaining sections describe various steps of program veri�cation in the order
they are to be performed� First� local monotonicity checking is described in Section ��
�
� Then the
set of type speci�cations given by the user is checked for acyclicity and complexity� This process is
described in Section ��
��� After these conditions are checked� type expansions �which is a form of
type expression simpli�cation� can be performed� This is described in Section ��
��� After this task
is completed� the main algorithms of Section ��� can be applied� These algorithms are used in all
subsequent steps of the veri�cation process� Section ��
�� describes veri�cation of the user�supplied
constraints� After these are veri�ed� global behavior speci�cation consistency is tested� This step
is described in Section ��
��� The next step� described in Section ��
�� performs type derivation
and checks consistency of function and program bodies with respect to their speci�cations� This is
where most of the typechecking occurs� Finally� on the last step� the dispatch consistency �absence
of �message not understood� and �message ambiguous� errors� is veri�ed� This last step is described
in Section ��
���


���� Notation

Formal reasoning about types has an established notation� For instance� �AC��� BM��a� GM���
QKB��� AW���� as well as many others use notations based on the common principles that will be
described in this section�
This section presents an informal overview of the theoretical notions behind the typechecking

algorithms� It gives su�cient information to implement and use the typechecking algorithms pre�
sented in this chapter� The formal treatment of all the concepts presented here will be given in
Chapter ��
Type constructors are represented by either lowercase Latin letters a� b� � � � or by type names

T A� T B� � � � � Type variables are represented by Greek letters �� �� �� � � � and arbitrary type expres�
sions are represented by uppercase Latin letters A�B�C� � � �� The notation A���� is used to denote a

type expression with free variables ��� ��� � � � � �n� and the notationA� �B	��� denotes a type expression
A in which type expressions Bi have been substituted for variables �i� The shortcut �A�� � � � � An�
will be used for product types T Productn�A�� � � � � An�� and the shortcuts A�R and A�bR will be
used for functional and behavior types T Function�A�R� and T Behavior�A�R�� respectively� The
type operators lub�� � � � and glb�� � � � will be used to denote the least upper bound and the greatest
lower bound of a given set of types� The syntax of type expressions is given below�

A �� a j � j a�A�� � � � � An� j A��A� j A��bA� j �A�� � � � � An� j lub�A�� � � � � An� j glb�A�� � � � � An�

The type a�A�� � � � � An� is considered valid i� a has arity n� The type expression a is a shortcut for
a�� and thus requires a to be of arity ��
For example� both A  a�b��� d�� ���� and B  d�b� a�c�� are type expressions� A has a set of

free variables FTV�A�  f�g and is open� while B has an empty set of free variables and is therefore
closed� The term primary functor �pfunctor� will be used to denote the outermost type constructor
of a simple type� For example� pfunctor�A�  a and pfunctor�B�  d�
In the theoretical part of this dissertation� closed types are modelled as regular trees over the

alphabet de�ned by the set of all type constructors plus the type operators lub and glb� Intuitively�
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a regular tree is a closed� possibly in�nite� type expression that can be described in a �nite form�
For every closed �ground� type there is a corresponding regular tree that represents it� An example
of an in�nite regular tree is a solution of the type equation �  b��� which is an in�nite closed
type expression b�b�b� � � � � There is a subtyping relationship �denoted � � de�ned on regular
trees �de�ned in Chapter �� by the relationships speci�ed by the user in the user type graph G �see
Section ����� page �
� see also De�nition ��� below�� Subtyping is a partial order over the domain
of ground types�

Constraints and entailment

Constraints are inequalities between type expressions� For example�

a��� � a���

is a constraint� Constraint satis�ability is de�ned over the domain of regular trees described earlier�
Namely� a constraint is satis�able if there is a set of regular trees �valuation� such that when these
regular trees are substituted for variables� the constraint in question becomes true� A special case
of a constraint is a constraint denoted as TRUE���� � � � � �n� which is considered to be satis�ed for
all values of ��� � � � � �n�
A constraint set� or a constraint conjunction� is de�ned as a conjunction of a �nite number of

constraints� Satis�ability of a constraint set is de�ned as existence of a valuation that turns the
constraint conjunction into a true formula� T Integer � ��� is an example of an unsatis�able
constraint� while

� � � � � � T Integer

is an example of a satis�able constraint set �conjunction�� Constraint sets will be denoted C in the
rest of this dissertation�

Entailment is a relationship between two constraint sets de�ned as follows�

�C � 
 C ��
def
�� ����� �C � ������ ����� C � ����� ������

In other words� a constraint set entails another if for each valuation of the �rst set that turns it into
a true statement there exists a valuation of the second that turns it into a true statement such that
these two valuations give the same values to variables that participate in both of them�
The relationship 
 can be intuitively understood as follows� If there are two sets of constraints�

C � and C � � then C � 
 C � is true if and only if the second constraint set follows from the �rst� The
statement 
 C therefore has a meaning that C is satis�able� Use of subscript G in 
G means that
the entailment is checked in the context of the type system de�ned by the user type graph G�
For example� � � �� � � � 
 � � �� but � � � � � � �� Another example of true entailment is


 � � T Integer

as it states that there exists a type � that is a subtype of T Integer� However� the formula

TRUE��� 
 � � T Integer

is false since it states that any type � is a subtype of T Integer which is obviously false�
The veri�cation algorithm for 
G will be given in Section ����
The notion of entailment introduced above is central to the typechecking mechanism presented

in this dissertation� All typechecking tasks are ultimately formulated in terms of entailment�

Constrained types

The types and constraints described above are used in the construction of constrained types� A
simple constrained type has the following form�

���� � � � � �n �C ��A
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where C is a constraint set� A is a type� and ��� � � � � �n are type variables free in A and C � The
syntax of simple constrained types is as follows�

X �� ���� � � � � �n �C ��A

C �� A� � A� j C �A� � A�

We will often omit the quanti�cation and write �C ��A instead of ���� � � � � �n �C ��A� When the
constraints are empty� they will also be omitted� For example� both X  b and Y  �b � ���� are
simple constrained types� Their unabbreviated form is ���b and �� �b � ����� respectively�
The intuitive meaning of a simple constrained type ���� � � � � �n �C ��A can be understood as

follows� Let S be the set of all closed types A��T	��� such that Ti are closed types satisfying the

subtyping constraints C ��T 	���� Then� the simple constrained type ���� � � � � �n �C ��A denotes the set
of all greatest lower bounds of S� For example� consider the simple constrained type �� �b � �����
The set S is the set of all types that are supertypes of b� The greatest lower bound of S is b and
therefore �� �b � ���� � b� This can be directly veri�ed by using De�nition ����
Subtyping de�ned on ground types induces subtyping on simple constrained types de�ned as

follows�

De�nition ��� �Subtyping of simple constrained types��

����� �C � ��A� � ���� �C ���A��
def
�� ���� �C � � ���� C � �A� � A��

where the quanti�cation is over the domain of ground types� �

This de�nes subtyping as a partial order over the domain of simple constrained types factored

by the equivalence relationship � de�ned as �X � Y �
def
�� �X � Y � Y � X�� Intuitively� the

equivalence relationship allows one to identify syntactically di�erent� but semantically equivalent
simple constrained types� like �� �b � ���� and ���b considered above�
The following is the intuitive meaning of the above subtyping de�nition� If X� and X� are simple

constrained types denoting respectively sets S� and S�� then X� � X� i� for each element s� of S�
there is an element s� of S� such that s� � s�� For example� consider the simple constrained type

Xf  �� �� � T Integer�������

Xf denotes all function types that accept an argument of any type which is a subtype of T Integer

and produce the result of the same type as the argument supplied� What is the relationship between
Xf and the function type Xi  T Integer�T Integer� The type Xi corresponds to a singleton set
consisting of T Integer�T Integer itself� This element belongs also to the set denoted by Xf and
therefore Xf � Xi� but Xf � Xi� In order to see why this is the case� consider using a function f of
type Xf where Xi is expected� f accepts arguments of type T Integer� and produces the result of
type at least T Integer� and thus conforms to the speci�cation given by Xi� On the other hand� an
attempt to use a function i of type Xi where Xf is expected leads to a type error� since Xf not only
requires its result type to be T Integer� but also to be of at least the same type as its argument�
The speci�cation Xi guarantees the �rst of these two requirements� but not the second�
Note that if C is an unsatis�able set of constraints� then X � �C ��A for any X and A� Thus

constrained types with unsatis�able constraint sets play the role of the top type in the hierarchy
�denoted ��� Types of the form ����� on the other hand� play the role of the bottom type �denoted
	��
The notion of a primary functor is generalized for simple constrained types� The primary functor

of a simple constrained type X  �C ��A is de�ned to be the primary functor of A�
Note that the notation used for types and simple constrained types introduced in this section

is parallel to the notation used to specify types� subtypes� and constraints in the target language
�Section ������� This property of the target language will enable the description of consistency
conditions directly in terms of the notation de�ned here� with no additional translation steps�

��




Simple constrained types are further generalized to constrained types� A constrained type has a
form X  glbiXi� where Xi are simple constrained types� The intuitive meaning is that if each of
Xi denotes a set of types Si� then X denotes a set of types S which is the set of all lower bounds
of the union

S
i Si� Subtyping is also trivially generalized for the constrained types as given in the

following de�nition�

De�nition ��� �Subtyping of constrained types��

�glbiX
�
i � glbjX

�
j �

def
�� ��j �i� X�

i � X�
j �

�

For example�

glb�T Integer�T Integer� �� �T Real � ��������� � T Real�T Real

even though

T Integer�T Integer � T Real�T Real

This generalization is useful in describing behavior types for behaviors that have several types
�signatures� de�ned for them� For example� cat �concatenation� can have both signatures

�T List���� T List�����T List���

and

�T String� T String��T String

Then the type of cat can be precisely described by the constrained type

glb��T List���� T List�����T List���� �T String� T String��T String�

Constrained types will be denoted by the uppercase Latin letters X�Y� Z�W� � � � in the rest of this
dissertation�

Variance annotations

Variance annotations are variable annotations that are drawn from the set f���� �g� An anno�
tated type expression is a type expression with variables annotated by one of � �covariance�� �
�contravariance�� or � �novariance�� For example� a�b� c��
�� is an annotated type expression�
If a particular occurrence of a variable in a type expression is annotated by � ��� ��� it means

that the type expression changes covariantly �contravariantly� novariantly� with types substituted
for that occurrence of the variable� For example� consider a type expression A��� that consists of
just a variable �� i�e� A���  �� Let t and t be some types� When we use t for � in A���� we obtain
A  t� when we use t� we obtain A  t� Since

t � t� A � A

the only occurrence of � in A��� is covariant and should be annotated by �� A���  ��� A more
complicated example is the type expression B���  ���� Here the two occurrences of � have
di�erent variances� Namely� consider the �rst occurrence� B  t�� and B  t�� and therefore

t � t� B � B

Thus� the �rst occurrence of � in B��� is contravariant� Consider the second occurrence� In this
case� B  ��t and B  ��t and therefore

t � t� B � B

���



Table ���� Variance combination

 � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �

Thus� the second occurrence is covariant� Therefore� the annotated expression will be B���  
�����

The following algorithm formalizes the process of annotating a given type expression� Given a
type� its canonical annotated form is de�ned as follows�

De�nition ��� �Canonical annotated form �CAF��� Given a type expression A� its canonical
annotated form is given by the annotation algorithm given below� with the call annotate�A����

annotate�A� v�  

���������������
��������������

a if A  a

�v if A  �

a�A��� � � � � A
�
n� if A  a�A�� � � � � An�

where A�i  annotate�Ai�Var�a� i� v�

lub�A��� � � � � A
�
n� if A  lub�A�� � � � � An�

where A�i  annotate�Ai� v�

glb�A��� � � � � A
�
n� if A  glb�A�� � � � � An�

where A�i  annotate�Ai� v�

Here� Var�a� i� is de�ned according to the prede�ned variance of the i�th parameter of the type
constructor a as follows� it is � if the parameter is de�ned as covariant� � if it is de�ned as con�
travariant� and � if it is de�ned as novariant� The commutative binary operation  on variances is
de�ned by Table ���� �

For example� the CAF of the expression �a� b� �������� is

annotate��a� b� �����������

 �annotate�a�� ��� annotate�b����� annotate�����������

 �annotate�a���� annotate�b���� annotate����������

 �a� b� annotate�������annotate������ ��

 �a� b� annotate������annotate�������

 �a� b� ���annotate���� ���annotate���� ���

 �a� b� ���������

since the �rst argument of � is de�ned as contravariant ���� while the second one is de�ned as
covariant ���� at the same time� all arguments of a product type �� � � � are de�ned as covariant�
Once a CAF C of a type is computed� its variance set V is de�ned as a set of tuples of the form

h�� Si� where � is a type variable and S is a set of all variances assigned to � in C� S can be also
thought of as a map from a variable name to a set of all its annotations in a given expression� For
example�

V ��a� b� ���������  V ��a� b� ����������  fh�� f���gi� h�� f�gig

There is a partial order �strength� de�ned on variance sets� A variance set V� is stronger then a
variance set V� �denoted V� � V�� i� for each type variable � such that h�� S�i � V� there exists
h�� S�i � V� such that either S� � S�� or � � S�� or f���g � S��
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For example�

fh�� f�gi� h�� f���gi� h�� f�gi� h
� f�gig � fh�� f���gi� h�� f�gi� h�� f�gig

but

fh�� f�gig �� fh�� f�gig

The �strength� relationship de�ned above has the following meaning� Assume that there are two
type expressions� A and B� that share some type variables ��� � � � � �n� Then� if the variance set VA
of A is stronger then the variance set VB of B� the following holds�

A��r�	��� � A��r	���� B��r�	��� � B��r	��� �����

for all closed type expressions r�� � � � � rn� r
�
�� � � � � r

�
n� For example� let T List�X� be a novariant type�

Let A  T List��� and B  ���� Then VA  fh�� f�gig and VB  fh�� f���gig and therefore
VA � VB � Let us check the property ������ Indeed�

A��r�	��� � A��r	��� � T List�r�� � T List�r�

� r�  r

� �r��r��  �r�r�

� �r��r�� � �r�r�

� B�r�	�� � B�r	��

On the other hand� if we take A  �� then VA  fh�� f�gig and VA �� VB � In this case� A��r�	���  r�

and A��r	���  r� The property ����� is then formulated as

r� � r � �r��r�� � �r�r�

which is false �e�g�� take r�  T Integer and r  T Real��
The notion of a canonical annotated form is generalized for simple constrained types� The

canonical annotated form for a simple constrained type X  �C ��A is de�ned as follows�

De�nition ��� �Canonical annotated form �CAF� for simple constrained types��

CAF��L� � U�� � � � � Ln � Un��A�
def
 

�annotate�L���� � annotate�U����� � � � �

annotate�Ln��� � annotate�Un�����annotate�A���

�

For example� the CAF of the constrained type ���� � ������ is ������ � ���������� The
notion of a variance set is trivially generalized to constrained types as well�
The above de�nition states that expressions on the left side of the subtyping relationship are

considered to be in covariant positions� while those on the right are considered to be in contravariant
positions� The following is the intuitive reason for this to be true� Let C  � � � be a constraint�
and let ta and tb be such types that C�ta	�� tb	�� is satis�ed� Then

�t�a � ta � tb � t�b�� C�t�a	�� t
�
b	��

In other words� a constraint remains true when the expression on the left changes covariantly and
the expression on the right changes contravariantly�
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Conclusion

In this section� the notation for dealing with types� constrained types� and variance annotations
has been established� In the following sections� this notation will be used to establish consistency
conditions placed on the type system�
In the following discussion� the concrete type speci�ers will be omitted� as they are not relevant to

type de�nition consistency� Also� associations will be treated like behavior de�nitions �their function
part will be ignored�� Function associations are only relevant to Section ��
� and Section ��
��� while
the distinction between abstract and concrete types is only relevant to Section ��
���


���� Local monotonicity

All type and behavior de�nitions present in the program are required to be locally monotonic� Local
monotonicity corresponds to the intuition that a parametric type �behavior� de�nition has to ensure
that the type �behavior� being de�ned maintains its validity in the presence of covariant changes in
its parameters� The conditions for local monotonicity are outlined below�

De�nition ��� �Local monotonicity��

�� A type de�nition of the form

type �C � a��v�� � � � � � �
vn
n �

is locally monotonic i�

fh�i� fvigig � V �C �


� A behavior de�nition of the form

behavior�C � A�R hnamei�

is locally monotonic i�

V �A�� V �C ��V �R�

�

For example� consider the type speci�cation

type �X �
 T�Ordered�X�� T�OrderedSet�covar X��

Its constraint set is C  � � T Ordered���� The CAF of the constraint set is C �  
�� � T Ordered�������� i�e� �� � T Ordered����� The variance set of constraints is therefore
V �C �  fh�� f�gig� On the other hand� the variance set of the body is V  fh�� f�gig and
therefore V � V �C �� Therefore the type speci�cation under consideration is monotonic�
On the other hand� the type speci�cation

type �T�Natural �
 X� T�SpecialSet�covar X��

is not monotonic� since CAF of the constraints is C �  T Natural � ��� the variance set of con�
straints is V �C �  fh�� f�gig� the variance set of the body is V  fh�� f�gig� and V �� V �C ��
Therefore� the type de�nition above is rejected�
In the presence of type de�nitions

type c�����

type n��
��

���



the behavior de�nition

behavior c����� pick�

will be monotonic�

V �A�  V �c����  f�� f�gg � f�� f�gg  ��V ���

while the behavior de�nition

behavior ��n��� createRef�

will not be considered monotonic�

V �A�  V ���  f�� f�gg �� f�� f�gg  ��V �n����

and will therefore be rejected�
The local monotonicity condition is never used in the theory and can be lifted without impacting

its correctness� The reason for introduction of this restriction is not a theoretical� but a practical
one� Namely� while typechecking will work just as well in the presence of non�monotonic type
speci�cations� interpreting its results would be a challenge� To illustrate this point� consider the
following example� Let a type T List of updatable lists be de�ned as

type T�List�novar X��

and let inject be the behavior with the following intended semantics� inject applied to an object
o of any type X produces a list of type T List�X� that contains a single element o� The speci�cation
of inject will therefore be as follows�

behavior X �� T�List�X� inject�

The type of inject will therefore be

T  ������bT List����

which is not monotonic� The meaning of this type as interpreted by the type system is drastically
di�erent from what the user might expect� Namely� the type system assumes that inject has all the
types denoted by T for di�erent values of �� This means that a function that implements inject
is required to produce an object of the type R  glb� � X T List��� for any receiver object of type
X� Clearly� no object can simultaneously possess types T List��� for all � below X and therefore a
function implementing inject can never be written� Thus� even though typechecking of expressions
involving inject proceeds �almost� as expected� the assumptions that the type system makes about
the meaning of the type T are counterintuitive at best� In order to avoid situations like these� the
monotonicity restrictions are placed on all type speci�cations appearing in a program�
In this section� the concept of local monotonicity has been constructively de�ned� The local

monotonicity de�nition is at the same time an algorithm for checking local monotonicity of type�
behavior� and function de�nitions�


���� Simplicity and the user type graph

The type system and the systems of type constraints used in the program should de�ne subtyping
as a partial order� In addition to that� the de�ned order should be �simple enough� to guarantee
the termination of the algorithms described in Section ���� In this section� it will be shown how the
above conditions are formulated and veri�ed�
In order to formulate and deal with these conditions� the notion of the user type graph G is

introduced� It will be used later to de�ne and check acyclicity and simplicity conditions�

��



De�nition ��� �User type graph �G��� G is a directed graph with labeled edges� Vertices in G
are the type de�nitions of the given program� G has an edge from a to b i� there is a subtype
de�nition of the form

�C � a� �A� � b� �B�

in the program� The edge is labeled by the subtype de�nition above� �

Thus� the user type graph is a directed graph with labeled vertices and edges�
It is required that G be acyclic� This is a su�cient condition for the subtyping de�ned by the

set of de�nitions to be a partial order� as will be shown in Chapter �� For the theoretical treatment
of types and subtyping this is all that is needed� However� this is insu�cient to ensure termination
of the core �entailment� algorithm used for type checking�
In order to see why this is the case consider the following de�nitions�

type T�List�novar X��

�T�SpecialList�X� �
 T�List�X�� T�SpecialList�X� �
 T�List�X��

What this de�nition is saying is that T SpecialList�X� is a subtype of T List�X� if
T SpecialList�X� is a subtype of T List�X� � an apparent recursion� When an algorithm at�
tempts to establish whether a given type T SpecialList�A� is a subtype of another type T List�A��
it checks the condition �rst� thus going into in�nite loop� Of course� this is a trivial example� but it
does show that acyclicity of the type graph alone does not guarantee termination�
Therefore it is also required that G has a valid ranking� A valid ranking is informally an as�

signment of di�erent positive �complexity� indices to all type constructors in the graph� One type
constructor is �more complex� than the other if the second one can be used to test some subtyping
hypothesis involving the �rst one� As long as this �more complex� relationship does not have any
cycles in the graph� assignment of complexity indices is possible� Considering the above example
with T List and T SpecialList� we can see that T List is �more complex� than T SpecialList

since the later is required to verify the hypothesis T SpecialList�A� � T List�B�� For the same
reason� T SpecialList is �more complex� than T List� and therefore the type graph de�ned by this
example does not have a valid ranking�
The formal de�nition of valid ranking as well as the algorithm that checks whether a given graph

G has a valid ranking is given below�

De�nition ��	 �Ranking and valid ranking�� Ranking is an assignment of positive integer num�
bers �ranks� #a to all type constructors with non�zero arity a in G� A valid ranking is a ranking such
that

�� For each path P between two constructors a and b in the user type graph G the following
condition holds�

max�E�R� � min�f#a�#bg n I�

Here� E is a union of rank sets for all edges in the path P � R is a union of rank sets for all
vertices in the path P � and I is the set of all ��ary type constructors in G� It is assumed that
max���  �� and min���  ��� The operation n denotes set�theoretical di�erence�


� For non���ary type constructor a in G the following condition holds�

max�Ea� � #a

where Ea is the rank set of the vertex a in G�

A rank set for an edge is de�ned as a set of ranks of all non���ary type constructors that participate
in the label of that edge in positions other than primary functors of the principal inequality� In other
words� if the label of the edge is

�C � a� �A� � b� �B�

���



then the rank set for this edge includes ranks of all non���ary type constructors participating in
C � �A� and �B�
A rank set for a vertex is de�ned as a set of ranks of all non���ary constructors participating in

conditions placed on the label of the vertex� In other words� if a vertex a is labeled with

type �C � a������

then the rank set for this vertex will include ranks of all non���ary type constructors that participate
in C � �

Given a set of type and subtype de�nitions� the set of inequalities between constructor ranks
that de�nes a valid ranking is constructed� Each inequality has the form

max�set of ranks Si� � min�f#ai�#big�

and can be represented as �
s�Si

�s � #ai � s � #bi�

A valid ranking is a ranking that satis�es all inequalities� i�e� satis�es the formula�
i

�
s�Si

�s � #ai � s � #bi� ���
�

This formula has the form

#a� � #a� � #a� � #a� � ���#an�� � #an

where #ai are �not necessarily distinct� rankings� Such a conjunct de�nes a directed graph G with
vertices #ai and edges #ai�#aj for all inequalities #ai � #aj in the conjunct� If G is acyclic� there exists
a ranking such that the formula is satis�ed� Such ranking is a valid ranking�
Thus checking for the existence of a valid ranking is done as follows�

�� A formula of the form described in Equation ��
 is constructed


� The graph G is constructed and checked for acyclicity� If it is acyclic� succeed� otherwise� fail

As an example� consider the set of type and subtype de�nitions

type T�Printable�

type T�Set�covar X��

�X �
 T�Printable� T�Set�X� �
 T�Printable�

type T�OutputStream�contravar X��

type T�SetOS�novar X��

T�SetOS�X� �
 T�Set�T�OutputStream�X���

For brevity� p will be used for T Printable� s for T Set� o for T OutputStream� and q for T SetOS�
The above de�nition can be represented in theoretical notation as

type p�

type s�����

�� � p� s��� � p�

type o�����

type q��
��

q��� � s�o�����

���



type p�

type s�����

type q��
��

type o�����

�� � p� s��� � p�

q��� � s�o�����

Figure ���� Example user type graph G

The user type graph G for this hierarchy is presented in Figure ����
There are three possible paths in this graph� s�p� q�s� and q�p� Only these paths contribute

to the resulting formula since all vertex rank sets are empty� Edge rank sets are f#pg for s�p and
f#sg for q�s� The inequalities are as follows�

�� � #s for s�p

#o � min�#q� #s� for q�s

#o � #q for q�p

and the formula �Equation ��
� is

#o � #q � #o � #s

This fromula de�nes an acyclic graph G and therefore a valid ranking exists�
In this section� acyclicity and simplicity conditions have been described� The notions of the

user type graph and a valid ranking were de�ned and used to formulate the above conditions� The
algorithm for checking the simplicity condition has been presented and exempli�ed�


���
 Type expansion

In order to perform the necessary checking� the concept of type expansion is used� Informally� a type
expression is expanded if it explicitly lists all the constraints implicit in the de�nitions of types that
participate in the expression� For example� if we have the de�nition

type �X �
 T�Person� T�PersonList�novar X��

then the following type expression is not expanded�

T List���

while the next one is�

�� � T Person��T List���

The following is the formal de�nition of an expanded type�

De�nition ��� �Expanded type�� A simple constrained type �C ��A �a constraint set C � is called
expanded if for every subexpression of the form a� �B� that occurs is �C ��A �a constraint set C � the
following holds�
if

type �C � � a�����

�
�



is the type de�nition of a� then C � � �B	��� � C � �

The process that transforms a type into its expanded form is called expansion and is performed
by recursively adding appropriate constraints to the constraint set� This process is described by the
following algorithm�

Algorithm ��� �Type expansion��

Initialize Set S to be the set of all subexpressions in C and A which are neither variables nor ��ary
constructors� set R to be equal to C � set S� to be the empty set

Add For each expression a� �B� in S� do the following�

�� Add C � � �B	��� to R


� Add all subexpressions in C � � �B	��� which are neither variables nor ��ary constructors to
S�

where

type �C � � a�����

is the type de�nition of a

Iterate S � S� n S� if the resulting set S is empty� succeed with the result R�A� otherwise� let
S� � � and continue from step Add

�

Expansion is guaranteed to terminate if there exists a valid ranking as will be shown in Chapter ��
For example� given the type de�nitions

type �p � �� s�����

type �� � s���� q�����

the following type expression is not expanded�

q���

However� it can be transformed into expanded form as follows�

q���� �� � s�����q��� � �� � s���� p � ���q���

The expansion function expandG provides the expanded form of a type expression� For exam�
ple� expandG�q����  �� � s���� p � ���q���� Since the type expansion step is performed after the
existence of a valid ranking for the user type graph has been established� the function expandG is
well�de�ned�

Convention� From now on� all types in the program are considered to be expanded� �

This can be done by means of the syntactic transformations�

�� Each type de�nition

type �C � a�����

is transformed into

type �C �� a�����

where expandG��C ��a�����  �C � ��a����

�
�




� Each subtype de�nition

�C � A � A�

is transformed into

�CA�CA � A � A�

where expandG��C ��A�  �CA ��A and expandG��C ��A�  �CA ��A

�� Each behavior de�nition

behavior �C � A�R�

is transformed into

behavior �CA�CR � A�R�

where expandG��C ��A�  �CA ��A and expandG��C ��R�  �CR ��R

�� Each behavior association is transformed analogously to the behavior de�nition

Note that neither constant de�nitions

const A hnamei�

nor the typed let expression

let A hnamei  � � � �

are transformed since A in both cases is not allowed to contain type variables� thus� the resulting
constraints C are either inconsistent �which will be rejected by consistency checking� or� if consistent�
�C ��A  ���A�
The expansion process is described here since it can only be done after the user type graph is

successfully checked for simplicity �existence of valid ranking��


���� Constraint consistency

Constraint consistency checking is needed to identify erroneous unsatis�able constraints� i�e� con�
straints that can not be satis�ed by any possible type� This section provides the algorithm for
constraint consistency checking in the given type system�
An intuitive reason for consistency checking is the fact that constrained types of the form �C ��A

are equivalent to the top type � in the hierarchy when their constraint sets C are unsatis�able�
Since it is the purpose of typechecking to ensure that data of the type � can never be generated by
the program� the initial conditions described by type speci�cations given explicitely in the program
are also required to specify types strictly less than �� The last requirement is equivalent to the
requirement of satisfyability of constraints of all types speci�ed by the user�

De�nition ��� �Constraint consistency�� Each of the following constructs�

�� A type de�nition of the form

type �C � a�����


� A subtype de�nition of the form

�C � a� �A� � b� �B��

�� A behavior de�nition of the form

behavior �C � A�R

has a consistent constraint i�


G C

�

�





It is required that all type� subtype� and behavior de�nitions in the program have consistent
constraints�
Note that this step can only be done after simplicity checking� since only in a su�ciently simple

type system is the algorithm of Section ��� guaranteed to terminate�
Consider the following speci�cation�

type T�Person�

type T�Child�

T�Child �
 T�Person�

type �T�Child �
 X� T�Array�novar X��

behavior �X �
 T�Person� T�Array�X� �� X getOldest�

For brevity� p will be used for T Person� c for T Child� a for T Array� and b for getOldest� The
above de�nition can be represented in theoretical notation as

type p�

type c�

c � p�

type �c � �� s��
��

behavior �� � p� a����� b�

Consider the question of constraint consistency for the behavior speci�cation present in the above
fragment� The expanded form is

type p�

type c�

c � p�

type �c � �� s��
��

behavior �� � p� c � �� a����� b�

and the behavior constraint set is therefore

C  � � p � c � �

The formula


G C � 
G � � p � c � �

is satis�ed since there exists an � such that all constraints in C are satis�ed �for example� �  c��
Therefore� the constraint is consistent�
On the other hand� if the subtype de�nition

T�Child �
 T�Person�

was removed� the above constraint would be inconsistent� The reason for that is that now it is
impossible to �nd an � to satisfy the formula

� � p � c � �

since the latter requires that

c � p

and this is no longer the case� Therefore� the formula


G C

is not satis�ed and the constraint is inconsistent�
In this section� the notion of constraint consistency was introduced� The procedure for checking

constraint consistency has been established and exempli�ed�

�
�




���� Global behavior consistency

Behavior de�nitions have to be consistent� Since several behavior de�nitions can collectively de�ne
a single behavior� there are two aspects of consistency� local monotonicity �a single de�nition� and
global monotonicity �a set of all de�nitions for the same behavior�� The local monotonicity has been
de�ned in Section ��
�
� The global consistency related to interaction between di�erent de�nitions
of the same behavior is described in this section�
Note that local monotonicity conditions are not essential for the theory to be applicable� They

are designed to reject the speci�cations that have a counterintuitive meaning� but in their absence
typechecking algorithms will still be valid and subject reduction will be provable� On the other hand�
the global monotonicity considered here is crucial� Without it� a correctly typechecked program can
produce type errors during its execution�

De�nition ���� �Global behavior consistency�� A behavior b is globally consistent i� for every
two de�nitions

behavior �C �� A��R� b�

and

behavior �C �� A��R� b�

the following holds�

�C ��C ��fA� � A�g 
G R� � R��

�

All behaviors are required to be globally consistent� The algorithm for checking the entailment
will be presented in Section ����
Consider the following speci�cations�

type T�Real�

type T�Integer�

T�Integer �
 T�Real�

behavior �T�Real T�Real� �� T�Real add� �� �

behavior �T�Integer T�Integer� �� T�Integer add� �� 	

For brevity� r will be used for T Real� i for T Integer� and b for add� The above de�nition can be
represented in theoretical notation as

type r�

type i�

i � r�

behavior �r� r��r b� �� �

behavior �i� i��i b� �� 	

In order to check the consistency� it is neccessary to check both directions� ��
 and 
���

�� ��
� Here� C �  C �  �� and �r� r� � �i� i� is unsatis�able� Therefore� the consistency
condition is trivially satis�ed�


� 
��� Here� C �  C �  �� and �i� i� � �r� r� is trivially satis�ed� It is left to show that


G i � r

which is immediately true� Therefore� the consistency condition in this case is also satis�ed�

�
�



Thus� the above behavior speci�cations are globally consistent�
A more complicated example dealing with parametric types will be considered next�

type T�Set�covar X��

type T�Array�novar X��

T�Array�X� �
 T�Set�X��

behavior T�Set�X� �� T�Set�X� someSubset� �� �

behavior T�Array�X� �� T�Array�X� someSubset� �� 	

For brevity� s will be used for T Set� a for T Array� and b for someSubset� The above de�nition can
be represented in theoretical notation as

type s�����

type a��
��

a��� � s����

behavior s����s��� b� �� �

behavior a����a��� b� �� 	

Again� it is necessary to check both directions�

�� ��
� Here� C�  C �  �� and s��� � a��� is unsatis�able� Therefore� the consistency
condition is trivially satis�ed�


� 
��� Here� C �  C �  �� and a��� � s��� � � � � �since for any � and �� � � � �
a��� � s����� It is left to show that

� � � 
G a��� � s���

which is immediately true� Therefore� the consistency condition in this case is also satis�ed�

Thus� the above behavior speci�cations are globally consistent�
An example of an inconsistent behavior speci�cation is given below�

type T�Set�covar X��

type T�MySet�

type T�Person�

T�MySet �
 T�Set�X��

behavior T�Set�X� �� X pick� �� �

behavior T�MySet �� T�Person pick� �� 	

For brevity� s will be used for T Set� m for T MySet� p for T Person� and b for someSubset� The
above de�nition can be represented in theoretical notation as

type s�����

type m�

type p�

m � s����

behavior s����� b� �� �

behavior m�p b� �� 	

Checking both directions�

�� ��
� Then� C �  C �  �� and s��� � m is unsatis�able� Therefore� the consistency condition
is trivially satis�ed�

�
�




� 
��� Then� C �  C �  �� and m � s��� � TRUE��� �since the constraint m � s��� trivially
holds for all ��� It is left to show that

TRUE��� 
G p � �

which is not true� since there exist � such that p � � does not hold� Note that the presence
of TRUE��� on the left side of the turnstyle is crucial�

�TRUE��� 
G p � �� � ���� p � �� � FALSE

while

�
G p � �� � ���� p � �� � TRUE

Therefore� the consistency condition in this case is not satis�ed�

Thus� the above behavior speci�cations are not globally consistent and will be rejected� In order to
see why these speci�cations are incorrect� consider an application of the behavior pick to an object
of type T MySet statically declared to be of type T Set�T Student�� Statically� the result type will
be inferred to be T Student according to the �rst speci�cation� However� at run�time the call will
be dispatched to the second association �as T MySet is more speci�c than T Set�� However� the
second association is only required to produce an object of type T Person� and not necessarily of
type T Student� Thus� a run�time type error will occur�
In this section� the algorithm for checking global behavior consistency was described and exem�

pli�ed� The next section deals with the issue of functional consistency� i�e� checking whether the
speci�ed function code corresponds to the type speci�cations given for that function�


���� Functional consistency

In this section� typechecking of function code will be described� All code in the target language
�except for the �main� expression of the program� is contained in functions� and functions are
associated with behaviors by associations� The algorithm presented in this section ensures that
associations are locally consistent� i�e� that the function being associated indeed conforms to the
type speci�ed for it in the association�
Function consistency checking proceeds as follows� First� the initial environment $
 associating

constants in a program with their declared types is constructed� Then� for each function association
its type is inferred and its validity is veri�ed� Finally� the �main� expression of the program is
typechecked� These veri�cation steps are described below�

De�nition ���� �Initial environment $
�� An environment $ is de�ned as a set of name�to�
type bindings of the form v � glbi�C

i ��Ai� The initial environment $
 for a program is de�ned as
follows�

�� For each constant de�nition of the form

const A v

the association v � A is added to $



� For each behavior b� the association v � glb�X�� � � � � XN � is added to $
� where there is
Xi  �C i ��Ai�bRi for each behavior de�nition

behavior �C i � Ai�Ri b

and for each behavior association

association �C i � Ai�Ri b fun � � �

�

�
�



The denotation $�v� will be used to denote � if v is unbound in $ and the type X if v is bound
and its binding in $ has the form v � X� The operation � � $��$� constructs the new typing
environment that includes all bindings in $� and those bindings of $� that are not overridden in
$�� Formally�

�$��$���v�  

�
$��v� if $��v� � �

$��v� if $��v�  �

For example� for a set of de�nitions

const T Integer MaxAge

behavior �T Real� T Real��T Real add

behavior �T Integer� T Integer��T Integer add

the initial environment will be

$
  fMaxAge � T Integer� add � glb��T Real� T Real��bT Real�

�T Integer� T Integer��bT Integer�g

De�nition ���� �Functional consistency�� A program is functionally consistent i�

�� For each function association of the form

association �C � A�R b fun�x� hexpri

the following holds�


G X � �C ��A�R�

where $
 � fun �x� hexpri � X  glbi��C i ��Ai��


� For the main expression hexpri of the program� the following holds�


G C i for at least one i

where $
 � hexpri � glbi��C i ��Ai�

�

Note that the condition for the functional expression can be equivalently written as

�i� C 
G C i � �Ai � A�R�

The inference algorithm computing the relationship � is presented in Figure ��
� The intuitive
meaning of the statement of the form

$ � expr � X

is that the expression expr has type X when all constants are typed according to $� The denotation
glbj����� �jn E�j�� � � � � jn� �where E�j�� � � � � jn� is some type expression depending on j�� � � � � jn� is
de�ned as

glbj����� �jn Ej����� �jn
def
 glbfEj����� �jn j �j�� � � � � jn� � �dom�j��� � � � � dom�jn��g �����

�




$�u�  glbi��C
i ��Ai� $�u� � �

$ � u � glbi��C
i��Ai�

Axiom

$�fx � �g � hexpri � glbi��C
i ��Ai�

$ � fun �x� hexpri � glbi��C
i ����Ai�

Abs

where � is a fresh type variable

$ � hexpri� � glbi��C
i
� ��A

i
�� $ � hexpri� � glbj��C

j
� ��A

j
��

$ � hexpri��hexpri�� � glbi�j�C
i
� � C

j
� � fA

i
� � Aj

���g���
Appl

where � is a fresh type variable

$ � hexpri� � glbj���C
j�
� ��A

j�
� � � � � $ � hexprin � glbjn��C

jn
n ��A

jn
n �

$ � �hexpri�� � � � � hexprin� � glbj����� �jn���iC
ji
i ���A

j�
� � � � � � A

jn
n ��

Product

$ � hexprsi � glbi��C
i
���A

i
�� $ � hexpri � glbj��C

j
� ��A

j
��

$ � hexprsi� hexpri � glbi�j��C
i
� � C

j
� ��A

j
��

Seq

$ � hexpri� � glbi��C
i
���A

i
�� $�fx � glbi��C

i
� ��A

i
��g � hexpri� � glbj��C

j
� ��A

j
��

$ � let x  hexpri� in hexpri� � glbi�j��C
i
� � C

j
���A

j
��

Let

$ � hexpri� � glbi��C
i
� ��A

i
�� $�fx � Tg � hexpri� � glbj��C

j
� ��A

j
��

$ � let T x  hexpri� in hexpri� � glbi�j��C
i
� � C

j
� � fA

i
� � Tg��Aj

��
TypedLet

Figure ��
� Typing rules for the target language

Example �	
	 Consider the following set of speci�cations�

const T Integer MaxAge

behavior �T Real� T Real��T Real add

behavior �T Integer� T Integer��T Integer add

association �T Integer��T Integer addMaxAge

fun�x� freturn add�x� MaxAge��g

The initial environment is

$
  fMaxAge � T Integer�

add � glb��T Real� T Real��bT Real�

�T Integer� T Integer��bT Integer��

addMaxAge � glb��T Integer�bT Integer��g

In order to typecheck the body of the behavior addMaxAge� it is necessary to �nd X such that

$
 � fun�x� add�x MaxAge� � X �����

Let

X � glbi��C
i

 ��A

i

� �����

Using the rules in Figure ��
� the following derivation is constructed�
Using the rule Abs� ����� is true if

glbi��C
i

 ��A

i

� � glbi�C

i
� ����Ai

� �����

and

$
�fx � �g � add�x MaxAge� � X


�
�



where

X
 � glbi��C
i
���A

i
�� ����

Using the rule Appl� the above is true if

glbi��C
i
� ��A

i
�� � glbi�j�C

i��
� � C j��� � fAi��

� � Aj��
� ��g��� �����

and �branch ��

$
�fx � �g � add � glbi��C
i��
� ��A

i��
� �

and �branch 
�

$
�fx � �g � �x� MaxAge� � glbj��C
j��
� ��Aj��

� �

Following branch �� using rule Axiom �since add is in $
�� the following is proven�

glbi��C
i��
� ��A

i��
� � � glb��T Real� T Real��bT Real� �T Integer� T Integer��bT Integer� �����

Following branch 
� using rule Product�

glbj��C
j��
� ��Aj��

� � � glbj��j���C
j� ��
� � C j� ��� ���Aj���

� � Aj���
� �� ������

where �branch 
���

$
�fx � �g � x � glbj���C
j� ��
� ��Aj���

� �

and �branch 
�
�

$
�fx � �g � MaxAge � glbj���C
j� ��
� ��Aj���

� �

Following branch 
��� using the rule Axiom �since x is in the set of assumptions�� it is proven
that

glbj���C
j� ��
� ��Aj���

� � � � ������

Following branch 
�
� using the rule Axiom �since MaxAge is in $
�� it is proven that

glbj���C
j� ��
� ��Aj���

� � � T Integer ����
�

All branches have successfully terminated� Now it is possible to synthesize the resulting type
expression X by following the derivation tree bottom�up�
from �������

glbj���C
j� ��
� ��Aj���

� � � � ������

from ����
��

glbj���C
j� ��
� ��Aj���

� � � T Integer ������

from ������� ������� and �������

glbj��C
j��
� ��Aj��

� � � ��� T Integer� ������

from ������

glbi��C
i��
� ��A

i��
� � � glb��T Real� T Real��bT Real�

�T Integer� T Integer��bT Integer� ������

�
�



from ������� ������� and ������

glbi��C
i
� ��A

i
�� � glb���T Real� T Real��bT Real � ��� T Integer�������

��T Integer� T Integer��bT Integer � ��� T Integer������� �����

From ���� and ������

X
 � glb���T Real� T Real��bT Real � ��� T Integer�������

��T Integer� T Integer��bT Integer � ��� T Integer������� ������

The type X
 is the type inferred for the function body�
Finally� from ������� ����� ������ and �����

X � glb���T Real� T Real��bT Real � ��� T Integer�����������

��T Integer� T Integer��bT Integer � ��� T Integer����������� ������

According to De�nition ���
� one of the following conditions should be satis�ed for the speci��
cation under consideration to be functionally correct�


G ��T Real� T Real��bT Real � �T Integer� T Integer����

� ���� � T Integer�T Integer� ���
��

or


G ��T Integer� T Integer��bT Integer � �T Integer� T Integer����

� ���� � T Integer�T Integer� ���
��

where the premises are empty since

expandG�T Integer�T Integer� � T Integer�T Integer

Formula ���
�� is false since


G��T Real� T Real��bT Real � �T Integer� T Integer����

� ���� � T Integer�T Integer�

� 
G ��T Integer� T Integer� � �T Real� T Real��

� �T Real � �� � �T Integer � �� � �� � T Integer�

� 
G �T Integer � T Real� � �T Real � �� � �T Integer � �� � �� � T Integer�

� 
G �T Real � �� � �� � T Integer� � �T Integer � ��

� FALSE

since T Real � T Integer�
However� formula ��
� is true since


G��T Integer� T Integer��bT Integer � �T Integer� T Integer����

� ���� � T Integer�T Integer�

� 
G ��T Integer� T Integer� � �T Integer� T Integer��

� �T Integer � �� � �T Integer � �� � �� � T Integer�

� 
G �T Integer � T Integer� � �T Integer � �� � �T Integer � �� � �� � T Integer�

� 
G ��  T Integer� � �T Integer � ��

� TRUE

and therefore there is � and � such that the above constraint is satis�ed�
Therefore� the de�nition of addMaxAge is considered to be functionally consistent� �

���



In this section� the notion of functional consistency was introduced and the algorithm for its
checking has been described� The type inferencing rules used in functional consistency checking
were de�ned� The type inferencing rules presented in this section together with the entailment
veri�cation algorithm given in Section ��� constitute the core of the type and consistency checking�


���� Dispatch consistency

A uniform behavioral system in which every action is performed via a behavior application has to
support an e�cient run�time dispatch mechanism� In theory� a dispatch mechanism can be similar
in expressibility to the type speci�cation mechanism of a language� However� the expressiveness
of a dispatch mechanism is inversely proportional to its complexity and� therefore� to its e�ciency�
Considering the fact that the dispatch mechanism is the main run�time engine of a behavioral system�
a certain compromise between expressiveness and e�ciency is necessary�
The material in this section is related to a particular dispatch mechanism that has been chosen for

the described system� This mechanism supports multiple dispatch� but ignores di�erences between
di�erent parametric types from the same parametric type family� For example� it is possible to
dispatch the calls equal�aPointaPoint� and equal�aPointaColorPoint� to di�erent functions�
However� the dispatch of the calls aStudentSet�pick and aPersonSet�pick is required to yield the
same code�
Note that the validity of the calls can depend on a particular type parameter �e�g the call

aNumberList�sort is type�correct while anObjectList�sort is not�� Once the call is valid� however�
its dispatch should only depend on the primary functors of the types involved�
There are several aspects related to the dispatch consistency� First� for every concrete type and

any type�correct behavior application involving that type� the code to dispatch to should be de�ned
�no �message not understood� errors on statically type�correct calls�� Second� the code to execute
should be unambiguous �no �message ambiguous� errors�� Finally� the dispatch should always yield
a function that was type�checked with respect to types of actual arguments �or their supertypes��
The last issue is the consequence of the compromise being made between the expressive power

of dispatch mechanism and its e�ciency� Namely� if the expressiveness of the dispatch mechanism
was equivalent to the expressiveness of the rest of the type system� this issue would not arise�
The following material describes the algorithms used to check all three aspects of dispatch con�

sistency�
Since the dispatch occurs at a coarser level �concrete� primary�functor only types� than a type

de�nition does� for dispatch consistency checking it is necessary to be able to deal with the behavior
associations at both levels� While the type speci�cation is given directly in a behavior association�
the concrete form of the type has to be inferred� The following algorithms are used to derive that
form from the type speci�cation given�

De�nition ���� �Concrete type constructors�� A type constructor c in G is called concrete i�
its corresponding type de�nition is of the form

concrete type �C � c�� � � ��

The set of all concrete type constructors in a given user type graph G is denoted ConcreteG � �

De�nition ���� �Constructor products�� A tuple hc�� � � � � cni is called a constructor product
over G if each of ci is a type constructor in G� The relationship �G de�ned by the graph G on type
constructors is extended to constructor products in the following way�

hc�� � � � � cni �G hc�� � � � � cmi
def
 �n  m �

�
i

ci �G ci�

The set of all constructor products of arity n is denoted ConstrG
n� �

���



De�nition ���� �Primary form�� A primary form of a simple constrained type X  
�C ���A� � � � � � AN � is a constructor product �denoted primaryG�X�� de�ned as follows�

primaryG�X�
def
 

����
���hc�� � � � � cni j ci  

�
pfunctor�Ai� if Ai � �

glbGfpfunctor�u
j
i � j f� � ujig � Cgj otherwise if Ai  �

����
���
�

Here the usual convention for unary products �hAi � A� is used�
The primary form is basically a simpli�cation of a given type� The given type is simpli�ed up to

a point when it can be presented as a constructor product� This simpli�ed form is the one used for
dispatch� As an example� consider the type

X  �� � T Integer� � � T Real����� T List���� ���

�

Its primary form is hT Integer� T Listi� Indeed� for the �rst component we must compute the
greatest lower bound of T Integer and T Real� which is T Integer� For the second� the primary
functor T List is taken according to the de�nition above�

De�nition ���� �Abstract form�� An abstract form of a constructor product t  ht�� � � � � tni
�denoted abstractG�t�� is de�ned as follows�

abstractG�t�
def
 expandG��t���

�
�� � � � � �

Arityt��
� �� � � � � tn��

�
n� � � � � �

Aritytn�
n ���

where �ij are fresh type variables� �

Computing an abstract form of a constructor product is� in a sense� an inverse to taking a primary
form of a type� The latter transforms a constrained type into a constructor product� while the former
transforms a constructor product into a constrained type� However� since some information is lost
when the primary form is obtained� abstract form of a primary form of a given constrained type
is in general di�erent from the original� For example� the abstract from of a constructor product
hT Integer� T Listi is

�T Integer� T List����

which is not the same as X ���

��

De�nition ���	 �Concrete set�� A concrete set for a set of simple constrained types fXi  
�C i ��Aigni�� �denoted concreteG�fXigni���� is de�ned as follows�
If Ai  �A

�
i � � � � � A

m
i � for all i� then

concreteG�X�
def
 fc j c � ConcreteG

m

� c �G primaryG�X�� � � � � � c �G primaryG�Xn�

� �c� � concreteG�X�� c� � c � c �G c�

�

	�
i

C i � C c 
G C c� �Ac � Ac� �
�
i

�Ac� � Ai�



g

otherwise

concreteG�X�
def
 �

where �C c ��Ac  abstractG�c� and �C c� ��Ac�  abstractG�c�� �

��




Informally� a concrete set is a set of concrete constructor products c that are the �maximal�
ones below all of the types Xi� Maximality here is understood in the following sense� c dominates
c� in the concrete set if it is above c�� and its abstract form �which is a type Xc� has the property
X�
c � Xc � glbiXi� where X

�
c is the abstract form of c

��
Consider the following example� Let the following be the speci�cations given in the program

type T�Ordered�contravar X��

type T�Numeric subtype of T�Ordered�T�Numeric��

concrete type T�Char subtype of T�Ordered�T�Char��

concrete type T�Real subtype of T�Numeric�

concrete type T�Integer subtype of T�Real�

and the constrained types X� and X� given by

X�  �� � T Ordered�������� ��

X�  �T Integer� T Ordered����

The primary form of X� is

hT Ordered� T Orderedi

while the primary form of X� is

hT Integer� T Orderedi

The concrete set for X� is

fhT Real� T Reali� hT Real� T Chari� hT Char� T Reali� hT Char� T Charig

and for X� �as well for �X�� X���

fhT Integer� T Reali� hT Integer� T Charig

Another example that shows how the last condition in De�nition ��� works is given below�

type T�A��

type T�A	�

type T�B�

type �X �
 T�A�� T�C��covar X��

T�C��X� �
 T�B�

type �X �
 T�A	� T�C	�covar X��

T�C	�X� �
 T�C��X��

The concrete set for the type T B will be fT C�� T C	g� In order to see why T C	 is in this set even
though it is below T C�� we write the elimination condition from De�nition ��� �here c  T C	 and
c�  T C���

� � T A	 
G � � T A�� T C	��� � T C���� � T C���� � T B

This is not true �e�g�� take �  T A	 and the left�hand side becomes unsatis�able as it implies
T A	 � T A� which is not the case�� Therefore� T C	 can not be eliminated from the concrete set for
T B even though T C	 is below T C� in the graph� Informally� it is not eliminated because there are
types of the form T C	��� that are subtypes of T B� but not subtypes of any of the types T C�����
The behavior coverage condition ensures that for every behavior de�nition and for every concrete

product that satis�es its conditions there is at least one association for this behavior that has its
conditions satis�ed by the same concrete product� Informally� it means that every behavior de�nition
is covered by at least one behavior association�

���



De�nition ���� �Behavior coverage�� A behavior b satis�es coverage condition i�

�i � ��� � � � � Nd� �t � concreteG��C di ��A
d
i � �j � ��� � � � � Na��

C t � C di � fAt � Ad
i g 
G fAt � Aa

j � Ad
i g � C

a
j

where �C t ��At  abstractG�t��

behavior �C di � A
d
i�Rd

i �i � ��� � � � � Nd��

are the behavior de�nitions for b� and

association �C ai � A
a
i�Ra

i � � � �i � ��� � � � � Na��

are the behavior associations for b� �

Consider the following example� Let the following be the speci�cations given in the program�

type T�Ordered�contravar X��

type T�Numeric subtype of T�Ordered�T�Numeric��

concrete type T�Char subtype of T�Ordered�T�Char��

concrete type T�Real subtype of T�Numeric�

concrete type T�Integer subtype of T�Real�

behavior �T�Ordered�X� T�Ordered�X�� �� T�Boolean compare�

association �T�Char T�Char� �� T�Boolean compare implementation fun��

association �T�Real T�Real� �� T�Boolean compare implementation fun	�

Then� according to the de�nition� we have to �nd an appropriate association for each type in the
concrete set of the type X�  �T Ordered���� T Ordered���� �using � for the free type variable X��
The concrete set is

fhT Real� T Reali� hT Real� T Chari� hT Char� T Reali� hT Char� T Charig

For the constructor product hT Real� T Reali and the second association the condition is

�T Real� T Real� � �T Ordered���� T Ordered���� 
G

�T Real� T Real� � �T Ordered���� T Ordered���� � �T Ordered���� T Ordered����

and is immediately satis�ed� For the constructor product hT Char� T Chari and the �rst association
the condition is

�T Char� T Char� � �T Ordered���� T Ordered���� 
G

�T Char� T Char� � �T Ordered���� T Ordered���� � �T Ordered���� T Ordered����

For the constructor product hT Real� T Chari and the �rst association the condition is

�T Real� T Char� � �T Ordered���� T Ordered���� 
G

�T Char� T Char� � �T Ordered���� T Ordered���� � �T Ordered���� T Ordered����

which is satis�ed since

�T Real�T Char� � �T Ordered���� T Ordered����

� � � T Numeric� � � T Char

� �T Char� T Char� � �T Ordered���� T Ordered����

The conditions for the constructor product hT Char� T Reali are satis�ed in the same way�

���



Thus� there is at least one association covering each constructor product in the concrete set
and therefore the coverage condition for the above speci�cation is satis�ed� Note that we were
able to con�rm coverage even though there is no association for hT Numeric� T Numerici since this
constructor product is abstract and therefore does not need to be covered�
The next condition guarantees that there is only one most speci�c association for each concrete

type� This in turn guarantees the absence of �message ambiguous� errors at run�time� This condition
is standard for the systems with multiple dispatch and is formulated in terms of constructor products�
not types�

De�nition ���� �Behavior unambiguity�� A behavior b satis�es unambiguity condition i�

�i� j � ��� � � � � Na��

primaryG��C ai ��A
a
i � �G primaryG��C aj ��A

a
j � � primaryG��C aj ��A

a
j � �G primaryG��C ai ��A

a
i �

� �t � concreteG��C ai ��A
a
i � �C

a
j ��A

a
j ��

�k � ��� � � � � Na�� t �G primaryG��C ak ��A
a
k�

� primaryG��C ak ��A
a
k� �G primaryG��C ai ��A

a
i �

� primaryG��C ak ��A
a
k� �G primaryG��C aj ��A

a
j �

where �C t ��At  abstractG�t� and

association �C ai � A
a
i�Ra

i � � � �i � ��� � � � � Na��

are the behavior associations for b� �

The correctness condition is designed to check whether all type�correct behavior applications of
a particular behavior are dispatched to a function that was type�checked in accordance with the
actual argument types� This condition is necessary because dispatch occurs at a coarser granularity
than does type speci�cation� All behaviors in the system are required to satisfy this condition�

De�nition ���� �Behavior correctness�� A behavior b satis�es correctness condition i�

�i� j � ��� � � � � Na�� primaryG��C ai ��A
a
i � �G primaryG��C aj ��A

a
j ��

���t � concreteG��C aj ��A
a
j � abstractG�primaryG��C

a
i ��A

a
i ����

C t � C aj � fAt � Aa
jg 
G C

a
i � fAt � Aa

i � Aa
jg�

where �C t ��At  abstractG�t� and

association �C ai � A
a
i�Ra

i � � � �i � ��� � � � � Na��

are the behavior associations for b� �

Consider the following set of speci�cations�

concrete type T�Set�covar X��

concrete type T�SpecialSet�covar X� subtype of T�Set�X��

association T�Set�X� �� T�Boolean isEmpty fun��

association �X �
 T�Person� T�SpecialSet�X� �� T�Boolean isEmpty fun	�

The second function is only supposed to be invoked for special sets of persons �or their subtypes��
However� since dispatch uses only primary functors of argument types� it is unable to distinguish
between T SpecialSet�T Person� and T SpecialSet�T Object� and dispatches to the second func�
tion �as the more speci�c one� in both cases� This causes the body of the second function to be
executed under more liberal assumptions then the ones used when its body was typechecked and can
therefore cause run�time type errors� Therefore the above set of speci�cations is disallowed� Indeed�
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the behavior correctness condition in this case is �for the type constructor T SpecialSet which is
in the concrete set of �T Set�T SpecialSet���

T SpecialSet��� � T Set��� 
G

� � T Person� T SpecialSet��� � T SpecialSet��� � T Set���

which is equivalent to

TRUE��� 
G � � T Person

and is false as there exists an � such that � � T Person does not hold�

De�nition ���� �Dispatch�� The function dispatchG�b� q� � B � RTypG���� � � � � Na� is de�ned as
follows�

dispatchG�b� q�
def
 

�
i� �s� hs� ii � Sbmin�t� if jSbmin�t�j  �

� otherwise

where B is the set of all behaviors�

t
def
 primaryG�q�

Sb�t�
def
 fhs� ii j s  primaryG��C ai ��A

a
i � � t �G sg

Sbmin�t�
def
 fhs� ii j hs� ii � Sb�t� � �hs�� i�i � Sb�t�� s� �G sg

and

association �C ai � A
a
i�Ra

i � � � �i � ��� � � � � Na��

are the behavior associations for b� �

In this de�nition� the notion of run�time type �De�nition ��
�� domain RTypG� has been used
along with the appropriate extension of primaryG��� given in De�nition ������ Intuitively� a run�time
type is a type of an object that is present during program execution� Every run�time type is also
a type� but the opposite is not true� For example� an abstract type is not a run�time type because
an object of such a type can never be created and thus can not be present at run�time� Some other
restictions also apply�
The dispatch process chooses the most speci�c association with respect to the type

that is obtained by taking the argument type and cutting o� its leaves� For ex�
ample� the type T Collection�T Person� becomes T Collection� while the product type
�T Collection�T Person�� T Integer� becomes hT Collection� T Integeri� If the most speci�c
association does not exist �either there are no suitable associations� or there are several suitable
associations that are incomparable to each other�� then the dispatch fails and returns �� This can
never happen in a successfully typechecked program� as will be proven in Chapter ��
In this section� the notion of dispatch consistency was introduced� The algorithms testing various

aspects of dispatch consistency were presented and illustrated by examples�
The next section introduces the core algorithm of the presented type system�

��� Entailment

The algorithms and notions presented in this section constitute the core of the presented consistency
checking algorithms� The algorithms of this section always deal with expanded types and constraints�
The entailment relationship

W
i C

�
i 

W
j C

�
j can be understood as a logical formula

����
�
i

C �i � ����
�
j

C �j �

���



where

��  �iFTV�C �i � n �jFTV�C
�
j �

and ��  �jFTV�C �j �� The task of the main entailment algorithm is to determine whether a logical
formula of this form is satis�ed in a type system de�ned by the given user type graph G�

Algorithm ��� �Deciding entailment�� Let
W
i C

�
i 
G

W
j C

�
j be the entailment that is necessary

to check� The algorithm operates as follows�

�� For each i� check C �i 
G
W
j C

�
j in the following manner�

�a� Check whether 
G C �i as follows� attempt to �atten C
�
i w�r�t G� If it fails� the formula


G C �i can not be proven and the algorithm ends with success �a contradiction implies
everything�� otherwise� continue to the next step

�b� Change all variables �k � FTV�C �i � into ��ary type constructors ak� Form the extended
type graph Gie by adding edges corresponding to constraints from C �i and vertices corre�
sponding to type constructors ak to G�

�c� If Gie does not have a valid ranking� end the algorithm with the result UNKNOWN�

�d� For each j� attempt to �atten C �j ��a	��� w�r�t G
i
e� If at least one of them succeeds� succeed�

otherwise� fail�


� If all checks above succeed� succeed� otherwise� fail

�

For example� in order to check the entailment

� � �� � � � 
 � � �

the entailment 
 � � �� � � � is checked �rst� Since the formula on the right of the turnstyle is
already �attened� the check succeeds and the algorithm proceeds to the next step� Here� the �types�
a� b� and g are introduced into the type graph Ge with the following relationships between them�

a � b� b � g

Ge thus obtained has a valid ranking� and the algorithm now attempts to prove


Ge a � g

by �attening the formula a � g w�r�t� Ge� The �attening succeeds� and therefore the algorithm
�nishes with success�

Algorithm ��� �Flatten�� Let C is the constraint formula to be �attened�

Initialization

�� Create an initially empty set D of already checked constraints


� Create an initially empty set E of eliminated variables

�� For each variable �i� create initially empty sets of lower and upper bounds �Li and Ui��

�� Create a directed graph G with vertices �i and initially no edges

�� Create a list of complex constraints C� Set C to C �arbitrarily ordered��

Process For each constraint A � B in C� do�

�� Remove the constraint from C

��




� Clear the set of new constraints N

�� If A  B or A � B � D� continue to the next constraint

�� Otherwise� add the constraint to D and do the following�

�a� If A  �i� B  �j� and there is no path from �i to �j in G� then do the following�

i� Add the edge �i��j to G�

ii� If the addition of the edge creates cycles in G� replace all variables �i�� � � � � �in
involved in the cycles in all expressions used in the algorithm by the variable �i��
Collapse vertices �i� � � � � � �in into the single vertex �i� in G� New sets U

�
i� and

L�i� for this vertex are constucted as follows� U
�
i�
� �jUij and L�i� � �jUij �

For each pair hl� ui � �L�i� � U �
i�
�� add the constraint l � u to N � Add the set

f�i�  �ikg
n
k�� to E�

iii� Otherwise �no cycles� form sets

Sl  �kLk�where k � fk j there is a path from �k to �i in Gg

Su  �mUm�where m � fm j there is a path from �j to �m in Gg

For each pair hl� ui � Sl � Su� add the constraint l � u to N �

�b� Otherwise� if A  lubi�Ai�� add constraints of the form Ai � B to N �

�c� Otherwise� if B  glbi�Bi�� add constraints of the form A � Bi to N

�d� Otherwise� if A  �i� add B to the set Ui� Form the set

Sl  �kLk�where k � fk j there is a path from �k to �i in Gg

Add constraints of the form l � B �l � Sl� to N �

�e� Otherwise� if B  �i� add A to the set Li� Form the set

Su  �kUk�where k � fk j there is a path from �i to �k in Gg

Add constraints of the form A � u �u � Uk� to N �

�f� Otherwise� ifA  a� �A� and B  a� �B�� add the constraints Ai �
Vara�i�Bi to N � Here

Var�a� i� � f���� �g is the de�ned variance of the i�th parameter of type constructor
a� � � � � � � � � � � � 
 �  � and addition of a constraint A  B is
treated as addition of two constraints A � B and B � A�

�g� Add constraints in N n �C�D� to the tail of C

�h� If the current constraint was not processed on this step� remove it from D and put
it back into the head of C �so that the algorithm does not try to process it now��

Resolution Empty the set of sets T � For each constraint A � B in C� do�

�� Remove the constraint from C and add it to D


� If A  glbi�Ai�� add the set fAi � Bg to T �

�� Otherwise� if B  lubi�Bi�� add the set fA � Big to T �

�� Otherwise� A  a� �Ai� and B  b� �Bi�� Do the following�

�a� If there is no path from a to b in G� fail

�b� Otherwise� for each path P  ha  c
� c�� � � � � cn  bi from a to b in G� add C� to set

���



T � Here C� is the set of the following constraints�

Ai �
Varc	�i�C

�
��
i �

C 
 ��C�
���

C 
����C
�����

C � ��C
�����

C
���
i � Varc��i�C

�����

C � ��C������

C �����C������

C � ��C������

C����
i � Varc��i�C

�����

���

Cn����n
i � Bi

where

�C k���k� ck����C
�k���k� � ck��C

k����k�

are the labels of the edges in P and

type �C k � ck��Vck�i�

are the labels of vertices in P � All new variables introduced on this step are considered
to be fresh�

Subgoals Create a cross�product of all sets in T � T �  �t�T t� Empty the result set R� For each
t� � T �� do�

�� Clone the state of the algorithm �G�  G�FTV�t���D�  D� U �
i  Ui� L�i  Li� C�  C�t��

E�  ��� The lower and upper bounds sets for the variables in FTV�t�� n vertices�G� are
set to empty sets�


� Solve the resulting task starting from the step Process�

�� If there was a success� add the result to R

If none of the tasks above succeeds� fail�

Finalization If C is empty� succeed� the �attened form is

�
�
r�R

r� � �
�
i

�
�
l�Li

l � �i �
�
u�Ui

�i � u� �
�

�i��j��G

�i � �j� �
�
e�E

e�

Otherwise� continue from step Process�

�

Example �	�	 Consider the following speci�cation�

type T�Set�covar X��

type T�List�novar X��

T�List�X� �
 T�Set�X��

and the formula T List��� � T Set����

���



Initialization D � �� L�  L�  U�  U�  �� vertices�G�  f�� �g� C � 
fT List��� � T Set���g

Process Skip as the �rst and only condition in C does not have the form suitable for processing at
this step

Resolution T � �� Since the constraint has the form T List� �A� � T Set� �B� and there is a path
from T List to T Set in G� the following conditions form the set C��

C�  f� � 
�� � � ��g  f� � �� � � �� � � �g

where � is a fresh variable� Now� T � T�C�  C��

C � C n fT List��� � T Set���g  �

and

D � D�fT List��� � T Set���g  fT List��� � T Set���g

Subgoals R � �� the new subtask is formed�

G�  G��� D�  D� U �
i  Ui�i � f�� �g�� L�i  Li�i � f�� �g��

L��  U �
�  �� C

�  C�T  f� � �� � � �� � � �g

Subgoal �

Process Processing the �rst constraint c  � � �� adding edge ��� to G� removing c from
C� inserting c in D�

Process Processing the second constraint c  � � �� an attempt to add the edge ��� to G
leads to a cycle� Collapsing � and � to �� Removing c from C� inserting c in D� adding
f�  �g to E�

Process Processing the second constraint c  � � � �note that due to the change made in
the previous step� the variable on the left was changed from � to ��� adding the edge
��� to G�

Finalization �Skipping to �nalization since C is empty�� The result is

� � � � �  �

The subgoal is achieved � returning one level back

There was a success� R � R�f� � � � �  �g  f� � � � �  �g�

Finalization Set C is empty� succeed with the result

� � � � �  �

Thus� the �attened form of T List��� � T Set��� in the given type system was found to be
F  � � � � �  �� Since � is a fresh variable which is not used anywhere else� F is equivalent to
� � �� �

In this section� the core �entailment��attening� algorithm was presented� A simple example was
used to illustrate the algorithm�

���



��� Conclusions

In this chapter� the typechecking algorithm for the proposed type system has been presented� The
algorithm works in several stages� First� the source language program is translated to a simpli�
�ed target language� Second� the target language program is analyzed and typechecked� During
typechecking� several aspects of program consistency are veri�ed� For aspects related to dispatch� a
separate algorithm is used� The algorithm described in Section ��
�� is a generalization of algorithms
developed in �ADL��� Ghe��� MHH��� BSG��� Cas��b� CGL��� CL��� CL�� QKB��� Sha���
The core of the rest of the typechecking system is the entailment��attening algorithm presented

in Section ���� which is a generalization of algorithms presented in �BM��b� and �Pot����
In the next chapter� the formal aspects of the type system presented so far will be discussed�

���



Chapter �

The Type System Theory

The set of rules and algorithms described in the previous chapter de�nes a procedure for typechecking
a program in the target language� As with any type system� two main questions arise�

�� Does the typechecking algorithm always terminate� �decidability�


� If a program is successfully typechecked� does it guarantee the absence of type errors at run�
time� �correctness�

In this chapter� both of these questions will be answered� It will be proven that the type system
presented in this dissertation is both decidable and correct� Decidability of the algorithms will be
discussed in Section ����
Section ��
 presents a theoretical framework for reasoning about types� It will be proven that

the core entailment algorithms give correct results with respect to this framework�
In Section ���� the natural semantics of the target language is presented� Using the framework

established in the previous section� the subject reduction theorem for the given semantics of the tar�
get language will be proven� This will establish correctness of the typechecking algorithms presented
in the previous chapter�
Section ��� describes introduction of imperative types in the type framework established so far�

gives semantics to the objects of these types� and proves that the correctness of the typechecking
is not a�ected by the introduction of such types� This section serves a dual purpose� First� it
demonstrates how the type�theoretical framework established so far can be extended to deal with
types not present in the basic type set of the framework� Second� it shows that the addition of
imperative types to the target language does not a�ect any aspects of the typechecking� including
algorithms and the correctness results�
Section ��� discusses various possible extensions to the natural semantics and its handling by the

type system� While the primary purpose of this chapter is to develop and present the type system
theory rather than an object�oriented language semantics� it is important to address the typing
issues that might arise during the development of the full��edged version of such semantics�
In Section ���� various features of the presented theory are discussed and the main results of this

chapter are summarized�

��� Decidability

In this section� decidability of Algorithms ��� and ��� will be proven� All the other algorithms in
Chapter � are trivially terminating as they are either non�recursive or their recursion is based on
the structure of a given �nite expression�
The decidability proofs in this section are based on Lemma ��� that will be proven in the following

section�

��




����� Finite evolution

De�nition ��� �Evolution system�� The evolution system E is a tuple hE�R� I� r � E�R�S
i�
where E is a set �elements of this set will be called e�atoms�� R is a totally ordered set of ranks� r
is a ranking function that assigns a rank from R to each element of E �r�e�  re�� I is a �nite set
of indices� and S
 is the initial state �S
 is a �nite subset of E� S
 � E��
The evolution process is a process of transforming the state of the evolution system�

hS
� S�� S�� � � �i

It consists of evolution steps which transform the current state of the system Sk into its next state
Sk���
Each evolution step consists of zero or more reproductions and exactly one survival� where

reproductions and survival are de�ned below�

Individual Reproduction A single e�atom �parent� e is chosen from Sk and a single index i is
chosen from I� Their pairing he� ii results in one or more children fcigNi�� such that

max
i
fr�ci�g � r�e�

The set of children is added to Sk���

Paired Reproduction Two e�atoms �parents� e�� e� are chosen from Sk� Their combination results
in one or more children fcigNi�� such that

max
i
fr�ci�g � minfr�e��� r�e��g

The set of children is added to Sk���

Survival A subset of surviving e�atoms S� is chosen from Sk �S
� � Sk� and added to Sk���

In addition� each evolution process has the following property�
During an evolution process each pair

ho�� o�i � �E � E� � �E � I�

can participate in reproduction no more than once� Here

A� B
def
 �A� B� � �B � A�

�

An evolution system can be thought of as a system of living creatures that evolve in discrete
time� These creatures possess some genetic property �rank� that diminishes after each reproduction�
Since each evolution step must decrease the ranking� there can be a state in which the system can

no longer evolve� If all strictly decreasing sequences in R are �nite� it is intuitively obvious that any
evolution system will eventually �in a �nite number of steps� come to the point when the evolution
stops� This intuitive observation is supported by Lemma ���� The following de�nition gives precise
meaning to the notion of a downward��nite set which is intuitively equivalent to an ordered set with
no in�nitely decreasing sequences�

De�nition ��� �Downward��nite set�� A set E is downward��nite if

�� E is totally ordered


� There are no decreasing in�nite sequences in E� i�e� there are no sets ei �i  �� � � � ��� ei � E�
such that the following holds� i � j � ei � ej �

���



�

For example� the set of natural numbers is downward��nite� while the set of all real numbers
between � and � is not�

Lemma ��� �Finite evolution�� If E  hE�R� I� r � E�R�S
i is an evolution system and the
rank set R is downward��nite� then

�� the number of evolution steps involving reproduction is �nite�


� the union of all states of any given evolution process contains a �nite number of e�atoms

�� if E is such that there can be no in�nite sequence of survival�only steps� then there is no in�nite
evolution process for E � i�e� each evolution process contains a �nite number of steps�

�

Proof	 The second statement of the lemma follows from the �rst one� the �niteness of the initial
state� and the fact that each evolution step adds no more than a �nite number of e�atoms�
The third statement of the lemma also trivially follows from the �rst one�
Thus� it is su�cient to prove the �rst statement� The proof will proceed by constructing a series

of �nite sets Uk and Tk such that

Sk � Uk �����

Uk��  Uk�Tk ���
�

Tk  � � Tk��  � �����

Tk��  � � maxfr�e� j e � Tk��g � maxfr�e� j e � Tkg �����

Once such sets are constructed� the following reasoning is used� Let

rk  maxfr�e� j e � Tkg

Then� rk � rk�� and �since R is downward��nite�

�N � �i � N � Ti  �

and therefore

�i � N � Ui  UN

thus

�i� Si � UN

from which

�i� ��Si � Si���Si � I�� � ��UN � UN ���UN � I��  %U

%U is �nite since UN and I are �nite� Each evolution step �uses up� at least one pair from %U �
Therefore� there can be no more than K reproduction steps� where K is the cardinality of %U � Thus�
the total number of reproductive evolution steps is �nite�
In order to complete the proof it is su�cient to show that the series of sets Tk and Uk satisfying

the conditions �����!����� can be constructed for any given evolution process�
Assume P  hS
� S�� � � �i is an evolution process for the evolution system E � Construct sets Ti

and Ui in the following way�

�� U
  S


���




� Uk��  Uk�Tk��

�� T
  S


�� Tk��  
S
ho��o�i�Tk�Uk��Tk�I�

C�o�� o��

where C�o�� o�� is the set of children that was produced when the pair ho�� o�i was used in re�
production during the evolution process P � If the pair was never used� C�o�� o��  �� C�o�� o��
is well�de�ned� since each pair can be used no more than once during a given evolution process
according to the de�nition of the evolution system�
Now it will be shown that the sets constructed above satisfy the conditions �����!������

Condition ����� First� an auxiliary statement will be proven� It will be shown that�
ho��o�i�Uk	Uk��Uk�I�

C�o�� o�� � Uk�� �����

Proof by induction�

Base �k  ��
 �
ho��o�i�U		U	��U	�I�

C�o�� o��

 
�

ho� �o�i�S		S	��S	�I�

C�o�� o��

 T� � �U
�T��  U�

Induction Assumption
 �
ho��o�i�Uk	Uk��Uk�I�

C�o�� o�� � Uk��

Then� �
ho��o�i�Uk��	Uk����Uk���I�

C�o�� o��

 
�

ho��o�i�Uk	Uk��Uk�Tk����Tk��	Tk����Uk�I��Tk���I�

C�o�� o��

 
�

ho��o�i�Uk	Uk��Uk�I�

C�o�� o��

�
�

ho��o�i�Uk�Tk����Tk��	Tk����Uk�I��Tk���I�

C�o�� o��

� Uk�� �
�

ho��o�i�Uk�Tk����Tk��	Tk����Uk�I��Tk���I�

C�o�� o��

 Uk�� �
�

ho��o�i�Uk�Tk����Tk����Tk���I�

C�o�� o��

 Uk���Tk��  Uk��

Now it is possible to show that the condition ���
� is satis�ed� The proof is again by induction�

Base �k  ��
 S
 � S
  U


���



Induction Assumption
 Sk � Uk� Let Pk�� be the set of parent pairs of reproductions at
the �k � ���st step� and Ck���o�� o�� be the set of children produced by the pair ho�� o�i
at the �k � ���st step� Then� Ck���o�� o��  C�o�� o�� and

Pk�� � �Sk � Sk���Sk � I�

Thus

Sk��  �Sk �
�

ho��o�i�Pk��

Ck���o�� o��� n S
�
k

 �Sk �
�

ho� �o�i�Pk��

C�o�� o��� n S
�
k

� Sk �
�

ho� �o�i�Pk��

C�o�� o��

� Uk �
�

ho� �o�i�Pk��

C�o�� o��

� Uk �
�

ho� �o�i�Sk	Sk��Sk�I�

C�o�� o��

� Uk �
�

ho� �o�i�Uk	Uk��Uk�I�

C�o�� o��

� Uk�Uk��  Uk��

Condition ���
� Immediate from de�nition of Uk

Condition ����� Immediate from de�nition of Tk

Condition ����� By de�nition of reproduction�

maxfr�c� j c � C�o�� o��g � minfr�o��� r�o��g

Therefore �provided Tk � � and Tk�� � ���

maxfr�o� j o � Tk��g

 maxfr�o� j o �
�

ho��o�i�Tk�Uk��Tk�I�

C�o�� o��g � maxfr�o� j o � Tkg

Thus� it has been shown that a sequence of sets Uk and Tk satisfying the conditions �����!�����
can be constructed for any evolution process� Therefore� the lemma has been proven�

����� Termination of expansion algorithm

Algorithm ��� is used to �nd an expanded form for a given simple constrained type �C ��A w�r�t the
given user type graph G� The following theorem establishes the termination of this algorithm for
any constrained type provided G has valid ranking �see De�nition ����

Theorem ��� �Termination of expansion algorithm�� Algorithm ��� terminates for any con�
strained type �C ��A provided G has a valid ranking� �

Proof	 Let #r��� be a valid ranking in G� De�ne ranking r��� for each type A that is not a type variable
or a ��ary constructor as r���  #r�pfunctor�A��� The rank set will be a set of natural numbers less
or equal to the maximum rank in #r���� The set S used in Algorithm ��� is an evolution system and
each iteration of the algorithm is its reproduction step� Therefore� according to Lemma ���� the
algorithm terminates for any simple constrained type �C ��A�

���



����� Termination of �attening algorithm

Algorithm ��� is used to �nd a �attened form for a given constraint set C w�r�t the given user type
graph G� The following theorem establishes the termination of this algorithm for any �nite constraint
set provided G has valid ranking �see De�nition ����

Theorem ��� �Termination of �attening algorithm�� Algorithm ��� terminates for any �nite
constraint set �C � provided G has a valid ranking� �

Proof	 First� the �niteness of the step Process will be demonstrated� The step Process is a cycle
that adds new constraints to the list of constraints C it iterates over� it only passes through newly
added constraints that were added to the tail of the list� It also modi�es the graph G and the sets
Ui and Li of upper and lower bounds for each participating variable� For each constraint that is
added to the tail of the list� the algorithm checks whether this constraint has already been processed
�processed constraints are stored in set D�� Consider the set W of all type expressions participating
in constraints in C� ��iUi�� ��iLi�� Assume the initial set C is �nite� Then� W is �nite as well
and therefore there is only a �nite number of possible constraints wl � wu such that wl and wu

are subexpressions of some type expressions from W � Such constraints constitute a ��nite� set X�
The algorithm for the step Process never creates new expressions� it only decomposes the type
expressions in W to produce new constraints� Thus�

�� One constraint is eliminated from the remainder of C on every iteration�


� Every constraint in C is processed no more then once �due to the usage of the set of already
processed constraints D��

�� Constraints that are added to the remainder �tail� of C are taken from the �nite set X�

�� The set X is the cycle invariant�

Therefore� the iteration must stop no later than on its x�th step� where x is the cardinality of X�
Thus� the �niteness of the step Process is proven�
Next� the �niteness of the whole algorithmwill be shown� First� a ranking of type expressions will

be introduced� This ranking will later be used to de�ne an evolution system related to the algorithm�
Lemma ��� will then be applied to the resolution system to yield the algorithm termination�
Let #r��� be a valid ranking in G� Let N �i� be the number of type constructors c in G such that

#r�c�  i� To each type constructor c� assign a number M �c� in the range ��� N �#r�c��� in such a way
that

c � d � #r�c�  #r�d��M �c� � M �d�

De�ne a new ranking

#r��a�
def
 

���
��

 �M �a� �

P�ra��minc�G �rc���
j�� j �N �j� a is a type constructor

� a  glb


 a  lub

This new ranking has two properties�

�� It is a valid ranking since it does not change relative ordering of constructor ranks� i�e�

#r�a� � #r�b�� #r��a� � #r��b�


� It assigns a unique number to each non���ary type constructor in G as well as to type operators
lub and glb�

��



Let #r�max be the maximum rank in this new ranking� De�ne a simpli�ed tree representation of a
type as its tree representation stripped o� ��ary type constructors� and de�ne ranking r��� for each
type A as a tuple hn�r�max

� � � � � n�i� where ni is the maximum height of the vertices corresponding to
the type constructor ai with the rank #r

��ai�  i in the simpli�ed tree representation of type A or zero
if the constructor ai does not participate in A� For example� if #r

��a�  �� #r��b�  �� and #r��c�  ��
then #r�a��� a�b�b����� ����  h�� �� �� �� �i� #r�a�c�����  h
� �� �� ���i� and #r���  h�� �� �� �� �i� Let
the tuples be lexicographically ordered� Then the set of such tuples comprises the ranking set R
which is downward��nite�
Let I be the ��nite� set of ��ary type constructors in G� Let the connector set of type expressions

A  a� �A� and B  b� �B� along the path P  ha  c
� c�� � � � � cn  bi in G be the set N �A�B� P �
de�ned as follows�

fAig n I � N �A�B� P �

fC
�
��
i g n I � N �A�B� P �

�all type expressions in C 
 ��C�
���� n I � N �A�B� P �

�all type expressions in C 
����C
����� n I � N �A�B� P �

�all type expressions in C � ��C
����� n I � N �A�B� P �

fC
���
i g n I � N �A�B� P �

fC
����g n I � N �A�B� P �

�all type expressions in C � ��C������ n I � N �A�B� P �

�all type expressions in C �����C������ n I � N �A�B� P �

�all type expressions in C � ��C������ n I � N �A�B� P �

fC����
i g n I � N �A�B� P �

fC
����g n I � N �A�B� P �

���

fCn����n
i g n I � N �A�B� P �

fBig n I � N �A�B� P �

where

�C k���k� ck����C
�k���k� � ck��C

k����k�

are the labels of the edges in P and

type �C k � ck��Vck�i�

are the labels of vertices in P � All new variables introduced here are considered to be fresh�
From the de�nition of valid ranking� the de�nition of r��� above� and the de�nition of connector

set it follows that

fA�Bg n I � � � minfr�t�� j t� � fA�Bg n Ig � maxfr�t�� j t� � N �A�B� P �g

for any path P from a to b�
Each Resolution step either completes the given branch of the algorithm or creates several

new branches� In order to show the algorithm termination� it is su�cient to demonstrate that all
branches terminate� Consider any single branch� Consider the sets

Si  �all type expressions in T
�
i � n I

for T �i that occur on i�th step in the branch under consideration� Each step of the algorithm either
adds one or more of the following to Si to produce Si�� or terminates its branch�

���



�� If lubiwi  w � Si� add fwig n I to Si���


� If glbiwi  w � Si� add fwig n I to Si���

�� If a� �A�  A � Si� i � I and P is a path from a to i in G� add N �A� i� P � to Si���

�� If a� �A�  A � Si� i � I and P is a path from i to a in G� add N �i� A� P � to Si���

�� If a� �A�  A � Si� b� �B�  B � Si� and P is a path from a to b in G� add N �A�B� P � to Si���

Thus� each transition from Si to Si�� is a reproduction step of the evolution system E  
hE�R� I� r���� S
i� where E is the set of all possible type expressions� Reproduction steps never
repeat in a single branch due to the presence of the set of already processed constraints D� There�
fore� the conditions of Lemma ��� are satis�ed and the branch under consideration terminates� Due
to the arbitrary choice of the branch� this proves the algorithm termination�

����
 Termination of entailment algorithm

Algorithm ��
 is used to decide entailment on type constraint sets� It transforms the task of deciding
entailment into the question of possibility of �attening� The transformation is done by creating a new
user type graph that is obtained from the original one by adding certain vertices and edges to it� Since
�attening algorithm terminates whenever the user type graph has a valid ranking �Theorem ��
� and
Algorithm ��
 always checks whether a newly generated graph has a valid ranking before it makes
an attempt to �atten against it� the following theorem has been proven�

Theorem ��� �Termination of entailment algorithm�� If the graph G has a valid ranking then
Algorithm ��
 terminates� �

Thus� the termination of all non�trivial algorithms described in Chapter � has been proven� The
next section formally introduces the notions related to types and type constraints and applies them
to establish correctness properties of the main algorithms� These properties will be used in the proof
of subject reduction theorem in Section ����

��� Types

In this section� the basic notions of the type system theory will be formally de�ned� These notions
are�

�� Ground types represented as regular trees over a �nite alphabet �a set of type constructors��
These will be introduced in Section ��
���


� Subtyping de�ned as a partial pre�order on the domain of ground types� Subtyping is de�ned
in Section ��
�
�

�� Entailment as a relationship between sets of subtyping constraints will be introduced in Sec�
tion ��
���

�� Constrained types that denote certain sets over the domain of ground types will be de�ned
in Section ��
��� The notion of subtyping as well as other notions presented so far will be
extended to deal with constrained types�

In Section ��
�� these notions will be used to prove that the entailment and �attening algorithms
of Chapter � are correct with respect to the regular tree model developed so far� The �attening
algorithm is also proven to be complete�

���



����� Regular trees

The model that is used for type theory developed in this dissertation is the model of regular trees
de�ned below�

De�nition ��� �Regular trees�� Let L be a �nite ranked alphabet L  faigi with a �total�
ranking function Arity��� � L��N�f�g�� Then a tree � over L is a partial function � � N
�L from
sequences  of natural numbers into elements of L that satis�es the following conditions�

�� hi � dom�� where hi denotes the empty sequence�


� If ���  ai then ��j� is de�ned for all j � f�� � � � �Arity�ai�g and unde�ned for all
j � Arity�ai��

�� If ��j� is de�ned� then ��� is also de�ned�

A subtree � of a tree � at  where ��� exists is de�ned as

� ���
def
 ����

A regular tree is a tree that has a �nite number of subtrees� The domain of all regular trees over L
is denoted Tree�L�� A regular tree � that has an additional property that

�N � � � N
� jj � N � ��� is unde�ned

is called a �nite tree� The domain of all �nite trees over L is denoted as Tree�n�L�� �

De�nition ��� �Contractive regular system of equations�� Let L be a ranked alphabet and
TyVar be a set of ���ary� type variables �TyVar�L  ��� Then

�i  ei���� � � � � �n� �����

where �i � TyVar� ei���� � � � � �n� � Tree�n�L�f��� � � � � �ng� is called a regular system of equations
over Tree�L�� If� in addition to the above� ei���� � � � � �n� 	� TyVar for all i� then ����� is called a
contractive regular system of equations� A tuple ht�� � � � � tni is called a solution of ����� i�

ti  ei�t�	��� � � � � tn	�n����

where

e�a	����
def
 

�
a���� if   ��� and e���  �

e�� otherwise

�

Algebraic and topological properties of the domain Tree�L� have been studied in �AN��� and
�Cou���� Properties of systems of contractive regular equations over such domains have been inves�
tigated in �Cou���� Regular trees were also used to model recursive types in �AC���� The following
result from the abovementioned papers will be used later in this chapter�

Theorem ��� �Contractive regular system solution�� If E is a contractive regular system of
equations over Tree�L�� then E has a unique solution in Tree�L�� �

In �AC��� it is also shown that Tree�n�L� is isomorphic to the domain of �nite ground types �fgt�
de�ned by the grammar

fgt �� a�fgt�� � � � � fgtAritya��

where a � L� while the domain of recursive ground types �rgt� de�ned by the grammar

rgt �� �ja�rgt�� � � � � rgtAritya��j���rgt

�where � � TyVar� a � L� is a subdomain of Tree�L�� From now on� the above relationships between
tree and type domains will be used to give meaning to the usage of types in contexts requiring trees
and vise versa�
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����� Subtyping

This section de�nes subtyping as a partial pre�order over the domain of ground pre�types which
are regular trees satisfying certain conditions� Subtyping is de�ned with respect to the type graph
that is given by the set of constructors� their arities and variances� and subtyping relationships
between them� These subtyping relationships are expressed as constraint systems that are de�ned
below� This way of de�ning subtyping relations is due to �Pot���� but is generalized here to allow
signi�cantly more �exibility in the de�nition of the basic type system�

De�nition ��� �Constraint system�� Let L be a ranked alphabet and TyVar be a set of ���ary�
tree variables �TyVar�L  ��� Then�

i

�ei���� � � � � �n� � ei���� � � � � �n��

where �i � TyVar� ei���� � � � � �n� � Tree�n�L�f��� � � � � �ng� is called a constraint system over
Tree�L� �denoted C �� An empty constraint system with free variables ��� � � � � �n is denoted
TRUE���� � � � � �n��

�

For example� both TRUE��� and � � c�a��� � � � � are constraint systems�

De�nition ��� �Constraint formula�� A logical formula F built with logical connectives � and
� is called a constraint formula over L i� every atom in F has one of the forms�

ei���� � � � � �n� � ei���� � � � � �n�

or

TRUE���� � � � � �n�

or

FALSE���� � � � � �n�

where �i � TyVar and ei���� � � � � �n� � Tree�n�L�f��� � � � � �ng� �

Each constraint system is a constraint formula� Moreover� each constraint formula can be repre�
sented in the form �iC i where each of C i is a constraint system�
The satis�ability of a constraint formula �system� can only be de�ned with respect to the se�

mantics of a given subtyping relationship � �de�ned below��

De�nition ��	 �Type graph�� A type graph G is a directed acyclic graph with vertices from a
ranked alphabet L  L�G� �with ranking function Arity���� and marked edges together with variance
function Var��� �� � L�N�f���� �g such that Var�a� i� is de�ned for all i from � to Arity�a�� Edges
of the graph a�a are marked with constraint systems C over L such that

FTV�C �  f��� � � � � �Aritya�� ��� � � � � �Aritya�g

�

The following de�nes ground pre�types as regular trees with no in�nite sequences of bound
operators �lub and glb��

De�nition ��� �Ground pre�types�� If G is a type graph� then the domain of ground pre�types
PreTyp�G� over G is de�ned as the domain of regular trees over L�G��fglb� lubg where Arity�glb�  
Arity�lub�  
 restricted by the following condition� if � is a pre�type and fjig�i�� is an in�nite
sequence such that �i� hj�� � � � � jii � dom���� then �n�i � n� ��hj�� � � � � jii� � L� �
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The last condition is designed to eliminate the �nonsense� trees like
lub�lub�lub�� � � ��� lub�lub�� � � ����
Subtyping is de�ned below as a binary relation on ground pre�types� It is de�ned as the limit of

the in�nite series of decreasing relations �� � � � � � �n � � � � � These relations are de�ned recursively
below�

De�nition ��� �k�subtyping�� k�subtyping �for k � N�f�g� is a binary relationship over
PreTyp�G�� PreTyp�G� �denoted �k � de�ned recursively as follows�

��subtyping
 � �
 � for all �� �

Structural
 a���� � � � � �Aritya�� �k a���� � � � � �Aritya��
def
��

VAritya�
i�� fai ��i� �i�

where a � L�G� and fai ��� ��  

���
��
� �k�� � if Var�a� i�  �

� �k�� � if Var�a� i�  �

� �k�� � � � �k�� � if Var�a� i�  �

Constructors


a���� � � � � �Aritya�� �k a���� � � � � �Aritya��

def
��

�
p

���� � � � � �np �

jpj�
i��

Cp
i � �k�� ����� � � � � �np�

where a � a� p  ha  a
� a�� � � � � ajpj  ai is a path from a to a in G with edges labeled with

C pi �i � ��� � � � � jpj��� np  j�
jpj
i�
FTV�C

p
i �j� and C

p
i is de�ned as

Case i  �


Cp



def
��

Aritya	��
j��

fa	j ��j� �


j �

Case i � ��� � � � � jpj�


Cp
i

def
��

Aritya	��
j��

faij ��
i
j� �

i
j�

� C pi ��
i��
� 	��� � � � � �

i��
Arityai���

	�Arityai���� �
i
j	��� � � � � �

i
Arityai�

	�Arityai��

where �
jpj
i � �i� and �ij and �

i
j �i � jpj� are fresh type variables�

Lub


lub���� ��� �k �
def
�� �� �k � � �� �k �

and

� �k lub���� ���
def
�� � �k �� � � �k ��

Glb


glb���� ��� �k �
def
�� �� �k � � �� �k �

and

� �k glb���� ���
def
�� � �k �� � � �k ��

�

The series �k is a decreasing sequence of symmetric and transitive relations on PreTyp�G��
This fact immediately follows from case analysis of De�nition ����

��




De�nition ���� �Subtyping�� Subtyping is a binary relation over PreTyp�G� � PreTyp�G� �de�
noted � � de�ned as

� � �
def
�� �k� � �k �

�

Subtyping is a symmetric and transitive relationship on PreTyp�G��
De�nition ���� de�nes a generalization of the traditional notion of subtyping of recursive type

trees for the case of variance�annotated� non�structural graph G with conditional subtyping�
De�nition ���� does not state that subtyping should be a partial order� it is only required to

be a pre�order� Indeed� lub�a� a� � a and a � lub�a� a� while a �� lub�a� a� as trees� Given a type

graph G� the domain of types Typ�G� is de�ned as �PreTyp�G�	 � where ���  ���
def
�� ��� � ���

�� � ���� From now on� equality ���  ��� will be used to denote the relationship just de�ned�
while equivalence ��� � ��� will be used to denote equality between �� and �� as regular trees�
The equivalence classes of ground pre�types will be called ground types and will be denoted �with
a slight abuse of notation� by their representatives� For example� both a and lub�a� a� denote the
same ground type� The subtyping relationship over PreTyp�G� induces partial order �subtyping�
over Typ�G��

����� Entailment

The entailment relationship between constraint systems introduced in this section is central for the
presented type theory� Entailment expresses the fact that one constraint system �formula� follows
from the other in the sense of �rst�order logic�

De�nition ���� �Entailment�� If C ���� � � � � �N � and C ���� � � � � �N � ��� � � � � �N � are constraint
formulae over L�G��flub� glbg� then C implies C w	r	t	 G �denoted C 
G C � i�

���� � � � � �N � PreTyp�G�� C ���	��� � � � � �N	�N �� ���� � � � � �N � PreTyp�G��

C ���	��� � � � � �N�N � ��	��� � � � � �N	�N �

�

For example�

� � � � � � � 
 � � �

is a true statement since for any � and � such that � � � and � � �� � � � also holds� Another
example of a true statement is

� � T Integer 
G � � T Real �� � �

�provided that T Integer �G T Real�� Indeed� for any � that is less than T Integer it is possible
to take �  � which will automatically satisfy

� � T Real � � � �

An example of a false entailment is

TRUE��� 
 � � T Integer

since not every type is a subtype of T Integer� Note however that 
 � � T Integer is a true
statement as there exists an � such that � � T Integer�
The following are the properties of the entailment relationship de�ned above� All of them trivially

follow from De�nition �����

���



Re�exivity
 C 
G C for any constraint set C

False premises
 If �
G C a then C a 
G C b for any C b

Right elimination
 If Ca 
G C b � C c then C a 
G C b

Restricted transitivity
 If C a 
G C b � C c and C c 
G C d � then C a 
G C b � C c � C d provided that

�FTV�C d � n FTV�C c ����FTV�C a ��FTV�C b ��  �

The following lemma establishes the relationship between the constraints on the left�hand side
of the turnstyle and the set of constraints implicit in the construction of the graph G�

Lemma ��� �Extended graph entailment�� If G is a type graph� C � has a solution inPreTyp�G��
and C � �ai	�i� has a solution in PreTyp�Ge�� then C � 
G C � � where Ge is de�ned as follows�

�� G � Ge


� For every type variable �i � FTV�C � � there is a ��ary type constructor ai � Ge such that
ai 	� L�G�

�� For every constraint c  �T� � T�� in C � � there is an edge from pfunctor�T��ai	�i�� to
pfunctor�T��ai	�i�� in Ge labeled with c�ai	�i��

�

Proof	 Assume M� is a solution of C � in PreTyp�G� and M� is a solution of C � in PreTyp�Ge�� It
will be shown that M  M��M���i�	ai��M� is a solution of C � ��i	ai� in PreTyp�G�� Once this
is done� the entailment C � 
G C � will follow directly �as it will follow that for any solution M� of
C � there exists a solution M of C � such that M� � M �� In order to show that M is a solution of
C � ��i	ai� in PreTyp�Ge�� it is su�cient to prove that

t �Ge t� t�M���i�	ai for all i� �G t�M���i�	ai for all i� ����

for all t� t � PreTyp�Ge�� Indeed� if ���� is satis�ed� then

C � ��i	ai��M � � C � ��i	ai��M��M���i�	ai��M
��� � C � �M���M���i�	ai�

which follows from the fact that M� is a solution of C � in PreTyp�Ge� and from �����
The proof of ���� is by induction�

Basis


t �Ge t� t�M���i�	ai for all i� �
�G t�M���i�	ai for all i�

is trivially satis�ed since x �
�G y is true for all x and y�

Induction step
 From k to k � �� If

t �Ge t� t�M���i�	ai for all i� �k�G t�M���i�	ai for all i� �����

then

t �Ge t� t�M���i�	ai for all i� �k���G t�M���i�	ai for all i� �����

There are several possible cases�

�� pfunctor�t�  pfunctor�t� � L�Ge� n L�G�� In this case� t  t  ai and the subtyping is
immediate for all k including k � ��

���




� pfunctor�t�  pfunctor�t� � L�G�� According to the Structural clause of the subtyping
de�nition�

t�M���i�	ai for all i� �k���G t�M���i�	ai for all i�

�
na�
i��

fa�Gi � �k ���i� �i��M
���i�	ai for all i�

where na  Arity�a�� t  a���� � � � � �na� and t  a���� � � � � �na�� On the other hand�
since t �Ge t� the following is true�

na�
i��

fa�Gei � �m ���i� �i� for all m

and therefore �by induction assumption for k�
Vna
i�� f

a�G
i � �k ���i� �i��M

���i�	ai for all i��

�� pfunctor�t� � pfunctor�t�� fpfunctor�t�� pfunctor�t�g � L�Ge�� According to the clause
Constructors of the subtyping de�nition and to the assumption t �Ge t� there exists a
path p from a  pfunctor�t� to a  pfunctor�t� in Ge such that jpj � � and

���� � � � � �np�

jpj�
j��

Cp
j � �Ge ����� � � � � �np�

where Cp
j are de�ned as in the de�nition of subtyping� This is equivalent to

�f�jmg�

jpj���
j��

apj����
j��
� � � � � � �j��

Arityap
j���

� �Ge apj ��
j
�� � � � � �

j
Arityap

j
��

� t �Ge ap���
�
�� � � � � �

�
Arityap��

� � apjpj����
jpj��
� � � � � � �

jpj��
Arityapjpj���

� �Ge t ������

where �jm � PreTyp�Ge� and for each j� a
p
j is a type constructor located in j�th position

of the path p� By induction assumption

���� � � � � �np�

jpj�
j��

Cp
j � �k�G ����� � � � � �np ��M

���i�	ai for all ai� ������

In order to show ������ it is su�cient to demonstrate that

�f�jmg� �

jp�j���
j��

ap
�

j����
j��
� � � � � � �j��

Arityap
�

j���
� �k���G ap

�

j ��
j
�� � � � � �

j

Arityap
�

j �
�

� t �k���G ap
�

� ��
�
�� � � � � �

�

Arityap
�

� �
�

� ap
�

jp�j����
jp�j��
� � � � � � �

jp�j��

Arityap
�

jp� j��
�
� �k���G t��M���i�	ai for all i� ����
�

where p�  p�L�G�� This will be done by separately considering each constraint� Each
constraint in ������ corresponds to a single edge ej  apj���apj in the path p� Each

constraint in ����
� corresponds to a single edge ej  ap
�

j���ap
�

j in the path p� which
corresponds to a segment of the path p� There are several possible cases�

�a� ej � G� In this case� the constraint is immediately satis�ed by ������

���



�b� ej 	� G� faj��� ajg � L�G�� By construction of Ge� constraint C marking this edge
in Ge has the following properties� FTV�C�  � and C�M���i�	ai for all i� is true�
From this� assumption ������� and the construction of Cp

j

Cp
j � � k�G��M

���i�	ai for all i�

From the above and the de�nition of subtyping

�apj����
j��
� � � � � � �j��

Arityapj���
� �k���G apj ��

j
�� � � � � �

j
Arityapj �

��M���i�	ai for all i�

�c� aj�� 	� L�G� � aj 	� L�G�� In this case� consider the minimal segment s of the path p
such that�

ej � s

ejm � s � ajm 	� L�G� � ejm�� � s

ejm � s � ajm�� 	� L�G� � ejm�� � s

Let s have the length M �� Then all M � � � vertices inside s are the �additional�
type constructors ai and therefore do not belong to p�� All constraints marking the
internal edges of s therefore have the form ai � ai and are satis�ed in

�ai �G ai��M
���i�	ai for all i�

by construction of the graph Ge and the solutionM�� Since all additional constructors
are ��ary� this also implies that Cp

j � � k�G��M
���i�	ai for all i� for all internal edges�

For the external edges� Cp
j � � k�G��M

���i�	ai for all i� is satis�ed by ������� Thus�

�ap
�

j����
j��
� � � � � � �j��

Arityap
�

j���
� �k���G ap

�

j ��
j
�� � � � � �

j

Arityap
�

j
�
���M���i�	ai for all i�

where ap
�

j�� is the �rst and a
p�

j is the last constructor in s� Therefore ������ is satis�ed�

�� Otherwise� fpfunctor�t�� pfunctor�t�g�flub� glbg � �� Since the clauses Lub and Glb are
independent of the user type graph and the trees under consideration are in PreTyp�Ge��
the subtyping clause under consideration can be equivalently formulated as

N�
j��

Aj � k���GAj

where

fpfunctor�Aj�� pfunctor�Aj�g�flub� glbg  �

For each of these subtyping constraints ����� holds by one of the previously considered
cases� and therefore ����� holds for this case as well�

In this section� the notion of entailment was introduced and its properties were studied� In the
following section� correctness and completeness of the �attening algorithm and the correctness of
the entailment algorithm will be demonstrated�

����
 Properties of entailment and �attening algorithms

Before the algorithm properties can be established� it is necessary to specify how the user type graph
de�ned by the program according to De�nition ��� can be translated into the type graph de�ned
and used in this section �De�nition ����
Let Gu be a user type graph �de�ned by De�nition ����� The type graph G is constructed from

Gu as follows�

���



�� For each type de�nition in Gu� there is a type constructor in L�G� �and� respectively� a vertex
in G� with arity and variance de�ned by the type de�nition


� For each edge in Gu from a to a marked with constraints C there is a corresponding edge in
G marked with C � C a � C a � where C a and C a are constraints in type de�nitions of a and a�
respectively

G is then a type graph in terms of De�nition ���

Theorem ��� �Correctness and completeness of Algorithm �����attening��� If Gu is the
user type graph� G is its corresponding type graph and C is a constraint system over G� then�

�� If F  �attenG�C �� then

�a� The set of solutions of C is the same as the set of solutions of F �in PreTyp�G��

�b� Each disjunct in F has a solution in PreTyp�G�


� If FAIL  �attenG�C �� then there is no solution to C in PreTyp�G�

�

Proof	

Point �a
 Follows from the de�nition of subtyping and the algorithm by a simple induction on
all cases� since each step of the algorithm replaces a constraint by an equivalent constraint
formula�

Point �b
 The formula F has the from

F  
�
i

�
�
j

�
�
l�Lij

l � �j �
�
u�Ui

j

�j � u� �
�

�k��m�Gi

�k � �m �
�

�k��m�Ei

�k  �m� ������

where

�i� j� s � Lij�U
i
j � s � a�� � � �� a � L�G�

�i� j� s � Lij�U
i
j � FTV�s� � vertices�Gi

j�

�i� Gi is acyclic

�i �n � �� �m� � � � � � �mn
� ��k � ��� � � � � n� ��� ��mk

 �mk�� � � Ei�

� f�m� � �mn
g � �j�s�Li

j
�Ui

j
FTV�s�

������

It will be shown that each disjunct in ������ has a solution� Let Di be a disjunct in �������
The presence of subformula �

�k��m�Ei

�k  �m

does not change the set of solutions of D due to the condition ������� Thus� it is su�cient to
demonstrate that

D  �
�
i

�
�
l�Li

l � �i �
�
u�Ui

�i � u�� �
�

�k��m�G

�k � �m ������

where

�i� s � Li�Ui� s � a�� � � �� a � L�G� ������

�i� s � Li�Ui� FTV�s� � vertices�G� �����

G is acyclic ������

��



admits a solution�

Let L�i  
S
j� �j�G�i

Lj and I�  fi j L�i � �g� Let E be the system of equations constructed
as follows�

E  f�i  lubl�L�
i
�l��		�j� j 	� I��gi�i�

It will be shown that

�� E has a solution in PreTyp�G�


� Any solution of E can be extended to form a solution of D

Let Se be the set of all such subexpressions se of
S
i�I� L

�
i that �i � I�� se  �i� Let �k be

the set of fresh variables such that there is one variable for every subexpression se � Se� Then
E can be equivalently rewritten as

E�  

�
�i  lub��ki�� � � � � � �ki�n� � for all i � I�

�k  ak��k�
k��
� � � � � �k�

k�Arity�ak�
� for all k

where ak is the primary functor of the expression s
e
k that corresponds to the variable �k� The

above system of equations is regular and contractive and therefore �by Theorem ���� admits
a solution M �� M � is a map from the set f�igi�I��f�kgk to the domain of regular trees over
L�G��flub� glbg� Let ti be the regular trees mapped to the variables �i by this solution� Then�
they satisfy E �since E� and E are equivalent� and therefore�

i�I�

�ti  lubl�L�i �l��ti	�i��

Since l � L�i  
S
j� �j�G�i

Lj and D is a disjunct in the resulting formula produced by

Algorithm ���� each l has the form a�� � � �� where a � vertices�G�� Thus�
i�I�

ti  lub�s
i
�� � � � � s

i
n�

where each sij has the form aij�� � � �� Therefore each path in ti consists of a �possibly in�nite�
number of segments such that

�� The length of each segment is less then or equal to the maximum depth of type variable
in the expression lub�si�� � � � � s

i
n��


� Each segment contains at least one of aij�

Therefore� by De�nition ���� ti � PreTyp�G�� Since this argument works for all i�

M �  fh�i� tiigi�I� � �i� ti � PreTyp�G�

is a solution for E�

Now it is left to prove that M � can be extended to a solution for D� Let�s form the map
M  M ��fh�i�	igi��I� � This map is a variable assignment for all variables in D� It will be
shown that M satis�es all constraints in D�

Constraints of the form l � �i
 Since l � Li� l � L�i is true and therefore L
�
i � �� thus

i � I �� Therefore

l�M ��k�	�k� for all k� � �i�M ��k�	�k� for all k�  M ��i�  ti

 lubl�L�
i
�l��M ��k�	�k� for all k�

which is true by de�nition of subtyping for lub�

���



Constraints of the form �i � �j
 If i � I� then � � L�i � L�j and therefore L
�
j � � � j � I��

Thus there are three possible cases�

�� i 	� I�� j 	� I �� Then the constraint under consideration becomes 	 � 	 which is
trivially satis�ed�


� i 	� I �� j � I �� Then the constraint under consideration becomes 	 �M ��j� which is
trivially satis�ed�

�� i � I �� j � I �� Then the constraint under consideration becomes

M ��i�  ti  lubl�L�
i
�l��M ��k�	�k� for all k�

� lubl�L�j �l��M ��k�	�k� for all k�  tj  M ��i�

which is true by the de�nition of subtyping and the fact that L�i � L�j �

Constraints of the form �i � u
 There are two possible cases�

�� i 	� I �� Then the constraint under consideration becomes 	 � u�M ��k�	�k� for all k�
which is trivially satis�ed�


� i � I �� The constraint under consideration becomes

M ��i�  ti  lubl�L�
i
�l��M ��k�	�k� for all k� � u�M ��k�	�k� for all k�

which is equivalent to�
l�L�

i

�l�M ��k�	�k� for all k� � u�M ��k�	�k� for all k��

Consider a single conjunct of the above constraint

l�M ��k�	�k� for all k� � u�M ��k�	�k� for all k��

where l � L�i  
S
j� �j�G�i

Lj � Since u � Ui and the above constraint is a part of
the disjunct D produced by the �nal step of the algorithm� there must exist a step
Process��� of the algorithm on which the constraint l � u is produced and added to
N � This implies that at some point of the algorithm execution the constraint l � u is
in the set C� Since l  al�� � � � and u  au�� � � � where al� au � L�G� and the algorithm
has terminated� the constraint had to be processed on the step Process���f� �if al  
au� or on step Resolution��� �if al � au�� The step Process���f� is parallel to the
case Structural of the subtyping de�nition and thus produces the constraint set C�

such that every k�solution of C� is a �k����solution of l � u� The step Resolution���
is parallel to the case Constructors of the subtyping de�nition and therefore it also
produces the set of constraints C� such that every k�solution of C� is a k���solution
of l � u� Since each step of the algorithm produces equivalent constraint sets� and all
steps of the algorithm except Resolution��� and Process���f� produce k�equivalent
constraint sets for all k� the following statement is true�
if MD is a k�solution of D� it is a k � ��solution of l � u and therefore �since the
above argument works for all l and i� MD is a k� ��solution of all constraints of the
form �i � u in D�

Proof by induction� The solution M is a ��solution of D �since � 
 is universal�� Assume M
is a k�solution of D� Then� M is a �k � ���solution of all constraints of the form �i � u in D�
It has been shown already that M is a solution of all the constraints other then those of the
form �i � u�&�� Thus� M is a �k � ���solution of all constraints in D �all constraints except
�&� by the statements already proven� constraints �&� by induction assumption�� Therefore� M
is a solution of D for all k which is equivalent to the statement that M is a solution of D�

Thus� it has been shown that D has a solution in PreTyp�G��

���



Point �
 Follows from point �a and the de�nition of subtyping� as the algorithm only fails when an
unsatis�able constraint is produced in all conjuncts of the resulting formula�

Thus correctness and completeness of Algorithm ��� have been demonstrated�

Theorem ��� �Correctness of Algorithm ����entailment��� If Gu is the user type graph� G is
its corresponding type graph and C �i � C

�
j are constraint systems over G� then�

If Algorithm ��
 succeeds on input
W
i C

�
i 
G

W
j C

�
j � then

W
i C

�
i 
G

W
j C

�
j � �

Proof	 Assume Algorithm ��
 has succeeded� It means that for each i one and only one of the
following is true�

�� Algorithm ��� fails while trying to �atten C �i w�r�t G�


� Algorithm ��� successfully �attens C �i w�r�t G and also successfully �attens at least one of C
�
j

w�r�t Gie�

In the �rst case� the constraint set C �i has no solutions �by Theorem ���� and can therefore be
removed from the set of constraints on the left of the turnstyle without changing the truth value
of the entailment� If this is the case for all i� the constraint formula

W
i C

�
i has no solutions and

therefore the entailment is trivially satis�ed� Thus it is left to prove that�
i

C �i 
G
�
j

C �j

under the assumption that for each i C �i has a solution in PreTyp�G� and there exists ji such that
C �ji has a solution in PreTyp�Gie�� However� the above statement follows directly from Lemma ��
�
Theorem ���� and the de�nition of entailment�

Note that while the �attening algorithm is both correct and complete� the entailment algorithm
is correct� but not complete� There are two reasons for the incompleteness� First� the extended type
graph produced by the algorithm at some point might not have a valid ranking� In this case� the
algorithm returns the UNKNOWN answer which is interpreted as FALSE by the type system even
though the entailment might be true� Second� the formula on the left�hand side of the turnstyle is
not �attened before the construction of the extended graph which leads to rejection of certain types
of correct formulae� This is intentional as it makes this algorithm invariant to covariant type system
transformations which play a major role in type system evolution �see Section ����
��

����� Constrained types

In this section� the theory of constrained types will be developed� Constrained types are sometimes
called type schemes �e�g� in �Pot�����

De�nition ���� �Simple constrained pre�type�� A simple constrained pre�type over a graph G
is de�ned as

���� � � � � �n �C ��A

where C is a constraint system over G� FTV�C � � f��� � � � � �ng� and A is a type over
L�G��f��� � � � � �ng�

�

The quanti�cation part of the simple constrained pre�type speci�cation will often be omitted in
cases when the context determines the set of variables bound in the constrained type� For example�
�� �t � ���� will often be written as �t � �����
A simple constrained pre�type can be interpreted as the lower bound of the set of ground types

that it denotes� For example� if t is a ground type� then t and �t � ���� are equivalent�

���



De�nition ���� �Constrained pre�type�� A constrained pre�type X over a graph G is de�ned as
follows�

X  glbni�����
i
�� � � � � �

i
ni �C

i��Ai�

where ��i�� � � � � �
i
ni �C

i ��Ai are simple constrained pre�types� �

Thus a constrained pre�type is a greatest lower bound of a �nite number of simple constrained
pre�types�

De�nition ���� �Subtyping of constrained pre�types�� If

X�  glbi�C
i
���A

i
�

X�  glbj�C
j
���A

j
�

are constrained pre�types� the subtyping relationship between them is de�ned as follows�

�X� � X��
def
�� ��j �i� C j� 
G C

i
� �A

i
� � Aj

��

�

This subtyping relationship is transitive and re�exive on the domain of constrained pre�types�
As with types� the domain of constrained pre�types is factored by the equality relationship de�ned

as follows�

�X�  X��
def
 �X� � X� �X� � X��

Thus� each constrained pre�type falls into one and only one equivalence class� These equivalence
classes will be called constrained types� The subtyping relationship de�ned above is a partial order
over the domain of constrained types� Again� by a slight abuse of notation� these equivalence classes
will be denoted by their representatives�
A constrained pre�type with n  � is a simple constrained pre�type since glb�A�  A� Therefore�

simple constrained pre�types form a subset of constrained pre�types� Ground types can also be
viewed as a subset of constrained types� Namely� if t is a ground type� a constrained type glb����t�
can be formed� Let t� and t� be ground types� Then

�glb����t�� � glb����t��� � �
G t� � t�� � �t� � t��

by the de�nition of subtyping and entailment�
Note that all constrained types with unsatis�able sets of constraints are equivalent and play a

role of the �top� type �denoted �� in the constrained type hierarchy� Indeed� let X  �C ��A and
X�  glbi�C

�
i ��A

�
i where C is unsatis�able� Then�

X� � X � �i� �C 
G C �i �A
�
i � A� � TRUE

for all C �i � A� and A
�
i by the de�nition of entailment�

The equivalence class � therefore has �invalid� or �empty� types as its representatives� The
statement that a particular �constrained� type X  glbi�C i ��Ai does not belong to this class will be
written as


G X

with the interpretation

�
G X
def
 X � �� � ��i 
G C i �

���



�the last equivalence follows from the de�nitions of equality� subtyping� and the class ���
On the other hand� a constrained type of the form ���� plays a role of the bottom type �denoted

	� since for any constrained type X  glbi�C i ��Ai

����� � X� � ��i C i 
G � � Ai� � TRUE

since � 	� FTV�C i ��FTV�Ai� and thus it is possible to choose �  Ai to satisfy the entailment�
In order to emphasize that a subtyping relationship between two constrained types X� and X�

depends on a given type graph G� the entailment will often be written as 
G X� � X� instead of
just X� � X��
So far all the basic notions of the type system theory have been de�ned and the validity of the

core entailment algorithms with respect to the given interpretation of subtyping constraints has been
demonstrated� In the following section� these results and notions will be used to prove the subject
reduction theorem that establishes correctness of the typechecking�

��� Subject reduction

The subject reduction theorem is the most important result of this chapter as it proves that a
successfully typechecked program does not generate type errors at run�time�
One of the preliminary results that is needed to prove subject reduction is the static subsumption

theorem� It states that a more precise type speci�cation leads to a more precise typing of the result
of the computation� This result is proven in Section ������
In order to prove the correctness of a typechecking algorithm for any language� its semantics has

to be formally de�ned� This is done in Section ����
�
The de�nition of �type errors� and the way reduction interacts with typing is determined by the

types of the run�time objects that are processed during program execution� Questions related to
run�time object typing� its de�nition and semantics� are considered in Section ������
Issues related to semantics and correctness of the behavior dispatch process are formally devel�

oped in Section ������ A theorem stating that a correctly typechecked behavior application always
dispatches correctly �no �message not understood� or �message ambiguous� errors� is also proven
in this section�
Finally� Section ����� presents the proof of the subject reduction theorem�

����� Static subsumption

In this section� the static subsumption theorem will be proven� The intuitive meaning of this theorem
is as follows�
Assume that an expression is given a type by the typing rules in Figure ��
 under certain assumptions
$ about the types of variables participating in the expression� Assume further that a new set of
assumptions $ is formed in such a way that for every variable it gives the same or lesser type then
the old assumption set did� Then� the theorem states� the same expression will also be typable in the
new environment $� In addition to that� the type inferred for the expression in the new environment
$ will be a subtype of the type inferred for the expression in the old environment $�
Before the proof of the static subsumption theorem can be given� two additional lemmas have to

be proven� The �rst one simply states that di�erent branches of type inference algorithm introduce
independent sets of type variables� The next one shows how subtyping relationship between individ�
ual simple constrained types that take part in two di�erent constrained types leads to a subtyping
relationship between the constrained types themselves�

Lemma ��� �Independent free variables�� Sets of free type variables introduced by di�erent
branches of type inference process have an empty intersection� �

Proof	 Immediate from the rules in Figure ��
�

��




Lemma ��� �Entailment conjunction�� If

�i� C � f�i � �ig 
 glbj�Ji�C
j
i ��A

j
i � glbj�Ji�C

j

i ��A
j
i ������

C �
�
i

f�
i
� �ig 
 X���	�

�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � ��	��� � � � � �N	�N �

� X���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � ��	��� � � � � �N	�N � ���
��

FTV�X�  f���� � � � � �
�
N � ��� � � � � �Ng ���
��

FTV�C ��f��� � � � � �N � ��� � � � � �N � ��� � � � � �N � ��� � � � � �N � ��� � � � � �Ng  � ���

�

�i� i�� �F i�f�ig���F i��f�i�g�  � ���
��

�i� i� � i� �F i�f�ig��F i�  � ���
��

�i� i� � i� �F i�f�ig��F i�  � ���
��

where

F i
def
 
�
j�Ji

FTV��C j
i ��A

j
i � n FTV�C � ���
��

F i
def
 
�
j�Ji

FTV��C
j

i ��A
j

i � n FTV�C � ���
�

then

C 
 glbj����� �jN ��J�	���	JN ��
�
i

C jii ��X���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

j�
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jN
N 	�N �
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i

C
ji
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�
N � A
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jN
N 	�N � ���
��
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Proof	 Let X  �CX ��AX � Then the conclusion of the lemma is equivalent to�
j
�
���� �j

N
��J�	���	JN �

�
������ ��N ��J�	���	JN �
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In order to prove this� it is su�cient to show that
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On the other hand� condition ������ is equivalent to
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from which

�i �j�
i
� J i�

�
��J i
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i 
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In order to prove ������� it is su�cient to show that for each ����� � � � � �
�
N � � �J� � � � � � JN � and

any type variable assignment S that satis�es

C � CX ���	���� � � � � �N	�
�
N � A

���
� 	��� � � � � A

��N
N 	�N � �

�
i

C
��i
i ������

there exists an extension Se that satis�es

CX ���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

j�
�
� 	��� � � � � A

j�
N

N 	�N � �
�
i

C
j�
i

i

�AX ���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

j�
�
� 	��� � � � � A

j�
N

N 	�N � � AX ���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

���
� 	��� � � � � A

��N
N 	�N �

������

Let ����� � � � � �
�
N � � �J� � � � �� JN � be arbitrary indices and S an arbitrary type assignment that

satis�es ������� If no such S exists� the statement is trivially true� De�ne

S�i���  

�
S��i� if � � �i
S��� otherwise

������

S�i is an extension of S since

�i 	�


�FTV�C �� �

��Ji

�FTV�A
�
i��FTV�C

�

i�

�
A

from conditions ���

� and ���
�� of the lemma� Furthermore� S�i satis�es

C � C
��i
i � ��i � �i� �����

for all i �from ������ and �������� From this and ������ there exists an extension S��i of S
�
i that

satis�es

C
j�
i

i � �A
j�
i

i � A
�

i� ������

Let

S�����  
n
S��i ��� if � � dom�S��i � ������

This de�nition is valid since

�i� i� � i� dom�S��i ��dom�S
��
i��  dom�S�

�from conditions ���
�� and ���
�� of the lemma� and

�� � dom�S�� i� i�� S��i ���  S��i� ���  S���

���



since S��i are extensions of S� S�� thus de�ned is an extension of S and S�i for each i� It also
satis�es ������ by de�nition of S�� and S��i �

Let �
i
 A

j�
i

i � �i  A
��i
i � and �i  �i� Then condition ���
�� implies that

C �
�
i

fA
j�
i

i � A
��i
i g � CX ���	�

�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

���
� 	��� � � � � A

��N
N 	�N � 


CX ���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

j�
�
� 	��� � � � � A

j�
N

N 	�N � �

�AX ���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

j�
�
� 	��� � � � � A

j�
N

N 	�N � � AX ���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

���
� 	��� � � � � A

��N
N 	�N ��

������

The variable assignment S�� satis�es

C �
�
i

fA
j�
i

i � A
��i
i g �CX ���	�

�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

���
� 	��� � � � � A

��N
N 	�N �

�by ������ and ������� and therefore there exists an extension Se of S�� such that Se satis�es

CX ���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

j�
�
� 	��� � � � � A

j�
N

N 	�N � �

�AX ���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

j�
�
� 	��� � � � � A

j�
N

N 	�N � � AX ���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

���
� 	��� � � � � A

��N
N 	�N ��

������

�it follows from �������� However�

�i� Se��i�  Se��i�

�by de�nition of S�i and from the fact that Se is an extension of S
�
i for all i�� Therefore� since Se

satis�es ������� it also satis�es

CX ���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

j�
�
� 	��� � � � � A

j�
N

N 	�N � �

�AX ���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

j�
�
� 	��� � � � � A

j�
N

N 	�N � � AX ���	�
�
�� � � � � �N	�

�
N � A

���
� 	��� � � � � A

��N
N 	�N ��

����
�

From this and ������ Se satis�es �������
Thus� it has been shown that for any ����� � � � � �

�
N � � �J� � � � � � JN � and any type variable

assignment S that satis�es ������ there exists an extension Se that satis�es ������ if the conditions
of the lemma are satis�ed� This proves the statement of the lemma�

The following de�nes subtyping relationship between typing environments as a straightforward
extension of subtyping relationship between types�

De�nition ���� �Typing environment ordering�� If $ and $ are typing environments� then

�C 
 $ � $�
def
�� ��hnamei � Id� C 
 $�hnamei� � $�hnamei��

�

Theorem ��	 �Static subsumption�� If

$ � hexpri � X ������

C 
 $ � $ ������

���



then

$ � hexpri � X ������

C 
 X � X ������

�

Proof	 The proof is done by transforming the derivation of ������ into the derivation of ������� This
is done by induction on the depth of the derivation tree� Since the expression is the same in both
cases� it is possible to apply the same rules in the same order to obtain the necessary derivation�

Base
 The derivation of ������ has depth �� Thus the derivation includes only one application of
the rule Axiom� the expression hexpri consists of a single variable u� and $�u�  X � Then�
$�u�  X and C 
 X � X since C 
 $ � $� Thus� it is possible to build the derivation
of ������ as a single application of the rule Axiom� where the derived type is X� Since C 

X � X� the base case is proven�

Induction step
 Assume that for all derivations of ������ of depth less or equal to n � � �n � ��
the statement of the theorem is proven� It will be shown that in this case the statement of
the theorem is also true for all derivations of depth n� The proof is by cases depending on the
�rst �root� rule applied in the derivation of �������

The general schema is as follows� �rst� it is shown that the typing environments in the premises
of each rule have the same relationships as the ones in the rule conclusion� Then the induc�
tion assumption is used to establish the subtyping relationship between types inferred for the
premises of the rule� Finally� Lemma ��� is used to derive the subtyping relationship between
the types derived in the conclusion of the rule� In all cases� conditions ���

�� ���
��� ���
���
and ���
�� of Lemma ��� follow from Lemma ��� and the fact that new variables introduced
in the derivation are always fresh� Condition ������ is always a consequence of the induction
hypothesis� Condition ���
�� is satis�ed by the appropriate choice of X� The only condition
that has to be proven individually for each case is the condition ���
��� The set of indices i
for each rule is the set of numbers from � to N � where N is the number of premises in the rule
under consideration�

Rule Axiom
 Can�t happen� since if the root rule is Axiom� then n  ��

Rule Abs
 The detailed proof will be given for this case only� since all other cases are similar
and di�er primarily in de�nition of X used in Lemma ����

Since this rule is the root one� the expression under consideration is fun �x� hexpri�

First� it will be shown that if C 
 $ � $� then

C�f� � �g 
 �$�  $�fx � �g � $�fx � �g  $
�
� �����

where �� � are fresh� Since $��y�  $�y� and $
�
�y�  $�y� for all y � x� it is su�cient

to show that C�f� � �g 
 ��  $��x� � $
�
�x�  ��� i�e� C�f� � �g 
 � � �� which is

always true as f�� �g�FTV�C �  �� Thus� equation ����� has been proven�

Since the rule Abs has been successfully used� its conditions are satis�ed and therefore

$
�
� hexpri � X

�
������

where the derivation of equation ������ has depth n � �� By induction assumption and
from equation �����

$� � hexpri � X� ������

���



and

C�f� � �g 
 X� � X
�

������

Therefore�

$ � fun �x� hexpri � X ������

where

X  glbi��C
i����Ai� ����
�

X �  glbi��C
i��Ai� ������

From the original derivation� it is also known that

$ � fun �x� hexpri � X ������

X  glbi��C
i
����A

i
� ������

X
�
 glbi��C

i
��A

i
� ������

The only thing left to prove is therefore

C 
 X � X �����

This can be obtained by using Lemma ��� with N  � and

X��� ��
def
 ������

In order to use Lemma ���� it has to be shown that condition ���
�� is satis�ed� i�e�

C � �� � �� 
 X��	�� �	�� � X��	�� �	��

This follows from the fact that

�� � �� 
 ��� � ���

� �� � �� 
 �� � �� � �� � ��

which is immediately true�

Rule Appl
 Here N  
 and X is chosen to be

X���� ��� ��� ���
def
 ��� � ���������

Condition ���
�� necessary for the applicability of Lemma ��� follows from

��
�
� ��� � ��� � ��� 
 ��� � �

�
������� � ��� � ���������

� ��
�
� ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ������ 
 ��� � �

�
���� � ��� � ���

� ��
�
� ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ������ 
 ��� � �

�
����

which is immediately true as

�
�
� �� � ����� � �

�
���

Rule Product
 Here N  n and X is chosen to be

X���� � � � � �n� ��� � � � � �n�
def
 ������� � � � � �n�

Condition ���
�� necessary for the applicability of Lemma ��� follows from�
i

��
i
� �i� 
 ���� � � � � �n� � ���� � � � � �n�

�
�
i

��
i
� �i� 


�
i

��
i
� �i�

which is immediately true�

��



Rule Seq
 Here N  
 and X is chosen to be

X���� ��� ��� ���
def
 �����

Condition ���
�� necessary for the applicability of Lemma ��� follows from

��
�
� ��� � ��� � ��� 
 �� � ��

which is immediately true�

Rule Let
 Before Lemma ��� can be used here� it has to be shown that

$ � $� $�fx � X�g � $�fx � X�g ������

where

$ � hexpri� � X�

$ � hexpri� � X� ������

However� if $ � $� then

$�fx � X�g � $�fx � X�g

follows from equations ������� induction hypothesis� and the de�nition of �� Thus ������
is proven and it is now possible to use Lemma ���� Let

X���� ��� ��� ���
def
 �����

Then condition ���
�� necessary for the applicability of Lemma ��� follows from

��
�
� ��� � ��� � ��� 
 �� � ��

which is immediately true�

Rule TypedLet
 Before Lemma ��� can be used here� it has to be shown that

$ � $� $�fx � T �g � $�fx � T �g ������

where T �
def
 expandG�T �� However� if $ � $� then

$�fx � T �g � $�fx � T �g

follows from the de�nition of �� Thus ������ is proven and it is now possible to use
Lemma ���� Let

X���� ��� ��� ���
def
 ��� � T �����

Then condition ���
�� necessary for the applicability of Lemma ��� follows from

��
�
� ��� � ��� � ��� 
 ��� � T ����

�
� ��� � T �����

� ��
�
� ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � T �� 
 ��

�
� T �� � ��

�
� ���

which is immediately true as

�
�
� �� � T �

Thus� for all cases it has been shown that the induction assumption for all n � N where N � �
implies the statement of the theorem for N � The induction base �for N  �� has also been proven�
and therefore the statement of the theorem is true for all N �

���



����� Natural semantics

This section de�nes the natural semantics of the target language that will be used to show the
soundness of the presented type�checking algorithm�
The run�time objects �rt�objects� of the language comprise the set O� Rt�objects will be denoted

as a� b� c� � � � � Each rt�object of the language has a type� This will be written as object � T Type�
Rt�objects of the language are�

Atomic constants These are constants explicitly de�ned by the program and the initial environ�
ment� such as �� unit etc� Behaviors declared in the program are considered to be atomic
constants as well� The set B � O is the set of all behaviors declared by the program�

Products A product object is an ordered list of run�time objects�

�a�� � � � � an�

where ai � P�O�� Products of rt�objects comprise the set P�O�� As usual� it is assumed that

�a� � a

and therefore O � P�O��

Closures Closures are function abstractions together with the environment they are de�ned in�
They are denoted as closure�E� x� expr�� Here E is the environment� x is the formal argument�
and expr is the body of the abstraction�

Run�time objects are irreducible and can appear as the �nal result of a successful program execution
�reduction��
The run�time environment �rt�environment� E is a set of name�to�rt�object bindings of the form

hnamei  a� where name � Id �set of identi�ers� and a � O� Given an rt�environment E� E�hnamei�
denotes the rt�object a in the binding of the form hnamei  a in E or � if hnamei is unbound in E�
The operation � � E��E� constructs the new rt�environment that includes all bindings in E� and
those bindings of E� that are not overridden in E�� Formally�

�E��E���hnamei�  

�
E��hnamei� if E��hnamei� � �

E��hnamei� if E��hnamei�  �

The store S is an unspeci�ed entity that represents the storage space of the program� For the
purposes of this section� it is su�cient to state that there exists a predicate Valid��S� de�ned on
all possible stores� an initial store %S such that Valid�	 � %S�  TRUE� and a set of primitive functions
fprimitiveig� The validity of a store may or may not depend on the typing environment $�
Primitive functions are introduced to model low�level system primitives� Each primitive function

is a partial function that maps pairs �S� a� to �S�� a��� This mapping has the following meaning� if
primitivei�S� a�  �S�� a��� then the primitive function primitivei applied to an rt�object a in the
presence of the store S produces the result a� and changes the store to become S��
Primitive functions are the most basic execution primitives and correspond to low�level implemen�

tation functions� Their correctness is not checked� rather� it is assumed� The right set of primitive
functions along with their de�nitions and the proof of their correctness is the responsibility of the
language designer�
Before the natural semantics can be de�ned� certain assumptions about the underlying user type

graph G need to be established� It is assumed that G has the following properties�

Products
 It is assumed that the following de�nitions are given�

concrete type T�ProductN�covar X� ��� covar XN��

for all N from 
 to M � where M is the maximum arity of product expressions in the program
�M is �nite since every program is a �nite text� at the same time� products can not grow
dynamically in the proposed semantics�� Existence of the type de�nition

���



concrete type T�Unit�

is also assumed� The type T Unit can be thought of as a ��ary product type� It is further
assumed that none of the above product types has any subtypes or concrete supertypes� The
existence of a prede�ned rt�object unit of type T Unit is also assumed�

Functionals
 It is assumed that behavior and function types are de�ned as

concrete type T�Function�contravar A covar R��

concrete type T�Behavior�contravar A covar R�

subtype of T�Function�A R��

It is assumed that there are no concrete subtypes of T Behavior and that the only concrete
subtype of T Function is T Behavior� Instead of T Function�A�R� and T Behavior�A�R� the
denotations A�R and A�bR� respectively� will be used�

The assumptions about the product types play a crucial role in de�nitions of behavior consistency
and the treatment and typing of product expressions� Assumptions about functional types are
used in typing and treatment of abstraction and application expressions� The assumptions about
non�existence of concrete subtypes of the functional types can be lifted provided the appropriate
reduction rule for application expression is added�
The natural semantics of the target language is de�ned in Figure ���� The statement of the form

�S�E� hexpri� �G �S
�� a�

means that the expression hexpri evaluated in the environment E with the store S reduces to
rt�object a and changes the store to become S��
The function dispatch�b� a� �B �O�O� is de�ned by De�nition ��
��
In this section� natural semantics of the target language has been de�ned� The next section

discusses issues related to run�time object typing�

����� Execution state typing

In this section� typing of run�time objects and correctness of a particular state of program execution
will be de�ned� The correctness condition placed upon primitive functions and their associations
will also be formulated�

De�nition ���� �Extended typing environment�� An extended typing environment $ is a set
of pairs a � X where X is a type and a � �Id�O�� �

An extended typing environment is a straightforward extension of typing environment designed
to handle typing of run�time objects� In this section� the term �typing environment� will be used
to mean �extended typing environment�� The notion of initial extended typing environment $
 is
de�ned as a straightforward extension of initial typing environment �De�nition ������

De�nition ���	 �Run�time object typing�� If $ is a typing environment �De�nition ����� and
a is an rt�object� then its typing is de�ned by the rules depicted in Figure ��
 which augment the
rules in Figure ��
� Here $�$� E� denotes the environment obtained as follows�

$�$� E��hnamei�  

�
X if E�hnamei� � � and $ � E�hnamei� � X

� otherwise

�

De�nition ���� �RT�similarity�� Two types A� and A� are called rt�similar i� one of the fol�
lowing is true

��



E�hnamei� � �
�S�E� hnamei� �G �S�E�hnamei��

RedAxiom

�S�E� fun �x� hexpri� �G �S� closure�E� x� hexpri��
RedFunction

�S
� E� hexpri�� �G �S�� a�� � � � �Sn��� E� hexprin� �G �Sn� an�
�S
� E� �hexpri� � � �hexprin�� �G �Sn� �a� � � �an��

RedProduct

�S
� E� hexpri�� �G �S�� a�� �S�� E�fhnamei  a�g� hexpri�� �G �S�� a��
�S
� E� let �T � hnamei
hexpri� in hexpri�� �G �S�� a��

RedLet

�S
� E� hexprsi� �G �S�� a�� �S�� E� hexpri� �G �S�� a��
�S
� E� hexprsi�hexpri� �G �S�� a��

RedSequence

�S
� E� hexpri�� �G �S�� closure�E
�� x� hexpri�� �S�� E� hexpri�� �G �S�� a��

�S�� E�E��fx  a�g� hexpri� �G �S�� a��
�S
� E� hexpri�hexpri�� �G �S�� a��

RedFuncApplication

�S
� E� hexpri�� �G �S�� behavior� behavior � B
�S�� E� hexpri�� �G �S�� a��

dispatch�behavior� a��  fun �x� hexpri
�S�� E� � fun �x� hexpri � a� �G �S�� a��

�S
� E� hexpri�hexpri�� �G �S�� a��
RedBehApplication

�S
� E� hexpri�� �G �S�� behavior� behavior � B
�S�� E� hexpri�� �G �S�� a��

dispatch�behavior� a��  primitivei
primitivei�S�� a��  �S�� a��

�S
� E� hexpri�hexpri�� �G �S�� a��
RedBehPrimApplication

Figure ���� Natural semantics of the target language

$�a�  X

$ � a � X RTAxiom

$ � a� � glbj���C
j�
� ��A

j�
� � � � � $ � an � glbjn��C

jn
n ��A

jn
n �

$ � �a�� � � � � an� � glbj����� �jn���iC
ji
i ���A

j�
� � � � � � A

jn
n ��

RTProduct

$�$�$� E� � fun �x� hexpri � X
$ � closure�E� x� hexpri� � X

RTClosure

Figure ��
� Typing rules for rt�objects
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�� A�  A�


� A�  a�A�
�� � � � � A

Aritya�
� �� A�  a�A�

�� � � � � A
Aritya�
� �� and for each i Ai

� is rt�similar to A
i
�

�� A�  a�A�
�� � � � � A

Aritya�
� �� A�  a�A�

�� � � � � A
Aritya�
� �� and a � f���bg

�

Rt�similarity requires that two types be identical when their leaves related to functional types
are cut o�� For example� �a� �b�c� d�� e� is rt�similar to �a� �f�g� d�� e�� but �a� �b� c� d�� e� is not
rt�similar to �a� �f� g� d�� e��

De�nition ���� �Run�time pre�types�� Run�time pre�type p over G is de�ned recursively as fol�
lows�

�� If p  A where A is a type over G�FTV such that pfunctor�A� � ConcreteG and

pfunctor�A� 	� f���bg � FTV�A�  �

then p is a run�time pre�type�


� If p  �p�� � � � � pn� where pi are run�time pre�types such that

�i� j � i� FTV�pi��FTV�pj�  �

then p is a run�time pre�type�

�

Thus a run�time pre�type can contain variables in the leaves of functional types only� Thus
�a�b�� ��c� is a run�time pre�type while �a�b�� c���� is not�

De�nition ���� �Run�time types�� Run�time type q over G is de�ned as follows�

q  glbi�C
i ��pi

is a run�time type i� the following holds�

�i� pi is a run�time pre�type ������

�i� 
G C i ����
�

�i� j� pi and pj are RT�similar ������

The set of all run�time types is denoted RTypG � �

Run�time types are thus greatest lower bounds of a �nite number of rt�similar consistent run�time
pre�types� For example�

glb��� � a������ a�b� ������

is a run�time type while

glb��� � a������ a�

is not�
De�nition ���� �Primary form of run�time types� extended from page ��� above��
primaryG is extended to work for run�time types in the following manner�

primaryG�q�
def
 fhc�� � � � � cni j cj  pfunctor�qij� for some ig

�




where

q  glbi�C
i ���qi�� � � � � q

i
n�

�

This de�nition is valid since pfunctor�qij� is independent of i according to ������� For example�
the primary form of the type ������ is h�i�
Having de�ned the run�time object typing� it is now possible to formally specify the requirements

placed on primitive functions� The primitive functions are assumed to be correct in the following
sense�

De�nition ���� �Primitive function correctness�� A primitive function primitivei is correct
w�r�t $ i� for every behavior association of the form

behavior �C � A�R hnamei � primitivei

for any store S such that Valid��S�  TRUE� for each rt�object a such that $ � a � Xa� Xa  
glbi�C

a
i ��Ai� and

�i� 
G C ai � C �Ai � A

the following holds�

primitivei�S� a�  �S
�� r�

Valid��S
��  TRUE

$ � r � Xr  glbj�C
r
j ��Rj

�i �j� C � C ai � �Ai � A� 
G C rj � �Rj � R�

�

In other words� the primitive functions are required to behave just as good as type�checked non�
primitive ones w�r�t their type speci�cations� Note that there is no de�nition of store consistency
here as it depends upon the semantics of primitive functions� However� the results of this chapter
do not depend on the de�nition of store consistency� It is only required that correct applications
of primitive functions do not disturb it �as stated in the above de�nition�� An example of a set of
primitive functions satisfying these conditions is given in Section ����
In this section� execution state �run�time object� typing was de�ned� Next section proves a set

of correctness properties for behavior dispatch process�

����
 Dispatch correctness

In this section� several properties of dispatch function used in Figure ��� are proven� The ultimate
goal is to prove that in a correctly typechecked expression the dispatch is always valid and correct
�no �message not understood� or �message ambiguous� errors��

Lemma ��� �Argument property�� If q � RTypG then

��i� 
G C � C
q
i � �A

q
i � A��� primaryG�q� �G primaryG��C ��A� ������

�i� C � C qi � �A
q
i � A� 
G C q p �A

q
i � Aqp � A ������

�i� �t � concreteG��C ��A�� C � C qi � �A
q
i � A� 
G C t �A

q
i � At � A �����

where q  glbi�C
q
i ��A

q
i � abstractG�primaryG�t��  �C

t ��At and abstractG�primaryG�q��  �C q p��Aqp�
�

��



Proof	 The statement ������ can be equivalently formulated as follows�

�i� �
G C � C
q
i � �A

q
i � A�� primaryG�q� �G primaryG��C ��A��

Then� all three statements of this lemma have to be proven for all i� Let i be such that

�
G C � C
q
i � �A

q
i � A�

For such i� all three statements are trivially satis�ed �false premises imply any conclusion�� In the
rest of the proof� it will be assumed that i is such that


G C � C
q
i � �A

q
i � A�

is satis�ed� The above condition is equivalent to the following statement�

���� ��� C ���� � C qi ���� �A
q
i �
��� � A����

Let A�
def
 A����� Assume �without loss of generality� that Aq

i  �Aq
i �� � � � � A

q
i n�� Then A�  

�A��� � � � � A
�
n� and

Aq
i j �

��� � A�j for all j from � to n

�from the de�nition of subtyping and the variance of the product�� Since Aq
i is an n�arity product� its

primary form is also an n�arity product� Let primaryG�q�  htq�� � � � � t
q
ni� Note that t

q
j � ConcreteG

from the above de�nition� the de�nition of a run�time type� and the fact that q � RTypG � Then�
At  �At

�� � � � � A
t
n� by de�nition of abstractG����

Each Aq
i j � by de�nition of a run�time type� has a primary functor which belongs to ConcreteG�

Thus Aq
i j  c�r�� � � � � rArityc��� where c is a concrete type constructor� Then t

q
j  c and therefore

At
j  c�� � � �� At the same time� A�j  c�� � � � for some c and since Aq

i j�
��� � A�j and from the de�nition

of subtyping c �G c� Since A�j  c��� � � �� either Aj  c��� � � � or Aj  �k for some k� If Aj  �k�
then �since C ���� is true by de�nition of ��� the following is true�

pfunctor�A�j� �G glbGfc
� j ��k � c��� � � �� � Cg

and therefore �since Aq
i j �

��� � A�j�

tqj �G glbGfc
� j ��k � c��� � � �� � Cg

On the other hand� if A�j  c�� � � �� then tqj  c �G c� To sum up� the following statement have been
shown to be true�

tqj �G

�
glbGfc

� j ��k � c��� � � �� � Cg if Aj is a variable

c if Aj  c�� � � �
������

and the above case analysis is exhaustive w�r�t� the form of Aj � The above is equivalent to

tqj �G primaryG��C ��Aj �

and� due to the fact that j was arbitrary� to

primaryG�q�  htq�� � � � � t
q
ni �G hprimaryG��C ��A� �� � � � � primaryG��C ��An �i  primaryG��C ��A�

������

which proves �������
In order to show that ������ is true� it is su�cient to put

�jk  rijk

��



where

Aq
i j �

���  c�rij�� � � � � r
i
jArityc��

Then the following is satis�ed �by de�nitions of primaryG���� abstractG���� and a run�time type��

Aq
i j �

���  Aqp
j ����

C qi ����� C q p����

from which

Aq
i �
���  Aqp���� � �C qi ����� C q p�����

Since �� and �� were chosen under the only assumption that

C ���� � C qi �����A
q
i �
��� � A����

was satis�ed� the following is true�

���� ��� �C ���� � C qi ���� �A
q
i �
��� � A����� ���� Aq

i �
���  Aqp���� � C q p�����

This implies �������
Consider primaryG�q�� Since primaryG�q� �G primaryG��C ��A� and according to the de�nition

of concreteG��� there are only two possibilities�

�� primaryG�q� � concreteG��C ��A� In this case� the statement ����� is immediate�


� �t � concreteG��C ��A�� primaryG�q� �G t� �C �C q p 
G C t �Aqp � At � A� where �C t ��At  
abstractG�t�� In this case �by �������

�t � concreteG��C ��A�� C � C qi � �A
q
i � A� 
G C q p �A

q
i � Aqp � A � C t �Aqp � At � A

which implies

�t � concreteG��C ��A�� C � C qi � �A
q
i � A� 
G C t �A

q
i � At � A

that is equivalent to ������

The following theorem shows that indeed a dispatch of a type�correct behavior application yields
a correctly dispatched function�

Theorem ��� �Dispatch correctness�� If q � RTypG is a run�time type� b is a behavior that
satis�es coverage� unambiguity� and correctness conditions�

behavior �C di � A
d
i�Rd

i �i � ��� � � � � Nd��

are the behavior de�nitions for b�

association �C ai � A
a
i�Ra

i � � � �i � ��� � � � � Na��

are the behavior associations for b�

�x � fa� dg� i � ��� � � � � Nx�� 
G C xi

and

�x � fa� dg� i � ��� � � � � Nx�� j� 
G C xi � C
q
j � �A

q
j � Ax

i �

��



then the following holds�

k  dispatchG�b� q� � � �����

�x � fa� dg� i � ��� � � � � Nx�� j� C qj � C
x
i �A

q
j � Ax

i 
G C
a
k �A

q
j � Aa

k � Ax
i �����

�j� 
G C ak � C
q
j � �A

q
j � Aa

k� ���
�

where q  glbj�C
q
j ��A

q
j and t  primaryG�q�� �

Proof	

Point ����� According to de�nition ��
�� in order to show k � �� it is necessary to show that

Sb�t� � � �����

jSbmin�t�j  � �����

Point ����� There are two possible cases�

�� �i� j� 
G C ai � C
q
j � �A

q
j � Aa

i � In this case� the statement ������ of Lemma ��� can
be applied to deduce that

t �G primaryG��C ai ��A
a
i �

which ensures that Sb�t� � ��


� �i� j� 
G C di � C
q
j � �A

q
j � Ad

i �� The statement ����� of Lemma ��� can be applied
to deduce that

�t � concreteG��C di ��A
d
i �� C di � C

q
j � �A

q
j � Ad

i � 
G C
t �Aq

j � At � Ad
i �����

where �C t ��At  abstractG�t�� From the behavior coverage condition ����

C t � C di � �A
t � Ad

i � 
G C
a
l � �A

t � Aa
l � Ad

i �

From this and �����

C di � C
q
j � �A

q
j � Ad

i � 
G At � Aa
l � Ad

i � C
a
l �A

q
j � At

Thus

�l� C di � C
q
j � �A

q
j � Ad

i � 
G C
q
j �A

q
j � Aa

l � Ad
i � C

a
l �����

and since


G C di � C
q
j � �A

q
j � Ad

i �

by the condition of this case the following is true�

�l� 
G C
q
j �A

q
j � Aa

l � C
a
l

The statement ������ of Lemma ��� is then used to deduce

�l� t �G primaryG��C al ��A
a
l �

which proves the statement under consideration�

Point ����� In order to show jSbmin�t�j  �� it is su�cient to show that S
b�t� � � �which has

already been proven� and

�i� j � i� t �G primaryG��C ai ��A
a
i � � t �G primaryG��C aj ��A

a
j �

� �k� t �G primaryG��C ak ��A
a
k�

� primaryG��C ak ��A
a
k� �G primaryG��C ai ��A

a
i �

� primaryG��C ak ��A
a
k� �G primaryG��C aj ��A

a
j � ����

��



where t  primaryG�q�� From the de�nition of run�time type

q � RTypG � t  primaryG�q�� t � ConcreteG
n for some n

Let t be such that the premises of ���� are satis�ed� Then�

t �G primaryG��C ai ��A
a
i � � t �G primaryG��C aj ��A

a
j � � t � ConcreteG

n

From this and the de�nition of concreteG���

�u � concreteG��C ai ��A
a
i � �C

a
j ��A

a
j �� t �G u

From this and the behavior unambiguity condition

primaryG��C ai ��A
a
i � �G primaryG��C aj ��A

a
j � � primaryG��C aj ��A

a
j � �G primaryG��C ai ��A

a
i �

� �k� u �G primaryG��C ai ��A
a
i �

� primaryG��C ak ��A
a
k� �G primaryG��C ai ��A

a
i �

� primaryG��C ak ��A
a
k� �G primaryG��C ai ��A

a
i �

There are three possible cases�

�� primaryG��C ai ��A
a
i � �G primaryG��C aj ��A

a
j �� Let k

�  i� Then� k� satis�es �����


� primaryG��C aj ��A
a
j � �G primaryG��C ai ��A

a
i �� Let k

�  j� Then� k� satis�es �����

�� �k� u �G primaryG��C ai ��A
a
i � � primaryG��C ak ��A

a
k� �G primaryG��C ai ��A

a
i �

�primaryG��C ak ��A
a
k� �G primaryG��C ai ��A

a
i �� In this case� let k�  k� Then� k�

satis�es �����

In all cases k� that satis�es ���� has been found� Thus� jSbmin�t�j  � has been shown�

It has been shown that under the conditions of the theorem jSbmin�t�j  �� Thus the point �����
has been proven�

Point ����� Assume that x� i� j are such that

�
G C
q
j � C

x
i � q � Ax

i

Then the statement ����� is trivially satis�ed� In the rest of the proof it will therefore be
assumed that x� i� j are such that


G C
q
j � C

x
i � q � Ax

i

is satis�ed� There are two possible cases�

�� x  a� In this case�


G C
q
j � C

a
i �A

q
j � Aa

i

Then k � � �from statement ������� If k  i� the statement ����� is immediate� Let
k � i� Then

t �G primaryG��C ak ��A
a
k� �G primaryG��C ai ��A

a
i � �����

from the de�nition of dispatch��� �� and Sbmin�t�� From the statement ������ of Lemma ���

C qj � C
a
i �A

q
j � Aa

i 
G C
q p �Aq

j � Aqp � Aa
i �����

where abstractG�primaryG�q��  �C q p��Aqp� Let Xu
k  abstractG�primaryG��C ak ��A

a
k���

Then

t �G primaryG��C ak ��A
a
k� �G primaryG�X

u
k �

t �G primaryG��C ai ��A
a
i �

�from ����� and the de�nition of primaryG��� and abstractG���� and therefore there are
�by de�nition of concreteG���� two possible cases�

�



�a� primaryG��C q p��Aqp� � concreteG��C ai ��A
a
i � X

u
k �� From this and �����

�t� � concreteG��C ai ��A
a
i � X

u
k �� C qj � C

a
i �A

q
j � Aa

i 
G C
t� �Aq

j � At� � Aa
i ������

�choose t�  primaryG��C q p��Aqp���

�b� �t�� � concreteG��C ai ��A
a
i � X

u
k �� t �G t�� � �C q p � Cai 
G C t

� �
� Aqp � At�� � Aa

i �

where t  primaryG��C q p��Aqp� and �C t
��
��At��  abstractG�t���� From ����� and the

entailment above

C qj � C
a
i �A

q
j � Aa

i 
G C
t� � �Aq

j � Aqp � At�� � Aa
i

which is equivalent to ������ �choose t�  t����

Thus it has been shown that in both cases ������ is satis�ed� From the behavior correct�
ness condition and �����

C t
�

� C ai � �A
t� � Aa

i � 
G C
a
k � �A

t� � Aa
k � Aa

i �

From this and ������

C qj � C
a
i �A

q
j � Aa

i 
G C
a
k �A

q
j � At� � Aa

k � Aa
i

which proves statement ����� of the theorem for this case�


� x  d� From the proof of the second case of ����� �statement ������

�l� C di � C
q
j � �A

q
j � Ad

i � 
G C
q
j �A

q
j � Aa

l � Ad
i � C

a
l ������

From the previous case �let x  d� i  l�

C qj � C
a
l �A

q
j � Aa

l 
G C
a
k �A

q
j � Aa

k � Aa
l

From this and ������

�l� C di � C
q
j � �A

q
j � Ad

i � 
G C
a
k �A

q
j � Aa

k � Aa
l � Ad

i

which implies

C di � C
q
j � �A

q
j � Ad

i � 
G C
a
k �A

q
j � Aa

k � Ad
i

that proves ����� in this case�

Point ���
� Immediate consequence of statement ����� and the theorem conditions�

In this section it has been proven that in a correctly typechecked expression the dispatch is always
valid and correct �no �message not understood� or �message ambiguous� errors�� Next section is
the proof of the subject reduction theorem�

����� Subject reduction

The subject reduction theorem that is proven below is the main result of this chapter� It shows that
a correctly typechecked program does not produce type or dispatch errors during execution�

Lemma ��� �Expanded type propagation�� If all types in $ are expanded �De�nition ����� E
is an rt�environment� o � Expressions�O� and $�$�$� E� � o � X� then X is expanded� �

��



Proof	 By simple induction on the derivation of $�$�$� E� � o � X� Follows from the fact that none
of the rules in Figure ��
 and Figure ��
 can produce non�expanded types provided their premises
do not contain them�

A consistent triple de�ned below can also be termed as a consistent computation state�

De�nition ���� �Consistent triple�� A triple �S�E� hexpri� is called consistent in a given typing
environment $ if the following conditions are satis�ed�

�� Valid��S�  TRUE


� �E�hnamei�  a�� �$ � hnamei � Xn � $ � a � Xa � 
G Xa � Xn�

�� ��o � Id�O� $�$�$� E� � o � X�� 
G X

�� $�$�$� E� � hexpri � X � 
G X

�

This de�nition requires that all types of rt�objects that participate in a given environment are
valid� and so is the type derived for the expression expr� It also requires the validity of the store S�
Finally� the subject reduction theorem can be formulated and proven�

Theorem ��� �Subject reduction�� If $ does not contain non�expanded types and a triple
�S�E� hexpri� is consistent in $ then the following holds�

�� The next reduction step for �S�E� hexpri� exists and is unique� The reduction step is under�
stood as a step from the conclusion of the rule to its premise or from one of the premises of
the rule to the next one in the order these premises are listed�


� If in addition �S�E� hexpri� �G �S�� a��� then the following holds�

�a� Valid��S
��  TRUE

�b� $ � a� � X�

�c� 
G X� � X where $�$�$� E� � hexpri � X

�

Proof	

Point �
 The proof is by induction over the derivation of �S�E� hexpri� �G �S�� a��� It will be
shown that if the theorem is satis�ed for the premises of a reduction rule and the triple in the
conclusion of the rule is consistent� then the pair that this triple reduces to according to the
conclusion of the rule in question will also satisfy the theorem�

Rule RedAxiom
 Since �S�E� hnamei� is consistent� Valid��S�  TRUE� Let E�hnamei�  a

�E�hnamei� exists since otherwise the rule in question would not be applicable�� Then

$ � hnamei � Xn ����
�

$ � a � Xa ������


G Xa � Xn ������

from the de�nition of triple consistency� It is left to show that $�$�$� E� � hnamei � X �

and 
G X� � Xn� Since $�hnamei�  Xn and hnamei � Id� $�$�$� E� � hnamei � Xa by
de�nition of $�$� E� and the operation �� Thus� X�  Xa� From this and equation ������


G X� � Xn

Thus� the pair �S� a� satis�es the conclusions of the theorem�

��



Rule RedFunction
 Immediate from the rule RTClosure in Figure ��
�

Rule RedProduct
 First� it will be shown that if �S
� E� �hexpri�� � � � � hexprim�� is consistent
and Valid��S��  TRUE� then �S�� E� hexprii� is consistent� It is su�cient to show that
under these conditions

$�$�$� E� � hexprii � X
n
i ������


G Xn
i ������

From the de�nition of consistency�

$�$�$� E� � �hexpri�� � � � � hexprim� � X
n �����


G X ������

Consider the derivation of ������ It follows the rules of Figure ��
� and the last applied
rule has to be the rule Product� Thus�

$�$�$� E� � hexprii � X
n
i ������

where

Xn
i  glbjn

i
��Cni

jni ��An
i
jni � ������

Xn  glbjn� ���� �jnm ���iC
n
i
jni ���An

�
jn� � � � � � An

m
jnm�� ������

Thus� equation ������ is proven� Since


G X
n � 
G glbjn� ���� �jnm���iC

n
i
jni ���An

�
jn� � � � � � An

m
jnm��

�
�

jn� ���� �j
n
m


G ��iCni
jni ���An

�
jn� � � � � � An

m
jnm�

�
�

jn� ���� �j
n
m


G �iCni
jni ����
�

�
�

jn� ���� �j
n
m�i


G Cni
jni ������

�
�
i

�
jni


G Cni
jni

�
�
i

�
jn
i


G �Cni
jni ��An

i
jni ������

�
�
i


G glbjn
i
�Cni

jni ��An
i
jni

�
�
i


G Xn
i ������

the equation ������ is proven as well �equivalences ����
� and ������ are due to the fact that
all types are expanded which follows from Lemma ��� and the conditions of the theorem��
Therefore� �S�� E� hexprii� is consistent as long as Valid��S

��  TRUE� Since S
  
TRUE by assumption� �S
� E� hexpri�� is consistent� Therefore� by induction assumption�
Valid��S��  TRUE� This makes �S�� E� hexpri�� consistent and S� valid� After n � �
steps� it is shown that all triples �Si��� E� hexprii� are consistent� Then� by induction
assumption�

$ � ai � X
a
i ������


G X
a
i � Xn

i �����

���



It is left to show that

$ � �a�� � � � � an� � X
a ������


G X
a � Xn ������

�������

From equation ������ and the rule RTProduct �Figure ��
�

$ � �a�� � � � � an� � X
a �������

where

Xa
i  glbjai ��C

a
i
jai ��Aa

i
jai � �����
�

Xa  glbja� ���� �jam���iC
a
i
jai ���Aa

�
ja� � � � � � Aa

m
jam�� �������

Thus equation ������ is proven� Equation ������ is equivalent to


G glbja� ���� �jam���iC
a
i
jai ���Aa

�
ja� � � � � � Aa

m
jam�� � glbjn� ���� �jnm���iC

n
i
jni ���An

�
jn� � � � � � An

m
jnm��

�
�

ja� ���� �j
a
m

�
jn� ���� �j

n
m


G ��iC ai
jai ���Aa

�
ja� � � � � � Aa

m
jam � � ��iCni

jni ���An
�
jn� � � � � � An

m
jnm�

�
�

ja� ���� �j
a
m

�
jn� ���� �j

n
m

��iCni
jni � 
G �iC ai

jai � f�Aa
�
ja� � � � � � Aa

m
jam � � �An

�
jn� � � � � � An

m
jnm�g

�
�

ja� ���� �j
a
m

�
jn� ���� �j

n
m

��iCni
jni � 
G ��iC ai

jai � � ��ifA
a
i
jai � An

i
jni g�

�
�

ja� ���� �j
a
m

�
jn� ���� �j

n
m

�
�
i

Cni
jni 
G C ai

jai �fAa
i
jai � An

i
jni g� �������

�
�
i

�
jai

�
jni

Cni
jni 
G C ai

jai �fAa
i
jai � An

i
jni g

�
�
i

�
ja
i

�
jn
i


G �C ai
jai ��Aa

i
jai � �Cni

jni ��An
i
jni

�
�
i


G glbja
i
��C ai

jai ��Aa
i
jai � � glbjn

i
��Cni

jni ��An
i
jni �

�
�
i


G Xa
i � Xn

i �������

However� the equation ������� is the same as ����� and therefore the equation ������ is
proven� The above derivation used equations ������ and �����
�� The step ������� is a
direct consequence of Lemma ��� and the fact that the derivation of Xn

i �X
a
i � occurs in

a branch di�erent from the one used to derive Xn
j �X

a
j � if i � j�

Thus it has been shown that �Sn� �a�� � � � � an�� satis�es the conclusion of the theorem�

Rule RedLet
 First it will be shown that if

�S
� E� let �T � hnamei
hexpri� in hexpri��

is consistent� then so is

�S
� E� hexpri��

Store validity is immediate� thus it remains to show that

$�$�$� E� � hexpri� � X
n
� �������


G Xn
� ������

���



under the conditions that

$�$�$� E� � let �T � hnamei
hexpri� in hexpri� � X
n �������


G Xn �������

The outermost rule in the derivation of ������� is either Let or TypedLet� Therefore

$�$�$� E� � hexpri� � X
n
�  glbi��C

i
�
n��Ai

�
n� �������

$�$�$� E��fhnamei � Y g � hexpri� � X
n
�  glbj��C

j
�
n��Aj

�
n� �������

where

Y  

�
glbi�C

i
�
n��Ai

�
n if the rule Let was used

expandG�T � if the rule TypedLet was used

which proves �������� On the other hand�

Xn  glbi�j�C
i
�
n � C j�

n � ci��A
j
�
n �����
�

where

ci  

�
TRUE if the rule Let was used

�Ai
�
n � expandG�T �� if the rule TypedLet was used

and therefore �from ��������


G Xn � 
G glbi�j�C
i
�
n � C j�

n � ci��A
j
�
n

�
�
i

�
j


G �C i�
n � C j�

n � ci��A
j
�
n

�
�
i

�
j


G �C i�
n � C j�

n � ci�

�
�
i


G C i�
n

�
�
i


G �C i�
n��Ai

�
n

� 
G glbi��C
i
�
n��Ai

�
n�

� 
G X
n
�

which proves ������� Therefore�

�S
� E� hexpri��

is consistent and by the induction assumption

Valid��S��  TRUE �������

$ � a� � X
a
� �������


G X
a
� � Xn

� �������

From this and the conditions of the theorem it will be shown that

�S�� E�fhnamei  a�g� hexpri��

is also consistent� Indeed� S� is valid by �������� It remains to show that

$�$�$� E�fhnamei  a�g� � hexpri� � X
n
a � �������


G X
n
a � ������

Consider two possibilities�

��




Rule Let was applied
 In this case� Y  Xn
� and therefore 
G X

n
� � Y �

Rule TypedLet was applied
 In this case� Y  expandG�T � and


G Xn � 
G glbi�j�C
i
�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � expandG�T ����A

j
�
n

�
�
i


G �C i�
n � �Ai

�
n � expandG�T ��

� 
G X
n
� � expandG�T �

� 
G X
n
� � Y

Thus� in both cases 
G Xn
� � Y is satis�ed� However� from �������� 
G Xa

� � Xn
� � and

therefore 
G Xa
� � Y � This together with ������� proves that

$�$�$� E�fhnamei  a�g� � $�$�$� E��fhnamei � Y g �������

From this� �������� and the static subsumption theorem �� the following is true�

�� The statement ������� is true�


� The following statement is true�


G X
n
a � � Xn

� �������

from which ������ is also true�

Thus�

�S�� E�fhnamei  a�g� hexpri��

is consistent and therefore by induction assumption

Valid��S��  TRUE ����
��

$ � a� � X
a
� ����
��


G Xa
� � Xn

a � ����

�

It remains to show that


G X
a
� � Xn ����
��

where Xn is de�ned by �����
�� Since 
G Xa
� � Xn

a � by ����

� and 
G Xn
a � � Xn

�

by �������� it remain to show that 
G Xn
� � Xn� Indeed�

Xn  glbi�j�C
i
�
n � C j�

n � ci��A
j
�
n

Xn
�  glbj��C

j
�
n��Aj

�
n�

and since

C i�
n � C j�

n � ci 
G C
j
�
n � �Aj

�
n � Aj

�
n�

for all i� j� by De�nition ��
 
G Xn
� � Xn which proves ����
���

Rule RedSequence
 First it will be shown that if

�S
� E� hexpri� � hexpri��

is consistent� then so is

�S
� E� hexpri��

���



Store validity is immediate� thus it remains to show that

$�$�$� E� � hexpri� � X
n
� ����
��


G Xn
� ����
��

under the conditions that

$�$�$� E� � hexpri� � hexpri� � X
n ����
��


G Xn ����
�

The outermost rule in the derivation of ����
�� is Seq� therefore�

$�$�$� E� � hexpri� � X
n
�  glbi��C

i
�
n��Ai

�
n� ����
��

$�$�$� E� � hexpri� � X
n
�  glbj��C

j
�
n��Aj

�
n� ����
��

which proves ����
��� On the other hand�

Xn  glbi�j�C
i
�
n � C j�

n��Aj
�
n �������

and therefore �from ����
��


G Xn � 
G glbi�j�C
i
�
n � C j�

n��Aj
�
n

�
�
i

�
j


G �C i�
n � C j�

n��Aj
�
n

�
�
i

�
j


G �C i�
n � C j�

n�

�
�
i


G C i�
n

�
�
i


G �C i�
n��Ai

�
n

� 
G glbi��C
i
�
n��Ai

�
n�

� 
G X
n
�

which proves ����
��� Therefore�

�S
� E� hexpri��

is consistent and by the induction assumption

Valid��S��  TRUE �������

$ � a� � X
a
� �����
�


G X
a
� � Xn

� �������

From this and the conditions of the theorem it will be shown that

�S�� E� hexpri��

is also consistent� Indeed� S� is valid by �������� It remains to show that

$�$�$� E� � hexpri� � X
n
� �������


G Xn
� �������

���



The statement ������� is equivalent to ����
�� and is therefore true� From ����
�


G Xn � 
G glbi�j�C
i
�
n � C j�

n��Aj
�
n

�
�
i

�
j


G �C i�
n � C j�

n��Aj
�
n

�
�
i

�
j


G �C i�
n � C j�

n�

�
�
i


G C i�
n

�
�
i


G �C i�
n��A�

�
n

� 
G X
n
�

which proves ����
��� Thus

�S�� E� hexpri��

is consistent and therefore by induction assumption

Valid��S��  TRUE �������

$ � a� � X
a
� ������


G X
a
� � Xn

� �������

It remains to show that


G X
a
� � Xn �������

where Xn is de�ned by �������� Since 
G Xa
� � Xn

� by �������� it remain to show that

G Xn

� � Xn� Indeed�

Xn  glbi�j�C
i
�
n � C j�

n��Aj
�
n

Xn
�  glbj��C

j
�
n��Aj

�
n�

and since

C i�
n � C j�

n 
G C
j
�
n � �Aj

�
n � Aj

�
n�

for all i� j� by De�nition ��
 
G Xn
� � Xn which proves ��������

Rule RedFuncApplication
 First it will be shown that if

�S
� E� hexpri� hexpri��

is consistent� then so is

�S
� E� hexpri��

Store validity is immediate� thus it remains to show that

$�$�$� E� � hexpri� � X
n
� �������


G Xn
� �������

under the conditions that

$�$�$� E� � hexpri� hexpri� � X
n �����
�


G Xn �������

���



The outermost rule in the derivation of �����
� is Appl� therefore�

$�$�$� E� � hexpri� � X
n
�  glbi��C

i
�
n��Ai

�
n� �������

$�$�$� E� � hexpri� � X
n
�  glbj��C

j
�
n��Aj

�
n� �������

which proves �������� On the other hand�

Xn  glbi�j�C
i
�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n������ �������

and therefore �from ��������


G Xn � 
G glbi�j�C
i
�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n������

�
�
i

�
j


G �C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n������

�
�
i

�
j


G �C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n����

�
�
i


G C i�
n

�
�
i


G �C i�
n��Ai

�
n

� 
G glbi��C
i
�
n��Ai

�
n�

� 
G Xn
�

which proves �������� Therefore�

�S
� E� hexpri�� is consistent ������

and by the induction assumption

Valid��S��  TRUE �������

$ � closure�E�� x� hexpri� � Xa
� �������


G X
a
� � Xn

� �������

From this and the conditions of the theorem it will be shown that

�S�� E� hexpri��

is also consistent� Indeed� S� is valid by �������� It remains to show that

$�$�$� E� � hexpri� � X
n
� �������


G Xn
� �����
�

The statement ������� is equivalent to ������� and is therefore true� From �������


G Xn � 
G glbi�j�C
i
�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n������

�
�
i

�
j


G �C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n������

�
�
i

�
j


G �C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n����

�
�
j


G C
j
�
n

�
�
i


G �C
j
�
n��Aj

�
n

� 
G glbj��C
j
�
n��Aj

�
n�

� 
G Xn
�

���



which proves �������� Thus

�S�� E� hexpri��

is consistent and therefore by induction assumption

Valid��S��  TRUE �������

$ � a� � X
a
� �������


G X
a
� � Xn

� �������

Now it is possible to demonstrate that

�S�� E�E
��fx  a�g� hexpri�

is consistent� S� is valid by �������� It has to be shown that

$�$�$� E�E��fx  a�g� � hexpri � X
n
� �������


G Xn
� ������

From �������

$ � closure�E�� x� hexpri� � Xa
�

and therefore by the rule RTClosure for rt�objects �Figure ��
�

$�$�$� E�� � fun �x� hexpri � Xa
�

The outermost rule in the above derivation must be the rule Abs and therefore

$�$�$� E���fx � �g � hexpri � Xe  glbi�C
i
e ��A

i
e �������

Xa
�  glbi��C

i
e ����Ai

e� �������

where � is a fresh type variable� From ������� and �������


G Xn  glbi�j�C
i
�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n������

and therefore

�I� J � 
G C I�
n � C J�

n � �AI
�
n � AJ

�
n��� �������

By de�nition of subtyping

�Xa
� � �� 
G Xa

� � �

and therefore �since ������� is true�

�Xa
� � �� 
G $�$�$� E�E

��fx  a�g� � $�$�$� E
���fx � ����g

From this� ������� and the static subsumption theorem

$�$�$� E�E��fx  a�g� � hexpri � X
n
� �������

�Xa
� � �� 
G X

n
� � Xe �����
�

which implies �������� ������ is equivalent to

�k� 
G C k�
n

Since �����
� is equivalent to

�i� j �k� C i�
a � �Ai

�
a � �� � C je 
G C

k
�
n � �Ak

�
n � Aj

e�

��



by de�nition of subtyping� in order to prove ������ it is su�cient to show that

�i� j� 
G C i�
a � �Ai

�
a � �� � C je �������

From �������

�i� C i�
n 
G

�
j

�C j�
a �Aj

�
a � Aj

�
n�

and from ������� and �������

�i� C i�
n 
G

�
j

�C je � ��Ai
e � Aj

�
n�

From the above two equations and �������


G C I�
n � C J�

n � �AI
�
n � AJ

�
n��� �

�
j

�C j�
a �Aj

�
a � Aj

�
n� �

�
j

�C je � ��AI
e � Aj

�
n�

which implies


G C I�
n � C J�

n � �AI
�
n � AJ

�
n��� � C J�

a � �AJ
�
a � AJ

�
n� � C Ie � ���AI

e � AI
�
n�

which is equivalent �due to the variance of � and transitivity of subtyping� to


G C I�
n � CJ�

n � C J�
a � C Ie � �A

I
�
n � AJ

�
n��� � �AJ

�
a � AJ

�
n� � ���AI

e � AI
�
n�

� �AJ
�
n � �� � �AI

e � �� � �AJ
�
a � �� �������

This implies


G C J�
a � �AJ

�
a � �� � C Ie

and therefore ��������

Thus

�S�� E�E
��fx  a�g� hexpri�

is consistent and therefore by induction assumption

Valid��S��  TRUE �������

$ � a� � X
a
� �������


G X
a
� � Xn

� ������

It remains to show that


G X
a
� � Xn �������

where Xn is de�ned by �������� Since 
G Xa
� � Xn

� by ������� it is su�cient to demon�
strate that


G Xn
� � Xn �������

From ������� by de�nition of subtyping

�i �i�� C i�
n 
G C i

�

�
a �Ai�

�
a � Ai

�
n

which is by ������� equivalent to

�i �i�� C i�
n 
G C i

�

e � ���Ai�

e � Ai
�
n�

���



From the above and the de�nition of subtyping� the following is true�

�i� j �i�� C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n��� 
G C i

�

e � ���Ai�

e � Ai
�
n�

Using the properties of entailment

�i� j �i�� C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n��� 
G

C i
�

e � C
j
�
n � ���Ai�

e � Ai
�
n� � �Ai

�
n � Aj

�
n���

from which �by transitivity of subtyping�

�i� j �i�� C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n��� 
G C i

�

e � C
j
�
n � ���Ai�

e � Aj
�
n���

and by variance of the type constructor �

�i� j �i�� C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n��� 
G C i

�

e � C
j
�
n �Aj

�
n � � �Ai�

e � � ������

On the other hand� from ������� and �����
� it follows that

�Xn
� � �� 
G X

n
� � Xe

which is equivalent to

�i� j �k� C j�
n � �Aj

�
n � �� � C ie 
G C

k
�
n � �Ak

�
n � Ai

e�

from which and ������

�i� j �i�� k� C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n��� 
G

C i
�

e � C
j
�
n �Aj

�
n � � �Ai�

e � �� C k�
n � �Ak

�
n � Ai�

e �

which implies �by transitivity�

�i� j �i�� k� C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n��� 
G

C i
�

e � C
j
�
n �Aj

�
n � � �Ai�

e � � � C k�
n � �Ak

�
n � Ai�

e � � �A
k
�
n � ��

which� in turn� implies

�i� j �k� C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n��� 
G C k�

n � �Ak
�
n � ��

which is equivalent to


G Xn
� � Xn

due to �������� Thus ������� and therefore ������� are proven�

Rule RedBehApplication
 The �rst two premises of this rule are the same as those in the
rule RedFuncApplication� Therefore� the equations �������!������� are proven in the same
way� Since hexpri� reduces to a behavior �behavior�� the following is true�

$�$�$� E� � behavior � Xa
�

where

Xa
�  glbi�C

i
�
a��Ai

�
a

and

Ai
�
a  Ai

b�bR
i
b

���



From this and �������

Xa
� � Xn

� � �i �l� C i�
n 
G C l�

a � �Al
�
a � Al

�
n�

� �i �l� C i�
n 
G C l�

a � �Al
b�bR

l
b � Ai

�
n� ������

From ������� and �������

�i� j� 
G �C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n����

and from this and ������

�i� j �l� 
G C i�
n � C j�

n � �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n��� � C l�

a � �Al
b�bR

l
b � Ai

�
n�

from which �due to variance of � and �b and their subtyping relationship in G�

�i� j �l� 
G C i�
n � C j�

n � C l�
a � �Aj

�
n � Al

b� � �R
l
b � �� ����
�

From �������

�j �m� C j�
n 
G Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Aj

�
n� ������

and from this and ����
�

�i� j �l�m� 
G C i�
n � C j�

n � C l�
a � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Aj

�
n � Al

b� � �R
l
b � ��

which implies

�l�m� 
G C l�
a � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Al

b�

From this and the dispatch correctness theorem ���

k  dispatchG�behavior� a�� � � ������

�l�m� Cm�
a � C l�

a �Am
�
a � Al

b 
G C
k
�
a �Am

�
a � Ak

b � Al
b ������

�m� 
G C k�
a � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Ak

b � ������

There are two possibilities� the dispatch might produce a function or a primitive� The
�rst case is handled by the rule RedBehApplication� while the second is handled by the
rule RedBehPrimApplication� Here only the �rst alternative is considered� the second one
will be considered later on� Assume that the dispatch produced a function F� Then� by
the functional consistency condition�

$
 � F � X
�
f �����


G X
�
f � �C

k
�
a���Ak

b�Rk
b � ������

Since $ � $
 for any valid $� by the static subsumption theorem

$�$�E�$� � F � Xf  glbp�C
p
f ��A

p
f ������


G Xf � X�
f �������

and therefore


G Xf � �C k�
a���Ak

b�Rk
b � �������

By using the rule Appl it is concluded that

$�$�E�$� � � F a� � � Xn
�  glbm�p�C

m
�
a � C pf �A

p
f � Am

�
a����� �����
�

���



where � occurs in Xa
� only in places denoted explicitly above �as it is fresh when the

rule Appl is applied��

It is now left to show that

�S�� E� � fun�x� hexpri � a��

is consistent and that the result type conforms to the third condition of the theorem� S�
is valid by �������� In order to show triple consistency it is left to demonstrate that

$�$�$� E� � � F a� � � Xn
� �������


G Xn
� �������

where F
def
 � fun �x� hexpri ��

������� follows from �����
�� ������� is equivalent to

�m� p� 
G Cm�
a � C pf �A

p
f � Am

�
a�� �������

From �������

�p� C k�
a 
G C

p
f �A

p
f � Ak

b�Rk
b

and from this and ������

�m� p� 
G C k�
a � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Ak

b � � C
p
f �A

p
f � Ak

b�Rk
b

which implies ������� �let �  Rk
b �� Thus the triple

�S�� E� � fun�x� hexpri � a��

is consistent and therefore �by induction assumption�

Valid��S��  TRUE �������

$ � a� � X
a
� ������


G X
a
� � Xn

� �������

In order to complete the proof of this case� it is necessary to show that


G X
a
� � Xn

Since 
G Xa
� � Xn

� by �������� it is su�cient to show that


G Xn
� � Xn

which is equivalent to

�i� j �m� p� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G Cm�

a � C pf �A
p
f � Am

�
a�� � � � �

�������

By the de�nition of subtyping�

�i� j� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G C i�

n � C j�
n �Ai

�
n � Aj

�
n��

From this and ������

�i� j �l� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G

C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� � C l�

a � �Al
b�bR

l
b � Ai

�
n�

���



from which and ������

�i� j �l�m� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G

C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� � C l�

a � �Al
b�bR

l
b � Ai

�
n� � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Aj

�
n�

from which and ������

�i� j �l�m� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G

C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� � C l�

a � �Al
b�bR

l
b � Ai

�
n� � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Aj

�
n�

� C k�
a �Am

�
a � Ak

b � Al
b

From this and �������

�i� j �l�m� p� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G

C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� � C l�

a � �Al
b�bR

l
b � Ai

�
n� � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Aj

�
n�

� C k�
a �Am

�
a � Ak

b � Al
b � C

p
f �A

p
f � Ak

b�Rk
b

From this and the global behavior consistency condition ����

�i� j �l�m� p� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G

C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� � C l�

a � �Al
b�bR

l
b � Ai

�
n� � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Aj

�
n�

� C k�
a �Am

�
a � Ak

b � Al
b � C

p
f �A

p
f � Ak

b�Rk
b �R

k
b � Rl

b

From this� transitivity� and relationship between � and �b

�i� j �l�m� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G Cm�

a � C pf �A
p
f � Am

�
a�Rl

b �R
l
b � �

which implies ������� �put �  Rl
b��

Rule RedBehPrimApplication
 This rule is identical to RedBehPrimApplication up to the point
where the dispatched function is applied� Therefore� the equations �������!�������
and ������!������ are proven in the same way�

It now remains to show that under these conditions

primitivei�S�� a��

is de�ned� the resulting store S� is consistent� and the type of the resulting object is less
then the type derived initially for the expression�

$ � a� � X
a
�  glbm�C

m
�
a��Am

�
a �������


G X
a
� � Xn �������

S� is valid by �������� Since

$ � a� � X
a
�  glbm�C

m
�
a��Am

�
a

�m� 
G C k�
a � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Ak

b �

�by ������� and ������ respectively�� and

primitivei�S�� a��  �S�� a�� �����
�

Valid��S��  TRUE �������

$ � a� � X
a
�  glbp�C

j
�
a��Ap

�
a �������

�m �p� C k�
a � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Ak

b � 
G C
p
�
a � �Ap

�
a � Rk

b � �������

��




by the primitive function correctness condition ��
�� Now it is left to show that


G X
a
� � Xn

which is equivalent to

�i� j �p� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G C

p
�
a �Ap

�
a � � �������

From the de�nition of subtyping

�i� j� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G C i�

n � C j�
n �Ai

�
n � Aj

�
n��

From this and ������

�i� j �l� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G

C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� � C l�

a � �Al
b�bR

l
b � Ai

�
n�

From this and ������

�i� j �l�m� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G

C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� � C l�

a � �Al
b�bR

l
b � Ai

�
n� � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Aj

�
n�

From the above� the transitivity of subtyping� relationship between � and �b and their
variance

�i� j �l�m� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G

C i�
n � C j�

n � C l�
a � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Aj

�
n� � �Aj

�
n � Al

b� � �R
l
b � ��

from which and ������

�i� j �l�m� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G

C i�
n � C j�

n � C l�
a � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Aj

�
n� � �Aj

�
n � Al

b� � �R
l
b � ��

� C k�
a �Am

�
a � Ak

b � Al
b

From this and �������

�i� j �l�m� p� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G

C i�
n � C j�

n � C l�
a � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Aj

�
n� � �Aj

�
n � Al

b� � �R
l
b � ��

� C k�
a �Am

�
a � Ak

b � Al
b � C

p
�
a � �Ap

�
a � Rk

b �

From the above and the global behavior consistency condition ����

�i� j �l�m� p� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G

C i�
n � C j�

n � C l�
a � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Aj

�
n� � �Aj

�
n � Al

b� � �R
l
b � ��

� C k�
a �Am

�
a � Ak

b � Al
b � C

p
�
a � �Ap

�
a � Rk

b � �R
k
b � Rk

l

from which and the transitivity of subtyping

�i� j �l�m� p� C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n�� 
G

C i�
n � C j�

n � C l�
a � Cm�

a � �Am
�
a � Aj

�
n� � �Aj

�
n � Al

b� � C
k
�
a �Am

�
a � Ak

b � Al
b

� C p�
a �Ap

�
a � �

which implies ��������

���



Point �
 Since the triple �S�E� hexpri� is consistent� hexpri is syntactically valid� The reduction
rules are structural with the following exceptions�

�� Rule RedAxiom additionally requires that E�hnamei� � �


� An application expression can be processed by one of the rules RedFuncApplication� Red�
BehApplication� or RedBehPrimApplication� These rules have additional �non�structural�
premises�

Assume that hexpri  hnamei �as is required for the rule RedAxiom to be applicable�� Assume
E�hnamei�  �� Then $�$�E�$� � hnamei � � which contradicts the assumption about triple
consistency �since �
G ��� Thus� the rule RedAxiom works for all correctly type�checked names�

Assume that hexpri  hexpri�hexpri�� The �rst premise of all three rules is identical� It will be
shown that under these conditions� the �rst expression� if it reduces� reduces to either a closure
�in which case the rule RulFunApplication is applicable and its second premise is checked� or a
behavior �in this case an additional analysis is needed�� Indeed� by triple consistency


G X
n �

�
i

�
j


G �C i�
n � C j�

n �Ai
�
n � Aj

�
n���

�
�
i


G �C i�
n � �Ai

�
n � ���� ������

where � is a fresh type variable and equation ������� is satis�ed� Also from triple consis�
tency ������ is true and therefore

�S
� E� hexpri�� �G �S�� a�� �������

Valid��S��  TRUE �������

$ � a� � X
a
�  glbl�C

l
�
a��Al

�
a ���
���


G Xa
� � Xn

� ���
���

From ������� ���
���� and transitivity

�i�l� 
G Al
�
a � ���

Since Xa
� is a concrete type� the primary functor of X

a
� must be concrete� The only concrete

types c such that �c �G �� are ��b� and ��� itself� Thus� the primary functor ofXa
� is either

��� or ��b�� The only rt�objects that can have a type with a primary functor of ��� are clo�
sures� At the same time the only rt�objects that can have a type with a primary functor of ��b�
are behaviors� Thus� a� must be either a closure �in which case the rule RedFuncApplication is
applicable� or a behavior�

If o is a behavior� its dispatch �fourth premise of the rules RedBehApplication and RedBeh�

PrimApplication� can�

�� Produce a function� In this case� the rule RedBehApplication will work�


� Produce a primitive� In this case� the rule RedBehPrimApplication will work�

�� Produce an error ���� In this case� no rule is applicable�

Thus it is su�cient to show that under these conditions� the dispatch will never yield ��
However� this statement has already been proven in �������

Thus� the statement � of the theorem has also been proven�

In this section� the main result of this chapter �the subject reduction theorem� has been proven�
The next section describes incorporation of imperative types into the type system developed so far�

���



��� Imperative types

In this section� it will be shown that it is possible to consistently introduce state in the frame�
work described above� Interestingly� state does not require any special type treatment� The set
of appropriate primitive functions along with a particular treatment of store and store validity is
su�cient�
This is in sharp contrast to ML�based type system where imperative types �type constructor

ref� are treated specially by the type system� This special treatment has two main disadvantages�

�� It restricts the use of imperative types by applying less permissive type discipline to them�


� It signi�cantly complicates the development of a system with several di�erent imperative types�
as for such a system the base type theory has to be modi�ed�

The family of imperative types T Var�X� is introduced as follows�

type T�Var�novar X��

behavior T�Var�X� �� X get � primitive��

behavior �T�Var�X�X� �� T�Unit set � primitive	�

with the additional constraint that there are no concrete types below T Var�
Let

V  fo j o � O �$
 � o � T Var�� � � �g

be the set of all objects with imperative types� The store S is then de�ned as a partial function from
V into O� For each �variable� �an object of type T Var� the store gives its �contents� �an object
stored in it��
The store validity predicate Valid��S� is de�ned in the following manner�

Valid��S�
def
�� �$ � v � V  glbi�C

v
i ��Vi � �i� 
G C vi � Vi � T Var����

S�v�  o

�$ � o � O  glbj�C
o
j ��Oj

� �i �j� C vi � Vi � T Var��� 
G C oj �Oj � �� ���
�
�

An intuitive meaning of the above de�nition is that a store is valid if for every variable there is a
value stored in it and that value is of the same �or smaller� type as the type of the variable�
The semantics of primitive functions is then de�ned as follows�

primitive��S� v�  �S� S�v�� ���
���

�getting the value of a variable v� and

primitive��S� �v� a��  �S��S�v�  a�� unit� ���
���

�setting the value of a variable v to a�� In the latter case

�S��S�v�  a���o�
def
 

�
S�o� if o � v

a if o  v

In order to show that this de�nition is valid and that in the system extended with imperative
types in this manner the subject reduction theorem still holds� it is su�cient to demonstrate that
the above primitives obey the primitive function correctness condition ��
��

Getting a value
 It is necessary to show that if S is a store and v is an rt�object such that

Valid��S�  TRUE ���
���

$ � v � Xv� Xv  glbi�C
v
i ��Ai ���
���

�i� 
G C vi �Ai � T Var��� ���
��

���



then the following holds�

primitive��S� v�  �S� a� where a  S�v� ���
���

Valid��S�  TRUE ���
���

$ � a � Xa  glbj�C
a
j ��Rj ���
���

�i �j� C vi � �Ai � T Var���� 
G C aj � �Rj � �� ���
���

In order to show ���
���� it is su�cient to demonstrate that S�v� exists� From ���
��� the
fact that Xv is an rt�type� and the condition that there are no concrete types below T Var it
follows that

Xv  T Var�T � ���
�
�

where T is some type expression� From this and the validity of S �by ���
�
��

S�v�  a ���
���

$ � a � Xa  glbj�C
a
j ��Rj ���
���

�j� T Var�T � � T Var��� 
G C aj � �Rj � �� ���
���

By ���
��� S�v� exists� and therefore ���
��� is proven� ���
��� is equivalent to ���
���� The
validity of S is trivial by ���
��� �getting a value does not change the store�� ���
��� is
equivalent to ���
��� and is therefore proven�

Thus� consistency of the �rst primitive �getting a value� has been demonstrated�

Setting a value
 It is necessary to show that if S is a store and p is an rt�object such that

Valid��S�  TRUE ���
���

$ � p � Xp� Xp  glbi�C
p
i ��Pi ���
��

�i� 
G C
p
i � Pi � �T Var���� �� ���
���

then the following holds�

primitive��S� p�  �S
�� unit� ���
���

Valid��S
��  TRUE ���

��

$ � unit � Xu ���

��

�i� C pi � Pi � �T Var���� �� 
G Xu � T Unit ���


�

The statements ���

�� and ���


� are immediately true as $
 � unit � T Unit� Thus it
remains to show the validity of ���
��� and ���

���

Since Xp is a run�time type and there are no concrete types below T Product�� the following
is true�

�i� Pi  �Vi� Si� ���

��

At the same time� from ���

�� and the de�nition of a run�time object

p  � v s � ���

��

On the other hand� from ���
��� and ���

�� it follows that

�i� 
G C
p
i � Vi � T Var��� ���

��

and from the rule RTProduct

$ � v � Xv  glbl�C
v
l ��V

�
l ���

��

$ � s � Xs  glbm�C
s
m ��S

�
m ���

�

Xp  glbl�m�C
v
l � C

s
m ���V

�
l � S

�
m� ���

��

���



From this and ���
��

Pi  �V
�
l � S

�
m� for some l�m

C pi  C vl � C
s
m for some l�m

from which and ���

��

Vi  V �
l for some l

Si  S�m for some m

Let us denote the indices that satisfy the above equations as li and mi� To sum up� the
following statements have been proven�

$ � p � Xp  glbi�C
v
li
� C smi

���Vli � Smi
� ���

��

p  � v s � ���
���

$ � v � Xv  glbi�C
v
li ��Vli ���
���

$ � s � Xs  glbi�C
s
mi
��Smi

���
�
�

From this� ���

��� and the fact that there are no concrete types below T Var it follows that

�i� Vli  T Var�Ui� ���
���

From this and the semantics of primitive�

primitive��S� p�  �S
�� unit� ���
���

where S�  S��S�v�  s� ���
���

Thus� ���

�� is true� It remains to show that S� is valid� Since S is valid and S� can only be
di�erent from it on v� it is su�cient to demonstrate that

�l �m� C vl � V
�
l � T Var��� 
G C sm � S�m � � ���
���

Xv is a run�time type with primary functor T Var �from ���
���� and therefore FTV�Ui�  �
for all i� Also from the de�nition of a run�time type Ui  U for some U and all i� From this
and satis�ability of run�time type constraints �C vl ��V

�
l  T Var�U �� Thus ���
��� �that we are

attempting to prove� is equivalent to

�m� T Var�U � � T Var��� 
G C sm � S�m � �

which is equivalent to

�m� �  U 
G C sm � S�m � �

due to novariance of T Var� This is in turn equivalent to

�m� 
G C sm � S�m � U ���
��

by de�nition of entailment and the fact that � 	� FTV��C sm ��S
�
m� and FTV�U �  ��

At the same time� ���
��� �the condition� is equivalent to

�i� 
G C smi
� �T Var�U �� Smi

� � �T Var���� ��

which implies �by variance of product and de�nition of mi�

�m� 
G C sm � T Var�U � � T Var��� � Sm � �

��



which is equivalent to

�m� 
G C sm � U  � � Sm � �

by variance of T Var� This is equivalent to

�m� 
G C sm � Sm � U

due to the fact that � 	� FTV��C sm ��Sm�� However� the last statement is equivalent to ���
���
Thus ���
��� has been proven�

It has been demonstrated that imperative types can be treated consistently in the framework
presented in this dissertation� The de�nitions of the type T Var� behaviors get and set along
with their related primitives given at the beginning of this section were proven to comply with the
requirements set forth for type system consistency� It follows that the subject reduction theorem
holds for the type system with imperative types introduced in this manner�

��� Extensions

In this section� I will describe several extensions to the simple semantics considered above� All these
extensions will be considered from the point of view of their impact on the type system�

����� Errors� nulls� and exceptions

While the typechecking algorithm guarantees the absence of type errors at run�time� other errors
may still arise� A practical programming language has to be able to deal with these errors in a
consistent and sound manner�

Example �	
	 Consider a primitive function that implements an integer division�

associate �T�Integer T�Integer� �� T�Integer divide � primitiveIntDiv �

Division of some number by zero is certainly type�correct�

var T�Integer ij�

i �
 ��

j �
 ��

i�divide�j��print�

What should be the result of such a program� Apparently� there is no integer number that could
meaningfully be printed by the last statement� �

If primitive functions were not allowed� this problem would not arise� since in the absence of
primitives every terminating computation is valid as long as the program is typechecked� In real
programming� however� the ability of a program �and� ideally� the formal semantics and the type
system� to deal with this kind of errors is crucial� There are several possible solutions to this problem�
These solutions are not mutually exclusive� but usually the presence of one of them is su�cient�
The notion of a �null value� is a well�established notion in the database community� Surprisingly�

in the programming languages community it did not receive nearly as much theoretical attention�
even though it is constantly utilized in practical programming� A null value is� in a sense� a common
placeholder for missing� insu�cient� or incorrect information� Thus� there can be many di�erent null
values �e�g� uninitialized� incorrect or absent�� In Example ���� for example� the division func�
tion would return some null value indicating incorrect result� That value will be printed �probably
as a string� and the program will proceed normally�
This approach is in fact adopted by the IEEE standard for �oating arithmetic �IEE���� The role

of null values is played by such entities as NaN� Unfortunately� no such standard exists for integer
arithmetics�

���



From the point of view of the type system� the following question needs to be answered� what are
the types of the null values� The simplest consistent approach would be to create a concrete type
T Null at the bottom of the type hierarchy and make all null objects to share that type� Then� every
function and�or behavior would be able to produce such a value without violating the type discipline�
There are� however� certain problems related to this approach� First� the natural semantics has to
be extended to deal with null values in functional positions �since T Null is at the bottom of the
hierarchy� it is a subtype of all behavior and function types and therefore null values can legally
appear where functions and behaviors can�� If the imperative types are present� the semantics of
extracting a value from a null value posing as a variable object also has to be speci�ed� Finally�
since T Null is also a subtype of all product types� the distinction between behaviors that take one
argument and the ones taking several arguments is blurred� which requires a signi�cant additional
run�time support� For example� consider the following code�

behavior T�Point �� �T�Integer T�Integer� intCoords�

behavior �T�Integer T�Integer� �� T�Integer plus�

���

var T�Point p�

���

p�intCoords�plus�print�

The last statement is supposed to print the sum of the integer coordinates of the given point�
However� the variable p may contain a null value in which case p�intCoords is likely to produce
�by default� a single null value rather than a pair of them� From the point of view of typechecking�
this is correct� But now� the behavior plus is applied �in a type�correct manner"� to a single object
instead of a pair� Thus� a run�time system has to be able to deal with situations like these�
The idea of null values and null types can be taken further� Namely� it is possible to introduce

several null types� each for its own purpose� For example� one can establish a common subtype of
all numeric types T NumNull and make objects such as NaN instances of this type� This approach
allows one to specify precisely what kind of null values can be expected in a particular place in the
program� However� it still requires additional semantics for function�behavior applications if at least
one null type is a subtype of these functional types�
Going even further along this path� objects of null types can have some special behaviors de�ned

on them� These behaviors will depend on the type of nulls� These behaviors can be used� for example�
to extract some information stored in the null object at the time of its creation� The resulting null
objects will then behave much like exceptions in most modern programming languages�
Note that the main problems related to the introduction of various null types and values are

related to the language semantics and implementation� Type system issues can be neatly solved by
placing null types below the types of objects the null values are designed to replace� Thus� the type
system can handle not only null values� but also exceptions �or at least a mechanism quite similar
to them��

����� Local variables and dynamic scoping

The only di�erence between null values with attributes and the traditional exceptions is the lexical
scoping of the local variables in the exception processing code� This problem manifests itself in many
other �and more important� places as well� Namely� consider the following code�

Example �	�	

a �
 fun �x� �

var T�Integer i�

i �
 x�

return fun �y� � return i � y� �

�

���

�a��������print�

���



�

This code �rst calls the anonymous function stored in a with the argument �� The result is a
function� that is called with the argument �� The result of that application is printed� According
to the semantics speci�ed in this chapter� this code is valid and should print �� since the closure
always keeps a copy of its environment� In practice� however� local variables are not kept beyond
the existence of the stack frame of their function invocation� and therefore an attempt to access i
will fail and return a garbage value� The situation can be even worse�

Example �	�	

a �
 fun �x� �

var T�Integer i�

i �
 x�

var b �
 fun �y� � return i � y� ��

i �
 	�

return b�

�

���

�a��������print�

�

According to the speci�ed semantics� this code should print � since the last value stored in i is
�� Even though it is possible to implement a language with such semantics �e�g� LISP and some
other functional languages�� it usually comes at considerable execution and memory costs�
In order to avoid situations like these� it is possible to create a semantics in which all local

variable values accessed inside a local function in their scope will be evaluated eagerly rather than
lazily� At the same time� assignment to such variables within such functions would be disallowed�
Such semantics would correspond to the behavior of the most today�s imperative languages�
In order to see how this semantic change can be supported by the type system consider program

transformations of the program given in Example ��
� The following is the standard transformation�

T�Var�T�Function� a �
 newT�VarT�Function�

a�set�fun �x� �

T�Var�T�Integer� i �
 newT�VarT�Integer�

i�set�x��

return fun �y� � return i�get�plus�y�� �

� ��

���

�a�get��������print�

that corresponds to the original semantics� The following translation corresponds to the modi�ed
semantics�

T�Var�T�Function� a �
 newT�VarT�Function�

a�set�fun �x� �

T�Var�T�Integer� i �
 newT�VarT�Integer�

i�set�x��

return � let ival 
 i�get in � fun �y� � return ival�plus�y�� �� �� ��

� ��

���

�a�get��������print�
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Here the value of i is extracted eagerly� This allows the implementation to discard the variable i
while the function that refers to its value is still around� Note that this translation automatically
ensures that no assignments to i are made inside the body of the inner function� as the type of ival
is not a variable type�
Thus it has been shown that the type discipline presented can support both functional �lazy

evaluation� and imperative �eager evaluation� styles�

����� Non�local returns

Another common feature of imperative programming languages that has not yet been addressed is
the presence of non�local returns� In the presented semantics� the return expression has to be the
last expression in the function body� In imperative programming this restriction is too severe to be
practical� The semantic approach to non�local returns is the usage of continuations� Typing in the
presence of continuations is quite straightforward� however their presence unnecessarily complicates
the semantics� Since the primary purpose of this dissertation is the development of the type system�
continuations were not formally treated here�

����
 Handling object creation

Object creation�deletion can be handled within the presented framework analogously to the handling
of imperative types �Section ����� An existential predicate has to be introduced as an additional
part of the state and the object creation primitive function semantics has to be speci�ed to change
the value of that predicate at a particular point� Once this is done� no changes to the type system
are required to deal with object creation� The type system already in place will ensure absence of
type errors in a correctly typechecked program�
In this section� several possible semantical extensions and their in�uence on the type system have

been addressed� Next section discusses some key theoretical features of the proposed type system�
compares it to other works in the area� and outlines future research direction with respect to further
development of the type system theory�

��� Discussion

In this section� several additional aspects of the presented type theory will be discussed� Section �����
describes the modularity of the theory presented so far� Section ����
 discusses the e�ect that a type
system transformation may have on various stages of the type checking� It also uses the above
discussion to show how type system evolution can be supported by the presented type system�
Section ����� lists engineering trade�o�s related to the usage of the presented type system� Finally�
Section ����� presents a summary of the major features of the presented type system from the
theoretical point of view�

����� Extensibility

One of the signi�cant di�erences between the theory developed in this chapter and other type theories
developed so far is its modularity� The main part of the theory� including the entailment algorithms
and the subject reduction theorem� depend only on a very limited set of assumptions about the user
type graph and the primitive function semantics� No assumptions at all are made about the store
except for its initial validity� This property gives the language designer a very �exible and robust
system in which almost any store and primitive function semantics can be plugged in with very little
e�ort�
As an example� a type system that includes imperative types and state�preserving objects known

to be a challenge for type systems combining parametric and inclusion polymorphism has been fully
developed in Section ���� The only part of this theory that required some work was the proof of
consistency of the primitive functions� If a primitive function does not change the store� the proofs
of validity become even simpler�
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����� Type system evolution

So far� the user type graph was considered to be constructed at the beginning of the program
analysis process and used later during program typechecking� This assumption might be valid in
theoretical settings� but it is quite impractical as big programs are usually built from smaller blocks
�libraries� that are typechecked and veri�ed before the complete program is assembled� The question
that can be asked of a type system with respect to the above scenario is� what are the program
transformations that do not invalidate type checking or invalidate only a part of it�
In this section� various aspects of program veri�cation presented in Section ��
 will be evaluated

from this point of view� Before it is done� an important class of program transformations called
covariant transformations is introduced�

Covariant transformations include�

�� Adding a new type�


� Adding a new sub�supertype link �under the condition that the user type graph remains
acyclic��

�� Adding a new behavior�

�� Adding a new behavior de�nition or association to an existing behavior�

�� Replacing an existing behavior de�nition �association� with a de�nition �association� with a
subtype of the original�

�� Adding a new constant de�nition�

� Replacing an existing constant de�nition with a de�nition with a subtype of the original�

�� Changing a function in an existing association�

These transformations are called covariant because they covariantly change the initial typing en�
vironment� They are important because covariant change of the initial typing environment gives
each expression the same or lesser type than the type given to that expression in the presence of
the original typing environment� In a sense� covariant transformations assure that all objects in the
program continue to conform to their original speci�cations�
Local monotonicity de�ned in Section ��
�
 is invariant with respect to covariant transformations

in the following sense� if a new de�nition is added� it has to be checked for local monotonicity� but no
old de�nitions have to be rechecked� This notion of invariance will be used throughout this section
in the analysis of various aspects of type consistency�
Existence of a valid ranking for the user type graph de�ned in Section ��
�� is invariant with

respect to all covariant transformations except for type and subtype link additions� Type and link
additions do not a�ect existence of a valid ranking as long as the added types and links do not have
constraints and the added links do not introduce new paths between types in the original graph�
If any of the above conditions are violated� the existence of the valid ranking for the user type
graph needs to be rechecked� Note that since existence of the valid ranking is required for algorithm
termination� but not for its correctness� in some situations it may be feasible to skip this check as
long as there is a safeguard �such as a time constraint� that ensures termination of the type checker�
Constraint consistency as de�ned in Section ��
�� is invariant with respect to covariant transfor�

mations� This follows from the properties of entailment discussed later in this section�
Global behavior consistency �Section ��
��� describes the conditions placed on the relationships

between argument and result types of di�erent de�nitions given for the same behavior� It is based
on entailment and is therefore invariant with respect to covariant transformations�
Functional consistency described in Section ��
� is in a sense the typechecking proper as it checks

the conformance of the program to its speci�cation� Functional consistency is also entailment�based
and thus invariant with respect to covariant transformations� This is in contrast to ML�style type
inference systems where a local change in a function body can potentially a�ect typing of other
functions in the program�
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Dispatch consistency conditions �Section ��
��� are invariant to all covariant transformations
except for subtype�supertype link additions and behavior de�nition �association� additions and
changes� These conditions are the most volatile with respect to program transformations since they
are based on the notion of a concrete set which is in e�ect a set of concrete type constructors below
a given one� Thus� an addition of a subtype can change concrete sets for all its supertypes and
thus violate dispatch consistency conditions� The conservative approach to dispatch consistency
rechecking is as follows�

�� If a subtype link is added� let S be the set of type constructors that acquire new concrete
type constructors as children as a result of this addition� Then� every behavior that has type
constructors from S in the primary form of the argument of at least one of its de�nitions or
associations has to be fully rechecked for dispatch consistency� �Full rechecking� here means
that all de�nitions and associations for this behavior have to be rechecked�


� If a behavior de�nition or association is added or its type is changed for a particular behavior�
that behavior has to be fully rechecked�

Thus adding a subtype link at the bottom of the hierarchy leads to full rechecking for a lot of
behaviors� This is unfortunate and most probably unnecessary� There are two possible approaches
to this problem� The �rst one is to create more precise rules about rechecking behaviors in this case
that would eliminate unnecessary rechecking in simple cases �which are likely to constitute at least
��' of all behavior de�nitions�� The second one is to ignore the potential danger of not rechecking the
behaviors thus opening the possibility of �message not understood� and �message ambiguous� errors
in the program that is build incrementally� While this last approach clearly defeats the purpose of
type checking� it can be practical in prototyping stage of program development when the possibility
of run�time errors can be traded for faster development time� In this case the whole program will
have to be rechecked at the production stage� Other hybrid approaches are also possible�
Most of the consistency checks described above are invariant with respect to covariant type trans�

formations because they are based on the entailment algorithms of Section ��� that produce results
invariant with respect to covariant transformations� This follows from Lemma��
 and Theorem ������
Note that the entailment testing algorithm ��
 could have been made signi�cantly faster �but

still correct� if it was allowed to use the �attened form of the premises �already computed on the
�rst step� for the construction of extended type graph� However� such modi�cation would lead to
the loss of invariance with respect to covariant transformations� Consider the following example�
Let the following de�nitions be given�

type b�covar X��

type c�covar X��

type d�

�X �
 d� c�X� �
 b�X��

These specify that c��� � b��� if � � d� Let the entailment to be checked be

c��� � b��� 
 � � d ���
���

The current entailment algorithm after verifying that 
 c��� � b��� will attempt to prove that

c�a� � b�a� 
 a � d

in a type graph with an additional type constructor a �and an additional subtyping relationship
c�a� � b�a��� This will fail as even 
 a � d is not true� Thus the algorithmwill conclude that ���
���
is not true�
The modi�ed algorithm� on the other hand� will �rst infer the �attened form of c��� � b���

which is

� � � � � � d � � � �


��



which is equivalent to

� � d

Thus the modi�ed algorithm will attempt to prove


 a � d

in a type system with an additional type constructor a and an additional subtyping relationship
a � d� This immediately succeeds� and thus the modi�ed algorithm with conclude that ���
��� is
true�
Consider now the following covariant transformation of the original type system�

type b�covar X��

type c�covar X��

type d�

�X �
 d� c�X� �
 b�X��

type e�

e �
 b�X��

c�X� �
 e�

In other words� a new type e was inserted between b and c� Now the entailment ���
��� is false�
Indeed� consider �  e� Then

c���  c�e� � e � b�e�  b���

but

e � d

Since both original and modi�ed algorithms are correct� they return negative answer to ���
���
in this case� Thus� the modi�ed algorithm returns the result di�erent from that returned for the
original type system and therefore the modi�ed algorithm is not invariant with respect to covariant
transformations�
In this section� the behavior of various stages of program veri�cation with respect to covariant

program transformations was examined� The conditions under which these stages do not have to
be repeated for the modi�ed program have been established� The next section brie�y discusses the
main engineering trade�o�s of the proposed type system�

����� Engineering trade�o�s

The expressive power of this type system comes at a price� First� the proposed type system is
signi�cantlymore complex than most of the type systems reviewed in Section 
�� The user is shielded
from this increased complexity by the layered design� but a language implementor or database
designer would still have to cope with it� System uniformity and orthogonality will reduce the
necessary education time� but it may still be quite substantial�
Second� the uniform treatment of all the objects in the system also has its price tag� Since every

entity �including numbers� characters� strings etc�� is an object and� therefore� can have behaviors
that are dynamically dispatched on its type� the type indicator su�cient for dispatch purposes has
to be maintained at run�time� This has an impact on memory requirements�
Third� multiple dispatch utilized in this type system has a negative impact on execution per�

formance� Even in the presence of e�cient multi�method dispatch techniques� multiple dispatch is
still inherently slower than single dispatch� However� a good optimizing compiler can potentially
optimize away most of the necessary dynamic method dispatch by carefully analyzing the context
of the call sites or their run�time properties� as demonstrated in �DGC��� DDG���� HU����
In the next section� the brief summary of the important features of the theory developed in this

chapter will be presented�
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����
 Summary

The approach taken in this chapter can be summarized as follows� The program is analyzed to yield
a set of constrained types and relationships between them� These relationships are translated into
sets of subtyping constraints� A program typechecks if these sets admit a solution� This solution
does not have to be found� since mere fact of its existence is su�cient to ensure run�time correctness�
Thus the algorithms attempt to �nd inconsistencies in the given constraint sets rather than �nd their
solution� The constraints are interpreted in the domain of regular trees equipped with a subtyping
relationship and lower and upper bound operators�
The main features of the presented theory are�

�� Inclusion polymorphism �substitutability��


� Parametric polymorphism�

�� Partial type inference �only behavior types need to be explicitly speci�ed��

�� Provable decidability and correctness�

�� Explicit type constraints�

�� Support for union and intersection types�

� Modularity �primitive functions and store semantics can be easily modi�ed��

�� Support for imperative types�

�� Support for type system evolution �covariant transformations��

��� The ability to deal with subtyping between types of di�erent variances�

��� Support for distinction between behavior de�nitions and associations�

�
� Dispatch granularity di�erent from the type speci�cation granularity�

This concludes the presentation of the type system theory� In this chapter� decidability and
correctness of the algorithms and techniques presented in Chapter � has been proven� The e�ect of
various semantical extensions on the theory and the algorithms has been considered� Issues related
to the type system evolution and its e�ect on typechecking were also discussed� Finally� a summary
of the major theoretical features of the presented type system has been given� The review of various
theoretical type systems has been presented earlier in Section 
���� The next chapter concludes the
dissertation and discusses its main contributions as well as directions for future research�
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Chapter �

Conclusions

��� Summary and contributions

In this dissertation� a type system for an object�oriented programming language has been developed�
Analysis of theoretical and practical requirements placed on the type system by the language and

database components of the system was performed to yield a set of requirements the type system
should satisfy� A number of existing and proposed type systems have been examined and evaluated
from the point of view of these requirements� This extensive analysis is the �rst contribution of
this dissertation as it covers a very broad spectrum of type systems� yet evaluates them from the
same uniform standpoint� the set of requirements obtained by the previous analysis� It is shown
that for each required feature there is at least one type system that has it� However� the desired
combination of features remains elusive in that no type system� theoretical or practical� existing in
a programming language or proposed� has all the features necessary for the consistent and uniform
treatment of object�oriented database programming�
Based on these requirements� a type system is designed and various aspects of it are discussed�

This feature�rich design of the type system is the second contribution of this work� The design process
yields a consistent and uniform type system that satis�es the requirements developed earlier and
successfully passes the tests from the type system expressibility test suite� The main design features
of the developed type system are consistent combination of parametric and inclusion polymorphism�
an elaborate and precise mechanism for behavior �message� typing� handling of precise and complex
types of database query operations� uniform integration of imperative features� provisions for schema
evolution� and a clean separation between interface� implementation �code�� and representation
�data layout�� The three�layer type system design provides additional �exibility in speci�cation
and use of types� and facilitates better code reuse� A major motivation for the layered design is
understandability and usability of the type system by programmers� The system can be used at
all the three layers� the deeper the layer� the more power it provides� and the greater complexity it
involves�
The designed type system is used in a prototype object�oriented programming language �termed

source language throughout this dissertation�� This language is more then just a testbed for the
developed type system� it is powerful enough to describe all the major components of object�oriented
programming and design� including type and function speci�cation and veri�cation� handling of
dynamic and imperative types and objects of these types� multiple dispatch� separation between
behavior declarations and de�nitions on both the type and implementation level� and encoding of
database queries via precisely typed behavior applications� This source language can be used as a
core of a real object�oriented database programming language as it includes the dispatch procedure
for multiple dispatch of behaviors de�ned in the language� A program written in the source language
is veri�ed by �rst translating it into a more theoretical and simpli�ed target language and then
applying the typechecking techniques and veri�cation procedures to the resulting program� The
main typechecking algorithms �functional consistency checking� are local in that a code change
inside a function body does not a�ect the typing or validity of the other functions in the program�
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The third contribution of this dissertation is the development of the source language along with the
algorithms and procedures for veri�cation and typechecking of the programs written in it�
Finally� a theory has been developed to rigorously prove the validity of the presented typechecking

mechanisms� This theory includes a model of types as regular trees� formal treatment of subtyping�
constraint types� and entailment� It also includes a natural semantics of the target language designed
to formalize and reason about its run�time properties� Both algorithm termination and subject
reduction have been proven� The theory was developed in a modular fashion so as to allow its
application to other languages and systems� The proof of the validity of the handling of imperative
types in the target language was presented as a non�trivial example of utilization of the power
inherent in this modular approach� The theory was further examined by looking at the ways it
can be extended to support semantic extensions needed for a full��edged programming language�
Another point of discussion was related to the behavior of the presented algorithms in the presence of
type system changes� An important class of type system transformations �covariant transformations�
has been identi�ed and their impact on typechecking and program veri�cation has been carefully
examined� The theory has thus been shown to be modular� extensible� and incremental to a certain
degree� The developed theory also supports all major type system and design features of the source
and target language� including parametric and inclusion polymorphism� imperative� union� and
intersection types� type constraints� a very liberal notion of subtyping� di�erent granularity for type
and dispatch speci�cations� and separation between interface �type� and implementation �code�� It
also features partial type inference that is known to reduce the burden of writing type annotations
for every object in a program� At the same time� type inference is localized in order to contain
the e�ect of function code modi�cations� The development of this type theory and the proofs of
decidability and correctness of the typechecking algorithms are the fourth major contribution of this
dissertation�

��� Future research

While signi�cant work has been done to achieve the primary goal of this dissertation� there is still
a considerable room for future research�
On the practical side� making the main veri�cation algorithms more e�cient is quite important�

While the algorithms presented herein are correct� the main �entailment� algorithm appears to be
exponential and thus needs to be improved upon before it can be used in a practical language�
Implementation of the source and target languages as well as an e�cient implementation of trans�
lation and veri�cation algorithms remain to be accomplished� Another interesting and promising
research venue is related to the development of an e�cient dispatch strategy at a �ner granularity�
In this dissertation� the dispatch on parametric types does not depend on type parameter� This
is done to utilize the existing e�cient multi�method dispatch techniques� However� if an e�cient
mechanism capable of taking into account type parameters can be developed� it will greatly simplify
the theory and make the language more powerful� Finally� development of a database programming
language based on this type system presents a whole new set of challenges� such as the semantics of
persistence� handling of persistent types� behaviors� and functions� and e�cient implementation of
database queries and updates�
From the design prospective� addition of exceptions into the language seems to be an interesting

and potentially rewarding research direction� Another design possibility worth pursuing is the addi�
tion of a module system to the source language� From the database prospective� adding transaction
support directly into the language seems to be a promising idea� Yet another interesting research
direction is incorporation of algebraic types �type constructors that serve also as value constructors�
as in Standard ML �MTH���� into the type system�
From the theoretical point of view� there are a number of issues that warrant further study� One

of the most important theoretical research directions is a study into the possibility of lifting or sig�
ni�cantly relaxing the valid ranking requirement placed on the user type graph� The author believes
it can be accomplished without sacri�cing decidability� Another theoretical research possibility is
research into the complexity of the presented algorithms and its theoretical limits� Finally� develop�
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ment of the full��edged language semantics �with continuations� and the necessary modi�cation of
the relevant proofs is a challenging task�
The last task is just one of the integral parts of a larger problem of developing a powerful�

theoretically sound� e�cient� and practical object�oriented database programming language for the
next millennium� I believe such a development will be undertaken� and the result will probably
exceed the expectations of both research and industrial communities� My hope is that the research
presented in this dissertation is a step along this long and di�cult road�
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Appendix A

The Basic TIGUKAT Type System

This chapter gives a full description of the basic TIGUKAT type system� Classes and implementation
types are not fully described as their details are implementation�speci�c�

A�� Common behaviors

behavior typeOf�X� � T�ConstrainedType� �� Object type

behavior classOf�X� � T�InfiniteClass�X�� �� Object class

behavior itypeOf�X� � T�ImplementationType� �� Object implementation type

behavior OIDequal�XX� � T�Boolean� �� Object identity equality

behavior equal�X xX y�� T�Boolean �� Equality

�� Shortcut� operator binary �

�

implementation � return x�OIDequal�y�� ��

notEqual�X xX y� � T�Boolean �� Inequality

�� Shortcut� operator binary ��
�

implementation � return not �x 

 y�� ��

print�XOutputStream�X��� �� Print to an output stream

apply�X �X��Y� � Y� �� Function application

�� Shortcuts� operator binary ����

�� juxtaposition

A�� Product types

type T�Unit�

type T�ProductN�covar X� covar X	 ��� covar XN� �

project��� � X��

project	�� � X	�

���

projectN�� � XN�

��

for each N greater than ��


��



A�� Functional types

type T�Function�contravar A covar R� �

nargs�� � T�Natural� �� number of arguments

code�� � T�String� �� function code �may be empty�

��

class C�Function implements T�Function�A R� � ��� ��

type T�Behavior�contravar A covar R� subtype of T�Function�A R� �

name�� � T�String� �� behavior name

description�� � T�String� �� Documentation

definitions�� � T�ConstrainedType� �� all definitions

associations��� T�Set�T�BehaviorAssociation�AR��� �� all associations

dispatch�T�List�T�Type�� � T�Function�A R�� �� dispatch

��

class C�Behavior implements T�Behavior�A R� � ��� ��

The type T�Function�AR� can be abbreviated as �A��R or as A �� R� The following is the type
necessary for behavior type de�nition�

type T�BehaviorAssociation�contravar A covar R� subtype of T�Object �

type�� � T�SimpleConstrainedType� �� type

function�� � T�Function�AR�� �� associated function

��

class C�BehaviorAssociation implements T�BehaviorAssociation�AR� � ��� ��

The following is the type of low�level� implementation functions

type T�ImplementationFunction subtype of T�Object �

description��� T�String� �� Documentation

declaration��� T�String� �� host language declaration

definition�� � T�String� �� host language definition

argtype�� � T�List�T�ImplementationType���� required implementation types

�� of all arguments

��

class C�ImplementationFunction implements T�ImplementationFunction � ��� ��

A�� Object types

A�
�� Special types

type T�Object�

type T�Null subtype of �all object types��

class C�Null implements T�Null � ��� ��

A�
�� Atomic types

type T�Discrete subtype of T�Object �

pred��� selftype� �� Return the previous element


��



succ��� selftype� �� Return the next element

��

type T�PartiallyOrdered�contravar X� subtype of T�Object �

less�selftype� � T�Boolean� �� Antisymmetric comparison�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

greater�selftype x� � T�Boolean �� Antisymmetric comparison�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

implementation � return x � self� ��

lessOrEqual�selftype x� � T�Boolean �� Symmetric comparison�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ��
�

implementation � return x � self or x 

 self� ��

greaterOrEqual�selftype x� � T�Boolean �� Symmetric comparison�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ��
�

implementation � return x �
 self� ��

��

type T�Ordered�contravar X� subtype of T�PartiallyOrdered�X� �

max�selftype x� � selftype �� Maximum of the two

implementation �

return if x � self then self� else x� endif ��

min�selftype x� � selftype �� Minimum of the two

implementation �

return if x � self then x� else self� endif ��

��

type T�Numeric subtype of T�Ordered�T�Numeric� �

abs�� � T�Numeric� �� Absolute value

negate�� � T�Numeric� �� Negation�

�� Shortcut� operator unary ���

add�T�Numeric� � T�Numeric� �� Addition�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

subtract�T�Numeric� � T�Numeric��� Subtraction�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

multiply�T�Numeric� � T�Numeric��� Multiplication�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

divide�T�Numeric� � T�Numeric� �� Division�

�� Shortcut� operator binary ���

��

type T�Boolean subtype of T�Object �

not�� � T�Boolean� �� Negation�

or�T�Boolean� � T�Boolean� �� Logical OR�

�� Shortcut� operator binary �or�

and�T�Boolean� � T�Boolean� �� Logical AND�

�� Shortcut� operator binary �and�

xor�T�Boolean� � T�Boolean� �� Logical XOR�

�� Shortcut� operator binary �xor�

if�X X� � X� �� If�expression� Shortcut�

�� �if ��� then ��� else ��� endif�

��

finite class C�Boolean implements T�Boolean �

implementation type short atomic int�
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not�� implementation function

not�int self� � return  self� ��

or�C�Boolean� implementation function

and�int self int x� � return self !! x� ��

���

��

type T�Character subtype of T�Discrete T�Ordered�T�Character� �

ord � T�Natural� �� Returns the ordinal value

��

finite class C�ASCIICharacter implements T�Character �

implementation type short atomic char�

���

��

finite class C�UnicodeCharacter implements T�Character �

implementation type short atomic Unichar�

���

��

type T�Real subtype of T�Numeric �

truncate��� T�Integer� �� Truncate throwing away

�� the fractional part

round�� � T�Integer� �� Round to the nearest

sign�� � T�Integer� �� Sign� � if positive �� if

�� negative � otherwise

�� Refined from T�Numeric

abs�� � T�Real�

negate�� � T�Real�

add�T�Real� � T�Real�

subtract�T�Real� � T�Real�

multiply�T�Real� � T�Real�

divide�T�Real� � T�Real�

��

infinite class C�Real implements T�Real �

implementation type short atomic float�

���

��

infinite class C�LongReal implements T�Real �

implementation type long atomic double�

���

��

type T�Integer subtype of T�Real T�Discrete �

div�T�Integer� � T�Integer� �� Integer division

�� Refined from T�Real

abs�� � T�Natural�

negate�� � T�Integer�

add�T�Integer� � T�Integer�

subtract�T�Integer� � T�Integer�
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multiply�T�Integer� � T�Integer�

��

infinite class C�Integer implements T�Integer �

implementation type short atomic int�

���

��

infinite class C�LongInteger implements T�Integer �

implementation type long atomic long int�

���

��

type T�Natural subtype of T�Integer �

mod�T�Natural� � T�Natural� �� Remainder

�� Refined from T�Integer

truncate�� � T�Natural�

round�� � T�Natural�

sign�� � T�Natural�

div�T�Natural� � T�Natural�

add�T�Natural� � T�Natural�

multiply�T�Natural� � T�Natural�

��

infinite class C�Natural implements T�Natural �

implementation type short atomic unsigned�

���

��

infinite class C�LongNatural implements T�Natural �

implementation type long atomic long unsigned�

���

��

A�
�� Collection types

type T�Collection�covar X� subtype of T�Object �

hasElement�X� � T�Boolean� �� Checks if the element

�� is in the collection

cardinality�� � T�Natural� �� Collection cardinality

pick�� � X� �� Pick an element

map��X��Y� � T�Collection�Y�� �� Apply the given function to all

�� elements and return the

�� collection of results

filter��X��T�Boolean� � T�Collection�X�� �� Filters the receiver

�� collection using the

�� argument function as a filter

sort�� where �X subtype of T�Ordered�X�� � T�List�X�� �� Sorts

�� the elements of the

�� collection� Only applicable to

�� collections of ordered elements

sort��XX� � T�Boolean� � T�List�X���� Sorts the collection using

�� the supplied sorting function








��

type T�Set�covar X� subtype of T�Collection�X� �

subset�T�Set�Y�� � T�Boolean� �� Is the receiver a subset

�� of the argument�

union�T�Set�Y�� � T�Set�lub�XY��� �� Set union

intersect�T�Set�Y�� � T�Set�glb�XY��� �� Set intersection

difference�T�Set�Y��� T�Set�X�� �� Set difference

addElement�X� � T�Set�X�� �� Add an element

removeElement�Y� � T�Set�X�� �� Remove an element

�� Refined from T�Collection

map��X��Y� � T�Set�Y��

filter��X��T�Boolean� � T�Set�X��

��

infinite class C�Set implements T�Set�X� �

const T�List�X� �list�

���

��

type T�EmptySet subtype of T�Set�X��

finite class C�EmptySet implements T�EmptySet � ��� ��

type T�USet�novar X� subtype of T�Set�X� �

union���
�T�Set�X��� �� Destructive set union

intersect���
�T�Set�Y��� �� Destructive set intersection

difference���
�T�Set�Y��� �� Destructive difference

addElement���
�X�� �� Destructively add an element

removeElement���
�Y� � T�Boolean� �� Destructively remove an element�

�� Returns if it was removed

removeAll��� �� Remove all elements

map�
��X��X�� �� Replace all objects in the set by their images

�� obtained by application of the given function

��

manual class C�USet implements T�USet�X� �

const T�Array�X� �array�

���

��

type T�List�covar X� subtype of T�Collection�X� �

at�T�Natural� � X� �� Get at arg�s position

cat�X� � T�List�X�� �� Concatenation

slice�T�Natural T�Natural� � T�List�X�� �� Slice from i�th

�� to j�th element

�� Refined from T�Collection

map��X��Y� � T�List�Y��

filter��X��T�Boolean� � T�List�X��

��

infinite class C�List implements T�List�X� � ��� ��
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type T�EmptyList subtype of T�List�X��

finite class C�EmptyList implements T�EmptyList � ��� ��

type T�Array�novar X� subtype of T�List�X� �

�� Refined from T�List

at�T�Natural� �
 X� �� Set at arg�s position

slice�T�Natural T�Natural� �
 T�List�X�� �� Slice set

��

manual class C�Array implements T�Array�X� � ��� ��

type T�String subtype of T�List�T�Character� �

�� Refined from T�List

cat�T�String� � T�String�

slice�T�Natural T�Natural� � T�String�

filter��T�Character��T�Boolean� � T�String�

��

infinite class C�String implements T�String � ��� ��

infinite class C�UnicodeString implements T�String � ��� ��

A�
�
 Imperative types

type T�Var�novar X� subtype of T�Object �

get�� � X� �� Get the value

set�X�� �� Set the value

destructive��X��X�� �� See the note below

��

manual class C�Var�X� implements T�Var�X� � ��� ��

The behavior destructive is designed to replace the value stored in the variable by the value
generated from the old contents of that variable by the function passed in as an argument� In other
words�

v�destructive�f�

is equivalent to

v�set�v�get�f�

For example�

Integer v�

v �
 ��

v�destructive�negate��

v�print�stdout��

will print �� while

Integer v�

v �
 ��

v�destructive�fun �x� � return x�plus���� ���

v�print�stdout��

will print ���
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A�
�� Metatypes

type T�ConstrainedType subtype of T�PartiallyOrdered�T�ConstrainedType� �

components�� � T�Set�T�SimpleConstrainedType�� �� Components of this type

��

type T�SimpleConstrainedType subtype of T�ConstrainedType �

constraints�� � T�Set�T�TypeConstraint���� Constraints placed on this type

variables�� � T�Set�T�TypeVariable�� �� Set of type variables

root�� � T�OpenTypeOrTV� �� Root of the type tree

��

type T�Type subtype of T�SimpleConstrainedType �

name�� � T�String� �� The name

description�� � T�String� �� Documentation

numParameters�� � T�Natural� �� Number of type parameters

var�T�Natural n� � T�Variance� �� Variance of the n�th type parameter

classes�� � T�Set�T�Class�� �� All associated classes

subtypes�� � T�Set�T�Type�� �� Primary functors of immediate subtypes

supertypes�� � T�Set�T�Type�� �� Primary functors of

�� immediate supertypes

subtypings�� � T�Set�T�TypeConstraint�� �� All subtype definitions

�� involving this type

deepExtent�� � T�Set�T�Object�� �� All enumerable objects of this

�� type and its subtypes

��

class C�Type implements T�Type � ��� ��

infinite class C�ConstrainedType implements T�ConstrainedType � ��� ��

infinite class C�SimpleConstrainedType implements T�SimpleConstrainedType � ��� ��

The partial order on types is subtyping�
The users only de�ne types of the type T Type that corresponds to a type explicitely declared in

the program� All the other types can only be generated automatically �usually during typechecking��
The types de�ned below are not metatypes as such� but are used in metatype construction� They

are here for completeness of the speci�cation�

type T�OpenTypeOrTV subtype of T�Object�

type T�OpenType subtype of T�OpenTypeOrTV �

primaryFunctor�� � T�Type� �� Primary functor

children�� � T�List�T�OpenTypeOrTV�� �� Children

��

type T�TypeVariable subtype of T�OpenTypeOrTV�

type T�TypeConstraint �

left�� � T�OpenTypeOrTV� �� left side of the constraint

right�� � T�OpenTypeOrTV� �� right side of the constraint

��

infinite class C�OpenType implements T�OpenType � ��� ��

infinite class C�TypeVariable implements T�TypeVariable � ��� ��

infinite class C�TypeConstraint implements T�TypeConstraint � ��� ��

The following is the type of implementation types�
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type T�ImplementationType subtype of T�PartiallyOrdered�T�ImplementationType� �

name�� � T�String� �� The name

description�� � T�String� �� Documentation

classes�� � T�Set�T�Class�� �� All associated classes

subtypes�� � T�Set�T�ImplementationType�� �� Immediate subtypes

supertypes�� � T�Set�T�ImplementationType�� �� Immediate supertypes

layout�� � T�String� �� host language description

�� of an object layout

��

class C�ImplementationType implements T�ImplementationType � ��� ��

A�
�� Class types and the metaclasses

type T�InfiniteClass�covar X� subtype of T�Object �

name�� � T�String� �� The name

type�� � T�Type� �� Associated type

contains�T�Object� � T�Boolean� �� Is this an object of this class�

itype�� � T�ImplementationType� �� Associated implementation type

extends�� � T�Set�T�InfiniteClass�T�Object��� �� Classes that

�� this one extends

��

class C�InfiniteClass implements T�InfiniteClass � ��� ��

type T�FiniteClass�covar X� subtype of T�InfiniteClass�X� �

extent�� � T�Set�X�� �� Shallow extent

��

class C�FiniteClass implements T�FiniteClass � ��� ��

type T�ManualClass�covar X� subtype of T�InfiniteClass�X� �

basicNew�� � X� �� Object creation

��

class C�ManualClass implements T�ManualClass � ��� ��

type T�Class�covar X� subtype of T�FiniteClass�X� T�ManualClass�X��

class C�Class implements T�Class � ��� ��
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Appendix B

Implementation Notes

In this section� design considerations related to various aspects of implementation of a database
programming language with the type system described in this dissertation are presented� Most of
these design decisions were conceived� discussed� and tried out during implementation of the pilot
version of TIGUKAT OODBMS described in � 	OPS���� and �Pet����
One of the main goals of the TIGUKAT OODBMS is to provide a uniform object�oriented

environment� In this environment� every entity is an object that possesses a type that de�nes its
interface and an implementation type that de�nes its memory layout� An object is referred to by
its unique object identi�er� or an OID� The only elementary actions are behavior applications and
�lower�level� invisible for the user� read�write operations on object components �attributes��
Section B�� discusses in�memory OID structure and the object addressing in general� Section B�


provides several references on e�cient multi�method dispatch techniques� Section B�� describes the
role implementation types play in the system� Finally� Section B�� brie�y discusses the e�ects of
adding persistence to the language�

B�� Object identi�ers

Since the only elementary action explicitly available in the proposed language is behavior applica�
tion� e�ciency of the language is crucially dependent on the e�ciency of the dispatch mechanism�
Since dynamic types of objects are required for the dispatch to operate� access to the object type
information su�cient for dispatch purposes should be made as e�cient as possible� The most e��
cient access to type information can be achieved when it is encoded directly within an OID� Then
in order to dispatch on a particular object� this object does not have to be accessed at all� in fact�
it may not be in the application memory as long as its OID is available�
Thus the �rst part of an OID is a type index� A type index does not encode the complete object

type� Rather� it denotes a pair of which the �rst component is a primary functor of the object�s run�
time type and the second component is the object�s implementation type� Since only the primary
functors make a di�erence for the dispatch process� the information denoted by the type index is
su�cient to perform dispatch� The type index is in fact an index into a global type table �hence
the name�� Each entry in the type table is a pair denoted by the respective type index� In the
current implementation� the size of the type index �eld is 
 bytes which allows for ����� distinct
type indices� Since only concrete types receive type indices� this number is likely to be more than
su�cient�
The second part of the OID is the object identi�er proper called contents� The �rst two bits

of this �eld identify one of three object varieties� For each variety the rest of the contents �eld is
interpreted di�erently� In the current implementation� the size of the contents �eld is � bytes�

Short atomic objects are the objects that do not maintain state �are immutable� and have small
enough size to �t into the contents �eld entirely� An example of such an object is an integer number�
By encoding short atomic objects in this manner their identity is automatically guaranteed� For
example� no matter how many times an object � appears in the program� all its occurrences will have







the same OID and will thus be indistinguishable from one another� An OID of a short atomic object
can be perceived as a reference into a constant in�nite pool of prede�ned objects� The user can
introduce his own short atomic objects by de�ning an appropriate implementation type for them�

Long atomic objects are immutable objects� but with size large enough not to �t into the
contents �eld� For such objects� the contents �eld represents the address on the heap where the
object is located� Since long atomic objects are immutable� reference sharing problems do not arise�
Immutable sets and strings are examples of system�de�ned long atomic objects� The user can also
introduce his own long atomic objects�

Regular objects are mutable objects� For these objects� the contents �eld represents an index
into the global object table� An entry in the object table encodes �along with other information� the
address of the object on the heap� The advantage of this indirect approach is the ability to resize
and move objects freely �including moving to�from persistent storage� and delete objects in a safe
manner� The disadvantage is the impact on e�ciency made by an additional indirection during each
access� Most if not all user�de�ned object types will fall into this category�
An implementation type can specify the desired interpretation of the contents �eld of its ob�

ject identi�ers by using speci�ers short atomic� long atomic� and regular� This speci�cation is
placed in implementation types since it is a low�level property not essential for interface or structure
speci�cations�
In this section� the organization of OIDs was described� The next section outlines e�cient

dispatch techniques suited for the language in question�

B�� Multiple dispatch

Since the language under consideration features multiple dispatch that requires that dispatch be done
on the types of all arguments rather than on the type of the receiver only� some of the well�known
e�cient dispatch techniques such as vtables do not apply�
Multi�method dispatch techniques can be separated into two broad classes� cache�based and

table�based� Cache�based techniques rely on a sort of a branch prediction mechanism to cache in
the most common case� but can take a while to dispatch if a cache miss occurs� The technique
used in Cecil language is cache�based �Cha�
a�� �DCG���� �DGC��� o�ers some improvements in
non�re�exive case�
Table�based techniques rely on some sort of a table where all possible dispatch variants are stored�

The organization and access to this table is the di�erentiating factor between the techniques from
this group� These techniques are described in �CT���� �DAS���� �HSPL���� �HLPS���� and �PHLS����
Out of these� the technique described in �HLPS��� is the simplest to implement and works very well
in the presence of type system changes� Techniques described in �HSPL��� and �PHLS��� are more
e�cient �O�k� where k is the behavior arity�� but an additional work is required to adapt them for
a re�exive system�
In the next section� the usage of implementation types in low�level speci�cations is described�

B�� Implementation types and functions

An implementation type is a description of the object�s memory layout� A special prede�ned im�
plementation type IT TgObject corresponds to the implementation of a regular TIGUKAT object�
The objects of this implementation type have an array of slots that can be accessed by a set of
primitive functions� Objects that have a number of speci�c �elds in addition to the array of slots
are represented as instances of implementation subtypes of IT TgObject�
Atomic objects that are represented directly by contents of OIDs� are instances of implementation

types that are not subtypes of IT TgObject� The subtyping relationships between these types is
determined by their C��implementation� For example� IT Character and IT Natural are subtypes
of IT Integer because in C�� �the host language for our implementation� any character and any
unsigned number can be treated as an integer� On the other hand� C�� integers can not be treated
as C�� real numbers� and therefore IT Integer is not an implementation subtype of IT Real�
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Every implementation type provides a function to retrieve a full object type� This is necessary
as the type index only gives information necessary for dispatch purposes� which is in general less
then the full type �e�g� a list�s OID type index would tell this is an object of type T List�X� for
some X� but it will not be able to produce the value of X��

B�� Adding persistence

Persistence has an e�ect on both global tables and object representation� In order to make databases
machine�independent� the following approach was adopted� The representation of an object in the
database �on disk� and in memory are di�erent� The translation is provided by a pair of functions
�pack and unpack� associated with an implementation type� Thus� each implementation type may
potentially have its own disk representation� Disk OIDs also di�er from in�memory ones� On disk�
there are only regular OIDs as both short and long atomic OIDs are converted into in�line tagged
data� Another distinction lies in the size of type and object indices� Disk structures have much
larger index size�� indices are converted at the moment the object is packed �unpacked�� Thus� each
entry of both object table and type index table contains� in addition to other information� the long
disk version of the index �or � if that index has been created by the program and does not have
any disk equivalent yet�� Disk indices are assigned at the time a table entry is packed �usually at
transaction commit time��
Since schema objects like types� behaviors etc� can also be made persistent� they have their own

type indices and are packed and unpacked by their respective pack�unpack routines� Dependencies
between schema objects make it necessary to provide a set of rules that determine which objects
are to be made persistent when a schema object becomes persistent� For example� if an object is
made persistent� its type and class become persistent as well� These rules are described in detail
in � 	OPS�����
In this section� various implementation and low�level system design issues were brie�y discussed�

When completed� the full implementation of the TIGUKAT OODBMS and its language will most
probably produce much more elaborate texts �theses or otherwise� describing its design�

�In the current implementation� the disk version of an OID is �� bytes long�
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Appendix C

Module System

This chapter describes the module system proposed for the TIGUKAT OODBPL� It manages name
spaces in a manner that is orthogonal to the type system� thus allowing the type system to be free
of name space management issues�
The concept of a module as a unit of name scoping and information hiding was �rst introduced

in Modula and its much better known o�spring Modula�
 �Wir���� This concept is extensively used
in the modern language design�
Languages that make use of this powerful concept include those of Pascal�Modula family such

as Ada �Ada��� �under the name of packages�� DBPL �SM���� Oberon �RW�
�� Oberon�
 �MW����
Modula��� �LML����� and Modula�� �Har�
��
Languages from ML language family also make use of the modules� Modules in these languages�

however� are interface speci�cations rather than modules as such� It has been shown that ML
modules can be used in place of interface types in object�oriented programming �TT���� This
family of languages includes Standard ML �MTH���� Galileo �ACO���� Amber �Car��a�� and Haskell
�HJW��
��
Other languages that utilize modules include TM �BBdB����� LOOM �BFP���� Theta �LCD�����

Dylan �App���� Modular Smalltalk �Hol��a�� TL �MMS���� BETA �MMPN��� �under the name of
fragments�� Java �AG���� and Pizza �OW�� �the latter two use the name package��
In �CL���� the usage of modules in BeCecil is described and their interaction with various object�

oriented constructs is investigated�
In Jigsaw �Bra�
�� modules are used as one of the central language concepts� It is argued that

modules be used instead of classes�
Modularity and the use of modules is also advocated in �TNG�
��
This chapter is organized as follows� Section C�� discusses the problems related to the coupling

of inheritance and name space management in the current object�oriented languages� Section C�

illustrates the concepts of module export and import� Inner modules are introduced in Section C���
The algorithm for name resolution in the presence of inner modules is presented in Section C���
Finally� Section C�� brie�y discusses issues related to the module persistence�

C�� Information hiding and sharing

Traditionally� in object�oriented languages classes were used as a unit of information sharing and
hiding� The best known example of this approach is C�� �Str��� with its use of public� private�
and protected keywords� Even though there are no compelling reasons for coupling inheritance
with name space management� this approach was also adopted in Java �AG���� However� due to
well�known problems related to this approach� Java has a complementary mechanism for dealing
with name space management � namely� that of packages� Packages eliminate the need for cum�
bersome friend constructs that are used in C�� to overcome the problems related to the coupling
of inheritance and name space management units�


��



In order to illustrate the problems related to such coupling� consider the following example� Let
T Bank� T InvestmentCompany� and T InsuranceCompany be the types that de�ne interface of their
respective real�world entities� Consider a �nancial group that has a bank� an investment company�
and an insurance company as its components� Let FinancialRecords be a message that can be sent
to any bank or company to receive �nancial records of a given institution� We would like to make
FinancialRecords available inside the �nancial group� but not outside of it� In the absence of mod�
ules� there is no way to accomplish this functionality unless a new �wrapper� type T FinancialGroup

is de�ned� However� in this case� all access to the bank and the investment and insurance company
has to go through the �nancial group� which means that all public interfaces of the bank� investment
and insurance company has to be duplicated in T FinancialGroup� For example� if banks and com�
panies have a publicly accessible method WithdrawFunds� that will necessitate the creation of three
methods in T FinancialGroup� namely WithdrawFundsFromBank� WithdrawFundsFromInvestment�
and WithdrawFundsFromInsurance� This makes the interface de�nition unnecessarily complex and
any further interface modi�cation complicated and error�prone� In the presence of modules� how�
ever� a �nancial group can be represented as a module rather than a class� That module may export
the bank� investment� and insurance companies together with their public interfaces� but not the
message FinancialRecords�
In the proposed type system� only the question of message �behavior� hiding is relevant� as all

instance variables are hidden and can not be directly accessed by any type� Thus� the following
discussion concentrates on the modular mechanisms for behavior hiding�

C�� Export and import

Every module contains export and import lists� A module can be understood a membrane that stops
everything but the names listed in the import list from getting in� and it also stops all names except
for those listed in the export lists from getting out�
Every entry in the export table is organized as follows� It has a quali�ed name of the symbol to

export� its �possibly empty� alias that will be used outside the exporting module� and a �ag that
indicates whether all names are to be exported� The �ag only makes sense if this entry exports a
module�
An entry in the import table also consists of the quali�ed name of the imported symbol� its

�possibly empty� alias to be used inside the importing module� and a �ag that indicates whether all
names are to be imported� The �ag only makes sense if this entry imports a module�
Example�

module M�Bank �

import all M�Finance M�FinancialInstitution�

import M�FinancialInstitution�T�FinancialInstitution as T�Root�

export M�Bank�T�Bank M�Bank�WithdrawFunds ����

export all M�FinancialInstitution�

���

type T�Bank subtype of T�Root ���

���

��

module M�Main �

import all M�Bank�

���

T�Bank bank�

���

bank�WithdrawFunds������

���

��
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Here the module M Bank imports everything that is exported by both M FinancialInstitution

and M Finance� �locally� renaming T FinancialInstitution imported from
M FinancialInstitution as T Root� It exports the type T Bank� the behavior WithdrawFunds�
and all symbols exported by M FinancialInstitution� The module M Main imports all symbols
exported by M Bank and can therefore use both T Bank and WithdrawFunds�
Note that this arrangement allows one to de�ne re�export of imported symbols� possibly renaming

them along the way� This makes it possible to de�ne more restrictive versions of existing modules
�views�� For example� the following de�nes a �customer view� of a bank�

module M�CustomerBank �

import all M�Bank�

export M�Bank�T�Bank M�Bank�WithdrawFunds ���

��

The di�erence between M Bank and M CustomerBank is that the latter only allows the usage of bank�s
methods� but not those of a �nancial institution�

C�� Inner modules

In order to design hierarchical systems� a notion of inner module is introduced� An inner module
is de�ned inside another �parent� module� thus� the hierarchy of inner modules forms a tree� The
import list of the inner module contains a special entry named PARENT� If this entry has its �all�
�ag turned on� the inner module imports all symbols from its parent module� including ones that
are not exported� Thus� an inner module has an access to the �internals� of its parent module�
On the other hand� the parent module has access to all symbols exported by the inner module�

It does not have access to the symbols that the inner module does not export�
There is an additional restriction placed on the inner module export list� An inner module can

not export imported symbols that are not explicitly exported by its parent module� This is done to
disallow bypassing export lists by using inner modules�
Example�

module M�Bank �

import all M�Finance M�FinancialInstitution�

import M�FinancialInstitution�T�FinancialInstitution as T�Root�

export M�Bank�T�Bank M�Bank�WithdrawFunds ����

export all M�FinancialInstitution�

���

type T�Bank subtype of T�Root ���

���

module M�Vault �

import all PARENT�

export T�Vault Get Put�

���

type T�Vault ��� �

���

Get�T�Money request�� T�Money received implementation �

���

SecurityStandBy���

���

�

��

��

���

module M�Security �

import all PARENT�


�




export SecurityStandBy ����

���

��

���

��

Inside M Bank only behaviors Get and Put of the type T Vault can be used� However� inside M Vault

all behaviors de�ned inside M Bank can be used� including the behavior SecurityStandBy exported
into the name space of M Bank by the module M Security�
The next section gives the algorithm for name search in the presence of inner modules�

type T�Module �

Parent�� � T�Module� �� Reference to the parent module�

NameTable�� � T�NameTable� �� Name table

ImportTable�� � T�ImportTable� �� Import table

ExportTable�� � T�ExportTable� �� Export table

���

��

type T�NameTable subtype of T�Set�T�NameTableEntry��

type T�NameTableEntry �

Name�� � T�String� �� Name being defined

NameDef�� � T�NameDef� �� The definition for use by compiler

Module�� � T�Module� �� Module reference �non�NULL

�� if this is a name of an inner module�

��

type T�ImportTable subtype of T�Set�T�IETableEntry��

type T�ExportTable subtype of T�Set�T�IETableEntry��

type T�IETableEntry �

QName�� � T�String� �� Qualified name being imported �exported�

Alias�� � T�String� �� Its alias �can be NULL�

All�� � T�Boolean� �� Are all names imported �exported��

�� Only makes sense if this entry

�� refers to a module

��

Figure C��� Module data structures

C�� Name search

Figures C��� C�
� C��� and C�� de�ne the algorithm and the data structures used for name search
in the presence of multiple modules� The entry point of the algorithm is the behavior FindSymbol
�Figure C�
�� For the purposes of this algorithm� it is assumed that every module has a parent
module except for a special �root� module that has no imports or exports� This �root� module is
considered to be a parent of all modules de�ned in the global scope� It is also assumed that import
table of every module has an entry marked with a prede�ned name �PARENT� that refers to the
parent of the given module�
The algorithm either produces the variable de�nition along with the module it is located in or

one of two error conditions� UNDEFINED or AMBIGUOUS� There is a built�in ambiguity resolution that
assigns lower priority to symbols implicitly imported from inner modules� However� this is the only
case when one de�nition supersedes another� In all other cases� the AMBIGUOUS error occurs�
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�� Function� T�Module��FindSymbol

�� Purpose� find a symbol in the given module

�� Input�

�� self �the receiver� � module to locate symbol in

�� qname � qualified name of the symbol to search for

�� Output�

�� pair of �modulenameDef� where

�� module � module where the found name definition is located

�� nameDef � name definition for use by compiler

�� Errors�

�� Can throw one of�

�� AMBIGUOUS � the name is ambiguous

�� UNDEFINED � the name is undefined

T�Module��FindSymbol�T�String qname� � �T�NameDef T�Module� implementation

�

T�Set�T�ModuleT�String� trace �
 ���

T�USet�T�Number T�NameDef T�Module� results �
 ���

T�NameDef resultND�

T�Module resultMod�

T�Number resultPri �
 MAXNUM�

T�Boolean resultAmbiguous �
 FALSE�

FindHere�qname � TRUE trace results��

if �results�IsEmpty� then � throw UNDEFINED� ��

�� Choose the result with the highest priority�

�� If there is more than one this symbol is ambiguous

for each e in results do �

T�Number priority�

T�NameDef nameDef�

T�Module module�

�priority nameDef module� �
 e�

if �priority � resultPri� then �

resultAmbiguous �
 FALSE�

�resultPri resultND resultMod� �
 �priority nameDef module��

� elseif �priority 

 resultPri� then �

resultAmbiguous �
 TRUE�

��

��

if �resultAmbiguous� then �

throw AMBIGUOUS�

� else �

return �resultND resultMod��

��

��

Figure C�
� Name search
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�� Function� T�Module��FindHere

�� Purpose� find all symbol definitions available in the given module

�� Input�

�� self �the receiver� � module to locate symbol in

�� qname � qualified name of the symbol to search for

�� priority � current search priority �� is the highest�

�� parentSearch � a boolean flag that indicates whether

�� the enclosing module should be searched

�� trace � set of �modulename� pairs already tried

�� Input�Output�

�� results � updatable set of results� Each result is a triple

�� that consists of�

�� priority � the priority of the successful search

�� nameDef � name definition

�� module � module where the found name definition is located

T�Module��FindHere� T�String qname T�Number priority T�Boolean parentSearch

T�Set�T�Module T�String� trace

T�USet�T�Number T�NameDef T�Module� results� implementation

�

�� Attempt to locate the symbol in the name table

�� and inner modules

for each e in NameTable do �

if �e�Name 

 qname� then �

results�insert��prioritye�NameDefself���

� elseif �e�Module �
 NULL� then �

if �e�Name�IsPrefixOf�qname�� then �

T�String nameTail �
 qname�RemovePrefix�e�Name��

e�Module�FindExternal�nameTailprioritytraceresults��

� else �

e�Module�FindExternal�qnamepriority � �traceresults��

��

��

��

�� Attempt to locate the symbol among imports

for each e in ImportTable do �

if �e�QName 

 �PARENT� and not parentSearch� then � continue� ��

T�String name �
 if �e�Alias �
 NULL� then � e�Alias� � else � e�QName� ��

if �name�IsPrefixOf�qname�� then �

T�String nameTail �
 qname�RemovePrefix�name��

if �e�All or nameTail 

 ��� then �

T�Set�T�ModuleT�String� newTrace �
 ��selfqname���

Parent�FindHere�e�QName � nameTailpriorityTRUEnewTraceresults��

��

��

��

��

Figure C��� Name search in the given module
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�� Function� T�Module��FindExternal

�� Purpose� find all symbol definitions exported by the given module

�� Input�

�� self �the receiver� � module to locate symbol in

�� qname � qualified name of the symbol to search for

�� priority � current search priority �� is the highest�

�� trace � set of �modulename� pairs already tried

�� Input�Output�

�� results � updatable set of results� Each result is a triple

�� that consists of�

�� priority � the priority of the successful search

�� nameDef � name definition

�� module � module where the found name definition is located

T�Module��FindExternal� T�String qname T�Number priority

T�Set�T�Module T�String� trace

T�USet�T�Number T�NameDef T�Module� results� implementation

�

�� Fail if already visited this place

if �trace�Includes��selfqname��� then �

return�

� else �

trace�Insert��selfqname���

��

for each e in ExportTable do �

T�String name �
 if �e�Alias �
 NULL� then � e�Alias� � else � e�QName� ��

if �name�IsPrefixOf�qname�� then �

T�String nameTail �
 qname�RemovePrefix�name��

if �e�All OR nameTail 
 ��� then �

FindHere�e�QName � nameTail priority FALSE trace results��

��

��

��

��

Figure C��� External name search in the given module
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Due to the restriction mentioned in the previous section �an inner module can not export symbols
from its parent�� the behavior FindHere has an additional argument parentSearch which is set to
FALSE every time an �external� search is performed� This prevents the algorithm from searching the
parent hierarchy of a given module�
The trace is necessary to avoid in�nite recursion� The reason why such a situation can occur

is the fact that there are no acyclicity restrictions placed on the import module hierarchy� This
signi�cantly facilitates the design process� The trace is reset in FindHere when the search proceeds
to the parent module to reduce the amount of testing required� This optimization is valid since only
�internal� searches are allowed to look in the parent module� thus in�nite cycles do not occur when
the algorithm goes �up� the parent hierarchy�
The data structures depicted in Figure C�� are related to a single module� The name table

contains the set of names de�ned in the given module� including any inner modules present� The
import �export� table represents the set of all imports �exports� of the given module� Parent refers
to the parent module�

C�� Adding persistence

Modules� types� behaviors� and all the other schema entities are objects and can therefore be stored
in the database and retrieved from it� In order to indicate that a particular module is persistent�
the PERSISTENT keyword can be added to its de�nition� If a module is persistent� then all types�
behaviors� classes� functions� and inner modules de�ned in it are also persistent� Only top�level
modules can be declared persistent� If a module is persistent� then all modules from which it imports
should also be declared persistent� These restrictions ensure that persistent module�s dependencies
persist along with the module itself�
In this chapter� the module system and the algorithm for name resolution have been described�

This module system is orthogonal to the type system and therefore does not a�ect typechecking� At
the same time� the elaborate import�export mechanismalong with inner modules provides a powerful
way to deal with information hiding and sharing at the module level� The module system is also
capable of modeling views which is one of the major schema information management mechanisms
in traditional database management systems�
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